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Abstract
Players of multiplayer video games frequently come out of play sessions having experienced
vivid and visceral stories that the original ‘authors’ of the text could not have anticipated.
This is narrative emergence at work – a phenomenon that sees elements of game design and
player actions combine during gameplay to create organic, unpredictable and highly variable
stories. For players, these experiences can prove thrilling and are often remembered as
defining narrative moments among countless hours of gameplay. However, narrative
emergence takes on an ambiguous appearance in scholarship, suffering ill-definition,
imprecise practical application, and dismissal as an ephemeral novelty. I re-position narrative
emergence as a powerful form of player experience in multiplayer games, one which
destabilises the ‘text’ of an individual game and makes its boundaries and meanings fluid and
negotiable by players.
This study analyses the ways in which collective gameplay generates experiences of
narrative, as well as the narrative dimensions of players’ extra-game activities (including
images, cinematic videos, walkthroughs, written stories and the production of other
paratextual ‘artefacts’). The study of these narrative forms is balanced and deepened by an
ongoing consideration of the role of various rulesets as contributors to complex systems of
emergence. Through analysis of three case study video games and a digital ethnography of
their associated online player communities, I demonstrate the potential for the phenomenon
to form a fundamental part of everyday play experiences. Narrative emergence also develops
as a phenomenon that is cyclical and recursive in nature, thus boasting enormous potential for
shaping individual and collective understandings of game texts and gameplay over time.
The study focuses in particular on games featuring zombies as central antagonists. The
recurrent figure of the video game zombie, which mediates between chaos and rule-driven
predictability, serves as both metaphor and mascot for narrative emergence. The zombie is by
nature monstrously emergent, and this alignment is reinforced by the placement of chaos and
contingency at the heart of representational construction in zombie media. In the zombie
genre, emergent experiences are inherently located at the core of texts as a primary engine for
narrative experiences.
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Introduction
Exquisite corpses and emergent narratives
At social gatherings of Parisian Surrealist artists and writers in the 1920s, a number of
collective parlour games were developed and defined – notable amongst them the cadavre
exquis (‘exquisite corpse’). Initially named jeu des petits papiers, the game typically involved
four or more players, sheets of paper and tools for writing (and later for drawing). Words,
phrases and sentences were written by participants and contributed to a hat to be randomly
drawn and placed together to constitute unanticipated phrases and stories (Emanuel 74). The
game earned its more memorable name after the group’s enthusiastic reception of the first
sentence to be produced by this process of automatic writing: “cadavre – exquis – boira – le
vin – nouveau” (“the exquisite corpse will drink new wine”). For André Breton, the founder
of Surrealism, the merit of this system of verbal construction “was that they could not have
been the fruit of one mind and that they were an infallible means of bypassing the critical
faculty” (Aspley 267). By combining simple rules, textual inputs and the collective
interactions of the players, the machinations of chance allowed narrative meaning to emerge
in surprising ways, freed of the apparent limitations of individual motivations, perceptions
and creative outlooks.
The connection to corpses and the bodily was deepened in the visual variant of the game, in
which each participant would, one by one, draw part of an image, fold the sheet of paper to
conceal their design, and hand it off to the next player to make a similarly mysterious
contribution. Guided by a simple compositional rule that participants’ efforts were to mirror
the anatomical structure of the body (the first participant was required to draw the equivalent
of a head, the upper torso, shoulders and arms, the third the mid-section, and so on) players
would work to generate drawn corpses which were often fantastic, bizarre and beautiful in
nature. Humans, animals, plants, inanimate machinery and abstract constructions would share
limbs and sections of their bodies to make up the final, unanticipated assemblies. The
composite figures, phrases and stories drew on the “pooling of mental resources and the
chance associations of words or images” in order to deliberately disrupt normal expectations
of discourse and “to release clichés and automatisms of speech, by producing singular
analogies and unprecedented association” (Adamowicz 55). By drawing upon a simple rule
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structure, embracing chance and the variability of group collaboration in a context of
interactive creativity, both the verbal and visual versions of the cadavre exquis were games
that generated early examples of narrative emergence.
‘Emergent’ game narratives are those that “are not prestructured or preprogrammed, taking
shape through the game play” and in which elements of the game’s design enable “the storyconstructing activity of players” (Jenkins, ‘Game Design as Narrative Architecture’ 128).
Such emergence is possible in video games because they function as complex systems and
the interactions players have with these systems elicit “unpredictable narrative experiences”
unique to each player (Salen and Zimmerman 383). In short, this phenomenon describes
narrative content and experiences that develop organically through the highly variable
processes and possibilities of play. This narrative-generative potential of gaming systems can
contribute to players’ individual interpretations of game events and experiences and in turn
inform their interaction with the text and their subsequent gameplay decisions. The focus of
this thesis is on these moments of narrative meaning that game systems and players generate
together in reaction to unpredictable experiences in multiplayer gameplay, either in the
absence of, or in addition to, explicit, embedded narrative cues.
The title of this thesis and the connection to the evening parlour activity of the Surrealists
deliberately gestures towards the figure of another fantastic, grotesque corpse – the undead
zombie. The use and experience of emergent narrative in zombie genre of multiplayer games
is distinctive and integral. Where emergent experiences in other game modes and genres are
often coincidental, piecemeal and superficial (in the sense that they may add a layer of
emergently generated story experience, or modify part of a game experience), in the zombie
genre emergence is located at the core of texts as a primary engine for multi-user narrative
experiences. This is no coincidence, and it reflects the fundamentally emergent nature of both
the fictional worlds and narrative structures of zombie media outside of video games.
Emergent narrative as a term has been subject to criticism in scholarship for its frequently
vague application to games and a lack of conceptual completeness or cohesion. This reflects
the phenomenon’s status as a secondary or non-essential element of narrative design in many
of the games discussed in the existing literature. The combination of the zombie genre and
the multiplayer mode gives us the chance to observe emergent narrative in a form where it
has been granted textual primacy. By studying this genre, a comprehensive and cohesive
description of the emergent narrative phenomenon, its drivers, its functions and its outcomes
2

both for narrative and player experience can be developed. Zombie games speak back to the
wider genre of which they are a partial product, enacting and intensifying already present
emergent tendencies. They also speak to gaming more broadly, demonstrating the potential
for emergent narrative to drive games rather than augment them.
The emergent process enables the individuals who play such games to participate in ongoing
renegotiations of the narrative meanings of video game texts. Users are able to participate in a
potentially cyclical process which comprises play, experience of narrative emergence, the
creative production of narrative artefacts, sharing artefacts to online player communities and
consuming such artefacts in order to shape and guide future play experience (and consequent
possibilities for narrative emergence). This study argues that multiplayer zombie video
games, and the social and textual practices of player communities, illustrate a generative
process of emergent narrative that is particular to the multiuser modality.

Research questions
The key research questions that guide this study are as follows:
•

To what extent, and in what ways, do players experience emergent narrative during
multiplayer gaming sessions?
This research question seeks definition and demonstration of narrative emergence in
multiplayer texts; it asks what leads to the player’s experience of emergent narrative,
how is this narrative meaning received and negotiated, how do players capture,
articulate and process such meaning, and how significant are these moments to
individual and group understandings of whole gaming sessions and, indeed, whole
game texts. The production and consumption of emergent narrative by players, in
their role as part of games’ textual machines, is not merely possible or likely, but
deeply embedded in common, everyday gaming rituals and activities. In attempting to
define the boundaries of the generative phenomenon inside multi-user contexts, it is
demonstrated through this study that it is an experience frequently encountered by
players across a number of communities with a wide variety of narrative and ludic
consequences for players.
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•

In what ways do players reflexively consider their own gameplay and participation in
generative practices?
The literature is emphatic in its demonstration of the notion that digital games and
their players are able to enter into a sort of cybernetic relationship where interaction
with the game not only enacts textual meaning, but to varying degrees defines it. It is
also evident that scholarly consensus sees players naturally and easily taking their
participatory role in this relationship. This study seeks to uncover why gamers so
readily engage in these productive partnerships with video games. Emergent narrative
appears to allow players to ‘fill in the gaps’ in multiplayer game worlds that are
defined more by the mechanics of their systems and rulesets than they are filled with
accessible embedded narrative cues. I explore the extent to which players are active
and deliberate in their embrace of emergent narrative as a means to explain what they
have experienced in an interactive environment as well as informing their subsequent
gameplay decisions and actions.
This research also queries the role of social activity in players’ motivation to produce
and consume narrative in emergent ways. Gamers sometimes draw on the games they
play to construct stories and narratives, with gameplay in this way becoming “a
resource for social performances” (Crawford and Rutter 279) and “the virtual material
from which shared identities and realities are brought forth into life and sustained
over time” (Kaneva 58). Moments of emergent meaning are reproduced in artefactual
narrative forms outside players’ own minds, in order to facilitate social relationships,
community building or cultural production both during and away from multiplayer
gaming sessions. This study engages with this notion to further determine the nature
of player self-reflexivity in narrative emergence and the role of the player’s individual
motivations within the textual machine of a video game.

•

What is the relationship between individual and communal interpretations of
emergent narrative – how are these negotiated?
While moments of emergent narrative might simply be internalised by players to
inform their own gameplay behaviours, in other instances they might be reproduced
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and shared as artefacts for others to consume or respond to. This research question
seeks to discover the interrelationships between different players’ emergent fragments
of narrative during sessions of multi-user gameplay (which can range in length from
mere minutes to many hours). The project will examine whether the social
connections and functions that are woven through multiplayer game modes not only
help generate individual interpretations of textual experience and meaning but might
also offer immediate opportunities for meaning to be shared, refined or challenged.
Players’ experiences of emergent narrative will also be explored both during
gameplay sessions and outside of the game text itself, by studying practices of cultural
production and dialogue in online communities that are associated with the case study
games. A productive relationship exists between the two player realms, through which
the meaning of individuals’ emergent experiences is further negotiated and defined by
the larger communities and text-specific cultures that surround the game text.
Returning to the ingame experience, this research question also seeks to discover
whether, over multiple gaming sessions, emergent narrative can carry with it
cumulative meaning. This shows the mutable, ongoing nature of game texts at an
extreme, with a long ‘tail’ of generative activity and meaning following individual
gamers and communities as they spend weeks, months and years playing their games.

Methodology
This study addresses three case study video game texts: DayZ (Dean ‘Rocket’ Hall and
Bohemia Interactive 2012), Left 4 Dead 2 (Valve Corporation 2009) and Minecraft (Mojang
and Microsoft Studios 2011). The term ‘case study’ is used in this project to encapsulate
more than just the analysis of the game texts in question (as they exist as discrete objects of
software installed on users’ computers or gaming consoles) and also includes elements of the
online player communities that exist surrounding each game and the textual negotiations that
occur in these threshold spaces. Observation and analysis of community practices and online
narrative artefacts form the most substantial qualitative dataset for the study. I define
‘narrative artefacts’ as the wide range of narrative and media objects users can share with
online communities by submitting (either directly as embedded media, or hyperlinked within
posts) to online fora and web 2.0 social platforms (specific examples are detailed shortly).
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My own scholarly gameplay supplements this data source and provides textual and structural
readings of the case study games and self-reflective impressions of the potential operation of
the emergent narrative phenomenon that frame and guide the project’s argumentation and
discursive analyses.
Two of the case study texts come with important considerations to note, which relate to the
fluidity of their status as discrete ‘texts’. In the case of Minecraft, its status as a game under
ongoing development must be noted. Released in 2011, the game has received continual and
frequent updates and still does today, in 2017. Some of these are minor: technical tweaks and
others more profound adjustments to the game’s rules or practices of play. The artefacts
gathered and analysed stretch across the seven years of the game’s existence and as such,
inconsistencies and contradictions between individual users’ time-bound experiences of play
are legible. Likewise, DayZ is a game lacking fixity as a text. Released initially as an
unofficial modification for another game – ARMA II (Bohemia Interactive 2009) – DayZ was
subsequently developed as a separate, standalone game with a dedicated development team
and commercial support. In terms of the textual, ludic and programmed nature of the two
games, there is contiguity between the modification and the standalone product. The
discourse of players and staff involved in the game’s design treats the two texts as elements
of a single, unified development process. As with Minecraft, the distinctions between these
two phases of development are, however, occasionally visible in the artefacts discussed in
this thesis. In the case of Minecraft and DayZ, the distinctions between particular versions are
collapsed, as the focus of the discussions in this thesis are the ways in which game elements
and player practices combine to generate narrative emergence in different moments of play,
and such analysis does not necessarily require a fixed and stable text to address.
The first approach to data collection responds both to the project’s positioning of video
games as experiential texts and to the requirements of method suggested by researchers such
as Espen Aarseth, who notes that active gameplay by the researcher is “essential” (‘Playing
Research’ 7), and Torill Mortensen, who notes that it is impossible to comprehend what
players are doing and what to investigate in their activity without immersing oneself in the
text (22). To study an enacted text the researcher must, to some extent, enact the text and be
able to experience it and its interactivity, from within the textual machine. This approach
bears some similarity to the practices of analytic authoethnography, where the researcher has
“complete member researcher status”, demonstrates “analytic reflexivity” and deploys
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personal experiences as part of their discussion (L. Anderson 378). The similarity ends at
autoethnography’s attempts to illustrate the nature of particular groups of people through
analytical play and its positioning researchers as representatives of these subcultures.
Nonetheless, the practical elements of the methodology in the recording of self-observational
data are alike.
In this study, gameplay and multiplayer session experiences were recorded in the form of
diarised notes and screenshots and screen-recording of ingame events where necessary to
provide first-hand primary data. As Lisbeth Klastrup also observes, since a multiplayer video
game is a “social text, and social interaction is an intrinsic part of it, likewise social
interaction becomes a necessary part of the study” (120), and the three case study games were
all played in a combination of single and multiplayer sessions with other users to guide
understanding of the games’ social dimensions. Auto-analysis of gameplay serves to provide
textual and structural readings of the case study game texts. These analyses provide initial
observations of each text’s distinctive potential for enacting (and limiting) emergent
phenomena, shape the development of a framework for analysis (in Chapter Two) and add
textual and ludic context to analysis of user artefacts in later chapters.
The bulk of this study’s primary research material is in the form of discourse and textual
analysis conducted in online social spaces associated with the project’s case studies (the
specific online communities are discussed in the Artefacts section of this introduction). The
particular types of digital objects collected and analysed (which I term, collectively, narrative
artefacts) include the following:
•

text-posts containing reflective narrative written by users

•

text-posts containing questions, queries or prompts to the wider community

•

screenshots captured within gameplay sessions (often hosted on platforms external to
the fora in question – for example, on Imgur.com – and hyperlinked within a
submission)

•

animated ‘gif’ images captured within gameplay sessions (‘gif’ is a common
abbreviation of graphical interchange format, the file extension these animated
images use)

•

videos captured within gameplay sessions (also most often hosted externally – for
example, on YouTube.com – and hyperlinked)
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•

images and videos of gameplay modified, post-processed or assembled by users in
image-editing or video-editing software

•

original artistic creations by users (illustrations or animations, for example)

Because of the nature and design of online forum software, each of these narrative artefacts is
accompanied by evidence of person-to-person interactions in the form of ‘threads’ of text,
image or video comments or replies by other users. These user-to-user discussions can span
everything from single comments to dozens, or even hundreds, of submissions sustaining
detailed conversations. These are also considered a part of the narrative artefact in question.
The centrality of user-shared narrative artefacts and discussion threads to this methodology is
influenced by practices of digital ethnography (Murthy), which are motivated by the fact that
“digital media and technologies are part of the everyday and more spectacular” experiences
of people (Pink et al. 7) and the need to respond to these technologies’ pervasive presence in
“the material, sensory and social worlds we inhabit” (Pink et al. 7). The individual digital
experience is difficult to render visible and tangible for research purposes, and so the artefact
becomes the key piece of evidence – the end result of an experience, or series of experiences,
within a game text and its associated online communities. Pink et al. note that “taking a
digital approach enables us to acknowledge and seek out ways of knowing (about) other
people’s worlds that might otherwise be invisible and that might be unanticipated by more
formally constituted, and thus less exploratory” approaches to research (13). I conduct textual
analysis of the artefacts collated for the study (the process of collation itself is discussed in
the next section, Artefacts) to demonstrate the nature of the textual, ludic and community
experiences that have contributed to the moments of play captured in the narrative and media
objects that comprise these artefacts. By engaging with the user-to-user comments appended
to these objects I also conduct discourse analysis to trace the communal negotiations and
social connections that form between artefacts, play experiences and creative practices. In
game texts that lack definitive fixity, the narrative artefact grants access to a snapshot in time
that captures the narrative, ludic and personal drivers of a particular gameplay moment.
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Artefacts
Nine sources were identified from which to gather narrative artefacts produced and shared by
players, each of them online fora or web 2.0 social platforms. For each of the case study
games, the three English language fora with the highest number of advertised active users
(during a period of data gathering commencing in March 2015) were identified and selected
as data sources. These websites are:
DayZ
•

DayZ Forums (https://forums.dayz.com)

•

DayZ subreddit (https://www.reddit.com/r/dayz/)

•

Steam Users’ Forum: DayZ (https://steamcommunity.com/app/221100/discussions/)
Left 4 Dead 2

•

Left 4 Dead subreddit (https://www.reddit.com/r/left4dead/)

•

Left 4 Dead 2 subreddit (https://www.reddit.com/r/l4d2/)

•

Steam Users’ Forum: Left 4 Dead 2
(https://steamcommunity.com/app/550/discussions/)
Minecraft

•

Minecraft Forum (http://www.minecraftforum.net/)

•

Planet Minecraft (https://www.planetminecraft.com/forums/)

•

Minecraft subreddit (https://www.reddit.com/r/Minecraft/)

The user populations of online fora are not necessarily representative of the actual play
communities of the video games, and even in terms of raw population size likely only
represent very small fragments of the larger player bases in question. However, this study
does not seek to account for or provide a summary view of all players’ experiences in these
case studies. To address the process of capture, sharing and consumption of emergent
narrative experiences is to address a particular subset of game players. The intention in
drawing upon these nine research sources is to provide access to a figurative slice of
9

multiplayer users engaged in these creative and textual practices across the three case studies
(themselves a slice of the larger player population) rather than attempt to make totalising
claims about an entire community. By drawing together the three most subscribed online
social platforms for each game, I aim to provide a reasonably representative sample of these
subset communities of players.
To select individual artefacts for coding and analysis, the specific search or post-sorting
functionality built into each forum was engaged. After sorting submissions to these platforms
by popularity (measured by each forum’s software as either the total number of views a post
has received, the number of affirmative ‘up-votes’ or comments placed by users, or a
combination of both), a collation combining the most popular submissions of all three fora
associated with each game was made. From these collations, a number of exclusions were
made of submissions that
a) provided hyperlinks to media or websites no longer available, or simply linked to
livestreams of gameplay (which as time-bound events, appear as inactive links to the
websites that once hosted real-time video of gameplay),
b) presented purely technical questions or instructions related to trouble-shooting game
installations,
c) attended to third-party modifications or additional software to support or augment
gameplay,
d) provided administrative announcements or information related to forum or
community moderation, release notes posted by game developers detailing
incremental technical adjustments to the game,
e) and ‘spam’– irrelevant, unsolicited advertising and marketing unrelated to the case
study games or play experiences.
This process resulted in the following totals of artefacts related to each case study game
remaining:
•

DayZ: 404 artefacts

•

Left 4 Dead 2: 307 artefacts

•

Minecraft: 511 artefacts

Each of these 1,222 artefacts, and the associated chains of comments and discussion between
users that appear with these media objects on these online platforms, were captured and
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stored in a research database. Initial coding was undertaken to organise these artefacts into
broad themes (described in Chapters Three, Four, Five and Six, where the respective data are
discussed). Detailed textual analysis of each artefact guided a process of inductive coding that
generated additional codes and identified new sub-themes, connections between specific
artefacts, codes and communities. A third round of additional coding was applied to some
artefacts as their significance to other themes became apparent during their analysis and
assembly for chapters associated with their original coding (this accounts for 23 artefacts in
the case of Chapter Four, 46 in Chapter Five, and 75 in Chapter Six).
In the context of the internet, where “individual and cultural definitions and expectations of
privacy are ambiguous, contested, and changing” (Markham and Buchanan 6) it is useful to
detail the considerations made with respect to individual identification in this study’s data. As
I note later in this introduction, the user names that community participants select for
themselves in online fora range from those that reflect their actual first names and surnames
to those that are entirely fantastic and seemingly disconnected from offline identities. One of
the complications the Association of Internet Researchers identifies for those engaged in
research within digital communities is the question of personhood and whether to consider
“one’s digital information an extension of the self” (Markham and Buchanan 7). The answer
for this researcher and this study is an emphatic ‘yes’, and I do not consider this to be at odds
with the fact that in almost all instances (bar those where a submission has been made
deliberately anonymously, or where a user account has been deleted after the fact of a
submission, rendering a post anonymous) the artefacts presented in this thesis retain virtual
user names and other identifiers.
I am guided by Helen Nissenbaum’s concept of contextual integrity, which challenges
researchers to be cognizant of the contextual norms of communities that dictate the
appropriate flow of information, and to consider the impact of the use of evidence in
published research on the interests and preferences of affected participants (140–45). These
artefacts have not been gathered from contexts within which participants might expect
information to flow in a restricted manner (for example, sessions of gameplay itself), rather
from visible and easily accessible fora that sit in the public domain. The nature of these
platforms encourages the consumption and sharing of artefacts, and as discussed in later
chapters, users often acknowledge and illustrate the connections between their own
contributions and other users. The ‘transmission principle’ (Nissenbaum 145–47) of play
communities such as these is one of wide broadcast, and the contextual norms of these fora
11

allow individual obfuscation where required (anonymous posting, the retroactive deletion of
user accounts and the use of ‘throwaway’ user accounts that are differently named and
disconnected from the identity of a participant’s primary online avatar). The impact on the
authors of artefacts of the non-anonymised discussions contained in this thesis is presumed to
be negligible and, as such, artefacts are rendered in discussion in their original form at the
time of collation and capture.
The nature of online discourse between forum users and players necessitates some cautionary
notes for readers. Frequently, written communication in these social spaces (and many of the
artefacts analysed in this thesis) features typographical errors, grammatical mistakes,
colloquial language, abbreviated shorthand and chat acronyms. In a number of the artefacts
that I discuss in detail, these tendencies are highly evident. I have erred on the side of
readability when quoting excerpts from narrative artefacts, or when presenting them in their
entirety. In cases where the written expression of an artefact has worked to make its meaning
confusing I have modified the content with supplementary information to provide clarity. In
other instances, where the overall meaning or readability of an artefact is not compromised
by these mistakes or use of colloquialisms, I have left artefacts in their original state. Another
common feature of online discourse between forum users is the use of profanity, both as part
of the core storytelling of an emergent narrative artefact and in individual comments directed
at other users in the social space. These expressions have also been retained where they
appear in presented artefacts.
The user names of the participants of these fora who create the artefacts and discussion
threads analysed in this thesis also occasionally challenge readability. Online forum software
typically allows participants to define virtually any user name for themselves (with the
exception of systems that place restrictions on profane language in these names). User names
are then automatically added to posts and comments made by users to identify their
contributions to the fora. This freedom, part of a creative tradition of the creation of
memorable personalised ‘handles’ that stretches back to the beginning of the internet era,
results in a panoply of personal identifiers. These include virtual names that simply present a
real-world first name, or make reference to popular culture, or boast personal attributes and
gameplay abilities, and might even appear as random, garbled arrangements of letters,
numbers and symbols. These user names have also been retained in their (at times unusual)
original state in my discussions, and on occasion may appear jarring, initially.
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Adopting the methodologies described in this introduction, I address a series of exquisite
corpses in the thesis that follows. The first is the zombie itself, whose shuffling and abject
form, neither completely human nor completely monstrous, acts as a metaphor and mascot
for the emergent narrative process. This exquisite figure – intense, delicate and visceral –
beckons players into textual assemblages within which the game system and the player trade
agency and narrative motivations with one another. The zombie also taps into the cultural
traditions of a monster that is fundamentally emergent in nature, mediating between chaos
and rule-driven predictability and whose storytelling across media has often embraced chance
and ephemeral disruptions to narrative and biological order. The resultant experience for
players is another sort of undead being: the emergent narrative. Born of unanticipated
combinations of rules and actions, and drawing on the latent potential of the textual machine
that player and game text form through interaction, this exquisite corpse has no authorial
parent and lurches in and out of existence, sometimes a fleeting and ephemeral experience for
players. Together, these figurative corpses speak to the centrality of narrative emergence to
both multiplayer gameplay and the zombie genre itself.
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Chapter One

Stories of the undead: the properties of narrative
emergence and zombie storytelling
The multiplayer video game player is often able to reflect on the minutes or hours that have
just passed for them in virtual worlds and recall and recount a sense of story or stories to
explain their simulated activities. A Counter-Strike (Valve Corporation) player might recall a
series of particularly successful defences against virtual insurgent attacks by their
counterterrorist team. Hours spent by a group of players attempting to slay a mythical
dungeon beast deep in World of Warcraft’s mountains (Blizzard Entertainment) could elicit
an involved tale of heroism, survival and teamwork following play. And the player who spent
an evening leading their nation state out of the prehistoric age and on to the brink of global
empire and domination in Civilization V (Firaxis Games), only to watch their achievements
crumble in the face of another user’s nuclear warfare, might have a particular, alternative
sense of history to recall.
This might appear elementary on the surface: video games contain narrative and we should
hardly be surprised that players are able to enact and relate those experiences. In multiplayer
gaming, however, the operation of narrative for the player is a more complicated and opaque
phenomenon than the ease of narrative recollection and retelling might suggest. The
multiplayer modes of video games typically contain much less pre-programmed plot than
their singleplayer counterparts, with an emphasis, instead, on the form’s distinctive
mechanics such as competition and cooperation. Individual players’ experiences in
multiplayer environments are subject to the inputs of other users, each with their own
motivations, making their own decisions and experiencing the game sessions in their own
way—an unpredictability and variety that might be compounded by four human agents in one
video game, sixty-four in another, or hundreds in a massively multiplayer role-playing game
such as World of Warcraft. Against this backdrop of minimal designed story but compounded
unpredictability, traditional models of video game narrative are inadequate for analysis of the
ways in which narrative is generated for multiplayer gamers. A method that analyses the
emergence of story in this complex environment is necessary and far more valuable.
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I suggest that within the multiplayer survival horror genre there are games in which the
development and player experience of narrative emergence is distinctive and integral to
textual meaning. These games are texts predicated upon zombie infections, outbreaks and
apocalypses, where the player resists (or in some cases, accepts) appropriation into the hordes
of the decaying undead. Emergent experiences in other game modes and genres are often cast
in scholarship as coincidental, piecemeal and superficial. In many cases this is an accurate
representation; these experiences most often seem able to add a layer of emergently
generated story experience or modify part of a game experience. In the zombie sub-genre,
however, emergence is located at the core of texts as a primary engine for narrative
experiences. This is no coincidence and reflects the fundamentally emergent nature of both
the narrative worlds and narrative structures of zombie-specific survival horror media outside
video games. The zombie video game’s structural and textual roots run deep into the cultural
history of this monstrous figure, and narrative emergence allows such games to engage in a
form of storytelling both particular and authentic to these origins.
The zombie survival horror game, and the multiplayer mode, offer an opportunity to observe
emergent narrative in a form where it has been granted textual primacy. In studying this subgenre, a more comprehensive and cohesive description of the emergent narrative
phenomenon along with its drivers, its functions and its outcomes can be developed. Zombie
games speak back to the wider genre that they are a partial product of, enacting and
intensifying already present emergent tendencies. They also speak to gaming more broadly,
demonstrating the potential for emergent narrative to drive games rather than augment them.
This study will focus on three zombie video games that offer their players varying degrees of
engagement with an emergent form of narrative. Spanning multiple genres (including firstperson shooter, sandbox, open world and survival horror) and styles of multiplayer game
design and mechanics, Left 4 Dead 2 (Valve Corporation 2009), DayZ (Bohemia Interactive
2012) and Minecraft (Mojang and Microsoft Studios 2009), they provide the opportunity to
test the notion of an ‘emergent narrative’ in a variety of textual, structural and user contexts.
This chapter presents a working understanding of just what ‘narrative emergence’ is in order
to guide the research, as well as providing an account of the zombie’s emergent histories and
stories. The case study games are introduced and situated in the zombie tradition.
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Emergence
This study, through its foray into the worlds inhabited by players of DayZ, Left 4 Dead 2 and
Minecraft, investigates behaviours and experiences that are emergent in their nature. The use
of ‘emergence’ as a tool across a range of disciplines, including art, the sciences, systems
theory and philosophy, means that a clear definition of the phenomenon is required. Steeped
in and perhaps shrouded by the language of its origins in scientific discourse, emergence at
times appears difficult to penetrate, but a clear understanding of the tool’s theoretical and
operational meaning is of the utmost importance in any attempt to understand its influence on
narrative experiences.

Irreducible systems
The philosopher and scientist George Henry Lewes was the first to use the term ‘emergent’,
in 1874, noting a phenomenon that evidenced itself “when, instead of adding measurable
motion to measurable motion, or things of one kind to other individuals of their kind, there is
a co-operation of things of unlike kinds” (qtd. in Corning 19). The emergent, in Lewes’
definition, is “unlike its components insofar as these are incommensurable, and it cannot be
reduced to their sum or their difference” and contrasts with phenomena that are ‘resultant’ –
explicable directly in relation to the sum of their parts (qtd. in Corning 19). At its simplest,
this foundational description suggests ‘emergence’ to be a means to explain properties and
behaviours that are irreducible to the sum of their parts.
In practice, however, emergence has required further refinement in order to service scientific
thought. The “great majority” of scientists hold a reductive view of the idea of emergence (P.
W. Anderson 221), and reductive science holds that it is possible to “explain the behaviour of
derivative objects once the behaviour of all [their] base elements can be fully understood”
(Bedau 213). Notably, philosopher Mark Bedau attempts to reconcile this seeming
incompatibility between the reductive physicalist view and the notion that emergent
phenomena could be ontologically distinct from the sum of its parts by turning to complexity
science. Bedau identifies two ways to characterise the relationship between macro-level
emergent properties and their constituent micro-level elements in explaining that “emergent
phenomena are dependent on underlying process” but are, conversely, also autonomous from
those underlying processes (157). Bedau further explains that an emergent “system’s global
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behaviour derives just from the operation of micro-level processes, but the micro-level
interactions are interwoven in such a complicated network that the global behaviour has no
simple explanation” (160). The concept of emergence, therefore, fundamentally speaks to
inter-component interaction at the micro level and to autonomy and irreducibility at the
macro level, resulting in unpredictability and complexity.
As the concept of ‘emergence’ and its modelling has migrated from purely scientific
discussion and into other disciplines, it has, according to psychologist and computer scientist
John Holland, quickly taken on a “ubiquity and importance” but is an “enigmatic, recondite
topic, more wondered at than analyzed”, explained “mostly through a catalog of instances”
(3). One such popular example comes in the form of cellular automata, a grid-based
modelling system used in mathematics, physics, complexity science and other sciences. A
small set of simple rules defines whether a generated cell is black or white, depending on the
state of the immediate three cells preceding it. From these rules, outcomes are produced that
range from fairly predictable and fixed, to highly complex and intriguing (Wolfram 27).
Mathematician John Conway developed an exemplary cellular automata system named the
Game of Life, which operates through the repeated imposition of three simple rules to an
individual cell and its eight neighbours. From this, considerable complexity and emergence
arise—indeed some instances of the Game of Life are able to function as “virtual machines”
in their own right (Salen and Zimmerman 162).

Complexity barriers
Holland’s anxieties about a lack of specificity around the concept of emergence and its
applications are answered in some depth by his own definitional work and the work of other
theorists over the past two decades. The key to the existence of ‘emergence’ inside a system
appears to be the complexity of the system’s operation. Jeremy Campbell suggests that in
living organisms and artificial machines alike “there exists a ‘complexity barrier’” beyond
which “systems are of a very high complexity, [and] entirely new principles come into play”
(102). These principles create special properties and enable systems to “do things and be
things we might not have expected” – that is, to demonstrate emergence (Campbell 102).
Steven Johnson affirms the role of complexity in emergent systems, requiring in systems that
contain “multiple agents dynamically interacting in multiple ways, following local rules”
some evidence of “parallel complex interactions” between those agents (18). If those
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interactions and this traversing of the complexity barrier results in “some kind of discernible
macrobehavior” (Johnson 18), then a condition of emergence has been achieved.
Campbell, together with Salen and Zimmerman, clarifies that the rules generating complexity
can themselves be quite simple, but their repeated application to a limited set of objects can
generate “variety, novelty and surprise” (Campbell 127) or, at its simplest, “unpredictable
results” (Salen and Zimmerman 158). Stephen Wolfram explains that even in simple systems
complexity is generated by “a great many of these simple components interacting
simultaneously” and that there are a “myriad of possible ways that the components of the
system can interact” (86). These interactions, in emergent systems, earn their complexity by
being ‘coupled’, never isolated from one another, their actions chained and having constant
effect on one another, and by being ‘context dependent’– occurring dynamically over time,
shifting and creating new contexts for the elements in the system to respond to (Holland 121–
22).
Holland aligns his extension of emergence’s definition firmly with Lewes’ classic view and
Bedau’s scientific intervention which asserts that, in an emergent system, its behaviour
“cannot be obtained by summing the behaviours of its constituent parts … the whole is
indeed more than the sum of its parts” (122). The literature is persistent in its presentation of
emergence as a phenomenon fundamentally defined by the possibility that a macro level of
meaning, property or behaviour cannot be simply discerned by an examination of its
constituent micro-level parts. Similarly, Salen and Zimmerman echo Bedau’s converse
dependence on, and ultimate autonomy from, underlying processes in macro-level outcomes
by noting a “special disconnect between the rules of the system and the ways those rules play
out” (160). The essence of emergence can be found, therefore, in the unpredictable and
sometimes indiscernible relationship between the micro – components of systems, and the
macro – the outcomes of systems.

Emergent narrative
Complex emergent systems
This study pursues the possibility that there exist in video games modes of storytelling that
are emergent in their nature. The potential for such phenomena to occur is suggested
primarily by the way that video games systems themselves function. Salen and Zimmerman
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suggest that games are, inevitably, complex emergent systems with infinite representational
possibilities and that this emergence cannot be intuited simply by understanding a game’s
rules (163–4). They further echo the emergence theorists by determining that, in the provision
of a system that provides the building blocks for outcomes and meaning in the form of rules
and objects, it is the interactions between these parts of the system that generate
unpredictable outcomes (Salen and Zimmerman 168, 383). Holland’s ideas of coupled and
context-dependent interactions are called upon by Salen and Zimmerman to describe the
relationships between constituent programmed system components that create variety (383–
4). Jesper Juul agrees that games are emergent systems, describing emergence as the
“primordial structure” of games, where “a small number of rules” combine and yield “a large
number of game variations” for players to deal with (73). In ‘games of emergence’, a “basic
asymmetry” is evidenced between the “relative simplicity of the game rules and the relative
complexity of the actual playing of the game” (Juul 73–75). In these conceptions, video
games fit comfortably into the definitions of emergent systems provided by complexity
studies and the potential for variety and novelty in the experiences of their operation by their
users is in some way functionally and structurally implied.

Video game rules
The idea that video game systems involve the repeated application of simple, small rulesets
requires some elaboration, for there are a number of distinct types of rules in games. At their
simplest, rules “describe what players can and cannot do, and what should happen in response
to player actions” and construct games as state machines – machines or frameworks that in
some way “respond to player action” (Juul 55–56). Rules operate chiefly “to limit the
activities of the player”, acting as “sets of instructions” which, when followed, mean “doing
what the rules require and not doing something else instead” (Salen and Zimmerman 122).
Marc Prensky agrees that rules “impose limits” and notes more specifically that they force the
player “to take specific paths to reach goals” as well as defining for the player what is and is
not possible as a result of their interactive agency (119). In Juul’s more mechanical, scientific
view of the game model, rules provide the “state transition function” that allows the gaming
state machine to translate “input events” into “output functions” (60). More plainly put, rules
translate player action into game events. Gordon Calleja implies two key rulesets exhibited
by games by noting the importance of distinguishing “thoughts about the strictly ludic
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dimensions of a game system from experiences that have a story element related to the
functionality of the game” (118).

The boundaries of narrative
With rules clarified, I now outline an indicative notion of what ‘narrative’ – a potentially
problematic term – could be within video games. Gonzalo Frasca suggests that those
examining narrative in games “systematically fail to provide clear, specific definitions of
what they mean by narrative” (Frasca, ‘Ludologists Love Stories, Too’). Frasca continues by
noting that an alternative custom definition is necessary for video games if the field is to
move on from awkward attempts to make traditional narratological accounts marry with the
medium. Although there is definitional variety in the scholarship of narrative, the collation of
different approaches already undertaken by other video games scholars provides a useful
body of analytical definitions as a departure point. Jesper Juul emphasises an “interest in
concepts rather than words” (156) and in surveying the scholarship suggests six key senses of
narrative (156–7):
•

Narrative as the presentation of a number of events – storytelling. This is the
original and literal meaning of the word: storytelling (Bordwell 1985; Chatman
1978);

•

Narrative as a fixed and predetermined sequence of events (Brooks [1984] 1992);

•

Narrative as a specific type of sequence of events (Prince 1987);

•

Narrative as a specific type of theme – involving humans or anthropomorphic
entities (Grodal 1997);

•

Narrative as any kind of setting or fictional world (Jenkins 2003);

•

Narrative as the way we make sense of the world (Schank and Abelson 1977).

Embracing these six definitions as stated, however, is a scattershot approach that would not
be prudent for this study. Consider, for example, Brooks’ take on narrative as fixed and
predetermined – a contradiction of the very notion of emergence we are exploring. Another
uncomfortable description is that purported by Gerald Prince, which has been prominently
advocated for and utilised by gaming scholars, including Markku Eskelinen (Eskelinen).
Specifically, Prince theorises narrative as “the recounting (as product and process, object and
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act, structure and structuration) of one or more real or fictitious events communicated by one,
two or several (more or less overt) narrators to one, two or several (more or less overt)
narratees” (58). This is a useful notion, but it is unsustainable when we consider that gamers
may experience narrative or story without it being recounted to others. There is no place in a
definition such as Prince’s for the solitary experience of story that has been generated
between user and video game system rather than recounted to a recipient by an overt narrator.
Missing from Juul’s catalogue, meanwhile, is a more flexible, open understanding of the
temporal modes of narrative such as that proposed by Christian Metz. Metz describes
narrative as a “doubly temporal sequence” where “there is the time of the thing told and the
time of the telling (the time of the significate and the time of the signifier)” (18). This is an
important clarification, underscoring the point that narrative can be captured as a past tense
activity but experienced in the present tense – that players may experience narrative in ‘real
time’, as they play, and also after the fact through a process of recounting to others, or simply
assembling and ordering their experiences in their own minds.
Together, the concepts proposed by existing descriptions of narrative appear tenable in video
games: storytelling, fixed narratives, narration, audience, themes, fictional worlds, temporaldualism and even narrative as a broader understanding of the world. It is obvious, however,
that these notions cannot all operate simultaneously without fatally contradicting one another,
and they cannot be deployed alongside ‘emergence’ without also undermining that concept.
This conclusion – that off-the-shelf notions of narrative are not always a natural fit with video
games – means we are left requiring a fresh approach. Marie-Laure Ryan similarly recognises
and emphasises this need for advancement:
The inability of literary narratology to account for the experience of games does not
mean that we should throw away the concept of narrative in ludology; it rather means
that we need to expand the catalog of narrative modalities beyond the diegetic and the
dramatic, by adding a phenomenological category tailor-made for games. (‘Beyond
Myth and Metaphor’)
It is also Ryan who offers those studying video games a way through the theoretical quagmire
with a flexible definition of narrative as it relates to digital media (but which Ryan considers
to be equally applicable to ‘old’ media):
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A narrative is the use of signs, or of a medium, that evokes in the mind of the
recipient the image of a concrete world that evolves in time, partly because of random
happenings, and partly because of the intentional actions of individuated intelligent
agents. (‘Beyond Ludus’ 9)
To give this definition some specificity and parameters that allow its useful application to
media and texts, Ryan offers a variety of shapes and temporal positions in which narrative
can manifest itself:
Diegetic mode: telling somebody that something happened, usually in the past.
Mimetic mode: enacting a story in the present by impersonating a character and
mimicking action.
Participatory mode: creating a story in real time by playing a role in the storyworld
and selecting one’s behaviour.
Simulative mode: creating a story in real time by designing (or using) an engine that
will implement a sequence of events on the basis of its internal rules and the input to
the system. (‘Beyond Ludus’ 9–10)
Some of these modes prove mutually exclusive in application (such as diegetic and mimetic)
but there are numerous possible combinations that are inclusive. A video game, for example,
might be both mimetic (in the player’s performances as an ingame avatar) and participatory
(in the player’s interface with the game and game world). An experience of narrative that was
emergent might be experienced initially as simulative but recounted to another player at a
later occasion in the diegetic mode. It is Ryan’s broader, more scalable definition that this
thesis will assume as a working notion of narrative and one which meets the requirements of
an investigation of emergence by allowing us to account for narrative as an event that occurs
in isolation, with others, both during and after gaming experiences, and in ways that are prescripted as well as ways that are unpredictable and emergent.
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Video games as narrative-emergent hosts
Moving beyond the rules of play and the boundaries of narrative, we can return to our
discussion of narrative emergence and begin to trace its heritage in literary and narrativist
thought. Richard Walsh offers dramatic improvisation as an example of emergent narrative in
practice. He notes that when a group of actors create a story through improvisation it is “not
determined from the top down by a playwright or director; nor is it the creation of any one
actor”, emerging instead “from the interactions among the members of the group … the
elements of the system” (Walsh 76). Tinsley Galyean updates this logic for digital media,
suggesting that interactive systems exploit a human tendency to construct narratives out of
our daily activities by providing environments for users to explore. We, “by combining the
elements of these spaces with our goals, … allow a narrative to emerge”, with the sense of
story that emerges representing “a product of our interactions and goals as we navigate
experience” (Galyean 27). Ruth Aylett continues the idea of emergent digital narrative being
a product of interactions between the user and digital agents inside a simulated environment
(83–86). The narrativist understanding of emergence, like that of the complexity scientists,
revolves around the idea that emergent behaviours are irreducible to the sum of their
constituent components, and interaction again emerges as the key function allowing these
phenomena to arise.
In light of these suggestions of audience agency, ludologist Espen Aarseth’s notion of
cybertexts being ergodic in their nature provides us with another reason why emergence and
video game narrative might sit together easily. The central tenet of ergodic literature’s
definition is that “nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the text” and it
contrasts with nonergodic literature where there are “no extranoematic responsibilities placed
on the reader except (for example) eye movement and the periodic or arbitrary turning of
pages” (Aarseth, Cybertext 1–2). Aarseth argues that cybertexts (of which video games are a
notable example) demand active input from their audiences, aligning the player and game
together in a cybernetic relationship or contract. The textual machine of a video game is made
up of the user, its ludic design and its embedded plot, but no single element of this productive
relationship is most responsible for the storytelling and meaning production that results.
Marc LeBlanc is the first member of the game studies community to stake out a place for
narrative emergence in video games. He offers two contrasting types of game narrative that
have proven influential to scholars following him – embedded and emergent (LeBlanc). In
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this dichotomy, embedded narrative is “pre-generated narrative content that exists prior to a
player’s interaction with the game”, while its emergent counterpart “arises from the set of
rules governing interaction with the game system … often in unexpected ways”, and player
choice is the key – user decisions leading to “unpredictable narrative experiences” (Salen and
Zimmerman 383). Henry Jenkins’ view on narrative emergence is often cited and streamlines
that of LeBlanc and Salen and Zimmerman, asserting simply that emergent narratives “are
not pre-structured or pre-programmed, taking shape through the game play” (‘Game Design
as Narrative Architecture’ 128). Essential to Jenkins’ account is the interaction of the user
with a simulated environment or game space “rich with narrative potential, enabling the
story-constructing activity of players” (‘Game Design as Narrative Architecture’ 129), a
description similar to those of Galyean and Aylett and echoing Aarseth’s ergodism.

Emergent narrative: a working understanding
The working notion of ‘emergent narrative’ adopted in this thesis wholly embraces the
boundary work already completed by these emergence and video games scholars. What this
research is concerned with is the emergence of stories not simply told by the video game text,
nor by the gamers, but told as a result of a kind of dialogue between the two. These narrative
pathways are not pre-planned; they come into being because of the systemic nature of video
games and their variable constituents. Rules, game mechanics and existing narrative elements
are these constituent elements, and together with players they form a textual relationship
within which their highly variable interactions can result in diverse, unpredictable narrative
outcomes.
In the simplest terms, narrative emergence is a concept that explains why, during and after a
multiplayer game, a player is able to have experienced gameplay as a narrative that they are
able to make sense of. This is in spite of the fact that their activity takes place in a ludic
environment dominated by rules, structures and mechanics, often at the expense of the
embedded narrative that traditionally allows gamers these experiences of story. The symbolic
building blocks of story and meaning exist in the game world, and player agency in the text
allows these to be activated and assembled into an accessible account of the experience. With
variety and unpredictability at the heart of this textual ‘machine’, no two player experiences
of the same multiplayer game text will be identical. Emergence suggests that the experience
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of two players, simultaneously active in the same gameplay session of the same multiplayer
text, are even likely to be considerably divergent.

The zombie
Undead, unloved and non-specific
Equipped with understandings of emergence as a concept – video games as complex
emergent systems and video game narrative as potentially emergent outputs of those systems
– we are now in a position to begin to consider the relationship between narrative emergence
and the cultural and narrative heritage of the zombie sub-genre. According to Steven Zani
and Kevin Meaux “no cinematic monster has experienced as many reinventions or taken as
many forms as the zombie” (98). I suggest that the study of multiplayer video games grants
the zombie yet another reinvention: as an exemplary device of interactive narrative. In Jeffrey
Sconce’s assessment of its psycho-theoretical and cultural treatment the zombie appears a
shallow novelty, overshadowed by the canon’s more heavyweight terrors. Werewolves,
vampires, slashers and aliens all offer complexity and depth while the zombie languishes
“undead and usually unlovable, a creature without depth, desire or mystery of any kind”
(Sconce 95). Sconce’s chapter confronts this perception head-on, inviting a re-evaluation of
this monster’s power as a tool for political and cultural allegory and for psychic selfreflection on the part of audiences. The violently undead figure is imbued instead, by Sconce,
with the potential to be the most multifaceted mediated monster in its complex terrors. The
zombie horror of video games will be used to be further rehabilitate this monster’s depth and
cultural significance, by highlighting and examining the distinct storytelling mode that
narrative emergence allows the sub-genre.
Aiding – perhaps driving – this attempt to dissect zombie horror to demonstrate and
understand its particular narrative potency is a persistent suggestion that the genre is, in a
sense, ripe for such analysis. Survival horror gaming, and its zombie sub-genre especially,
bears an “intrinsic relationship with story and storytelling media” (Kirkland 62) that demands
attention. At least part of this distinctive relationship between text and elements of
construction comes from the genre’s need to generate and manipulate affect and emotional
impact. Put simply, “horror games are mainly intended to scare the gamers” (Perron, ‘After
Dark’ 6). They provide, in the words of Isabel Pinedo (who Perron calls upon for further
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explication), a “bounded experience of fear” (20). Carl Therrien continues with this idea of
genre-specificity, deploying literary critic Tzvetan Todorov’s account of fantasy and the
supernatural to identify “the primary function of … this type of literature: to incite fear,
horror, or curiosity in the reader, in a specific way that can’t be reproduced by other genres”
(29).
In needing to scare rather than just re-tell or relay, the narrative requirements and functions
of survival horror stories are distinct and require us to ask new questions of the way the
genre’s games are constructed. Ewan Kirkland thus advocates a scholarly move beyond
debates that seek to determine “whether survival horror video games are a ‘narrative thing’”
(64), and he invokes Eric Zimmerman’s provocation to instead ask “in what ways might we
consider [survival horror] a ‘narrative thing?’” (Zimmerman 157). The kinds of questions that
should guide analysis of the textuality of survival and zombie horror games do, therefore,
consider how narrative is integrated into interaction, the effect storytelling has on game
design and how the boundaries put up by a pre-determined narrative and the need for
meaningful player agency can co-exist (Kirkland 64). Indeed, turning to zombie media more
broadly, the genre’s films “are notable for the visibility of their material form”, with the
method of their construction (whether grainy 35mm film, digital video or ‘found footage’
ephemera) playing a central role in their textuality and often “foregrounded at the moment of
lethal attack” (Cameron 72).
The ways in which zombie texts have been constructed are an important component of their
textuality and textual meaning, and it is apparent that zombie horror demands further research
into the relationship between the narrative ‘machine’ and its outputs in the sub-genre’s video
games. In the literature, however, the majority of a fairly sparse body of research that has
dealt with video game zombies has done so “as a part of the larger paradigm of the horror
genre in digital games, discussing their ludic properties at length, yet not primarily with an
interest in the specificity of the zombie trope” (Backe and Aarseth 2). This is a rallying call of
sorts for this study to embrace the specificity of the zombie trope and its impact on game
storytelling. Much as Sconce’s undead and unloved zombie demanded the restoration of
depth, desire and mystery, the game zombie demands illumination and demarcation from the
broader horror milieu. Backe and Aarseth worry that the “few existing analyses that run
counter to this trend [of ignoring the particular import of the ludic presence of zombies] …
privilege the semantic aspects of their examples, as opposed to the ludic/mechanical aspects”
(2). Narrative emergence offers a form of insight that relies as much on the ludic and
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mechanical – recall the necessity to consider the construction of game systems and the rules
they contain – as on its semantic outputs. Emergent narrative is well positioned to account for
zombie storytelling as distinct from that of horror games more generally, or indeed any other
genre’s narrative tendencies. In granting textual primacy to this phenomenon in zombie
horror, narrative can also be accounted for without compromising the balance between ludic
and representational aspects of storytelling.

A nonliterary phenomenon
It remains to demonstrate the productive connection between the zombie genre, together with
its narrative and cultural heritage, and the phenomenon of narrative emergence. To do so, we
can trace the movement of the figure of the zombie from the riverbanks of the lower Congo
to the cinemas of the United States and beyond. Both the mutations and commonalities
between the different stages of the zombie’s existence and conception frequently demonstrate
something about the modes of storytelling that could support its particular terrors. Existing
literature dealing with zombie horror games has a tendency to place this history in
parentheses. This is illustrated, for example, in Backe and Aarseth’s assertion that zombies
are “unusual fictional monsters” because “they have no roots in old-world mythology and
have not originated in folk-tales or literature, but in film” (5). This is an assertion that leads
them to treat George A. Romero’s popular zombie cinema as the genesis of the ludic zombie
figure. This perception is not entirely accurate, however. Granted, zombies are certainly not
monsters of the ‘old world’ and are not part of the cohort of European myth-making that
Frankenstein’s monster, the werewolf and the vampire make up (Boon, ‘And the Dead Shall
Rise’ 5; Dendle, Encyclopedia 2). For the Western world and its mythology, the Zombie only
appeared in the early twentieth century (Geyser and Tshabalala 3).
However, just as the classic European monsters originated in folklore, “the zombie is no
exception” (Bishop 197). The zombie, in fact, “emerges from the religious and cultural
origins of the African diaspora” (Boon, ‘And the Dead Shall Rise’ 5) and has a narrative tail
that stretches through the centuries. The zombie, according to Peter Dendle, is simply “the
only creature to pass directly from folklore to the screen, without first having an established
literary tradition” (Encyclopedia 2–3). Having side-stepped the West and the literary canon,
our zombie has avoided becoming a cross-cultural myth and enjoyed relative narrative
isolation during its growth and development (Kee 20). This lack of presence in the Western
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literary tradition, between the zombie’s folkloric origins and its populist cinematic imagining
in the twentieth century, has fuelled the notion that we could safely disconnect the mediated
zombie from its past. This, however, is precisely what makes the zombie such a compelling
object for analysis. As a “nonliterary phenomenon” powered by folkloric origins unfamiliar
to the West (Bishop 197), the zombie offers itself as a genre potentially uncoupled from the
expectations and conventions of storytelling that guide more traditional monsters in their
ludic incarnations. To deny that the zombie is a product of folklore and myth prior to its
arrival in the West possibly denies us significant insight to the underlying tendencies and
functions of its narratives. Lauro and Embry are unequivocal in this respect, asserting that
“we must not disconnect the zombie from its past” as we study its narrative appropriation
(and frequent misappropriation) (98).

A mutable monster
To understand the modern zombie, Chera Kee insists that “one must go back to Haiti” (10).
In actuality, a turn to the history books requires us to look further back than the Caribbean.
Zombie-like figures are evident as early as the eighth- to thirteenth-century stories of the
Arabic One Thousand and One Nights (Geyser and Tshabalala 2), but consensus among
zombie scholars suggests a more recent starting point for the modern monster’s heritage.
There are three significant, overlapping periods of zombie history, taking in African tribal
mythology, its relocation and reanimation in the Caribbean in the African diaspora, and its
final shift into mediation and the cinema (Boon, ‘The Zombie as Other’ 50–53). Wade Davis,
an ethnobotanist, suggests the origin of the term ‘zombie’ is in the Kimbundu term nzúmbe:
“spirit of a dead person” (xii). A slight variation on this nomenclature is offered by another
anthropologist, Emil Torday: Nzambi Mpungu, “the chiefly spirit of the first man” (3). A final
take on the term comes from Albrecht Dietrich, in 1906, who suggests incorrect
interpretations have taken place. Nzambi or nzúmbe, he suggests, more accurately translates
to “Terrible Earth”, an inversion of the idea of a “Mother Earth” that speaks to the earth
hosting the spirits of the dead (The Classical Review 187). Whatever the accuracy of these
interpretations, it is generally agreed that the terms can be dated as far back as 1600, if not
further (Boon, ‘The Zombie as Other’ 51). In all variations, these proto-zombies were an
invisible, spiritual being in the lower Congo River region, who oversaw the area’s inhabitants
(Boon, ‘The Zombie as Other’ 50–51) and wielded superhuman abilities (derived from the
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spirits of the deceased) to enforce the laws of the local religion (Van Wing 159). Van Wing
described the conception of the figure in 1921 after spending time among the Congolese
tribes, describing nzambi as follows:
… above all … the sovereign Master, unapproachable, who has placed man here
below to take him away some day, at the hour of death. He watches man, searches
him out everywhere and takes him away, inexorably, young or old. . . . Among the
laws there are nkondo mi Nzambi, ‘God’s prohibitions,’ the violation of which
constitutes a sumu ku Nzambi [a sin against Nzambi], and an ordinary sanction of this
is lufwa lumbi, ‘a bad death.’ (159)
The second notable era of the zombie is marked by a shift away from the notion of the
undead creature as a spiritual arbiter. The zombie transitions from an external presence and
threat to a very internal form of danger: a being that represents enslavement, loss of self and
transforms death into an impermanent state. The nzambi/nzúmbe was transported from Africa
to the Caribbean by the slave trade and the Creole term zombi was adopted by relocated
Bantu and Bankongo tribe members (who found themselves in the then French colony SaintDomingue – today Haiti) to describe our monster (Bishop 197; Boon, ‘The Zombie as Other’
53). In 1789, M. L. E. Moreau de Saint-Méry defined zombi as a “Creole word which means
spirit, revenant” (qtd. in Boon, “The Zombie as Other: Mortality and the Monstrous in the
Post-Nuclear Age” 53), but a range of meanings circulated, “from mindless automaton to an
exotic mixed drink” (Bishop 197). The most relevant reading of the term zombi is a dualism,
that of a “‘body without a soul’ but also a “soul without a body’” (Lauro and Embry 97).
Lauro and Embry explain that in practical terms local folklore described the Haitian zombi as
“a body raised from the dead to labor in the fields” (87) and “quite literally a slave, raised by
Voodoo priests” (90). These priests were known as a hungan – a ‘witch doctor’, and Vodoun
religion held that they could both reanimate the dead (Lauro and Embry 98) and deliberately
target an individual and inflict upon them state of almost-death, emptying their body of soul,
agency and life functions before reviving them as mindless slaves (Davis 42). The Lost
Generation explorer and journalist William Seabrook’s 1929 account of Haitian Vodou and
the “Dead Men Working in the Cane Fields” (92–104) is responsible for capturing and
disseminating much of this folklore to audiences outside Haiti. He writes:
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It seemed that while the zombie came from the grave, it was neither a ghost, nor yet a
person who had been raised like Lazarus from the dead. The zombie, they say, is a
soulless human corpse, still dead, but taken from the grave and endowed by sorcery
with a mechanical semblance of life—it is a dead body which is made to walk and act
and move as if it were alive.
People who have the power to do this go to a fresh grave, dig up the body before it
has had time to rot, galvanize it into movement, and then make of it a servant or slave,
occasionally for the commission of some crime, more often simply as a drudge around
the habitation or the farm, setting it dull heavy tasks, and beating it like a dumb beast
if it slackens. (Seabrook 93)
The undead could be seen “plodding like brutes, like automatons,” with “expressionless”
faces and the “eyes of a dead man, not blind, but staring, unfocused, unseeing” (Seabrook
101). The phenomenon, it transpired, could have some foundation in reality beyond the myth
and scare-making of these tales. Wade Davis visited Haiti in 1985 and encountered coupe
poudre – or “zombie powder” – a closely guarded secret drug prepared by bokors, the most
powerful of Vodoun priests (90). Using a nerve agent extracted from the puffer fish, the drug
could induce a “state of profound paralysis, marked by complete immobility during which the
time the border between life and death is not at all certain, even to trained physicians” (Davis
142). The creature was, to some extent, real. Whether the product of pure myth or the
toxicological experiments of the bokors, a monster was (re)born in Haiti in this period: the
zombi. Where in the Congo it had represented a supernatural form of spiritual enforcement,
the Haitian version took an even darker turn and “came to represent a loss of internal
reliability, a loss of being, which results in a human shell occupied by nothingness” (Boon,
‘The Zombie as Other’ 55).
Alongside the zombi’s role as enslaved labour, it was also deeply connected with the
successful Haitian Revolution against French rule (1791–1804) (Lauro and Embry 87).
Contemporaneous reports claimed that “fanatic and insensate hordes of blacks rose as a
single body to overwhelm the more ‘rational’ white troops” (Davis 20), imbuing the colony’s
slaves with the supernatural power and terror of the zombi, and racialising the monster and
Othering an entire populace at the same time (Lauro and Embry 98; Kee 9). Suddenly, the
zombi became more than a plodding vessel for existential loss or the mere product of a
dangerous neurotoxic confection. It was now a creature that contained “the fears and phobias
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of the coloniser, of the master: that of revolt” (Geyser and Tshabalala 3) and both fuelled and
was fuelled by “fears of Haiti as an independent black republic” (Kee 9). The Haitian zombi
is both a figure of servitude and powerful agency, a threat to one’s internal, human stability
but one that provides significant power to exercise externally.
The third and final significant era in the history of our undead monster sees zombi become
zombie, as it moves from the Caribbean to the United States against a backdrop of further
colonial fear. Three factors appear crucial to the zombie’s final transformation – and its
entrenchment in the Western popular cultural imagining. The first is the writing of William
Seabrook (whose passages on Vodoun ritual I have already made reference to) and
accompanying dramatic illustrations (Geyser and Tshabalala 3; Kee 13–14). Seabrook’s
Haitian travelogues “brought the romantic exoticism – and possible reality – of the zombie to
the attention of mainstream audiences” (Bishop 198). Seabrook’s writing catalysed the
American popular cultural imagination and was followed by similarly exoticised and
romanticised (and racialised) imagery in Kenneth Webb’s Manhattan play Zombie (1932),
Victor Halperin’s film White Zombie (1932) and George Marshall’s The Ghost Breakers
(1940) (Bishop 198; Geyser and Tshabalala 3; Kee 19; Dendle, ‘The Zombie as Barometer’
48).
The second factor crucial to this final transformation was that the import of the zombie from
the Caribbean took place during the period when the island was under occupation by the
United States, between 1915 and 1934. This was a period punctuated by tumult and violent
resistance, allowing the Western press and its audiences to inherit and reignite the colonial
prejudices, fears and discourses of dangerous and violent Other-ness that the zombi had
inspired in the aftermath of French occupation (Kee 9–10; Dendle, ‘The Zombie as
Barometer’ 46). The third factor emerged on the domestic front as the United States of the
1930s was experiencing its own sense of dispossession and tumult. The Great Depression was
taking hold, and in the figure of the zombie there seemed a parallel. The zombie appeared
“particularly resonant” as many Americans had been “made aware of just how powerless they
were in the capitalist system” (Kee 14). There was a sense, Dendle argues, that “burned-out
souls standing in lines at soup kitchens or fruitlessly waiting in employment lines [were]
zombies of a sort, shells of human beings” (‘The Zombie as Barometer’ 46). The zombie,
successor to nzambi and zombi, continues to meditate between two states of threat – the
internal in the possible loss of self and function, and the external in the possible agency and
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rebellion of massed, unfamiliar violent souls – but it could no longer be dismissed as an
exotic, fantastical, foreign phenomenon. One 1932 review of the play Zombie, in the New
York Times, noted this uneasy parallelism:
If zombies are those who work without knowing why and who see without
understanding, one begins to look around among one’s fellow countrymen with a new
apprehension. Perhaps those native drums are sounding the national anthem.
(Atkinson)
It is in this transition to the third era of the Westernised zombie that the most familiar model
of the undead emerges. After the transition from zombi to zombie, the “the overt link to Haiti
and to Voodoo dissolved”; the figure stood in for no particular ethnic group (Kee 10), and a
monster that was “at first just a somnambulistic slave singly raised from the dead became
evil, contagious and plural” (Lauro and Embry 88). This zombie is the ‘classic’ cinema
zombie, pioneered by George A. Romero – the “Shakespeare of zombie cinema” (Dendle,
Encyclopedia 121) – in 1968’s Night of the Living Dead. This version of the zombie’s threat
is carried by a “veritable plague of reanimated corpses that attack and slaughter the living”
(Bishop 97) and pits ordinary characters living in ordinary settings against this supernatural
horror (Bishop 197). Romero, in Dendle’s words, “liberated the zombie from the shackles of
a master, and invested his zombies not with a function … but rather a drive” (Dendle,
Encyclopedia 6), and in doing so, created an emphatic and compelling version of the creature
that cinematic presentation has closely adhered to ever since. Steven Shaviro notes a new
allegorical tone in this final incarnation of the zombie:
Whereas pre-capitalist societies tend to magnify and heroicize death, to derive
grandeur from it, capitalism seeks rather to rationalize and normalize it, to turn it to
economic account. Romero’s zombies have none of the old precapitalist sublimity,
but they also cannot be controlled and put to work. They mark the rebellion of death
against its capitalist appropriation. (83)
The third era of the zombie is one still threatening enslavement and loss of the internal ‘self’,
but in the chaos and rebellion it engenders it seems to offer its undead subjects some
welcome release from the world they inhabit. The zombie, we can see, is a mutable creature,
as is the nature of its stories and popular cultural representations (Kee 20). The zombie has
shifted over four hundred years in its desires, the particular threat it poses, its method of
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creation and in the cultural or existential anxieties it channels. However, the monster’s prior
history is crucial to each new iteration, and I argue that each stage of its development is
significant to our consideration of the zombie as a ludic monster, as a storytelling device and
as a potentially emergent being.

Recurrent tendency
In surveying the cultural history of the zombie from the seventeenth-century Congo River
Basin to the cinemas and game consoles of the twenty-first century, some notable tendencies
are evident across this creature’s incarnations. It is, above all, a creature designed to induce
terror. Whether stalking the land and prosecuting the laws of faith, tilling the fields of Haiti or
swarming ordinary towns to slaughter and infect, the monster has always been just that –
monstrous. Its particular terror has also consistently been an existential one. Zombies are
always defined by the “absence of some metaphysical quality of their essential selves” (Boon,
‘And the Dead Shall Rise’ 7), in each case functioning as an “antisubject” (Lauro and Embry
89) whose actions scrub away the soul, mind and will of the individual. Another key
tendency of the zombie is its fluidity, a creature for whom “the issue of boundaries was never
limiting” (Lauro and Embry 97). The zombie is fluid of body (biting, infecting, moving
through the populace), of master (sometimes acting for a higher power, other times a Vodou
priest, sometimes simply as an automaton), and in the particular threat it poses (physical,
religious, existential).
The tendency that has grown increasingly significant in each era of the zombie’s conception
is for it to speak of power and helplessness with one undead voice. The zombie is understood
as “simultaneously powerless and powerful, slave and slave rebellion” (Lauro and Embry
98). It is a creature of vast, terrifying power and volition, but not the volition of the original
occupier of the undead body (Boon, ‘And the Dead Shall Rise’ 7; Kee 21). This is the core
essence of the zombie in all iterations: a mediation between order and servitude, and
rebellious agency and chaos. The zombie transgresses borders, whether the boundary
between life and death, between one body and another, between self and soulless emptiness,
or individual sovereignty and the violent logic of the swarm. The zombie is constantly plying
its destabilising trade at these once clear existential frontiers, throwing order and expectation
into chaos and ushering new liminal states into being.
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Zombie stories
Contingency and decay
In cinema, examples already exist showing the particular tendencies of the zombie in
generating distinct forms of storytelling. In an analysis of the insistent significance of
recording and broadcast media in zombie films, Allan Cameron casts the zombie as a figure
“not simply remade through media, but also [functioning] itself like a type of medium” (70),
hinting at the creature’s capacity to operate as a narrative tool in its own right. For Cameron,
this capacity is captured in the idea of contingency, wherein film and video technologies
allow for the “irruption of chance and the ephemeral” (80). Zombie narratives depend to such
a considerable extent on the collapse of sense and intentionality, that the medium’s
“perception itself becomes infected, and is transformed into a kind of magical, contagious
contact” (Shaviro 25). In representing the undirected and unpredictable nature of the zombie
threat in stories built around chance encounter, these films are doubly contingent in function,
thanks to the ability of recording media to purvey chaos and disorder with a sense of
immediacy (Cameron 80–81). The zombie film becomes, in this light, an exercise in
contingency that actively advocates and produces an effect of disorder and chance.
Instability and contingency give way in some instances to sheer decay and chaos. Steven Zani
and Kevin Meaux, writing about the Italian director Lucio Fulci’s zombie films, suggest that
in order to represent the zombie genre’s existential provocations, the director throws the
narrative rulebook out. Fulci uses the “zombie as a tool for subverting narrative itself”,
rejecting the audience’s narrative expectations and “the sense of order and meaning inherent
within the narrative framework” (Zani and Meaux 99). What this means is that the central
concern of zombie texts is much less a ‘plot’ or a political or moral allegory or agenda, but
rather the anxiety they generate in having neither a stable fear to articulate, nor a stable form
of narrative to project (and amplify) this anxiety through. Fulci’s films are presented as
zombie cinema par excellence, performing themselves “the breakdown of order and
understanding, repeating in their form (or rather, in their breakdown of form) the same thing
that they represent in their content” (Zani and Meaux 110). It is a storytelling mode that
embraces chaos and decay as “the breakdown of the body and the image become[s]
interchangeable” (Cameron 88) and theme and form collapse together.
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Ludic zombies and liminal potential
Monsters such as the zombie are “disturbing hybrids whose externally incoherent bodies
resist attempts to include them in any systematic structuration” (Cohen 6), and it would seem
that formal expectations of narrative are just one more systematic structuration that the
zombie bucks. Together, these examples from zombie cinema align well with the idea of
emergent narrative and ludic zombies. Narrative emergence, after all, speaks to the collapse
of the embedded narrative and the structuration of storytelling. What emergence offers is a
form of chaos – elements and rules exist in a system – but the results of their operation
become unpredictable and irreducible. What begins as a known quantity ends as a fallacy of
understanding in emergent systems, and frequently these outputs are, as I have noted,
ephemeral and irruptive in nature. Structural boundaries are transgressed in narratively
emergent phenomena – particularly in the cybernetic relationship between player and textual
machine.
Like the emergent system, the zombie also represents a force of multiplication. Alone, the
zombie is deceptively simple and follows simple rules: it is undead, it seeks to make others
undead, it can be easily overcome. The “single, obvious, and inviolable ground rule” of the
zombie genre is “don’t let yourself get bitten by a zombie” (Sconce 99). But once these rules
find themselves applied repeatedly and we are confronted by more than one of the undead, an
entirely new threat is apparent: a horde carrying with it an immeasurable and unpredictable
threat. There is also, of course, the inescapable connection between the Haitian era of the
zombi and the demands of labour and productivity the zombi state brought with it. A parallel
to this back-and-forth oscillation is obvious in the discussion of narrative emergence: that
between the player and the embedded elements of narrative and ruleset design. Just as the
zombi tilled the fields or represented the oscillation in Haiti between enslavement and
rebellion, the emergent narrative system sees the player co-opted as a productive part of the
textual machine. This negotiation between human and systemic parts of the textual machine,
jockeying for significance in the final emergent narrative product, reflects the meditation
between loss and reclamation of agency that zombies have long represented. Christian
McCrea observes that in these games “we want to feel fear in its absolute, and yet possess
everything we need to conquer it” (220), a desire reflected in the very design of these survival
horror game texts, where the experience of terror is dependent upon an oscillation between
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player control and loss of agency (Krzywinska, ‘Hands-on Horror’ 13). In the first two
significant periods of its historical imagining, the zombie has also represented “a reversible
state that could be experienced then discarded” (Kee 22), whether by way of folklore,
Vodoun practices, neurotoxic administrations or cinematic artefacts. The zombie is a way to
encounter (or harness for productive use) the horrors of the afterlife and the undead in an
immediate and visceral manner, and emergent systems continue this possibility. A video
game can be stepped in and out of, and the player’s ‘dosage’ of the experience of the living
dead metered in a manner similar to this tradition.
The operation of zombie media – that is, the particular ways in which they put their stories on
screen – are “central to the subgenre’s fascination with the breakdown of bodies and
meaning” (Cameron 88). These media participate themselves in that very process of
breakdown, decay and chaos, reflecting their narrative theme with textual and structural
disorder. Ludic zombies and the games of the survival horror genre alongside which they
have so far been assessed continue to explore this fascination. The zombie is an incredibly
emergent being in its own right. Zombie cinema and history, I suggest, demonstrate an
inherent alignment with narrative emergence worth analysing further. Taking these two ideas
together, ludic zombies appear primed to produce the kinds of liminal stories and forms that
their monstrous lineage demands.

Complex systems, complex terrors
To pursue this line of inquiry we require, obviously, our own zombies. A new iteration in the
zombie mythology exists in the undead creatures used by video games. These examples are, I
argue, as much the products of Congolese and Haitian zombies as they are George A.
Romero’s, and are loaded with the potential to offer a new approach to the monster, its stories
and its mediation. Left 4 Dead 2, DayZ and Minecraft are three multiplayer video games that
feature such zombies. These games also demonstrate the operation of the types of rules that
the working definition of narrative emergence in this thesis calls upon to generate narrative
outcomes for their players: ludic (systemic) rules, directive rules (objectives/tasking) and
embedded narrative. These are complex systems, textually assembled around the complex
terror that is the figure of the zombie.
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The case studies

Fig. 1.1. Fending off violent zombies in the first person – a typical experience for players of Left 4 Dead 2
(Valve Corporation).

The first of the games is Left 4 Dead 2 (fig. 1.1), a survival horror-themed first-person
shooter, set in the midst of a zombie infection outbreak, and which employs both competitive
and cooperative gameplay mechanics. A round-based, team-based approach sees game
players divided into two groups, alternating between human (‘survivors’) and zombie (the
‘infected’) avatars. These teams, swapping places across the human-infected divide, each in
turn complete a single level of the campaign and both as infected and survivors receive
numerical scores for either their performance progressing through the level or for stymying
the opposition. Beyond these hallmarks of competition, the game displays a light touch with
respect to directive rules. Players operate in groups of up to four (and the game will fill
absent positions with artificial intelligence-controlled ‘bots’) and are directed by a simple
advisory to reach the end of each level alive. The infected, meanwhile, are directed to prevent
the humans reaching their escape. Such a lack of tasking leaves much room for the players to
emergently ‘fill in the gaps’ and decide the best way to meet their objective, while they are
also (potentially unknowingly) the subjects of background processes attempting to guide and
mould their behaviours as a team. The game’s systemic rules contain an artificial intelligence
controller, known as the AI Director, which actively functions to read certain indicators
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around individual players’ and group gameplay decisions and procedurally delivers new
game events in response. The operation of this AI engine has the potential to generate a very
distinct type of emergent gameplay and narrative, guided by limitations and rulesets not
found in the other games.

Fig. 1.2. A zombie bears down on a player armed with an axe: a typical scene in DayZ (Bohemia Interactive).

DayZ (fig. 1.2), the second project case study, is another vision of struggle between human
avatars and the living dead, but structurally and textually offers players a very different
experience of the zombie apocalypse to Left 4 Dead 2. The game features an ‘open world’
environment where a player can roam freely through an expansive virtual space (as opposed
to Left 4 Dead 2 and many other games’ episodic, linear-progressive environments). Players
are only able to assume the role of human avatars, and the game’s systemic rules make no
demand for cooperation, nor for competition; players are able to engage in combat with one
another, with the undead, or with neither. Further, DayZ provides no directive rules in the
form of objectives or tasks for its users. In contrast to Left 4 Dead 2’s tallied scores and
measures of progress through finite and linear physical spaces, DayZ’s ludic focus is on the
simple need for avatar survival. The game attempts to simulate realistically the experience of
the avatar in the game world with avatar attributes such as hunger, thirst, illness, injury and
blood loss, and weapons and inventory items that can restore health or ammunition must be
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painstakingly scavenged by players. In DayZ another distinct series of emergent possibilities
is presented as players are empowered to find their own way through what appears to be a
narrative blank canvas. The way players go about ensuring survival, how they interact with
other user agents and what objectives they will pursue are all elements of the gameplay
experience they are expected to determine themselves.

Fig. 1.3. A player exploring a cave system in Minecraft encounters a hostile zombie (Mojang and Microsoft
Studios).

Minecraft (fig. 1.3), the final case study in this project, represents a shift in both aesthetic and
gameplay style from that of the previous two game titles. Minecraft is a sandbox game,
emphasising the creative activity of building. Players are free to build all manner of
constructions out of textured cubes that are broken (or mined) out of their surrounding 3D
procedurally generated environment. Each block has different material properties (including,
for example, dirt, stone, ore, tree trunks, and more) and construction is achieved by placing
blocks in a fixed grid pattern. Aesthetically, Minecraft adopts a retro-infused, primitive and
pixellated blocky visual style. The game is, in this respect, a far cry from DayZ’s 3D Eastern
bloc landscapes, its ambitions of experiential ‘realism’, and even Left 4 Dead 2’s rundown
cinematically inspired settings and character tropes. More akin to a box of Lego than a
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George A. Romero film, Minecraft nonetheless claims a stake in zombie history and
storytelling. In the game’s default Survival Mode, the player encounters a number of other
entities during their days spent mining, chopping, crafting and building – villagers and
animals mostly. When the sun sets, however, zombies spawn in the environment’s caves and
other dark corners. These creatures are hostile to the player and can ‘infect’ non-player
villagers. In its open world and lack of directive rules, Minecraft overlaps considerably with
DayZ’s emergent potential. Minecraft adds to the mix the creative possibilities that crafting
and building have to offer players and the storytelling that might accompany and account for
ingame creations, which can range from the mundane (a wall, trench, abode) to the fantastic
(vast works of art, intertextual references, whole worlds). Where Minecraft suggests a
particularly distinct engagement with the figure of the zombie is in its rejection of ‘realistic’
graphics and environmental references to the ‘real’ world and embedded cinematic
intertextuality. The zombie in Minecraft could be considered a distilled version of the ludic
zombie; unnecessary layers of representation and referentiality aside, it is a monster made of
blocks operating by the pure logic of a zombie.

Delineating emergence and the zombie
“Technologies. Text. Flesh.” Christian McCrea claims gaming’s ‘birthright’ lies within this
triad and that it is by investigating the relationship between these three elements that “game
studies scholars have spoken with the most lucidity and impact” (224). In the case of this
study, we have our technologies – complex games systems, their rules, their representative
capabilities. We also have text, in the form of the multiplayer narratives of fear experienced
by players of Left 4 Dead 2, DayZ and Minecraft. And flesh – although rotting and decaying
– is central to this chapter’s critical journey through the zombie mythology and in the onscreen monsters of the three games. Ludic zombies offer a significant opportunity to analyse
and identify a distinct and under-explored form of interactive narrative in a series of texts
where narrative emergence has been granted primacy as the logic of the underlying textual
machine.
Richard Walsh suggests that despite ‘emergent narrative’ being a notion with an “established
currency in computer game studies as a potential (and desirable) effect of interactive media”,
there is a view among some scholars that it is not the “unifying concept it appears to be” for
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the field (72). In its existing application, Jesper Juul believes, it has been deployed far too
vaguely, rendering it “nearly meaningless as a term” (159). Meanwhile, on the undead front,
Jaroslav Švelch argues that to understand the monstrosity of the ludic zombie we must “go
beyond visual and narrative analysis of the creatures and investigate them as objects of play
and interaction, embedded within the designed systems of video games” (195).
This study explores these modes of emergent narrative through the experiences of game
players interacting with its video game research objects. In doing so, both the attributes of
video game systems that lend themselves to the generation of these different forms of
emergence, and the unpredictable, irreducible narrative experiences themselves, will be
identified and demarcated. The textual and structural analysis of these case study games in
Chapter Two will begin this inquiry by testing the useful limits of our current understanding
of the phenomenon of narrative emergence. I will explore the possibility for emergence, far
from the enigmatic or recondite phenomenon Holland identified, to be, in fact, an everyday
experience in multiplayer realms and a phenomenon at the heart of zombie horror narratives.
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Chapter Two

Rules of emergence (and the emergence of rules)
Rules, we have seen, are at the heart of the operation of narrative emergence in video games.
It is rules that combine within systems and generate complexity. Individual, simple rules
indicate parameters that can be transgressed by the novel and surprising outcomes of these
systems. Rules are required to realise fictional and ludic possibility and activity in the codebased computing systems that power game engines, consoles, interfaces and scripting. The
potential disorder and unpredictability of the emergent phenomena are, paradoxically, the
product of strict efforts to structure and formalise the operation of a system. There are also
rules that describe how monstrous figures such as the zombie might come into being and
remind us exactly why we should be scared of them. Iterations of these cultural, biological
and affective directives have been discussed in detail in Chapter One. It is necessary to add
similar definition and detail to our understanding of other types of ‘rules’ – contained within
code and virtual worlds – that fuel the textual and ludic ‘machine’ of the video game and lead
to emergent experiences of narrative by players. We are already equipped with
understandings of emergence as a concept – video games as complex emergent systems and
video game narrative as potentially emergent outputs of those systems – but much of this
understanding is contingent upon very abstract ideas of the ‘rules’ and ‘systems’ that
constitute the games themselves.
This chapter begins by exploring existing ways of conceiving and using various types of rules
in game studies. The approaches already taken by the literature lay the groundwork for the
development of a broader kind of typology for addressing rules: one that describes the rules
for (or of) emergence. This is a productive combination of possible narrative, systemic, ludic
and cultural rules that I suggest should guide the analysis, deconstruction or anticipation of
moments of narrative emergence. The introduction of this model for the arrangement of
different types of rulesets places us in a position to begin to consider the operation of
narrative emergence inside specific (zombie-inhabited) multiplayer video games. Left 4 Dead
2, DayZ and Minecraft are, as already discussed, the case study texts for this thesis, and this
chapter offers an initial textual and structural analysis of these video games (and others,
where useful), highlighting their varied potential for emergent player experiences, as well as
testing our working understanding of just what ‘narrative emergence’ is. Left 4 Dead 2, DayZ
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and Minecraft demonstrate differing engagements with the types of rules my working
typology of narrative emergence calls upon to generate narrative outcomes for their players:
embedded narrative, directive rules (objectives/tasking), systemic (ludic) rules, game worlds
(environmental design and properties) and constitutive rules (underlying code and
programming).
The variety in the design and nature of player engagement within each text offers distinct
variations of the emergent narrative phenomenon. The model of narrative emergence found in
the literature, which stresses the significance of the relationship between rules and systems, is
well served by these games, but at the same time the games also demonstrate the limitations
of this model. The final section of this chapter discusses, therefore, the emergence of rules, or
rather the need to address a number of rulesets that are themselves as novel and unpredictable
as the emergent user experience, driven by the contexts within which individual players
engage with games. These inputs into the textual and ludic machine are types of rules that
relate both to individual users and communities, and encompass elements of sociality,
temporality, memory and rule mobility. These rules are potent elements of the emergent
process and, largely driven by player or community motivations, are just as significant as
those rules that can be demarcated and defined inside a game system; subsequent chapters of
this thesis will work through the function of these unpredictable variables.

Game rules
Every game is its rules
David Parlett notes the foundational suggestion made by Johan Huizinga that “every game
has its rules” and asserts that “every game is its rules, for they are what define it” (Parlett). In
this amplification of Huizinga’s sentiment, Parlett is pointing to something that all players of
games (both digital and non-digital) come to understand at a basic experiential level: rules are
inherent in games and must be articulated (whether verbally between players, in writing in a
manual or rulebook, or in the vast chains of algorithmic logic of a programmed computer
system) before a game can exist. To continue this discussion requires us, of course, to
acknowledge another early scholar of play – Roger Caillois – and his distinction between
paidea (an equivalent to the noun ‘play’) and ludus (another noun, to capture the more
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formalised ‘game’) (Caillois 27–28). Paidea, given further shape by Gonzalo Frasca, is
“physical or mental activity which has no immediate useful objective, nor defined objective,
and whose only reason to be is based in the pleasure experimented by the player” (Frasca,
‘Ludology Meets Narratology’). Rules are the infrastructure that overlay these free-form
unbounded experiences of play and instead create for the player a type of activity “organized
under a system of rules that defines a victory or a defeat, a gain or a loss” (Frasca, ‘Ludology
Meets Narratology’). Rules thus establish the formal identity of games and separate them
from unstructured play and ‘fun’.
Video games, as has already been discussed in Chapter One, are fundamentally actions and
experiences. As Alex Galloway suggests, the enactment of the text through those actions is
only possible and meaningful once players acknowledge and operate within a series of rules.
Until players actively participate in the set of rules they have to hand, “video games exist
only as static computer code” or “remain only in the pages of an abstract rule book”
(Galloway 2). To experience a game is to perform action, and for a player to perform action
is to accept and respect rules because they make this game activity possible – this acceptance
is what Bernard Suits describes as lusory attitude (38–40). As Jesper Juul notes, rules and
enjoyment may appear antithetical, but this is the key paradox of game rule systems: rules are
actually “the most consistent source of player enjoyment in games” (55) and this is why
players voluntarily submit to them. Juul here is echoing and expanding another of Caillois’
foundational ideas: that a game consists of a players’ need to find and make responses that
are “free within the limits set by the rules” and that it is the player’s margin of latitude and
self-direction within these parameters that “partly explains the pleasure which it excites”
(Caillois 8).
It is rules that put up not only the boundary between free play and structured game, but also
between reality and game-induced fantasy. They do this “by carving out an area where the
rules apply; fiction projects a world different from the real world”1 (Juul 164). Bernard
DeKoven continues this idea by noting that the ruled boundaries of games “have a critical
function in maintaining the fiction of the game so that the aspects of reality with which we do
not choose to play can be left safely out-side” (27). A game is, at its core, “an activity defined
by rules in which players try to reach some sort of goal” (Galloway 1), or a set of rules that
1

Note that Juul is not suggesting all games necessarily represent fictional subject matter and rather that in
generating virtual environments and experiences separate from the lived world, a game is a fiction and fictional
space.
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“provide the player with challenges that the player cannot trivially overcome” (Juul 5).
Gameplay, action and experience are the product of the interaction between “the rules of the
game … the player(s)’ pursuit of the goal ... and the player’s competence and repertoire of
strategies and playing methods” (Juul 120). The fundamental importance of rules to games is,
at this point in this survey of the literature, more than apparent. They create the possibility for
player action, as it is in adhering to rules that paidea’s possibility for free-form and
uninhibited play transforms into ludus, and static rows of inert computer code, or the written
lines of a printed rulebook, transform into game activity and experience. Player action is
confined and given fictional meaning by rules. Rules are elements of a highly formal system
of definition and structure, but when players play within these boundaries informal player
experiences are generated – action, challenge and (potentially) enjoyment, for example.

Every game has its rules
We now understand the centrality of rules to game systems, but finer detail is needed before
we can analyse and deconstruct rule-based game systems. I turn again to the literature for an
understanding of how rules operate and what different types of rules exist within games.
Rules, Juul suggests, either specify limitations or affordances (58). Suits represents the
former type of rule by suggesting that games are driven by rules that require players to reach
a goal by only using the “less efficient means” available (34). Salen and Zimmerman are
emphatic in their agreement, stating “the chief way that rules operate is to limit the activities
of players” acting as sets of instructions wherein “following those instructions means doing
what the rules require and not doing something else instead” (122). While prohibiting players
from performing some actions, following rules also “affords players meaningful actions that
were not otherwise available” (Juul 58) by setting up and adding meaning to potential
actions. Rules are simultaneously boundaries and opportunities, and they provide players
with the means to effect a change within the ‘state machine’ of the video game system
(Järvinen 69).
To contribute meaning to those potential actions, and motivate the player to engage with and
change the ‘game state’, different goals and challenges are presented in relation to rules. As
Calleja observes, the kinds of choices players make in games are usually made in relation to
goals created by the rules of the game itself (although player-determined goals are significant,
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and will be discussed later in this chapter) (150). Simply pursuing a goal can be an end in
itself for players –“an autotelic experience yielding satisfaction within a rule-based
system of meaning” – or its pursuit and attainment can be rewarded by the game (or punished
in the case of failure) (Calleja 150). A number of theorists have noted the importance of goals
for empowering players and making rules accessible and usable, and assigning ludic and
fictional value to procedures of play (Järvinen; Bjork and Holopainen; Juul; Salen and
Zimmerman, Rules of Play). Goals and their ludic and psychological impact on player
motivation are central to the operation of game rule systems and augment the inherent ability
of rules to simultaneously limit (and potentially punish) and afford (and potentially reward)
player activity.
Aki Järvinen states that “what has been lacking from the field of game studies are systematic
definitions and analysis of rules, at least outside of mathematical game theory” (68). It is for
this reason that answers to questions such as ‘what is a game?’ and ‘why do games need
rules?’ abound in the literature, but more detailed questions such as ‘what are games made
of?’ are less directly answered. It is a recent turn within game studies to break down rules
into clearer typologies, and I engage with three such models to begin to frame this chapter’s
analysis of rules and narrative emergence. Salen and Zimmerman offer a concise, three-part
typology for understanding what game rules are and how they operate:
Operational rules are the ‘rules of play’ of a game. They are what we normally think
of as rules: the guidelines players require in order to play. The operational rules are
usually synonymous with the written-out ‘rules’ that accompany board games and
other non-digital games …
The constituative rules of a game are the underlying formal structures that exist
‘below the surface’ of the rules presented to players. These formal structures are
logical and mathematical …
Implicit rules are the ‘unwritten rules’ of a game. These rules concern etiquette, good
sportsmanship, and other implied rules of proper game behaviour ... implicit rules can
change from game to game and from context to context. (130)
Effectively, rules are: how to play, the infrastructure that allows play and organic, contextual
adjustments to those first two categories. In this model, the formal meaning of a game is the
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product of the intertwining of all three types of rules. Each type of rule acts as a catalyst for
another, as “one form of rules allows for the expression of the others”, and it is their overall
interdependency and cycles of feedback that gives the rule systems their significance as a
means for expression and action (Salen and Zimmerman 130). This model provides a good
foundation for our understanding but collapses a number of potential rule types together too
readily. These missing distinctions become evident in Järvinen’s own typology, which
articulates five types of rules:
1. Rules that govern game components by stating their number, status, value, etc.
Also, component functions, i.e. roles within a mechanism, are specified;
2. Rules that govern procedures’ relation to other elements, i.e. define allowed
mechanics and their consequences;
3. Rules that define game environment(s): the physical boundaries of components and
procedures;
4. Rules that dictate how game theme is implemented;
5. Rules that define how the interface is used to enact procedures and mechanics
within the game environment, complemented with rules about providing the player
information about her progress. (77)
Here we can see that Salen and Zimmerman’s boundaries are usefully redefined and a
considerable overlap between rule types is untangled. Salen and Zimmerman’s constituative
rules, for example, would seemingly contain Järvinen’s first, third and fourth rule types
(relating to game components, environments and implementation of fictional theme,
respectively). At the same time, a reasonable case could be made for the game’s thematic
implementation to be contained by Salen and Zimmerman’s operational rule category, as in
many cases the goals and challenges presented to players closely resemble the ‘rules of the
game’ rather than specific instances of theme. Other examples of slippages of Salen and
Zimmerman’s demarcations are similarly thrown up by comparison to Järvinen’s model, and
while the purpose of pointing this is out is not to suggest boundaries between rule types
should be (or are) absolutely fixed and intractable, a more detailed model certainly offers
more analytical value.
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Järvinen recognises that identifying rules by categories such as these can present
contradictions or multiple placements, depending on the varied implementation, arrangement
and context of specific rules in particular games. To address this, he suggests that the video
game should be considered as comprising four layers or levels on which player attention is
focused at any time during the game: core, spatial, rhetorical and physical. Briefly, these
layers are imagined in the following ways (Järvinen 77–8):
•

the core layer as component and procedural rules – the underlying code and logic of a
system, because “there cannot be a game without players having particular means to
play, and rules conducting these actions and assigning values to their execution”;

•

the spatial layer as the limitations set by the game environment – “any game that
assigns its components and procedures to be operated within a specifically crafted
environment implements this layer on top of the core”;

•

the rhetorical layer as the elements of theme and fiction, “taking advantage of
methods (narrative, simulation, representation) that produce meaning on top of the
formal structure of the game”;

•

the physical layer as the function of interface, where “if the player enacts procedures
via a specific interface, she is attached to the physical layer and bound by its rules”.

The addition of these layers of player attention (which are, effectively, also the layers of a
game’s construction) provides a far more nuanced and thorough approach to the rulesets of
games. Some pairings are obvious and might imply redundancy in Järvinen’s model – for
example, a rule that defines the game environment is almost certain to engage with the spatial
layer of a player’s attention, as they navigate around a virtual space and are prompted by its
particular rules. At the same time, however, a rule that defines the game environment could
also be usefully analysed at the core layer of the game, as a product of the particular nature of
the game’s programming or underlying engine. The physical layer could again draw attention
to a rule from the same category, as the player’s engagement with interface – for example, the
physical vibration of a Sony PlayStation DualShock controller felt in a player’s hand as they
encounter obstacles in a game environment. Rulesets – or rather analyses of them – become
mobile and the instances of overlap prove analytically powerful, rather than appearing
contradictory.
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The final intervention I draw upon comes from Alexander Galloway, who seeks to define a
classification system to describe action (which in practice is the enactment of rules by either
the player or the game system) in video games. This typology is proposed as a ‘quadrant’,
with the concepts of ‘diegesis’ and ‘nondiegesis’ forming one axis. The diegesis of a video
game is “the game’s total world of narrative action”, including both characters and events
that are shown to the player or are merely made reference to or implied to exist inside the
game’s narrative situation (Galloway 7). The nondiegesis is external to the narrative world of
the game, composed of “gamic elements that are inside the total gamic apparatus yet outside
the portion of the apparatus that constitutes a pretend world of character and story”
(Galloway 7–8). As with the field of cinema studies, where these terms originate from, the
nondiegesis is part of the final textual product – title sequences, menus, musical scores – but
its elements do not originate from the world of the fiction. On the second axis Galloway
places the machine and the operator, which are, of course, simply the player and the game
itself. Using these four points, this typology suggests the following potential moments of
action (or types of rules) (Galloway 12–28):
•

diegetic machine acts, where rules define material aspects of the game environment
and the appearance and behaviour of non-player characters;

•

nondiegetic operator acts, where rules allow actions of configuration by the operator
that affect the game, but not the diegesis (‘pausing’ a game or adjusting hardware
settings are examples of this);

•

diegetic operator acts, where a rule allows the operator to act within the diegesis
(movement, activity and other actions that engage the world and its fiction); and

•

nondiegetic machine acts, where rules allow the machine to perform actions integral
to the entire experience of the game but not contained within a narrow conception
diegetic world (consider power-ups, goals, high-score stats, dynamic difficulty
adjustment, and so on).

In addition to Järvinen’s useful questions about which layer of a game is engaged by rules,
we can now stratify the modelling of rules further and ask who is able to enact rules (whether
the machine or the operator) and whether their operation is diegetic or nondiegetic.
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Rules for emergence
To consider narrative emergence and the rules that underpin it, another typology is required,
drawing upon the three typologies discussed above. I am not attempting to account for all the
rules of a video game – that has been achieved with great success by Salen, Zimmerman,
Järvinen and Galloway. Rather, I am attempting to account for the rules that operate inside a
video game to generate players’ experiences of emergent narrative. There is considerable
overlap with the literature’s existing definitions of game rules, but also some points of
difference worth noting. A more closely tailored typology to explain the rule-based nature of
narrative emergence allows the similarities across models to be cleanly synthesised and
points of departure clearly identified. It will also avoid the potential analytical confusion the
use of particular terms or phrases could create.

Embedded narrative

Directive

Game world

Systemic

Constitutive

Fig. 2.1. The rules for emergence framework: the embedded narrative, directive, game world, systemic and
constitutive rules that variously combine to initiate and sustain emergent narrative experiences.

I term this model the ‘rules for emergence’ (fig. 2.1) and it encompasses five types of rules,
which are in themselves also five layers of the game’s construction (or of the player’s
attention, as in Järvinen’s account). These rules are introduced and then explained in greater
detail through analysis of case study video games. The first five types of rules are, in various
ways, products of the models we have already seen:
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•

Embedded narrative
Although Juul suggests a “a clear-cut split between the fiction and rules of a game”
(57), I propose to treat fiction as a ruleset in itself for the purposes of narrative
emergence. Doing so places together Järvinen’s rhetorical game layer, his fourth rule
type (rules that dictate how game theme is implemented) and Galloway’s notion of
diegetic machine acts. Because elements of embedded narrative motivate players and
provide for challenge and goals, the embedded narrative rule for emergence also takes
in Salen and Zimmerman’s operational rules. To a player experiencing and acting in a
virtualised, fictional world, the fiction of that world is a ruleset of central importance.
Plot, character, setting and any other elements of designed storytelling are deployed
by developers in their texts to provide both limitations and affordances to player
actions, roleplaying, motivations and enjoyment of a text. Embedded narrative, as a
rule category, can be deployed at various levels of the game experience, including
(and not limited to) the underlying game engine, interface, virtual spatial design,
animation, character modelling, diegetic and extra-diegetic story text, sound design
and various modes of visual art design and representation within the game.

•

Directive
The second primary ruleset in a video game I term directive rules, and these are the
rules that (to return to Calleja) deploy story alongside game functionality. These rules
are highly visible and sit on the surface level of the video game system, as opposed to
at the structural depths of ludic rulesets. Directive rules are the tasks, objectives,
quests and directions given to players in video games. In a massively multiplayer
online role-playing game, a directive rule might be the ‘quest’ bestowed upon a player
to travel to a certain locale and slay a particular beast. This rule’s appearance might
contain considerable detail: steps for the player to complete before they are ready to
defeat the enemy, explicit geographical directions, or tactical suggestions for the fight
itself. In a shooter game, directive rules may be less specific – simply advising each
team to defeat the other, or to capture a flag, or plant a bomb – but, similar to longerform quest instructions, they guide the player to a designed outcome in the game.
Directive rules might be woven into the game’s fiction (in Grand Theft Auto V, for
example, tasks are often dispensed to players in verbal conversations, or through SMS
text cellphone conversations with ingame non-player characters) or presented in an
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extra-diegetic form (consider a video game where a text-box appears on the screen
with instructions, disconnected from the represented world). The player’s transaction
with a directive rule demonstrates the operation of the rule-based state machine in the
same way as systemic rules (which are discussed next) or constitutive rules (the fifth
item on this list), but their distinct feature comes in their layering above the game
engine and programmed systemic rules.
•

Game world
The virtual game world is a kind of substrate level of rules and narrative in video
games, located somewhere between the systemic rules of the game engine and the
rules of embedded narrative. By game world, I mean the spatial, temporal, physical
rules and characteristics of the virtual world that gamers and their avatars participate
in. The idea of the game world encompasses both the affordances of the space – the
“potential actions” set up by rules that allow “actions that are meaningful inside the
game” (Juul 58) – and the limitations of the space – every action the player cannot
enact in the virtual environment. These limitations suggest, by process of subtraction,
the activities players can and perhaps should undertake in the game world in the
absence of designed narrative or designed objectives.

•

Systemic
What I will term the systemic rules of a video game are ludic rules: they are what the
game system provides in the way of limitations and structural guidance to the player.
An example of a systemic rule might be the fact that, in Left 4 Dead 2, for example, a
structural, unavoidable game mechanic is that of teamwork. Players must operate in
teams of up to four players and this is a rule of the game as a system. At a simpler
level, in many games, the fact that players are able to hurt (and even kill) their nonplayer and player comrades with their gunfire (so-called ‘friendly fire’) is another
systemic attribute. It is the input of an action by the player (shooting a ‘friend’) that
when transacted with a transition function (the game’s rule that friendly fire is able to
result in the death of another) in the game’s state machine results in an output
function (injury to, or death of, the targeted player). Remove tasking (from the above
directive rules category) and the game still has implied direction, limitations and
affordances courtesy of the system’s systemic attributes. Remove systemic rules,
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however, and there is no core set of attributes to determine what output functions will
arrive from players’ input events. Systemic rules often underlie the representational
layer of the game but are in many cases represented in the game’s fiction.
•

Constitutive
Despite the similarity of the name of this type of rule, the constitutive rules are
actually a significant departure from what we have already seen Salen and
Zimmerman describe as constituative rules (which were more aligned with what I
have described as systemic rules). This ruleset takes in the very programming and
code of the video game system as it works to generate experience and emergent
narrative for players. Salen and Zimmerman note that “the code of a computer game
is not the exact same thing as its rules” (142) and suggest that aspects of programming
that run ‘under the hood’ “that are not involved in the formal dynamic structure of the
game, such as visual and audio aesthetics, are not part of the game rules” (144). This
may be the case when we seek to describe the formal aspects comprising a game, but
it is not useful to an effort to deconstruct narrative emergence. In this instance, paying
attention to the overlap between underlying code, logic and algorithms and the
generation of fictional experiences in the mind of the player is certainly a part of this
particular typology of rules.

The areas of overlap between the proposed typology and existing models of game rules are
illustrated in Table 1:
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Table 1
‘Rules for Emergence’: Rulesets That Shape Narrative Emergence

Embedded
narrative

Directive

The game
world

Systemic

Operational

Constituative;
implicit

Constituative

Salen and
Zimmerman

Operational

Järvinen:
rules

3: game
4: game
environments;
4: game theme theme;
4: game
2: mechanics theme;
5: interface
Spatial;
core;
physical

Järvinen:
layers

Rhetorical

Rhetorical

Galloway

Diegetic
machine acts

Diegetic
Diegetic
machine acts operator acts

Constitutive

1: component
1: component
functions;
functions;
2: mechanics;
5: interface
5: interface
Core;
physical

Core

Diegetic
operator acts

Nondiegetic
operator acts;
nondiegetic
machine acts

As Table 1 shows, the adoption of this model of rules for emergence is rooted in the
approaches to rules that are already evident in the literature. It provides a means to examine
narrative emergence in a way that respects the accepted core functions of video game rules
and their operation at multiple levels of the assembly of a game text, and it also accounts for
the ability of both players and the programmed system itself (partners, as has been discussed
in Chapter One, in a cybernetic relationship of sorts) to enact rules and generate emergence.
In capturing these connections and points of a difference in a more precisely contained set of
analytical terms, a new overall approach to emergent narrative is framed.

Structural and textual affordances
In this initial iteration of my typology, the potential narrative emergence of a video game
appears the product of a varied collection of rules and narrative resources, which together
could provide the symbolic building blocks for players to interact with and activate, leading
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to an emerged narrative. The case study games each contain varying degrees of embedded
narrative elements, systemic and structural influence, and designed activities and objectives
for their users. The textual and structural analysis that follows examines the available rulesets
and narrative resources contained in Left 4 Dead 2, DayZ and Minecraft’s game systems, as
well as those contained in one additional game – Rockstar Games’ Grand Theft Auto V
(Rockstar North). Together, these analyses allow the consideration of two types of embedded
narrative rulesets (linear progression and micronarrative), a form of systemic rules (artificial
intelligence engines), an instance of the absence of both embedded narrative and directive
rules, the significance of the game world and, finally, the potential for the constitutive rules
that underlie all of these elements to contribute to narrative emergence. In doing so we are
able to corroborate the usefulness of narrative emergence as a model for explaining the
availability of textually generative practices to players of these games. However, the games
also point to the limitations of our definition and the work conducted in the field to date. All
four texts show ‘emergent narrative’ as a concept with room to grow, and the texts suggest
that there may be more to catalysing emergent phenomena than the rulesets and resources
currently proposed.
The approach of ‘structural analysis’ in this context is guided by the definition Diane Carr
provides for the game studies field, inspired by Roland Barthes, where “structural analysis
relates to game design and form, while textual analysis relates to signification and to the
game as actualised in play” (2). The structural analysis of a video game in this definition
“involves the organization of the game’s constituting units and the ways in which these units
inter-relate in time and space” (Carr 3) – how, when and where rules and system elements
interact with one another. This matches well with the importance, as emphasised by Salen
and Zimmerman, of understanding games as “a set of parts that interrelate to form a complex
whole” (55).
‘Structural analysis’ in this sense, however, is still primarily a process framed by the
representative outputs of video game systems (which we would typically associate with
textual analysis). Understanding the rules of digital games, while necessary and appropriate
in the study of this medium, is a “tricky business, compounded by the complexities of
software operation” wherein the rules are “buried in layers of program code and are often
difficult to identify” (Salen and Zimmerman 148). From the game system’s representative
and experiential outputs (in other words, the experience of play), however, one can unravel
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and deduce the relationship between various rulesets and system elements. In doing this, I
follow the lead of Bernard Perron, whose approach to game analysis (notably articulated in
his recent examination of the Silent Hill series) is determinedly “gamer- or gameplay-centric”
and acknowledges that to study “the ‘system’ or the programming specifics of games” is not
possible for gamers who cannot access that specialised information (Silent Hill 4). Like
Perron and a host of other scholars in the field of games studies, I am not a developer or
programmer, nor do I have access to much of the programming data that underpins the texts
discussed.

Embedded narrative: linear progression
Examining the nature, breadth and purpose of games’ embedded narratives gives insight into
the experiences of emergence that games can produce for players. To do this, I open the
textual and structural analysis contained in this chapter by, perhaps counter-intuitively,
departing from both the figure of the zombie and the case studies that guide much of the
discussion within this thesis. This is a deliberate analytical move, driven by a simple problem
the case studies present: neither DayZ nor Minecraft offer an embedded narrative driven by
linearity, and while Left 4 Dead 2’s overall embedded narrative structure is one of linear
progression, it transpires that this is not a particularly significant element of its emergent
potential (as I will explain in detail in the course of these analyses). I turn to Grand Theft
Auto V as a mainstream, popular multiplayer title as a kind of ‘control’ or ‘baseline’ to give
my typology of the rules of emergence a clear-cut example of the deployment of embedded,
linear narrative and the particular kind of narrative emergence this leads to. Grand Theft Auto
V stands out as a multiplayer game obviously driven by pre-programmed story, tasking
players with criminal assignments (including races, gunfights and larger scale, more
complicated criminal ‘heists’) and filled with narrative resources that demonstrate the
membranic boundary between the game’s online and singleplayer modes. The zombie games
selected as case studies, and indeed the multiplayer zombie and survival horror genres more
broadly, simply do not offer strong examples of embedded, linear narrative as a core ruleset
in the experience of emergent narrative. This is an omission that, in itself, already begins to
help identify the distinct and interesting nature of emergent stories and will later help us
understand by contrast what particular rulesets the zombie experience activates and to what
end.
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So, to Los Santos. This is Grand Theft Auto V’s virtual city, an environment that fictionalises
and parodies the contemporary American metropolis – the mimetic reference being to Los
Angeles and the Californian hinterland (fig. 2.2). After constructing their avatars, players of
the game’s multiplayer mode are deposited in the familiar streets of the singleplayer text’s
Los Santos. Players are introduced, through a combination of cutscenes and pieces of
character-to-character dialogue, to Lamar Davis, a prominent non-player character from
GTAV’s singleplayer plot. As the player completes a series of objectives (alone or
collaboratively) they meet more of the singleplayer story’s non-player characters and find
themselves at the narrative fringes of stories they may have recently played through in the
singleplayer mode.

Fig. 2.2. Los Santos’ mimetic resemblance to Los Angeles – left, the Vinewood (née Hollywood) Hills and
right, a view over the cityscape (Rockstar North).

In the face of such purposefully foregrounded and heavily designed plotting, the phenomenon
of emergence is almost subversive on the player’s part, and appears difficult for a player to
sustain despite the fertile resources and rulesets made available. Poremba describes Grand
Theft Auto III, the first fully three-dimensional game in the GTA series and the one to have set
the narrative and visual template for its successors, as a text that has been “put forward [by
scholars] as a player-empowering freeform game environment – a triumph of design for
player agency” (199). Gonzalo Frasca compares it favourably to the levels of freedom players
enjoy (or do not enjoy, more accurately) in most other video games, which he identifies as
typically suffering from “errand boy syndrome” (Frasca, ‘Sim Sin City: Some Thoughts
about Grand Theft Auto 3’) – the player shuttling from point to point on linear assignments.
However, for players of both Grand Theft Auto III and GTAV, the opportunities for player
construction of narrative are, in fact, limited, despite the appearance of free-wheeling
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freedom (Poremba 203). The games of the Grand Theft Auto series are alike in the way that
they overload the virtual space with diegetic and extra-diegetic reminders and prompts
signalling the game’s ludic and narrative expectations of the player. The avatar’s ingame
cellphone tends to be alive with calls and SMS messages from non-player characters setting
up and re-stating directive rules (fig. 2.3). The game’s mini-map clearly demarcates the
routes players should be travelling along to most optimally complete their goals. And, if a
player allows themselves to be distracted or go off-task during a game mission, extra-diegetic
layers of text and graphics will appear in order to remind them what to do.

Fig. 2.3. “I did you a solid, kid. Martin Madrazo needs help w sumthin … we gotta go up to his ranch off Senora
Rd” – the ingame cellphone nudges the player on-task and on-script (Rockstar North).

That is not to say that it is impossible for a user to go ‘off script’, and, as a system, Grand
Theft Auto V at times appears to relish the number of randomised, unpredictable ludic
components it has introduced. Players have access to an astonishing cache of weapons (from
simple bats, knives and handguns to rocket-propelled grenades and flamethrowers) (fig. 2.4),
vehicles (running the gamut from bicycles, to cars, to military hardware, to helicopters) and
Los Santos is filled with a revolving cast of non-player avatars, including drivers, gang
members and law enforcement officers to interact with (and all spoiling for a fight) (fig. 2.5).
The physical environs are semi-destructable, and players can plough through mailboxes and
fire hydrants merely for the satisfaction of seeing postage billowing through the air or pillars
of water erupting from the pavement. Grand Theft Auto V is a stage built almost perfectly to
satisfy brief shows of wanton violence and destruction, demonstrating the notion of video
games as a space where pleasure derived from performance “is more and more a part of the
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discourse” (Burrill 19) and where those performances are encouraged, by game engines, to be
increasingly theatrical or cinematic in their nature (Higgin 77).

Fig. 2.4. A sample of the wide range of weaponry available to fuel players’ destructive performances in Grand
Theft Auto V (Rockstar North).

Fig. 2.5. The Grand Theft Auto V player pursued by multiple police vehicles in Los Santos’ neighbouring desert
community, Sandy Shores (Rockstar North).
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Grand Theft Auto “provides a space for the player to act out and stage a performance … of
violence in situations which reflect, distort, and exaggerate those of real life” (Higgin 77) and
in small ways uses systemic rules to encourage and reward these emergent behaviours
(random killings of non-player avatars generate nominal amounts of income for the player,
for example). Ultimately, however, all of this is a very temporary thrill. Grand Theft Auto V
provides a thriving canvas for players to generate violent, thrilling and entertaining moments
of emergent gameplay, but as Poremba observes, the game reacts minimally to a player’s
decision to operate freely (203). Players can expend all the ammunition they wish, parachute
off as many tall buildings as excites them, but the game does not adapt beneath them. When
the joyride is over, the game re-generates, as do its non-player characters, and non-player
drivers return to the roads and weave around burned-out cars as they complete a daily
commute. Even Los Santos’ armed-to-the-teeth police force and military will lose interest in
a murderous player and return to their ‘normal’ programmed routines. The game simply
seems to have no space in its already crowded narrative environment for emergent meaning
to be sustained and offers no sense of permanency or residual impact for the decisions the
player makes. Grand Theft Auto V demands a considerable amount of individual motivation
for a player to diverge from the plot and into emergence, and in return it offers something
brief and ephemeral. Narrative rules that are deployed heavily in this way would seem to
result in a type of narrative emergence notably different to what we will soon see are more
permanent and robust emergent phenomena in Left 4 Dead 2, DayZ and Minecraft – stories
that will be generated and told for longer, and which can span an entire gameplay session, or
even multiple sessions.

Embedded narrative: micronarrative
Left 4 Dead 2 features considerable amounts of embedded narrative, but deploys these
without the directive rules Grand Theft Auto V embraces. Richard Rouse identifies a tradition
of minimal narrative construction in horror video games, noting that the storytelling is at its
best when the “plot is fairly simple”, is “immediately understood, and propels the player
through the whole game experience” (16). When playing the game as a member of the human
‘survivor’ team, players have the opportunity to play as one of eight characters, and each of
these is quickly and crudely characterised by their visual appearance and behaviours. Over
time, more of their backgrounds, and the game’s narrative background, are fleshed out by
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ingame dialogue. Beyond these snippets of character development and easy-to-miss dialogue,
however, the game foregrounds little in the way of description. Little else about the situation
or the epidemic itself is overtly described to players before they are thrown into the game’s
action. When playing as the ‘infected’, players experience even less narrative access and are
given no insight into the minds or lives of the zombie horde.

Fig. 2.6. Micronarrative information about Left 4 Dead 2’s infection’s progress – graffiti (right) reads ‘CEDA
BLOWS’, further augmenting the player’s understanding of the government’s failure to contain the virus
responsible for the game’s zombie infestation (Valve Corporation).

Despite the minimalist logic of storytelling, a great deal of narrative information is embedded
in the environment around the player in a fragmented and passive form. These portions of
story are contained in what Henry Jenkins describes as ‘micronarratives’ (‘Game Design as
Narrative Architecture’ 125), the symbolic building blocks of a game’s wider potential to
host ‘embedded narrative’ (‘Game Design as Narrative Architecture’ 126). In fact, casting
micronarrative fragments as mere building blocks for something bigger is perhaps too passive
an imagining. In examining the case study games, moments of micronarrative, in fact, show
themselves to be active and semi-autonomous emergent offshoots of story. Throughout Left 4
Dead 2’s environments, objects of micronarrative exist to be read and absorbed: government
evacuation instructions posted to walls, newspaper clippings, abandoned rescue vehicles,
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radios transmitting desperate pleas for help and so on. Most prevalent, and descriptive, is the
trail of graffiti that adorns walls in every campaign. Through the scrawlings of previous
human travellers a story unfolds of a government agency – CEDA – mismanaging evacuation
and containment of survivors murdered by the military, of loved ones looking for one another
and theories around the nature of the infection and the methods for incapacitating zombies
(fig. 2.6).
DayZ operates in a similar mode, although its own micronarrative fragments appear less
deliberately deployed than in Valve’s zombie apocalypse. The trappings of apocalypse are
visually plentiful: for example, burned-out husks of vehicles, makeshift barricades composed
of tin drums and barbed wire, newspapers that scream of chaos and disorder in spite of the
illegibility of their Cyrillic script to most players, and the assortment of dead, mutilated and
charred human bodies that imply monstrous events having occurred. Particularly notable,
within the game world, is the physical repetition of the objects that contain opportunities for
micronarrative. Left 4 Dead 2’s contained, linear physical levels contrast with a 300-squarekilometre environment composed of countryside, villages and towns and three major cities in
DayZ. The vast scale of this environment results in a common video game design decision:
the randomised, repeated deployment of physical objects from a library or cache available to
the game’s engine. Chernarus’ story is not the fine filling-in of detail that Left 4 Dead 2’s
players encounter in a temporal or narrative order carefully plotted by developers, but a
broad-stroked sense of contextual reference that reveals everything and nothing all at once.
There is no unifying, linear understanding of the game’s narrative history that players are
expected to piece together.
Embedding back-story in the physical environs of survival horror games is not new (Rouse
16–17), and often these fragments utilise an iconography that is “self-consciously drawn from
horror narrative culture” (Kirkland 62). The fragmented story of Left 4 Dead 2’s infection
works no less deliberately in this tradition. The shopping mall the survivors reach at the
conclusion of the ‘Dead Center’ campaign, for example, is an obvious echo of George A.
Romero’s setting for his 1978 film Dawn of the Dead (fig. 2.7). The smaller objects of
micronarrative, previously described, all quite clearly echo and refract numerous zombie
films, plot devices and tropes and players are thus made abundantly aware that their ingame
experience will draw on what they know from popular zombie visual media.
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Fig. 2.7. Zombies and malls – Left 4 Dead 2’s Liberty Mall (Valve Corporation) and Dawn of the Dead’s
Monroeville Mall (Romero, Dawn of the Dead).

DayZ’s story-objects and environmental design evoke zombie media as deftly as Left 4 Dead
2. Chief among the efforts at remediation in its art design include empty, hulking cities,
bodies rotting with weeks’ worth of visible decay, stores looted and the evidence of hasty
evacuation and abandonment throughout the fictional world. Contemporary survival horror
films such as 28 Weeks Later (2007) and World War Z (2013) are recalled in the game
environment’s representation of comprehensive societal collapse and the overwhelming
global impact of an infection (fig. 2.8). DayZ’s media objects share particularly with
contemporary zombie media a fascination with the militarisation of the crisis, evidenced in
the game by abandoned army encampments, burned-out troop carriers and the proliferation of
mutilated uniformed bodies (fig. 2.9). Players have access to an array of high-grade military
weaponry in the game and fight zombies in military uniforms, suggesting not only that a
serious military response has taken place to the outbreak of infection, but also that at some
point that response was overwhelmed and defeated. The images of bullet-pocked crumbling
apartment blocks and East European architecture at the same time recall something less
fantastic and perhaps more horrific and visceral – the television news images of the highly
mediated and bloody conflicts in Chechnya since 1991, of Bosnia in the 1990s and more
recently of the civil unrest in Ukraine. DayZ taps into a rich vein, not just of fictional
apocalypses, but also that of the players’ shared cultural imagery of horrors that can and have
happened in their own offline worlds in the Balkans and the Caucasus.
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Fig. 2.8. Zombie generic images of military at the frontlines of the apocalypse in 28 Weeks Later (Fresnadillo)
(left) and World War Z (Forster) (right).

Fig. 2.9. The aftermath – overrun and overgrown military encampment in DayZ (Bohemia Interactive).

The use of familiar or remediated aspects of genre in both these zombie games allows for the
“desires, anticipations, and previous experiences” of players (Ermi and Mäyrä 38) to help
define the individual interpretations of the game’s mise-en-scène and events that create
textual meaning. Juul explains that “all fictional worlds are incomplete” (122), meaning that
users are frequently left “with a number of choices in the imagining of the world” (123). This
is what literary scholar Marie-Laure Ryan calls the principle of minimal departure (Possible
Worlds 48–60), wherein readers (or users) substitute their knowledge of the ‘real’ world into
the gaps of the narrative they are engaged in. Both Juul and Jenkins clarify that these
substitutions include the conventions and prior experiences of genre or transmedial
storyworlds (Juul 123; Jenkins, ‘Game Design as Narrative Architecture’ 124). Our
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recognition of zombie-generic markers and symbols begins a process of emergent narrative
generation; we not only see ourselves in the game world, but also see fragments of our world
and our popular cultural landscape refracted into the game’s diegesis. Left 4 Dead 2 and
DayZ’s immediate plot directions may simply be a straightforward excuse to hack-and-slash
through zombie hordes, but the games’ extensive networks of narrative strands and
intertextual references initiate an active exchange between the game world and our ‘real’
world.
In this exchange, as in Grand Theft Auto V’s Los Santos, players embroiled in Left 4 Dead 2
and DayZ’s zombie outbreaks must invest some (nontrivial) effort into effecting narrative
emergence from their micronarrativised canvas. Players in these virtual apocalypses must
deliberately acknowledge and adopt the texts’ symbolic narrative markers as part of their
gameplay experience and bring their cultural histories to bear in connecting fragments to
deeper understandings of fiction or real-world experiences. Players may seek out symbols
that support a narrative they hope will emerge – perhaps a series of expectations related to the
way they intend to roleplay or characterise their avatars – or they may find their significance
unexpectedly presents and generates a sense of story. Either way, player agency in ‘joining
the dots’ and creating a fully formed narrative experience is essential. Micronarrative easily
transforms, in this discussion, from the passive ‘building blocks’ of Jenkins’ formulation to
much more active components of an embedded narrative ruleset, which provide opportunities
for input into, and reaction from, the emergent narrative system.
What distances these two texts from Grand Theft Auto V, however, is the potential for
emergence to have a longer legacy for players when involved in the game. Left 4 Dead 2
continuously weaves its micronarratives in and out of the progression of its main plot and the
progression of its players. Players engaging with the fragmented story are rewarded as they
come to better understand why the game’s levels are progressing the way they are, what to
expect next and how better to attack and defeat the zombies. The game’s artificial
intelligence controller responds in turn to players who change their play style to suit the
narrative and gives tangible reward to these users. DayZ’s game engine offers no similar
tangible reward and Chernarus’ micronarrative objects offer little specificity or ludically
useful advice for players. What players in DayZ will not experience, however, is a return to
equilibrium – like that of Los Santos – where emergence struggles to make a lasting impact
on the player. The objects remain in the world, just as they were before the player identified
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them and invested (or extracted) meaning from them. As the game appears to be, effectively,
a narrative blank canvas, the emergent narrative becomes the only narrative and cannot be so
easily ‘reset’ by the text.

The ‘game world’ as narrative substrate
The notion that narrative becomes entirely emergent in DayZ’s dearth of designed narrative
is, clearly, temporary and unsustainable, and leads to the first addition to the model of rules
for emergence. Systems have boundaries, properties, restrictions and limitations. As Jos de
Mul observes, “the freedom of the player is not absolute … there is a set of rules that
determine which actions can be undertaken and which not” (258). The player of DayZ, faced
with shuffling zombie hordes and the bullets of ‘bandit’ human players whistling past them,
is certainly not a subject of absolute freedom and agency. Recalling mediated zombie
narratives, players may, unwittingly, seek to perform a range of defensive options the game
denies them. Playing ‘dead’, re-arranging environmental objects such as barrels and pallets to
form barricades, or working with other players to develop a vaccine are, for example, all
activities DayZ’s underlying game engine does not allow. A player who has spawned in
Chernarus fresh from a game session in The Sims (Electronic Arts), a well-known simulation
of home life, might decide that in a game of absolute emergent freedom they wish to bake a
cake as they have done previously for their fictional Sim family. Of course, operational
ovens, cake ingredients, recipe books and so on are not accounted for in a game world
designed for the onslaught of the undead. In a more practical example, early development
versions of DayZ lacked the ability for players to open the majority of the doors on the
game’s various buildings. The desire to hide out in a strong structure was no doubt informed
by experiences and expectations of the genre and would appear a sensible option in a
narrative and ludic situation filled with imminent threat – but it was not even possible.
What this demonstrates is the game world as a substrate level for narrative in video games,
located somewhere between the systemic, ludic rules of the game engine and the rules of
fiction and the representation of the world. As discussed earlier in this chapter, I use the term
game world to describe the spatial, temporal, physical rules and characteristics of the virtual
world that gamers and their avatars participate within. The idea of the game world
encompasses both the affordances of the space – the “potential actions” set up by rules that
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allow “actions that are meaningful inside the game” (Juul 58) – and the limitations of the
space – every action the player cannot enact in the virtual environment. These limitations
suggest, by process of subtraction, the activities players can and perhaps should undertake in
the game world in the absence of designed narrative or designed objectives. Game designers
“don’t simply tell stories; they design worlds and sculpt spaces” and their “choices about the
design and organization of game spaces have narratological consequences” (Jenkins, ‘Game
Design as Narrative Architecture’ 129). The game world acts as the substrate of the textual
machine that the video game system represents – any game, whether it is a full threedimensional environment such as DayZ, Grand Theft Auto V or Left 4 Dead 2, or a simple
text-based dungeon adventure, must have defined limits and capabilities. We might re-tool
Jenkins’ claim to suggest that game designers must design worlds and sculpt virtual spaces.
Narrative and rules are not an option without the game world’s foundations.
Britta Neitzel suggests that “because games are defined by certain boundaries (be they
temporal, spatial, or rules that define actions)” analysis should always begin with the “spatial
boundaries that lead to further characteristics” (229), hinting at the narrative potential of the
environmental ‘baseline’ and its precedence in the order of rule and narrative construction.
The “even marginally experienced player”, Juul asserts, is aware “that some aspects of the
fictional world may not be implemented in the rules, and that generally the rules of a game
are selective stylisations of the domain they are supposed to simulate” (176). Gordon Calleja,
discussing Grand Theft Auto IV and the subjective interpretations of gameplay that generate
emergent story for the game’s players, advocates understanding this mode of narrative as a
process “grounded in the game environment’s reacting to our specific actions and the actions
that the game systems afford and encourage” (119). The game world, therefore, must assume
a key role in the emergent model – and Juul, Jenkins and Calleja affirm for us that from the
moment they begin playing, gamers are already incorporating the game world’s capacity for
potential actions into their constructions of narrative.
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Systemic rules: invisible rules
On the surface, Left 4 Dead 2’s incredibly direct tasking appears to ably demonstrate the
notion that the rulesets of emergent systems are best at their simplest. The game’s directive
rules are simple, but crucial to gameplay. Zombie hordes stand between one’s team and the
possibility of rescue at the end of each campaign, and survivors are propelled forward by an
extra-diegetic message at the beginning of the level, advising them to fight their way to the
rescue point. Left 4 Dead 2, however, also offers an intricacy in its deployment of systemic
rules that is invisible to its players, and in doing so undermines the sense that minimalistic
rules are the best for generating complex, emergent outputs and reveals the simplicity of the
game’s directive rules to be a red herring of sorts.
The game deploys a series of design and artificial intelligence measures to create what its
lead designer, Michael Booth, dubs an experience of “structured unpredictability” (33). The
game’s artificial intelligence engine (named the AI Director) arranges “collections of
interesting possibilities” by using “intentionally designed randomized constraints” (34), and
these deployments are algorithmically adjusted as the game session runs (36). In simple
terms, the engine underpinning the game ‘watches’ events closely and adapts the scripted
events of the level in response to what it ‘sees’. The AI Director makes decisions on the fly,
encompassing most elements of the game beyond the physical design of the level itself:
placement, frequency and intensity of ‘regular’, ‘special’ and ‘boss’ zombie enemies,
provision of weapons, ammunition, health kits and introduction of weather events (such as
storms which complicate navigation and combat).
This procedural construction of the game experience is fed directly by the decisions made by
as many as eight ever-variable human agents. The AI Director makes its decisions based on
estimates of the “emotional intensity” of each individual ‘survivor’ player’s experience
(Booth 37), measuring factors such as the ferocity of the attacks already experienced, the
level of injury sustained (Booth 38) and also metrics that represent teamwork, such as the
number of health packs shared selflessly and how close together the team is staying (Calleja
105). For ‘infected’ player agents, engagement with the AI Director is more peripheral.
Successful player attacks that stymie the progress of the survivors, or see them pushed
backwards in the level, will result in the unleashing of additional hordes of non-player
zombies to aid the zombie team. The AI Director’s reading of the survivor group’s teamwork
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will also influence the placement and frequency of ‘boss’ class infected, some of which are
player controlled and allow the zombie team to inflict considerable damage.
The AI Director allows Left 4 Dead 2 to practise an intriguing form of emergence where the
user agent is an unwitting participant in an exchange in the textual machine. The rules of the
system feed off the behaviours of the players to allow new, unplanned but semi-programmed
narrative experience to emerge. This represents an inversion of the typical text-user
relationship we have examined so far, wherein the user displays the only active agency
available in leveraging what the system has to offer for their own narrative purposes. Of
course, once the AI Director has acted and effected a procedural change to the game’s events,
the narrative objects it has deployed become fresh fodder for the player’s own process of
interpretation and assemblage for emergent story. Nonetheless, for a series of brief moments
across a Left 4 Dead 2 game session, systemic rules take the dominant position in the
emergent relationship between user and text and hint at the crucial role of the game engine.

Systemic rules: the absence of directive rules
Despite the ready availability of micronarrative fragments to DayZ’s players, there is a
chance that these symbolic building blocks could be overlooked by users. Where Left 4 Dead
2 habitually reminds its users of the significance of these fragments, DayZ has no nagging or
nudging to offer. A player skimming their way through the former game would not suffer for
story if they ignored the game’s passive content – it has enough unavoidable plotting, through
dialogue and cutscenes, to sustain a sense of narrative – but a similar player in DayZ would
be the beneficiary of no such narrative safety net. DayZ’s basic premise, that the player is
entering a world “hit by a new and presently unknown infection which has wiped out most of
the world’s population” and that they are “one of the few that have survived” (Valve
Corporation, Hall, and Bohemia Interactive) is never presented to the player ingame. The
core story is only evident to players on the ‘back of the box’ – that is, via the game’s
description on the online Steam marketplace where they purchase the game and download it
to their computer.
DayZ, effectively, is a game with what appears to be (and this is an important qualification)
an almost complete absence of pre-programmed narrative. The absence of narrative intersects
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neatly in DayZ with an equivalent absence of objectives and tasks, and in the absence of
designed progression it is tempting to cast DayZ as a vessel for a form of narrative emergence
that is absolute and inevitable. Every experience that players have in the game that can be
narrativised, either as they play or in some reflective form after the fact, is deemed emergent
under our working definition. The player is left only able to interact with the elements of
spatial systemic rules or mechanics in the video game system. Just as DayZ’s users must
assemble their own sense of the story that explains what has happened in Chernarus, they
must gather their own sense of purpose and direction in the spatial environment and emerging
plot. In the other two games in this study, emergence is effected in reaction to the agency and
influence of another of the system’s constituent components – embedded narrative or
directive rulesets. For DayZ, the need for the player to actively generate meaning as well as
play objectives means that a state of emergence exists which is seemingly fuelled by itself in
an almost self-perpetuating manner. The absence of embedded narrative and directive rulesets
in DayZ points beyond just this sense of self-sustaining emergence and to the possibility of
there being additional rulesets to augment the rules for emergence. By examining in closer
detail the operation of narrative emergence in DayZ, as well as addressing Minecraft’s
particular contribution to the discussion, I suggest the first of a number of necessary
refinements to our working definition of emergent narrative.

Constitutive rules: the role of the game engine
One more layer of the video game strata underlies the systemic and offers an opportunity to
illustrate the operation of constitutive rules in relation to emergent narrative: the game engine
itself. Game engines are the software frameworks that allow developers and designers to
create video games, providing the required technical aspects for an array of possible software
functions encompassing character and object modelling, movement, environment
construction, virtual physics, sound design, network protocols, user interface, and so on. In
essence, the game engine is the primordial ruleset for video games – both in terms of their
general existence and in the particular case of emergent narrative. Without the possibilities
for logic, programming, three- and two-dimensional art design and rendering, virtual physics
and user input that engines provide, the existence of elements of the game I have already
noted as comprising the emergent system simply would not be possible. Virtual game worlds,
systemic rules and artificial intelligence as well as various forms of embedded narrative are
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all born of the fundamental structures provided by various game engines to transform raw
code into software capable of running on hardware platforms such as personal computers and
gaming consoles. What game engines also pose, however, is a particular difficulty in locating
and concretising their particular contribution to an emergent narrative system, or indeed to a
particular emergent narrative experience. Lying deep at the imagined ‘core’ of a video game,
the engine’s contribution to the experience of digital play is absolute and total, but its primary
function is in providing a framework that allows the creation of all the other kinds of rules
the game system uses. The constitutive rules of narrative emergence most acutely raise the
spectre of the mobility of various rulesets: if a rule originates in one of the categories, but its
eventual deployment or display appears elsewhere in the typology, the question of which
ruleset to acknowledge or examine is raised.
John Sharp, for example, credits the historical development of frameworks such as Epic
Games’ Unreal engine or Unity Technologies’ Unity3D engine as transformative for player
experience. Earlier engines restricted the movements of players to a single plane or to parallel
planes, while the development of these engines led to “three-dimensional games [that] allow
more open play movement into the depth of the play space” (Sharp 94). Sharp cites Crash
Bandicoot (Naughty Dog, 1996) as one of the first notable games to embody this enginedriven change in dimensionality and connects the open-ended play and decision-making of
that game and other three-dimensional titles explicitly to the possibility of emergent narrative
experience (97). This is a development and a series of possibilities clearly afforded by
software architecture of the underlying engine, and especially by its difference to earlier twodimensional engines, but it is hard to trace the rules involved back to the engine, or the
constitutive layer, without first encountering another category of the rules for emergence.
Developments in graphical representation are likely to be taken advantage of in the
construction of the game world, different possibilities for programming artificial intelligence
in the systemic rules, enhanced sound design opportunities might be present in the player’s
experience of ingame dialogue that delivers directive rules and a player might encounter an
engine’s particular modes of animation or modelling at the level of embedded narrative. The
operation of DayZ’s game world as a ruleset that contributes to narrative emergence is worth
returning to at this point. As I have noted already, many aspects of the construction of the
virtual environs could well be the result of the kinds of programming that Bohemia
Interactive’s Real Virtuality 3 or Enfusion engines do or do not allow. The challenge lies in
demarcating these differences.
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Minecraft, the final case study game, offers a particular insight into the potential value of
examining constitutive rules, as well as the cautious approach that the mobility of rulesets
necessitates. Unlike the examples of Left 4 Dead 2 or DayZ, the figure of the zombie in this
game does not shamble into the player’s view, inscribed with decades of cultural memory,
nor does it strike with an artificially intelligently dynamic ferocity. The Minecraft zombie is
simple in its construction, comprising six cuboid blocks – two legs, two arms, a torso and a
head – connected with simple hinging physics for movement and finished with the game’s
characteristic pixel art texturing. In the ‘survival’, ‘adventure’ and ‘hardcore’ modes of
Minecraft, zombie figures will spawn in the ‘Overworld’ (the name for the game’s dimension
or setting) in groups of four when the Overworld’s natural light level drops to that of the
ingame night-time. With the exception of two special classes of zombie (baby zombies, and
villager zombies – having a low 5% chance of spawn), every zombie’s statistics in terms of
health points, armour and attack strength, as well its behaviour, are identical. Zombies will
move towards either the player character or other non-player characters, repeat a single audio
cue (a groan) and repeatedly strike their target bluntly with their arm until either one of them
dies.
Minecraft almost appears to reduce the figure of the zombie to the core programming and
logic underlying it. The surface layers of representation and art design as well as the ‘behind
the scenes’ efforts at recalling cultural memory or deploying advanced artificial intelligence
that the other case study games use are eschewed in this example. The threat is a simple
assembly of six virtual blocks with entirely predictable behaviour, and in this sense the
Minecraft zombie is only composed of its constitutive rules. To defeat the zombie, the player
is invited to understand, absorb and re-perform the game’s underlying algorithms. Blocks
made up of different ingame materials, used to construct defences, will protect the player
from the zombie in different ways. Various weapon constructions bear attack statistics that
will dispatch the undead in differing amounts of time. Remaining mobile and disengaged in
combat until the fixed number of seconds between the game’s night- and day-time cycles run
down also ensures player safety, as the enemy catches fire and perishes in the sunlight. The
game’s basic art style engenders a sense that this is the engine operating with an absolute
minimum of extraneous detail; the numbers and arithmetic of the player’s various encounters
assume centrality.
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Minecraft’s zombies, simple as they are, present a challenge in terms of separating the
constitutive from the systemic. It is impossible for the average player, or scholar, without
technical expertise to determine the extent to which Minecraft’s apparent minimalism and the
algorithmic nature of its ludic experience is a product of the engine and the constitutive
ruleset and the extent to which deliberate decisions by the developers to implement systemic
limitations are the answer. Wherever the origin, however, the operation of the game’s
zombies and play experiences begins for the player at the systemic level – the ruleset by
which the system structurally limits and guides the player. The point here is not to dismiss the
layer of constitutive rules, or the underlying game engine, from the emergent narrative
process. Rather, this level of the typology is always crucial and primordial to emergent
experiences and phenomena. The challenge is to locate and examine the significance of an
emergent narrative system’s constitutive components through means other than gameplay
(approaches explored in Chapter Five).

The emergence of rules
The limits of ‘emergent narrative’
This chapter’s proposed typology explaining rules for emergence, assembled from the
suggestions provided by existing literature, has been tested against the actual operation of
four texts and its applicability has been shown. Textual and structural analysis of Left 4 Dead
2, DayZ, Minecraft and, briefly, Grand Theft Auto V demonstrates that the academic
community’s working understanding of narrative emergence of player-generated emergent
narrative is lacking. The rules for emergence typology I have proposed goes some way
towards responding to this, as the narrative, directive, systemic, game world and constitutive
rulesets have successfully demonstrated their usefulness to our understanding of the operation
of narrative emergence. However, as the following chapters will demonstrate, more work
remains to be done. The complex system of the video game contains more constituent
components than narrative and rules, and it is the player and their context that provides the
final piece of the systemic puzzle. ‘Context’ in this setting is more than mere description of
the physical, emotional and social situation of the individual player as they sit down to play a
game. It is a much broader and more inclusive set of inputs into the game’s textual machine
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that cannot be anticipated by design or structural analysis and belong unpredictably and
variably to each individual moment of play and its player.
To more accurately demarcate emergent phenomena, it is necessary to expand our
understanding of how systemic attributes generate different shapes of emergence when
subject to player interaction that is framed by particular contextual states. I suggest that the
types of contextual inputs that are captured in the ideas of sociality (accounting for
community and social interaction in range of sizes and physical and virtual settings), memory
(accounting for the role of cultural, technical and personal memories) and rule mobility
(accounting for the possibility for rules to be manipulated, unexpected interrelationships to
form within systems and the incidence of errors) encompass much of this emergent potential.
The particular temporalities of emergent play are also a significant contextual consideration
(accounting for various real-time, delayed and anticipatory temporal modes of emergent
experiences). These specific types of context could be considered rules in their own right –
they enter the textual machine and shape the way that rules interact with one another to
generate emergent experience – and, broadly, we could describe this process as the
emergence of new rules. Chapters Three through Six will explore these contexts and temporal
positions in a number of different ways in relation to the case study video games and return
forcefully to the particular significance of the figure of the zombie and experience of the
zombie apocalypse for players.
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Chapter Three

Familiar storytelling and popular memories
Of the various rules for emergence, the embedded narrative ruleset of a video game appears
to provide players with immediate access to the seemingly most useful and overt tools for
emergent storytelling. These components of the game system are, as discussed in Chapter
Two, pre-existing fragments of story that the user is either invited to engage with and follow
(as in the case of Grand Theft Auto V’s linear, plotted progression) or can more actively seek
out and incorporate into their ongoing experience of story (as in Left 4 Dead 2’s
micronarrative approach). These two types of story fragment are not, of course, the sole
tenants of the embedded narrative ruleset. Elements of the embedded narrative are those parts
of story that exist without – and prior to – the interaction of the player, and so a range of
situations are included. Beyond what has already been discussed in the textual analysis in
Chapter Two, this also includes overarching narrative structures, cut-scenes, character
designs, dialogue, diegetic assets and prop design, and the use of sound design and music.
Whether these narrative rules result in a type of emergence characterised by longevity and
robustness, or impermanence and transience, is less significant for this analysis when
compared to that covered in Chapter Two. Rather, what is of interest is the very fact that
embedded narrative rules are demonstrated to contribute to emergent story experiences, as
well as the various ways in which these rules are co-opted into and appear within emergent
processes.
The reason that the embedded narrative ruleset appears the first immediately useful
instrument that players encounter during emergent experience is quite simply because its
components unambiguously advertise themselves as fragments of storytelling. As users orient
and situate themselves inside a narrative experience, pre-existing components of story are the
obvious tools to reach for, just as readers or viewers of film use those same narrative pillars
to frame their encounters with and interpretations of texts. This is where symmetry between
embedded narrative and game world becomes apparent and productive. In order to encounter,
activate and interpret elements of the embedded narrative ruleset, players must interact with
the game’s world. Games often offer introductory salvoes of embedded narrative in ways the
player consumes passively or unavoidably: narrative details embedded into the design of the
game’s menu, cinematic trailers or interactive cut-scenes as the game loads its programmed
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data, or extra-diegetic ‘briefing’ texts prior to the player’s embodiment into their virtual
avatar, for example. In most cases, however, beyond these initial expository efforts other
embedded narrative is triggered, experienced and interpreted inside the game’s virtual
diegesis. The logics of space and navigation are, therefore, immediately narratively charged,
and it is important to discuss the ways in which virtual environments host and enable the
embedded narrative ruleset.

Embedded narrative

Directive

Game world

Systemic

Constitutive

Fig. 3.1. The two rules for emergence examined in this chapter: the embedded narrative and game world.

The various rulesets contributing to the production of emergent narrative are not necessarily
separate and distinct when in process. While in this chapter I will demonstrate the role of the
rules provided by the embedded narrative, the game world and memory (fig. 3.1), as the
analysis unfolds it becomes increasingly apparent that other elements of the rules for
emergence typology may overlap and be enlisted by emergent experiences concurrently.
Equally, while I argue that the embedded narrative ruleset most frequently and effectively
activates the context of memory during the process of narrative emergence, there are points in
the analysis where the influence of rule mobility, sociality and temporality is evident. In both
cases, this speaks to the complexity of the phenomena being studied and the many and varied
motivations, expectations, play styles and actions brought to narrative experiences by both
individual players and the broader communities to which they belong. This chapter, therefore,
focuses on player experiences and narrative artefacts that appear to primarily respond to, or
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are the product of the rules provided by, the embedded narrative, the game world and
memory, but does not presume these to be the sole influencing factors in each instance. In
some examples, such crossovers between different components of the emergent textual
machine offer new and unexpected lines of inquiry into the narrative experience of particular
user-generated paratextual ‘artefacts’.

Data
The analysis and discussion contained in this chapter is informed by data gathered according
to the methodology described in the introductory section of this thesis. Specifically, a subcollection of 747 narrative artefacts have been qualitatively analysed through a process of
coding, annotation and link-making between research objects. Of this body of evidence, 221
artefacts relate to DayZ and are retrieved from communities associated with the game, 165
represent Left 4 Dead 2 and 361 represent Minecraft. The types of artefacts analysed take
varied forms: written accounts of gameplay, ingame screenshots, edited and polished images,
‘raw’ gameplay video footage, edited and polished video footage, animated .gif image files,
forum comment threads and user-created original content (illustrations, animations, and so
on) not sourced directly from the game or gameplay experiences.
Although the use of these artefacts is not neatly divided between each category in the
chapter’s ultimate discussion, the initial coding and collation of these artefacts identified 285
as directly related to player encounters with the embedded narrative rules of their games, 357
as relating to zombie narratives and exercises of popular cultural memory and 225
emphasising the role of the game world and storytelling potential of the respective games’
virtual environs. 120 of the artefacts fulfilled multiple criteria and were analysed more than
once as a consequence (which explains a seeming discrepancy between the 747 total artefacts
established earlier and the total of 867 coded and analysed). Within these three broad
categories, exercises in sub-coding and collating to other more detailed themes were
undertaken as these emerged through the process of content analysis.
As has been noted previously, this thesis is by no means a quantitative exercise in itself. The
purpose of outlining and quantifying the data gathering process here is to indicate the volume
of evidence supporting this chapter’s work and that not every artefact can be acknowledged
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and discussed in detail. Small numbers of artefacts are necessarily offered as being
representative of larger trends and tendencies in the player communities being discussed. If it
is vital for the discussion at hand to recognise the volume of other related user experiences,
the analysis in this chapter may at times indicate figures for similar artefacts or expressions.
In every instance of direct analysis of artefacts, the specific data presented has been selected
because I believe them to be most characteristically representative of several, dozens or even
hundreds of other items of evidence.

(Re)creating familiar stories
Playing from memory
In Chapter Two I introduced the emergent context of memory as one that accounts for the role
of cultural, technical and personal recall for players. The division I have made between these
three kinds of memory is purely heuristic and a means to imprecisely (but usefully) gesture
towards the particular nature of memories grounded in either mediated texts themselves, the
operations of digital games system or individuated personal experiences. In essence, all three
of these types of remembering are actually a form of cultural memory – the potential for
memories of technicity and personal experience are still bound to players’ engagements with
cultural texts or situations. Cultural memory, according to Astrid Erll, is a “multifarious
notion, a term often used in an ambiguous and vague way” that takes in various forms of
media and structure, including “myth, monuments, historiography, ritual, conversational
remembering, configurations of cultural knowledge, and neuronal networks” (‘Introduction’
1). Further, she describes cultural memory as an umbrella term:
for all those processes of a biological, medial, or social nature which relate past and
present (and future) in sociocultural contexts … cultural memory is not the Other of
history. Nor is it the opposite of individual remembering. Rather, it is the totality of
the context within which such varied cultural phenomena originate. (Erll, Memory in
Culture 7)
This openness to what should and should not be considered cultural memorial activity is
useful in my application of the concept to video games and the embedded narrative ruleset in
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their emergent storytelling systems. This umbrella term and its broad church of media forms
and practices allow us to comfortably speak of narrative emergence as a process of memory.
Despite the appearance that gameplay, interaction and emergence are experienced ‘in the
moment’, these are moments with long tails into various modes of memory and prior player
experience. Memory might not be activated in every emergent experience, but its input into
these moments is always possible. In the process of capturing emergent experiences in the
form of images, video or written accounts, users seize ephemeral and transitory moments and
make them concrete, formal and consumable. These moments of gameplay can be revisited
and remembered, and the various other strands of memory that may have informed the
player’s individual experience are made evident through their narrativisation of the emergent
moment. Artefacts that capture emergent narrative (and the online social spaces that host
them) can be located as sites of memory, alongside more hallowed texts and institutions of
recall, including film and television, or even libraries and museums.
The kind of memory this chapter engages with is, however, more specific in its dimensions
than the definition of cultural memory I have embraced up to this point. This study engages
with memory of popular culture and popular cultural artefacts. Specifically, what is at stake is
the shared understanding and memory, within various communities, of the generic and
narrative history of the zombie in popular media. This is a kind of shared collective memory
(in a descriptive sense, rather than Maurice Halbwach’s contentious notion of mémoire
collective). The key factor distinguishing the popular cultural memory I intend to discuss is
the element of fiction involved. While there is no ‘truthful’, lived historical situation to refer
back to, in popular cultural memory, accuracy and authenticity to the tapestry of various
media being invoked is still (as will be shown in the analysis that follows) a serious
consideration for participants. These are not, however, ‘real world’ histories being negotiated
through remembering, and their influence does not extend to the same kinds of power
structures and relationships that memory studies scholars often consider. Films, novels,
comics and graphic novels, and other survival horror and zombie video games, have lodged
in the shared cultural consciousness various understandings of the ways zombies and their
worlds act and are acted upon.
Jason Begy observes that exercises in memory studies are not interested in determining what
has or has not happened, but rather “how those events are constructed in the present” (3) and
this is precisely the point where this chapter’s discussion intersects with the discipline. By
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examining emergent narrative artefacts with the elements of embedded narrative and game
world rulesets accounted for, it is possible to assess the re-presentation and construction of
memory that also occurs. In doing so, the contextual significance of player memory to the
emergent narrative artefact is demarcated and the process of co-construction between context,
player and ruleset is demonstrated. Jules David Prown has claimed that the analysis of
memory artefacts “can yield evidence of the patterns of mind of the society that fabricated
them” (6). I suggest that in such analysis we might also yield evidence of the textual, ludic
and systemic patterns that have gone into emergent gameplay, alongside the “values, ideas,
attitudes, and assumptions of a particular community or a society at a given time” that this
approach to objects of ‘material culture’ elucidates (Prown 1). Erll argues that every medium
“has its specific way of remembering and will leave its trace on the memory it creates”
(‘Mediality of Cultural Memory’ 389), and this has been re-stated in relation to games and
simulations by Begy (3). Video games engage with and re-construct memory in particular
ways, and I suggest that the player experiences of emergent narrative is one such distinct
mark the medium has to make on memory – and vice versa.

Absent memories: the reconstruction of lore and back-story
As users play video games and encounter elements of embedded narrative, it is often possible
for them (as with any other storytelling media) to discern a distance between the level of
story they are encountering and the broader back-story that underlies their immediate
situational experience. According to Tanya Krzywinska this is the ‘worldness’ of a game and
its story. The worldness is a “unifying consistency” in the fiction encountered by the player,
encompassing spatial design and logic, aesthetics, and physical rules, as well as “the past
events that constitute the world’s current state of affairs, to which the player character is
subject” (Krzywinska, ‘World Creation and Lore: World of Warcraft as Rich Text’ 127).
There are, in short, micro and macro levels of narrative – background detail and worldbuilding, and the story events and character actions of the moment, for example. These
different layers are discernible to the reader or player, and the maintenance of ‘worldness’
and cohesive interplay between it and the rest of a narrative’s components are central to
ensuring the coherence of a virtual narrative world (Krzywinska, ‘World Creation and Lore:
World of Warcraft as Rich Text’ 128). Marie-Laure Ryan invokes the metaphor of a
computer programming stack to explain these different diegetic levels and the metaleptic
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relationships between them. Initially, two levels are conceived for a fictional narrative: the
real-world level, in which the author communicates with the reader, and a “primary fictional
level, on which a narrator communicates with a narratee within an imaginary world” (Ryan,
Avatars of Story 204). Between these fundamental points more narratives and narrative levels
may be generated (‘stories-within-stories’) and are added to the narrative stack at different
points (Ryan, Avatars of Story 204). Some of these generated narratives are presented as true
fact within the text-internal story, meaning that there might be a “change of speaker, but the
represented world remains the same”, while others are recursive layers of fiction, where a
text-internal character or asset presents a new represented world for the reader (Ryan, Avatars
of Story 205). My primary concern is with the metaleptic ways in which players themselves
are drawn into the process of generating or augmenting macro layers of the narrative stack.
Critical to narrative coherence is the idea that “the world has to have a history” (Krzywinska,
‘World Creation and Lore: World of Warcraft as Rich Text’ 127); one of the diegetic levels
of the stack should be a level of lore, back-story or myth. Lore exists as a substratum to other
diegetic levels, providing the basis of various threads that run through different sections of
ingame storytelling and ensure consistency, believability and immersion. Lore, however, is
not always immediately accessible within a game’s deliberate embedded narrative design. In
analysing narrative artefacts retrieved from online Left 4 Dead 2 communities it is apparent
that some players actually interpret the overarching diegetic level of the game’s lore through
their interaction with elements of the embedded narrative and then re-inscribe these versions
into the narrative stack. These players ‘read’ the history of the game’s diegesis through assets
in the embedded narrative ruleset and then, in order to explain ‘missing’ parts of the game’s
lore, capture and narrativise their own emergent experiences. Ryan casts metalepsis as a
transgressive “operation by which narrative challenges the structure of the stack”, a sort of
“grabbing gesture that reaches across levels and ignores boundaries, bringing to the bottom
what belongs to the top or vice versa” (Avatars of Story 206). Emergent narrative is closely
allied with metalepsis: it is a means for the boundary and agency of narrator and reader to
become blurred and for the player and game to modify the topology of the narrative stack.
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Fig. 3.2. An attempt at reconstructing Left 4 Dead 2’s back-story (SMS450).

The significance of the embedded narrative ruleset and its instruments to the generation of
emergent story is made plain by players who attempt to reconstruct the back-story of the
diegesis through their own gameplay. In an example from the user SMS450 (fig. 3.2), key
pieces of the embedded narrative are identified – the accepted plot of the first game in the
series, the geographic locations of various ingame levels, virtual sunsets and sunrises
experienced during play, the properties of a race car, a blocked highway, the content narrative
of cinematic cutscenes (for example, when the character Nick kills a helicopter pilot as he
makes the ‘turn’ to infected), and so on. Using these pieces of diegetic information, and
invoking the principle of minimal departure (Ryan, Possible Worlds 48–60) discussed earlier
(wherein readers substitute their knowledge of the ‘real’ world into the gaps of a narrative),
SMS450 is able to creatively interpolate the broader back-story of the game, offering both a
timeline and, simultaneously, clearer explanation for the very existence ingame of some of its
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embedded elements. Another effort, by a user named UN_Spacy (but archived in a separate
post by a user named Audax, as its original forum post has since been deleted), attempts to
offer “more insight into the story of the game” which “despite what people think, is quite
evident” (Audax). UN_Spacy directly refers to the narrative ruleset by remarking on the
wealth of “story elements” that exist in Left 4 Dead 2 to reconstitute its lore including, for
example, micronarrative content in maps and newspaper clippings on the walls in the ‘Dead
Center’ level, the physical state of the overrun settlement in the ‘Swamp Fever’ level, graffiti
in the ‘Hard Rain’ environment and radio dialogue reporting the city of New Orleans
burning, as the military bombard it and the survivors are still holed up within (Audax). From
this, a nuanced emergent story is assumed by this particular player and captured as an
explanation of the game’s lore detailing conflict between CEDA (the fictional government’s
emergency management agency) and the military, the nature and spread of the ‘green flu’
infection, the possibility that some humans are immune but still carriers for the virus and
violence between the military and civilian survivors. A very similar emergent back-story is
constructed by another user in a ten-minute YouTube video that visually isolates and explains
in detail each of these elements of the embedded narrative ruleset (ValveTime, ‘Green Flu’).

Fig. 3.3. Two users consider embedded clues to player character immunity (Armistead; mrgage).

Other emergent attempts to extrapolate or ‘remember’ ingame histories from the props
provided by the embedded narrative ruleset are less ambitious in their scope, targeting
narrow and isolated elements of the overarching story. One notable trend in the communities
studied sees players attempting to determine the immunity status of the games’ player
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characters against the zombie viral infection. Players attempt to deduce the underlying lore
that would inform this based on embedded narrative components, including the game’s
opening cinematic cutscene (Armistead) and ingame radio dialogue (mrgage) (fig. 3.3). The
conclusion in these discussions is most often that the avatars are, in fact, immune and may
also be unwitting carriers for the virus, and the embedded narrative is found to demonstrate
this clearly to players. Another specific element of back-story targeted for the process of
emergent deduction is the population of hostile zombies in the ‘Swamp Fever’ level of the
game (which, as the name might suggest, locates the player in the bayous of rural Louisiana).
“Seriously,” declares one user on the Left 4 Dead subreddit, “I must have killed 300+
zombies, is there really this many in a swamp?” before replies from other players draw
attention either to the embedded narrative detail of a crashed airliner, to the ingame dialogue
that discusses mass flight from the cities to the countryside, or to the real-world population of
several swamplands (Delision). In another discussion users theorise about the time spent by
the player characters in saferooms between each level of the game. But, unlike the previous
examples, they are unable to locate enough evidence in the embedded narrative ruleset to
explain how long they stay or what they do while bunkered down (anoning).

Fig. 3.4. Left 4 Dead 2’s ‘special’ infected characters imagined before and after the zombie viral outbreak
(lithium111).
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Character design also provides plentiful fuel for emergent storytelling by Left 4 Dead 2’s
players. A number of artefacts found in the game’s online communities are artistic efforts that
use the diegetic appearance of the game’s ‘special’ infected characters to work backwards
and speculate on their pre-infection looks and roles. Elements of the embedded narrative
design of these characters are used to inform a journey that moves across the different layers
and storytelling positions of the game’s narrative stack (from background detail and
worldness to the game’s present tense events, and taking in stories-within-stories along the
way), as well as the temporal order of the game’s storytelling. The design of clothing on the
ingame monsters (including hoodies, tank tops, overalls), the modelling of their bodies
(abdominal muscles on the tank, for example) or the particular threat or personality they
exhibit in the game (including the timidity of the vulnerable ‘smoker’, which must hide
behind walls to safely execute its attacks or the weeping figure of the ‘witch’) are all
significant for these players in the emergent process of reading the embedded character, but
also for constructing a new version at the level of back-story (ashcomics; lithium111;
forever_a10ne) (fig. 3.4). A user on the Left 4 Dead 2 Steam Users’ Forum, vulpix71, goes as
far as to suggest that ‘witch’ infected (a sobbing, hunched character who is sensitive to light
and noise, and when startled can instantly incapacitate or kill a player character) retains some
sense of ‘humanity’ and self-awareness. The witch, the user determines simply from the
evidence of both the narrative and systemic rulesets, “doesn’t want to kill survivors and just
wants to be left alone”. A variant – the ‘bride’ witch (a zombie that wears, predictably, a
wedding dress) – elicits a more detailed emergent back-story as the user notes that they feel
pity for a figure “who wanted to get married to this other person so badly, they must have
ignored all the warnings of the infection, and it caused her demise” (vulpix71).
These examples are all, in effect, attempts by users to test and repair the ‘worldness’ of Left 4
Dead 2’s diegesis. Where consistency and coherence are not found, or the borders and
connections between levels of the narrative stack appear misaligned, emergent story can fill
the gaps and act as a corrective. This is, of course, not the sole function of narrative
emergence but it is one part of a broader phenomenon of emergent experiences allowing
players to contribute to the fluid overall textual meanings of the games they play. Users not
only form an emergent story through their gameplay, but are also able to traverse the layers
of the narrative stack and use their experiences, and their reading of the assets of the
embedded narrative ruleset, to contribute to the layer of lore and back-story. The narrative
artefacts discussed so far demonstrate themselves (and Left 4 Dead 2) to be what Roz
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Kaveney labels ‘thick texts’ (5), which are those “richly populated with various allusions,
correspondences, and references” (Krzywinska, ‘World Creation and Lore: World of
Warcraft as Rich Text’ 123). Specifically, and more usefully for this chapter’s work with
narrative artefacts, the “precondition of reading” a thick text is that the reader accepts “that
all texts are not only a product of the creative process but contain all the stages of that process
within them like scars or vestigial organs” (Kaveney 5). The process of deduction that goes
into emergent stories that illuminate the diegetic layer of lore is laid bare in artefacts of
emergent narrative. In examining such artefacts, we are able to identify and analyse the
specific presence of some representatives of the game’s embedded narrative ruleset and the
absence of others. Where an element of embedded narrative is visible, audible or otherwise
encountered in these artefacts its specific influence on the user’s storytelling can be read. In
isolating and untangling the game’s embedded narrative contributions from the broader
storytelling of the artefact, the particular interpretative impulse of the user and their emergent
moment can be detailed. The diegetic scaffolding that has allowed the player to construct an
emergent story is often contained within the artefact, as is the evidence of what has been
filled in or modified during the process of emergence. The ‘thick text’, with its scars and
vestigial evidence of narrative evolution, is both a metaphor for, and an approach to,
emergent narrative artefacts that I continue to embrace throughout this chapter.

Exploring memories: the narrativisation of space
In the communities surrounding DayZ there are similar moves to reconstitute narrative levels
broader than the micro stage players immediately experience during play. Unlike Left 4 Dead
2’s examples, however, users sharing such emergent experiences draw more heavily on the
game world ruleset than that of the narrative. In the same way that embedded narrative assets
can act as markers and prompts for story construction, space (as established in the previous
chapter) can provide much the same impetus toward the construction or augmentation of the
overarching narrative level of back-story. Michael Nitsche comments on the close
interconnection of space and narrative, observing that uncovering “space, its drama, and
meaning goes hand in hand with the gradual comprehension of events and objects into
narrative context” (45). This recalls Michel de Certeau’s description of storytelling as being
fundamentally “a spatial practice” (115), within which our consumption of narrative can be
linked to the “search for believable, memorable, and primitive spaces” and as part of which
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“stories are told to account for our current possession or desire for territory” (Fuller and
Jenkins 64). In this approach, narrative transforms place into space: places begin as abstract
and stable and have the potential to host narrative; for stories to be told, the idle state of place
needs to destabilised, and space instead activated (de Certeau 117–18). Spaces, Fuller and
Jenkins explain, “are places that have been acted upon, explored, colonized” in order to
become narrativised (66). To explain this process Nitsche uses the concept of cognitive
mapping: a “series of psychological transformations by which an individual acquires, stores,
recalls, and decodes information about the relative locations and attributes of the phenomena
in his everyday spatial environment” (Kitchin and Freundschuh 1).
By interacting with and exploring a virtual space, players build a cognitive map that “ties
spaces together in a meaningful way, assembles events in a spatial order, and positions the
human in relationship to them” (Nitsche 162), thus generating (an emergent form of)
narrative. Zombie narratives frequently hinge on the logic of exploration and destabilisation
of space. From cinema, for example, consider Dawn of the Dead’s helicopter-enabled
colonisation of the inert space of a shopping mall (Romero, Dawn of the Dead), the extended
road trip made by the protagonists of 28 Days Later (Boyle), World War Z’s movement
around an apocalyptic globe from safe space to safe space as each is inexorably overwhelmed
by zombies (Forster), or the appearance, in Dead Snow, of the bloodstains left in snow as the
undead move around the diegetic environment (which literally allow zombies to visually
indicate their arrival and transformation of space and narrative) (Wirkola). Environment has
often worked in zombie media to support spatial storytelling, but has also hosted the
compulsion of survivors to explore. Exploration in the post-apocalypse is a means for
protagonists to locate the explanations that make sense of their current situation, narrativise
their traumatic experiences and, practically, identify and move toward spaces that are safe. In
the following examples, players of DayZ are shown narrativising their engagement with
various aspects of the game world, building cognitive maps out of these interactions and
acknowledging in various ways the zombie cultural memories that have taught them to
explore and make stories from idle space.
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Fig. 3.5. Stories of exploration in DayZ: achievement in the discovery an unexplored cave system (Weyland
Yutani, ‘Cave Hunters’) and despair as a user becomes trapped on board a shipwreck (ReasonerUK).

Many DayZ user stories are driven by the one-off or seemingly random discovery of the
storytelling potential of features of the ingame environment. In one artefact, for example, a
user shares a two-part YouTube video series in which they eschew the game’s implicit
demand that they engage in combat with either humans or zombies, choosing instead to scour
the hillsides of fictional Chernarus for cave systems (Weyland Yutani, ‘Cave Hunters’) (fig.
3.5). The hillside cave is a powerful symbol – prehistoric man’s jumping-off point, or the site
for so many historical movements of armed rebellion and resistance – and a type of location
that seems to suggest (in a quiet whisper) that a player equipped with a tent and some barbed
wire could set up some semblance of safety and residence. The same user shares another
video in which they and their “research team” discover an abandoned ore excavation site,
with machinery and cooking utensils (Weyland Yutani, ‘Excavation Site’). On the DayZ
subreddit, a user stumbles across a field littered with rusted and burned-out vans, cars and
buses, with weeds beginning to overgrow them (Mistermartijn). The excavation site and the
vehicle graveyard hint at a human history of the environment that pre-dates the onset of
apocalypse. Likewise, the existence of the shipwrecked boat that ReasonerUK discovers and
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climbs aboard in the spirit of exploration (fig. 3.5) gestures towards the past and the moment
of zombie outbreak. In their exploration, the user becomes trapped on board, seemingly a
consequence of an error in the game’s rendering of the vessel and its physical properties,
which in turn triggers a lengthy emergent narrative experience. This is captured in a 22-panel
visual story that is wholly informed by the emotional effect on the user of the geography and
spatial design of the vessel’s locked cabin: including views out of the ship’s portholes, the
overwhelming darkness of the cabin and limited items to interact with over the many days of
isolation they endure.
As I have noted, the very act of exploring outward to make environmental discoveries is a
mode of play that engages with the cultural memory of a zombie genre that is frequently
committed to the investigation and surveying of space. Other artefacts show players more
determinedly engaged in their interaction with the game world as a refraction of popular
memory. Posted across both the DayZ subreddit and the DayZ Forums, one user’s journey to
what the community has dubbed both ‘Schadenfreude Island’ and ‘Debug Island’ is a popular
exploratory emergent narrative (Gews; -Gews-). Gews’ trip is no random chance, nor is it
minor in its scale: they travel eleven ingame kilometres (which takes two hours of play time)
to locate and document the 285-metre long, 130-metre wide landmass. Gews provides
background for the island’s popularity in the community (a 2012 incident shared on YouTube
where a new player is kidnapped and dropped by helicopter onto the desolate island), maps,
travel calculations, details of equipment taken, expectations and, of course, a series of
screenshots detailing the voyage and the island itself. Nothing of note exists on the island, but
as with other similarly formalised surveys of virtual locales, including airfields
(DepletedCharge), military bases (DrFree_man) and shipwrecks (uberhen), the significance
lies in the seeming desire of the respective users to make sense of their world. They perceive
themselves as performing a public service by cognitively and physically sifting through
DayZ’s vast virtual environment for discoveries that might alter their own understanding, or
that of the community, of this particular fictional zombie apocalypse and its seemingly absent
lore.
A user on the DayZ Forums asks in a post: “going far up north … why even attempt to
explore those lands/towns when u can get everything u need down south … [what’s] the
point?” (Ballistixz). The spirited responses include explanations from other users about the
potential to locate high-grade player equipment, set up tents and makeshift camps unmolested
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by other players, discover new features in the landscape and possibly come across previously
unheard of assets in the embedded narrative ruleset – item description texts, weapons,
detritus, graffiti, for example – that contribute to the game’s barely-existent back-story
(Ballistixz). These spatial discoveries generate for players a more nuanced and detailed lore
within the game’s diegesis. These are the building blocks for users to traverse Marie-Laure
Ryan’s imagined narrative ‘stack’. In these particular artefacts, the users have not connected
them together to articulate wide interpretations of the game’s lore but instead have made the
micro-interactions needed to narrativise sections of ingame space. DayZ offers its players
very little in the embedded narrative ruleset and embedded story design, but as moments of
personalised, emergent narrative are spun out of small moments of environmental intrigue,
players are shown that an invisible lore still exists, dictating the design of landscape and
placement of props. Individual discoveries such as those discussed so far also hint that there
are more pockets of experience and knowledge yet to be documented and understood in the
game world.
In order to produce comprehensive accounts of the game’s lore, Left 4 Dead 2’s players make
emergent connections between their play, the embedded narrative ruleset and cultural
memory. This is where DayZ’s players find themselves shut out. Within the communities
studied here, user sharing of narrative artefacts that attempt to articulate in detail an
overarching explanation for the apocalyptic game setting is invisible. The kind of lore that
users can produce from a narrative stack composed very differently from that of Left 4 Dead
2 revolves around the present tense for the game’s players and struggles to reach any further
back in time. ‘Urban legends’ and ‘folk stories’ become a nascent form of lore and backstory, albeit limited in their temporal and narrative scope. A location named Green Mountain,
for example, receives significant attention: its location and imposing appearance on the
landscape acts as a magnet for explorers, but numerous narrative artefacts shared by users
capture and perpetuate a story of ghostly vehicles, team members lost and mysterious deaths
(Xrinaphobia; omgwtfbbq; DemonGroover; OldGreg). Some of these artefacts tell very
contained stories – detailing an individual’s or a squad’s experience on the mountain at a
particular time – but others begin to construct a more methodical myth for the location, using
intertextual references to other horror media, as well as the community’s memory of player
experiences, to speculate about the pre-zombie history of the site (mullraugh). Similar
histories are composed, for example, about the shipwrecked cargo ship at Rify (savini) or a
fictional military commando unit thought by one user to have been overwhelmed by zombies
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at their camp in Gorka (Katana67). These are detailed, internally coherent stories and
demonstrate the potential for space and place to work with the player to activate narrative
emergence. It seems, however, that more deliberate developer storytelling is required in the
game’s narrative or game world rules if players are to locate ‘worldness’ or understand their
narrative place in the undead apocalypse.

Disenchanted memories: craving more familiar stories
The significance of cultural memory to emergent narrative experiences is also demonstrated
by players in these communities seeking greater and more accurate mimicry of the genre and
its traditions of frightening audiences. These are players whose generic expectations of a
zombie experience are seemingly failed by narrative building blocks offered by the games.
On the Left 4 Dead 2 Steam Users’ Forums, a user asks the simple question “why do you
think Left 4 Dead isn’t scary?” Some of the responses, abbreviated below, are illuminating
(Soulreaver934):
•

Deus.EXE: The “Fog” that illuminates dark areas

•

DarkKai1: Music cues give away when infected spawn...

•

curran12: Any game where you are meant to fight the monsters loses a lot of scary
factor. Like Dead Space, if I am chopping them up as the main thing to do with them
(as opposed to running or hiding ala Amnesia), I'm not scared of that. It’s like being
scared of Goombas.

•

zoso33: L4D2 is just laughable in terms of fear. None. Zero. Nadda.

•

VintagePL: Left 4 Dead 1 - Survival horror. Left 4 Dead 2 - HERPADERPALINGS
KILL TEH ZOMBIEZ !!!!!11111oneone

•

Kinkade!: l4d1 was a bit scarry and moody but l4d2 is closer to a cartoon

•

Quintessence42: I think it’s the lack of isolation. Most horror games have you all by
yourself, so even if you’re as well-armed as you are in Left 4 Dead you'll still be
ready to jump at the slightest bumps in the night (Bioshock, anyone?). But in Left 4
Dead, you're always surrounded by your three buddies who are packing quirky
personalities and as many guns as they can carry. There's no real fear factor because
you always have someone to lean on.
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•

Tiberium: atmosphere, panic musics, ambiant music, zomies sounds (they’re pretty
good but they could be better), also the lightng.

To be scared, or more specifically to participate in the process of scaring oneself by engaging
in this text, is the key outcome of gameplay desired by these users, but the embedded
narrative resources have let them down. These components are either poorly deployed (too
bright, too musical, too cartoonish) or utilised to sustain a fundamentally flawed underlying
narrative structure (too many friends, too much combat action). In another artefact a user
despairs that they “still can’t seem to understand, why did they downgrade?” – referring to a
perception that an atmosphere of fear and tension successfully generated in the first game has
been lost in the production of its sequel (dazerXYZ). Users go so far as to identify the
specific parts of the embedded construction of the game that have not been translated
adequately between instalments, as in the post shown in Figure 3.6.

Fig. 3.6. User Haragon explains the changes made to embedded narrative elements between Left 4 Dead and
Left 4 Dead 2 (H0rr0rSc0pe).
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Aside from the reflection on the ease of killing provided by the melee of weapons made
available to the player (which points to the game’s systemic rules), these alleged failings are
all born of the embedded narrative: colour choice in development of assets, character design
of the ‘special infected’, diegetic and non-diegetic sound design, the sheer presence of the
‘Jockey’ class of zombie. The significance of character modelling and design in hosting a
game’s embedded narrative is also repeatedly referenced in DayZ’s online communities.
Noting that they just want “a character that’s been alive for a long time to actually look like a
veteran of the zombie apocalypse”, and a “heightened ‘grittiness’ to the game”, sigurdz
shares an ideal character design concept for DayZ’s avatar characters (fig. 3.7):

Fig. 3.7. User-created character design concept to improve DayZ’s sense of ‘grittiness’ (sigurdz).

Many of the responses to this concept from other forum users invoke the idea of ‘atmosphere’
in similar ways to those reacting to Soulreaver934’s Left 4 Dead 2 example given earlier in
this chapter. Without the appropriate atmosphere or narrative tone established, the players
report that they cannot enjoy the game, fail to feel immersed, or have stopped playing it
altogether. In trying to articulate a nebulous idea of what ‘good’ or ‘bad’ atmosphere is, the
users are describing their preconditions for an emergent narrative experience. The barrier for
access to these experiences is defined by these players’ shared senses of popular cultural
memory. The absence, in the design and deployment of embedded narrative in DayZ and Left
4 Dead 2, of key referents to their individual generic expectations stymies narrative
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emergence. One commenter on the veteran character model concept indicates that “if DayZ
actually got some stuff like this it might reinvigorate my interest … I really hate how
everyone is anonymous in the game” (sigurdz). A comment such as this illustrates the
problem in narratological terms: some players find it so difficult to engage with the
embedded narrative ruleset (in the form of the three-dimensional modelling and art design of
ingame bodies, tools for visual storytelling) that they cannot undertake identification with the
avatar as protagonist or frame the other characters in the game in terms of the story
experience. They are instead anonymous and inaccessible, and the player consequently
cannot position themselves at the heart of story and emergent experience.
The need of these players to experience a very specific sense of a ‘correct’ atmosphere as a
precursor to an immersive narrative experience frequently makes direct reference to other
popular zombie cultural objects. A post asking whether a “Romero-like mod2 with slow
zombies” exists leads to a debate over a key component of the game’s embedded narrative:
the nature of the virus that has created the zombie outbreak plaguing the game’s diegetic
world (xdiesp). This is narrative exposition, made manifest in the physical appearance of the
game’s monsters, micronarrative graffiti and various documents and leaflets encountered in
the environments. This expository storytelling is also channelled through to the game’s
systemic rules in the ways that the infected enemies behave. The forum thread becomes an
insightful resource for revealing the heterogeneous nature of popular cultural memory in
large communities of players, as well as the role of audience response to generic narrative
content. One affirmation suggests that “in all likelihood” shuffling slow zombies, in the
image of those from George A. Romero’s iconic films, “are probably the most likely to occur
in a real zombie apocalypse than Olympic track-running zombies” (xdiesp). A different
user’s response, however, is that such a modification would never be developed “because
only a few deranged people enjoy slow Romero zombies”, while another sarcastically but
adroitly invokes a more fundamental existential issue by criticising participants in the
discussion thread for “implying that L4D ‘zombies’ are even zombies at all” (xdiesp). These
users are attempting to offer, in a sense, a kind of corrective to the original forum
contributor’s generic expectations. Many of these replies suggest that the game’s embedded
narrative need not adjust to suit these expectations. These views are exceptional in that, in

2

An abbreviation of ‘modification’ – an alteration to a game’s programming designed to make part of its
appearance or operation different from its original version, often user-created.
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relation to the artefacts gathered and analysed for analysis in this chapter, they appear at odds
with a broad consensus in the community’s popular cultural memory of the zombie genre.
Expressing similar views in the DayZ community is an exercise much less fraught with
communal scorn and sarcasm. DoctorDeath, a participant on the DayZ subreddit, offers a
visual wish list of sorts for core improvements to the game’s narrative – both at the level of
the overarching story, and in the finer details (fig. 3.8). Images captured from other popular
cultural artefacts (including zombie films, popular internet memes, the television show
Mythbusters, and other video games) are deployed as a form of immediately accessible
language and explanation for the post’s viewers. Endorsements and affirmation of
DoctorDeath’s proposed changes resonate throughout the comment thread attached to the
image (including from a user ‘rocket2guns’ – the Reddit account of the game’s lead
developer Dean Hall).

Fig. 3.8. Excerpts from a visual wish list for the DayZ’s embedded narrative design (DoctorDeath).
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The image acts as a kind of template for the ‘right kind’ of emergent narrative experience for
this user: some media inspirations are productive, others are not. If the embedded narrative is
arranged in just the right combination and order, the experience will be on-target for the
particular collection of generic expectations guiding this player. The final frame captures the
user’s own meta-awareness of the emergent process as they acknowledge that the game has
already proved successful in immersing and engaging them, but that their particular insight
into and experience of the textual machine game suggests some tweaking is required for it to
operate at full potential.

Fig. 3.9. “Who else already misses spotting these” (-A1ka1inE-).

Artefacts shared by the users -A1ka1inE- and SgtRedPhoenix (a screenshot of the smoking
mechanical carcass of a crashed military helicopter in a forest, and manipulated image of an
overgrown urban street) (fig. 3.9 and 3.10, respectively) are posted to draw attention
respectively to the removal of crashed helicopters from the game and to the long-standing
absence of physical evidence of post-apocalyptic decay. While not explicitly making
reference to one particular text, it is apparent that players’ desires to encounter the kinds of
narrative ‘props’ provided by rusted out cars, smoking helicopter wreckage, or brush growing
through cracked concrete are driven by generic expectations. The players have not actually
experienced the aftermath of an apocalypse but have encountered endless mediated examples
of it and have seen how the natural environment might eventually respond, or the ways in
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which mechanised technology begins to fail over time, as maintenance and fuel become
scarcer. One user, Emoglobinsky, declares that readers should “look at Detroit city after only
5 years of shut down” (SgtRedPhoenix) – referring to the financial failure and eventual
collapse since the 1980s of the city of Detroit, which saw images of a first-world American
city decaying and overgrown appearing frequently in mainstream news media between 2013
and 2014. The consensus that emerges in these comments is that the backdrop does not fit
properly. The disjuncture between media-informed expectations and the developers’ design
of virtual space (which exists as a sort of passive narrative resource, ready to serve
storytelling) are creative decisions which inhibit player investment and rich story experience.

Fig. 3.10. “Abandoned Street - How they should look” (SgtRedPhoenix).

It is not only the discrepancy between the media at hand and generic tradition that concerns
users, but discrepancy between two parts of the game’s own embedded narrative: the
(absence of) physical evidence of apocalypse and the narrative explanation of the diegetic
world’s prior events as advertised on the game’s release. “According to the ‘backstory’ made
by Dean [Hall] when the mod came out”, points out a user named alaskafish, “it was seven
years after the zombie Apocalypse … I know that know there isn’t ‘a story’ but there was”
(SgtRedPhoenix). Simply, when embedded narrative does not represent a seven-year-old
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apocalypse, players such as this one are unable to initiate a narrative experience in which they
are expected to behave as if they are immersed in a seven-year-old apocalypse.

Fig. 3.11. Eugene Harton responds to a perceived failure of the embedded narrative to serve the game’s backstory (SgtRedPhoenix).

Eugene Harton, Lead Producer on the DayZ development team, is drawn to respond and
argues that the design of environment and ‘atmosphere’ in the game is deliberately tending
towards a balance between narrative self-determination by players and determination by
developers. As can be seen in the screenshot (fig. 3.11), he does not win over some of the
more critical voices in the discussion. The balance he identifies between embedded
components and emergent experience is precisely what this chapter sets out to explore, and
discussion threads like the one Harton is responding to demonstrate in stark terms the
individual and unpredictable nature of players’ emergent narrative experiences. The
conditions that ignite an emergent, rich experience for one player do not necessarily do the
same for other players.
Diversity in expectation and approach to Left 4 Dead 2’s narrative building blocks extends
beyond the way players address the zombie generic elements of the game and into the actual
process of narrative emergence. In a post that sits as a fascinating counterpoint to the
emergent exercises of lore construction discussed earlier in this chapter, the user
cerealkiller15 suggests that working backwards from the embedded narrative leads to
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confusion rather than a sense of nuanced back-story and zombie generic heritage. They
challenge other forum users to identify which sub-genre of first-person shooter Left 4 Dead 2
belongs to. “Survival? Action? Comedy?” the post prompts – indicating that, for this user, the
game has failed to satisfy the popular cultural conditions of survival horror (cerealkiller15).
The post continues by explaining in some detail the illogicality in some of the game’s
embedded narrative details (fig. 3.12):

Fig. 3.12. cerealkiller15 discusses some of the weapons available to Left 4 Dead 2’s players (cerealkiller15).

A convincing narrative connection between some of the game’s more boutique weapon
options (the katana sword most famously wielded by the samurai of medieval and earlymodern Japan and the intricate, homemade-yet-always-identical pipe bombs) means that the
overarching plot of a zombie apocalypse fails to materialise for this user. Similar inabilities to
work from ingame experience backwards to the macro-narrative level of lore and back-story
are demonstrated in the DayZ community. One user laments that they “want to experience a
hardcore, terrifying zombie apocalypse … is that so much to ask?” and gestures toward the
sheer quantity of military hardware the game provides as the key culprit for shifting the ludic
and narrative tone of the game away from the zombie and toward first-person shooter combat
(MayorHarry). These artefacts exhibit a sense of incredulity from the users that while the lore
of the games they play as well as their emergent expectations are aligned, the embedded
narrative seems unwilling to cooperate with them.
The overwhelming evidence of these discussions led by users craving more familiar stories in
their games is that as much as the embedded narrative ruleset is a key catalyst and component
of emergence, it can just as easily act as a bottleneck. For cerealkiller15, MayorHarry and
other players with similar complaints about different embedded narrative elements, the
arrangement of embedded narrative factors does not elicit emergence. In other artefacts we
have seen these same embedded narrative elements, whether asset, character or atmospheric
design, work to generate powerful and meaningful emergent narrative experiences for
players. What is exposed through these examples from DayZ and Left 4 Dead 2 is the
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plurality of approaches to narrative situations and the criticality of addressing embedded
narrative components when considering emergent narrative potential. The balance between
designed narrative and immersive, player-centric emergence that producer Eugene Harton
attempted to outline earlier can be broadly conceived (as has been shown earlier in this
chapter) but a substantial ‘margin of error’ exists. The conditions for an emergent narrative
experience vary from player to player (and between games), sometimes by very minor
degrees, and other times so significantly that the game’s textual machine stalls.
What is also building through these examples is a portrait of narrative emergence as being far
from passive and incidental in nature, but rather a phenomenon that can be driven and guided
by agent players and their desires. User reflexivity becomes evident when players articulate
through public comment (whether text, manipulated images or affirmation within comment
threads) their inability to experience a game in the way they had hoped, and specific narrative
elements impeding narrative emergence can be isolated. These are players who know what
they want: specific narrative experiences. And they are playing particular games in particular
ways as a means to achieve this.
In the evidence collated from Minecraft communities, artefacts lamenting unfulfilled popular
cultural narrative desires are rare, such that they do not even merit discussion. The absence,
in these Minecraft artefacts, of emergent correctives to allegedly deficient ‘worldness’,
generic ambience and narrative detail is significant. Rather than positioning Minecraft as a
counterexample to the discussion of DayZ and Left 4 Dead 2, I suggest that we gain access to
another, complementary form of player agency that narrative emergence facilitates. This is
discussed in much greater detail in Chapter Four, but the initial explanation sits within
Minecraft’s embedded narrative in some of the creations its players choose to build.

(Re)creating familiar spaces
Building the apocalypse
As I have already explored in this chapter, the presentation of Minecraft as a ‘blank canvas’
for creativity and the seemingly expectation-free manner in which players can engage with
the game provide for interesting forms of narrative emergence. This laissez-faire approach to
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the game’s narrative and ludic design also seems to have resulted in a near-absence of
complaints about the game’s effectiveness in representing the survival horror and zombie
genres. It might then be argued that, in Minecraft’s case, the deliberate design choices made
in de-emphasising its status as a ‘zombie game’ and minimising overt embedded narrative
has had the effect of neutralising the potential for complaint. If no narrative generic
expectations are set for players, then none can fail for them either. There is more to it than
this simple formula of negation, however, and a close analysis of the types of buildings that
Minecraft’s players construct illustrates a particular means by which the community both
overcomes the absence of some zombie generic markers and designed horror ‘atmosphere’
and participates in the traditional zombie narrative trope of the rebuild of civilised space and
society.
In allowing building activity, the game allows its players to exercise a remarkable level of
agency regarding the appearance and function of the game’s physical environment and to
directly manipulate components of embedded narrative. This is an example of a close overlap
between the rulesets of embedded narrative (in the design and physical appearance of the
game’s blocks and the ways in which they variously combine to create visual references),
game world (in the way those combinations of blocks become part of a spatial environment)
and systemic rules (in the ways in which the game facilitates the player’s interaction with
blocks and game world), but one that ultimately sees emergent narrative captured and
catalysed at the levels of embedded narrative and game world 3. Not only is it apparent that, if
no narrative generic expectations are set for players, none can be failed for them, but also that
granting players agency over the game world and embedded narrative rulesets allows playerdriven creation of the conditions for narrative emergence.

3

This transference of emergent experience through multiple levels of the rules for emergence typology is also
an example of the context of rule mobility, which is discussed in detail in Chapter Five.
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Fig. 3.13. Ben, Night of the Living Dead’s protagonist, builds barricades against the zombie hordes (Romero,
Night of the Living Dead).

The act of building has featured as a central narrative device for the zombie genre since
George A. Romero’s 1968 Night of the Living Dead, in which hammers, nails, torn up
floorboards and the arms of the undead reaching through rudimentary defensive constructions
became instantly iconic. The barricade, whether erected using doors, wooden boards, chainlink fencing, vehicles or other objects, is “among the most easily recognizable tropes of the
zombie genre” (Swanson 386). In the midst of apocalypse, undead media frequently turn to
the resourcefulness and constructive capacity of their characters to stave off the threatening
hordes and create moments of safety. As Roger Luckhurst observes, zombie narratives often
connect to the real-world ‘Preppers’ movement; they are individuals “dedicated to preparing
the apocalyptic end of society by developing a survivalist skillset” within which skills of
construction and self-sufficiency are integral (183). The amplified version of the imperative
to build comes in the form of much more vast institutional efforts – for example the new
iterations of the walls around Jerusalem in World War Z (Forster) or the fortified
underground military bunker complex in Day of the Dead (which itself must be supplemented
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by the construction of a cattle station-like series of runs and traps by the film’s protagonists)
(Romero, Day of the Dead). Carl Swanson notes in his analysis of the appearance of
barricades in zombie narratives that the zombie is a “deconstructive and contagious
anticharacter” necessitating the construction of barricades not only to allow the human
survivors to protect themselves within the diegesis but also to “delineate a narrative space in
which plot and character can develop, and to spatialize epistemological and aesthetic modes”
(383). By building, characters ensure that not only their lives but their narratives can continue
to exist. The zombie, as noted in Chapter One, exists to scrub agency, will and humanity out
of existence – it exists to invalidate. It is, therefore, natural the zombie narrative is “structured
around the struggle to maintain character subjectivity in the face of contagious
antisubjectivity” (Swanson 386) and that the act of building, of demarcating space that is
human rather than non-human, is crucial to the very maintenance of character and
subjectivity.

Fig. 3.14. Excerpts from a guide to creating a “simple, but effective zombie defense” (Dittiox).

In spite of Minecraft’s seemingly infinite canvas for construction and Lego-like functionality,
its default Survival mode is indeed a game driven by the need to survive the inevitable
onslaught of zombies and other ingame ‘mobs’4. Narrative artefacts are frequently shared in
Minecraft’s online communities showcasing traps and defences crafted to dispatch these
threats or hold them at bay. Most often these are instructional artefacts, which break down the
process of construction for other players. At other times the artefacts exist simply to advertise
4

The term ‘mob’ is an abbreviation of ‘mobile’, and is the community’s parlance for describing the non-player,
computer-controlled game entities. There are passive and neutral ‘mobs’, including creatures as innocuous as
chickens, cows, pigs, sheep and villagers, as well as hostile ‘mobs’, including zombies, zombie villagers,
creepers, skeletons and elder guardians.
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(or more accurately, boast) the achievement of an individual user in building such a barricade
or weapon. In the example of Dittiox’s “simple, but effective zombie defense” (fig. 3.14), an
eleven-image album guides players through the construction and operation of a set of stairs
that are safe and usable for player characters at all times, but feature a retractable bottom step
that the zombie mobs cannot climb. Similar guides instruct users on the construction of
simple zombie-proof bunkers (sotopheavy), weaponised walls (xUnknownxXxKaosx) and
more complicated projects that utilise player knowledge of the game’s systemic rules to trap
mobs as they spawn and harvest resources from their bodies in total automation (taroun1048).

Fig. 3.15. Three of the responses to a post asking users to “show me you’re [sic] watchtower designs comment,
give tips and rate” (259tim).
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These efforts expand as players seek to make their presence on their Minecraft servers more
settled, permanent and self-sustaining – and to extend and evolve their emergent narrative
experiences of zombie survivalism. Users share and critique designs and implementations for
a variety of longer-term defence options including watchtowers (259tim) (fig. 3.15), mobproof forts (magicsebi), grand castles (JouwPF), hidden bases with secret entrances
(UserNotAvailable) (fig. 3.16) and detailed undersea colonies (Aquareon). These examples
transcend mere exercises in building and imagination and become part of a powerful
emergent narrative experience where the threat of the zombie must be responded to
effectively. The highest up-voted comment in response to magicsebi’s allegedly mob-proof
self-contained stone castle, replete with barracks, firing parapets and combat training
grounds, warns the creator that “they plot their invasion … if your base has a weak spot they
will find it … they always do”. These artefacts are evidently not only shared to assess their
aesthetic appeal and engineering quality, but also to illustrate and receive feedback on their
successful investment into the possibilities afforded by emergent narrative.

Fig. 3.16. Part of a user-created guide to establishing an undersea base in Minecraft (UserNotAvailable).

Users seemingly denied significant efforts at embedded narrative by Minecraft’s developers
nonetheless find themselves drawn into emergent narrative experience by the context of
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popular cultural memory and the tropes of construction and defence that the wider genre
valorises. In pragmaticbastard’s example (fig. 3.17), the opportunities the game provides to
undertake the capture, enslavement and exploitation of some mobs lead to an emergent
experience of survival and harvest (rather than an abstract exercise in understanding the
mobs’ statistical variables and gathering resources). Indeed, it becomes so firmly integrated
into their play experience that the user is shocked by the historical comparisons drawn by an
impartial observer encountering their emergent narrative situation from some considerable
critical distance. The game’s limited deployment of the embedded narrative ruleset is
powerfully paired with extensive user agency over the game’s diegetic assets. All it takes, it
seems, is the appearance of the familiar shuffling brain-hungry figure of the zombie and the
provision of three-dimensional blocks, designed with a range of different textures and
physical properties, for popular cultural memory to activate, becoming a kind of accelerant
for the phenomenon of narrative emergence.

Fig. 3.17. A Minecraft player reflects on their sophisticated – but outwardly disturbing – mob-trapping
operation (pragmaticbastard).

Not only can we identify the processes of emergence generated by the combination of
Minecraft’s simple embedded narrative elements with the player’s environmental agency, but
it is also possible to isolate the input of the game world into some of these experiences. By
default, the way in which Minecraft creates a virtual world for its players to inhabit is a
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randomised process: from the game’s main menu interface, users initiate a new world and
save-file and the system calls upon an algorithm that uses a random seed (a lengthy random
number, initially derived from the user’s computer’s system time) to determine the contours
of the landscape, placement of different types of blocks (water, grass, stone, trees, and so on)
and spawn locations for ‘mobs’ (Bergensten; Minecraft Wiki, ‘Seed (Level Generation)’).
There are 63 distinct ‘biomes’ (that allow variations of either forest, jungle, desert or tundra
environments) that players can also choose for their world to be drawn from and which
further determine the geographical features, flora, heights and weather conditions of the
world (Minecraft Wiki, ‘Biome’). In spite of the considerable unpredictability and variability
contained in this process, it is still possible for players to identify and interact with elements
of narrative latent within these worlds.

Fig. 3.18. More ‘organic’ construction: a settlement built around pre-existing natural features (udlose).
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Fig. 3.19. A user-created castle partially reclaimed by the algorithmically generated swampland (HyperScale).

This is demonstrated in a popular community trend for construction that respects and
responds to the virtual landscape and for builders who do their work in ways that appear
integrated with the randomly generated landscape. “One day”, the user udlose explains to
their readers, “I would like to become ‘Minecraft notorious’ for my highly-organic approach
to world design”, and the user exhibits a number of screenshots showing a thickly overgrown
settlement, where winding gravel paths lead the avatar to a Tudor-style home tucked between
copses (fig. 3.18). Other users show off candle-lit strongholds nestled at the back of naturally
formed cave systems (Hylian087), elaborate tree houses and pathways strung up in virtual
forest canopies (JollyWombat), castles that are formed along a dramatic ridgeline (rather than
having destroyed it for a simple building foundation) (karmanaut), safe houses built
seamlessly into the contours of mountain craters (cheesemiester), and moss-covered castles
seeming to slip into encroaching swamplands (HyperScale) (fig. 3.19). Alongside the generic
story of zombie defence and survival that is co-opted in all of these examples, these
Minecraft builders wish their constructions to appear as if they had ‘always been there’. The
game world implies its own fragment of story: that the environment is organic, natural and
grows. Paired with the passages of time and physical decay that the apocalypse and postapocalypse imply, this makes for a powerful type of emergent zombie storytelling. That very
sense of ‘authentic’ atmosphere that Left 4 Dead 2 and DayZ’s players coveted can be simply
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created by the player and can immediately augment the other forms of emergent story and
cultural memory that the player is engaged in.

Building the post-apocalypse

Fig. 3.20. Re-learning infrastructure after the apocalypse (from left to right): an aqueduct (MAXanthemum),
chicken farming (TheJustBacon) and high-rise construction (DeathIceStorm).

Alongside the practical considerations of zombie defence and slaughter, another trend is
apparent in the evidence gathered from Minecraft communities. Structures of a much more
quotidian nature also rise in Minecraft’s virtual worlds and show players functioning as
participants in a post-apocalyptic space, re-learning core skills and principles of human
civilisation. These creations include some of the basics for the foundation of human
communities and lifestyles: a basic campfire (including a later edit to the post to clarify how
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users can protect their fire from rainfall if the weather turns) (JesperHB), or aqueducts and
the associated physical principles of gravity draining water supplies (MAXanthemum) (fig.
3.20), for example. More advanced work allows the building of minimalist residential homes
(rather than purely defensive structures) (UberSolenoidSystem), village farms
(MCFUser571098), wheat milling operations (PearSquirrel) and even battery caging of
chickens (TheJustBacon) (fig. 3.20). Capital works projects that would underpin modern
settlements, such as quarries (OneAxeTea), dams (Validtarget) and complex motorway
interchanges (WiseGuy17), are also displayed. Meanwhile, plans like those for a high-rise
apartment, complete with roaring fire, lounge suite and view over a city skyline populated
with other skyscrapers, gesture to a time well past the violence and chaos of a zombie
apocalypse (fig. 3.20). The malleability of the game world allows its players to reimagine its
virtual spaces as not simply blank canvases, but post-apocalyptic spaces requiring
regeneration.

Fig. 3.21. Preserved archaeologies and histories: the Acropolis of Athens (gtofan74) and the ancient city of
Petra (itsmassive).

The height of this trend toward rebuilding and re-establishing civilised, recovered postapocalyptic spaces in the Minecraft communities’ constructions comes with artefacts that
capture the detailed recreation of real-world landmarks. This is seemingly a significant
passion for the population of Minecraft users who participate in online social space. Of the
361 artefacts relating to Minecraft addressed as part of this chapter’s analysis, more than 100
captured the recreation of iconic structures from our lived world. Virtual versions of the
Acropolis of Athens and the ancient city of Petra (fig. 3.21) are two of the most popular
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examples of this on the Minecraft subreddit (with over 4000 and 3000 up-votes from users,
respectively) and they illustrate both the grand scale and fine attention to detail of these
building projects. The diversity of virtual imitations is too great to accurately capture in
summary, but other popular artefacts range from the White House and Washington
Monument (complete with working streetlamps) (bluesheep123), to the Parisian Arc de
Triomphe built in the backyard of one player’s modest virtual home (positioned between their
water feature and conservatory) (Drekan), Berlin’s Reichstag building (EndrioFelipe), the
city of Rome (StugAce) and, intriguingly, the former Nazi concentration camps at
Auschwitz-Birkenau (goopen). In fact, one could name any well-known international
monument or landmark and find a virtual reconstruction of it shared to one of Minecraft’s
online communities. These are the ultimate efforts at post-apocalyptic rebuilding, virtual
spaces and vast symbolic barricades that shut the figure of the zombie out entirely and reorient narrative firmly away from antisubjectivity and destruction and instead toward history,
achievement and remembrance. The user who created the Auschwitz-Birkenau example
reflects on the role of the virtual space they have created, perceiving that most people want to
“forget the past and just go along” and that they decided to “try to tell the story [of the history
of the Nazi regime] through a game … good games can tell stories – and this is the story we
want to tell the world” (goopen). These artefacts are inspired by the context of popular
cultural memory (both of the landmarks being mirrored, and of the zombie generic
compulsion to construct and narrativise space) but are also acts of remembrance and reinscription. Narrative emergence and the crafting capacity of Minecraft’s virtual
environments is itself used as a vessel for capturing popular cultural memories.

Rebuilding without blocks
The generic tendency toward stories of physical and societal rebuild in the aftermath of a
zombie outbreak also surfaces in DayZ players’ emergent stories, albeit in markedly different
ways to those experienced in Minecraft. The types of player agency afforded by DayZ’s game
world and systemic rules revolve around combat mechanics and player-to-player interaction,
and the physical environment lacks the malleability of Minecraft’s blocky landscapes. In
spite of these limitations, users are able to take advantage of some embedded narrative assets
and concessions in the systemic rules. In place of building watchtowers, high-rise apartments
and imposing medieval castles, DayZ’s players are able to pitch a tent and light a campfire,
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and a number of artefacts show players embracing ‘down time’ from combat with zombies
(or other players), storing their belongings and resting in these makeshift residences (Gorvi;
Statik, ‘Huge Epoch Base - Devils Castle.’; sobieski12) (fig. 3.22). In a game where
structures cannot be built and servers are frequently reset, this is a seemingly small but
significant means for players to weave the zombie genre’s memory of the rebuild into their
own emergent storytelling. Equally, barricades are not well-facilitated by the game’s engine.
The systemic rules support one embedded asset in this function – spools of barbed wire – and
these are seen to be used to provide a sense of demarcation between zombie outbreak and
civilised conduct and feed emergent narratives of the gradual imposition of safe space as the
apocalypse draws on (Statik, ‘Huge Epoch Base - Devils Castle.’; Steins).

Fig. 3.22. Tentative steps toward normalcy: a tent as residence (Gorvi) and advertisement for a trading post
(Publik).

In the evidence gathered from Left 4 Dead 2’s communities, no analysed artefacts were found
to exhibit emergence in relation to rebuilding and construction. The absence of this particular
popular cultural memory, perhaps, also speaks to the shape of player agency in this particular
game. Players are compelled by directive, systemic and game world rules to move and fight
through linear levels and pathways. There is no way to stop and settle for more than a few
moments because the artificial intelligence driving the game will respond with zombie hordes
and violence until one’s avatar fights (or dies). Nor do props or functions exist ingame to
create a permanent or semi-permanent residence. The embedded narrative elements of the
game – including cutscenes, dialogue, and micronarrative assets – position the player quite
clearly and intractably at the point of actual viral outbreak. The ludic and narrative
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motivation for players is to move from location to location seeking an eventual (presumed
safe) refuge. The post-apocalypse is held at arm’s length from the player and the opportunity
for rebuild firmly negated. While Left 4 Dead 2’s emergent stories are shown to engage some
popular cultural memories of the zombie outbreak, the game simply cannot join Minecraft
and DayZ in hosting opportunities for this particular memory of reconstruction and
resettlement.
Other notable attempts at the reconstitution of society and safety in the DayZ community
involve individuals or coalitions of users roleplaying as self-designated mayors, sheriffs,
police forces or other entities enforcing notions of ‘law and order’ and acceptable player
conduct (jsimkus; LordXerces; Katabasis; gsp167; Dr Wasteland MD). This is narrative
emergence that draws upon players’ shared cultural memories of expected and anticipated
human activity in the aftermath of apocalypse. Addressing these exercises in virtual societal
and cultural reconstruction begins to draw my discussion away from embedded narrative and
toward user approaches to roleplay ingame. While these DayZ emergent artefacts clearly
engage with popular cultural memories of the incremental taming of lawless post-apocalyptic
spaces in other zombie fiction, because of their heavy reliance on directive and systemic rules
rather than the game world or the narrative rulesets they are discussed in Chapter Four
instead. The need to locate this discussion in another chapter becomes apparent when the
comment threads attached to such artefacts are addressed. The consumption and negotiation
of these emergent narrative experiences by individual members of the community gives
insight into broader, communal discursive trends that speak to the operation of emergence at
a macro level. Emergent stories are not simply one-off fragments of isolated experience, nor
are the processes of emergence a set of operations discrete to each player. In tracing the
connections between roleplay and community, I introduce another contextual ruleset, moving
the discussion away from memory and toward sociality in Chapter Four.

Real-time emergence
This chapter opened seeking to isolate the contribution made by elements of the embedded
narrative and game world rulesets to the experience of emergent narrative and to demonstrate
the influence of a particular player context – popular cultural memory – on the same process.
This has been successfully demonstrated through the alignment between Left 4 Dead 2’s
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players, deduced lore and the narrative and aesthetic history of the zombie genre, DayZ’s
players and the zombie-induced compulsion to move and explore, and Minecraft’s builders
and generic tropes of rebuilt and reconstituted spaces and societies. Elements of the
embedded narrative as diverse as character design, the colour and texturing of threedimensional cubes, the contours of landscapes and micronarrative fragments have been
traced, in a sense, from their presence in the game system to their refraction into user
accounts of gameplay and emergent experience. The value of the narrative and game world
rulesets to emergent story has also been demonstrated by the effect of their absence at key
moments for some players., We have also witnessed the narrative bottleneck that can form
when the various elements of the emergent textual machine – in this instance the player, the
context of popular cultural memory and two levels of the rules for emergence typology – are
seemingly not attuned to one another.
Some conclusions can and have been drawn about what types of elements of the narrative
and game world rulesets can prove useful and productive to narrative emergence. The
balance, as I have discussed in relation to DayZ, between designed narrative and playercentric emergence can be broadly conceived. But across all examples, a plurality of
approaches to narrative situations (by both players and developers) means a substantial
margin exists between what can be discerned through analysis of artefacts and what, because
of the player, cannot be predicted. Addressing embedded narrative and game world
components is demonstrably important when considering emergent narrative potential, but
the total conditions for an emergent narrative experience still vary from player to player, and
to differing degrees. This study will continue to explore and illustrate some of those broad
balances between video game systems and player agency, but the margin of variability
described earlier is plainly contained within players.
A particular type of narrative emergence has been discussed in this chapter: that of a realtime emergence, fitting with the nature of narrative emergence described in the literature. It is
‘real time’ because, in evaluating the way players interact with their virtual physical environs
and the immediately available narrative assets the game presents them, we are dealing with
emergence as it unfolds. It is expeditious storytelling, where connections between images,
sounds and impressions are made quickly, memories are stirred and stories are initiated. Realtime emergence is not always polished; some of the artefacts I have introduced in this chapter
have been raw and immediate reflections of ingame experience, while others have clearly
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been the product of longer and more attentive deliberation. Real-time emergence is, in some
respects, about telling the obvious stories, the ones that immediately appear at the front of the
mind. In a game such as Left 4 Dead 2, an emergent narrative experience that connects the
game’s very evidently cinema-inspired embedded narrative design to popular cultural
memories of screen zombies is an unsurprising and straightforward assembly. It is, however,
no less powerful, interesting or player-involving. Real-time emergence can also tell unlikely
stories – as we have seen with the Minecraft community’s propensity for telling stories of the
reconstitution of society, when presented with little more than movable virtual blocks and the
eventual arrival of zombies in their virtual worlds. In the following chapter the input of
community, discussion and discursive trends sees narrative emergence shift away from real
time and into a different temporal gear – one of anticipation and guided expectations.
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Chapter Four

Making, breaking and bending rules at the textual
margins
Further rules shaping emergent narrative experiences are provided by the directive and
systemic rulesets (fig. 4.1). These rulesets are the means by which video game systems tell
their players how to play and to what end. The directive rules are the more overt and explicit
presentation of possibility and expectation made by the game. These can exist in the
following forms:
•

extra-diegetic messages that use text, video and audio to share with the player their
overall ‘briefing’ for the game or level ahead and the broad goals this engenders;

•

more focused individual tasks and objectives, such as pathfinding hints (both in the
immediate geo-spatial sense of virtual navigation and the broader sense of their
narrative engagement); and

•

artefacts that confirm and affirm players’ achievements in relation to these various
directives (sometimes also allocating points or inventory items as a reward, or
initiating a new directive rule in place of the completed rule).

The directive rules of a game can also be integrated into the game’s diegesis and expressed in
ways that aim to minimise the disruption to a game’s fiction: briefings over virtual phone
calls received by the ingame avatar, pathfinding hints delivered through interaction with nonplayer characters and objectives established by interaction with virtual computers, maps,
documents and all manner of other diegetic micronarrative objects, for example.
Systemic rules, which are the means by which virtual physical and logical laws are
maintained ingame, ordinarily do not announce themselves in such direct ways. Rather, they
typically become knowable through the player’s extended engagement with the game system
and their cumulative learning of its possibilities and limitations in relation to their (and their
avatar’s) agency. A notable exception to this is the common use of introductory, or ‘tutorial’,
levels in games where players are oriented not only with the basic methods of interface and
avatar control (how to walk, run, jump, interact with objects, and so on) but are often also
taught the rules governing physics (how high they might be able to jump, how different
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surfaces react to contact, what effect a particular weapon has, for example) and logic (what
an enemy looks like, what kind of interaction is possible with non-player characters, the types
of tasks and virtual activities that will be expected of the player). Beyond levels such as this,
or the presence of a sub-menu in the game’s extra-diegetic settings that outline interface and
controller settings, or paratextual support resources that describe these aspects of a game
system, players typically learn systemic rules by doing and by coming to understand the
programmed nuances of a virtual world through the success or failure of their attempted
actions.

Embedded narrative

Directive

Game world

Systemic

Constitutive

Fig. 4.1. The two rules for emergence examined in this chapter: the directive and systemic.

Where directive rules seek to establish what action the player should take, the systemic rules
shape the very scope for possibility that underlies such suggestions. And, where directive
rules have the potential to be avoided or renegotiated (as is demonstrated later in this
chapter), systemic rules are much firmer in their nature. They are, indeed, indicators of what
the video game system and its programming will actually allow or deny a player in terms of
action and interaction. At its simplest, the connection between directive and systemic rulesets
and emergent narrative experiences lies in the fact that with these types of rules a game is
notifying its players of the types of experiences that are possible in its system and virtual
world as well as the types of experiences that are encouraged or discouraged for players.
Defining and presenting objectives and possibilities for action also means to outline potential
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for story and personal narrative experience in providing the seen and unseen boundaries and
opportunities for potential experience in narrative worlds.
There is also a contextual consideration that can significantly shape players’ understandings
of how and why they should play particular games in certain ways and this is found in the
way that sociality operates in and around video games. In many ways, directive and systemic
rules function to embed social activity within games, most often in various forms of
communication (such as mechanisms for voice and text ‘chat’) but also through the
following:
•

capacities for organising groups of players together (from ‘friends lists’ that display
when other, acquainted users are online to the much more organised hierarchical
roles, treasuries, inventories and play schedules of ‘clans’);

•

for interacting directly with other users’ virtual avatars (through physical aggression,
cooperation or trading of items, and so on); and

•

for facilitating accessible methods for the capturing and sharing of gameplay
experiences as media artefacts.

When human-to-human interaction and social activity is embedded into games in ways such
as these, the expectations that surround play and that feed into emergent narrative experience
can be radically altered as new layers of possibility and avenues for agency are introduced in
the highly variable exchanges that occur between individual agent players.
At the same time, sociality has a significant role to play in variously creating, rejecting and
renegotiating expectations of play outside of games in the form of the online social spaces
that surround them. In these fora, as I have already begun to illustrate in Chapter Three, users
often share their experiences of play with one another. In these artefacts and their attendant
discussions, individual players can be seen both affirming and rejecting the directive- and
systemic-ruled expectations of gameplay and narrative and sharing the emergent stories that
these decisions generate. The same diversity in approaching the expectations of play
established by directive and systemic rules can be observed on a much larger scale across
these communities, and discursive patterns emerge over the posts, comment threads,
arguments and acclamations that make up these online venues. This second type of sociality
points to the way that users shape one another’s understandings of how games like Minecraft,
DayZ and Left 4 Dead should or should not be played and the types of emergent narrative
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experiences that should or should not be embraced. Sociality presents itself as a context that
has a complicated but, at times, incredibly productive relationship with the directive and
systemic rulesets as the three variously compete and collaborate to generate emergent
meaning for players.

Data
The analysis and discussion contained in this chapter is again informed by data gathered
according to the methodology described in the introductory section of this thesis. For Chapter
Four, a sub-collection of 407 narrative artefacts has been qualitatively analysed through a
process of coding, annotation and link-making between research objects. Of this body of
evidence, 161 artefacts relate to DayZ and are retrieved from communities associated with the
game, 139 represent Left 4 Dead 2 and 107 represent Minecraft. The types of artefacts
analysed take similarly varied forms to those addressed in Chapter Three: written accounts of
gameplay, ingame screenshots, edited and polished images, ‘raw’ gameplay video footage,
edited and polished video footage, animated .gif image files, forum comment threads and
user-created original content (illustrations, animations, and so on) not sourced directly from
the game or gameplay experiences.
The initial coding and collation of these artefacts divided the evidence into two broad
categories: examples of user roleplay experiences and examples of explicit community
negotiation of emergent narrative meanings. This split saw 199 artefacts identified as relating
to expectations and performances of ingame roleplay and 221 engaging with the community’s
own self-reflexivity and discursive patterns of meaning-making and negotiation. Within these
two broad categories, exercises in sub-coding and collating to other more detailed themes
were undertaken as these emerged through the process of content analysis. A total of 36
artefacts were found to fulfil multiple criteria and were analysed more than once as a
consequence, and a further 23 artefacts (for which the significance to this chapter emerged
during the analysis of data for Chapter Three) were added to the dataset in a second round of
analysis. Together, these figures explain the seeming discrepancy between the 407 total
artefacts established in the paragraph above and the actual total of 443 coded and analysed.
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Thresholds of emergence
Paratextual activity
The user-generated artefacts that underpin this chapter’s analysis of the influence of sociality
upon the emergent process are examples of the paratexts of a video game, and in addressing
the context of sociality it is necessary to now examine the significance of the paratext in
greater detail. The idea of a literary ‘paratext’ originates with the French literary theorist
Gerard Genette, who notes that a “text is rarely presented in an unadorned state, unreinforced
and unaccompanied by a certain number of verbal or other productions”, which include “an
author’s name, a title, a preface, illustrations” and other similar accompaniments to a core
text (1). Genette’s approach to these surrounding materials that frame the consumption of
printed works casts them as active in shaping the reader’s experience of a text, giving
meaning to the act of reading and ultimately “[enabling] a text to become a book and to be
offered as such to its readers and, more generally, to the public” (1). A text is surrounded by
its paratextual elements, but also extended. Mia Consalvo is largely responsible for bringing
the discussion of paratext most visibly into the realm of game studies. She argues that the
“peripheral industries surrounding games” – which take in non-commercial communications
such as blog updates, mailing lists and chat sites as well as commercial outputs including
trailers, developer interviews, pre-order pages on e-commerce sites – function as paratexts
and in that role “work to shape the gameplay experience in particular ways” (9).
In this migration to game studies, the idea of the ‘paratext’ itself has morphed. In Genette’s
original conception, a staunchly “structuralist insistence that there be an interior and exterior
to the text” is evident (Mukherjee 104), dividing the paratext into two clear-cut spatial
constituents: peritext (contained within the covers of a text in book form) and epitext (those
paratexts not materially appended to the individual, material book) (Genette 344–47). As in
the application of Genette’s analysis to a number of forms of media other than the printed
book (Stanitzek 36–37), paratextual analysis in video games mostly focuses on “paratexts
created by media audiences in response to games: forum discussions, walkthroughs,
YouTube playthrough videos” and other manifestations that collapse the distinctions of
‘epitext’ and ‘peritext’ into their parent concept (Fiadotau 85). Noting this movement in
definition, Ellen McCracken explains that in the digital age, new forms of paratext
“sometimes move beyond Genette’s precise formulations but continue to function in the spirit
of his analysis” (106).
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Its contemporary analytical treatment has also cast the paratext as much more central and
critical to textuality and various forms of ‘reading’. Clara Fernández-Vara suggests that
audiences and scholars can understand games “better by analysing … paratexts – texts that
surround the main text being analysed, which transform and condition how the audience
interprets the main text” (25), and Jonathan Gray, writing about digital media more broadly,
confirms this idea that “we can only approach texts through paratexts” (25). These
surrounding textual industries and artefacts are “fast becoming almost as important as the
original thing itself” (Lunenfeld 11). As Genette’s paratexts served a specific role in
managing a reader’s entry into a text, so too do gaming culture’s paratexts. As Consalvo
observes, they “instruct the player in how to play, what to play, and what is cool (and not) in
the game world” (22). The media objects and ephemera surrounding games serve, therefore, a
dual pedagogical and regulatory function. By engaging with paratexts, players are able to
build their own gaming (and social) capital by building and demonstrating game-specific
knowledge, mastery and prowess (Consalvo 38). Simultaneously, these paratexts operate in a
regulatory mode, guiding players toward particular types of knowledge, interpretations of a
game text or approaches to play (Consalvo 84).
Daniel Ashton and James Newman expand on this possibility for a kind of governmentality in
their analysis of one type of paratext in particular: walkthroughs (guides, either in a written or
video format, that guide the player step-by-step through game levels). The walkthrough, in
their estimation, performs three key functions: a means of recording, codifying and
legitimising certain play styles and strategies; encouraging and challenging users to explore
alternative textual and methodical engagements with games; and, a regulatory quality
through their prefigurative potential, shaping the very practices of play for their readers and
viewers (Ashton and Newman). Souvik Mukherjee, continuing Ashton and Newman’s
discussion about walkthroughs, notes that these artefacts “are not written expressly to tell the
story or to freeze a certain instance of gameplay in time”; rather, “they are about rules [and]
subverting rules” (108). In this statement, Mukherjee might as well be addressing emergent
narrative artefacts more broadly; the regulatory function these paratexts perform speaks as
much to the ways in which the rulesets for narrative emergence can (and should) be
encountered as to player prowess, game knowledge and other forms of social capital.
As Mukherjee contends, the fluid, emergent nature of the video game text challenges analysis
of the video game story, meaning “one needs to consider both the material (such as the DVD,
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the code, maps, manuals and other things that are packaged with the game) and the
experiential aspects (obtainable from player journals, reviews and commentaries)” (106).
Discussion of video game paratextual material most frequently addresses formal products of
the surrounding industry (for example, consumer magazines, ‘canon’ novels and comics that
elaborate back-story, and websites produced in order to market games) or elements of the
digital game system that augment the game’s fiction as experienced through the player’s
avatar (for example, menu or interface design, cheat codes, heads-up displays). However,
“not much has been said about the stories that are built up around a game or even the
recorded instances of games that are popular” in online communities (Mukherjee 107).
Those emergent stories that are built up around games are not only captured in paratexts, but
the emergent process is activated through them. A user-generated paratext shared in an online
community and consumed in this social context is a living text defined by its activity and
instability; the boundaries of an ‘artefact’, as we have already seen, stretch beyond the
discrete media object shared by a user and into the comment threads that are appended to
them. These attendant conversations form part of the paratext and the ongoing shaping of
players’ expectations around play. What community also allows is a space for debate and the
negotiation of what ‘works’ and what does not in their digital narrative artefacts. In online
communities, authenticity, inauthenticity, relevance and irrelevance “are equally constructed
by discourse and context” (Marwick and boyd 124), with measures made according to
“locally negotiated demands of relevance” (Page, Stories and Social Media 16). Users are
able to (and do actively) affirm, deny and negotiate the meaning and perceived narrative
value of the engagements their fellow players are making with the rules for emergence
(alongside many other, concurrent types of affirmation, denial and negotiation unrelated to
story experience).
These local negotiations and consensuses regularly change, redefining what particular
symbols, signs and arrangements might infer relevance to a particular community’s emergent
assemblages of textuality (Bolter and Grusin 71; Pearce 52; Marwick and boyd 124). Fora,
subreddits and comment functions on YouTube, Imgur and other hosting services allow users
to post threaded messages in response to both artefacts and to one another, analysing and
negotiating the textual meaning and significance of the core media object posted.
Significantly, the discourse and communal memory hosted in these conversations allows for
connections between artefacts to be made by users (and researchers) as users make inter-
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textual reference to other artefacts or acknowledge their community’s discursive consensuses
over time. In this way, collections of digital paratexts allow shifts in attitude, play styles and
emergent narrative to be noted over time. On a platform such as Reddit, the ability to ‘up-’ or
‘down-vote’ submissions means that users can even move an artefact onto, or off, the ‘front
page’ each user sees when they access a subreddit (ranked, by default, according to
popularity of ‘up-votes’). Aggregate processes such as this mean that users have an ability to
influence their community’s paratextual potential at an almost structural level, determining
the very artefacts and conversations that will be easily and immediately accessible to visitors
to the community.
When players take these narrative artefacts to communities and online social spaces, a new
layer of discursive interaction opens up. Social software and platforms have ‘sunk into’ and
taken a lead role in ‘sorting’ and constituting daily life (Beer 987). Web 2.0’s ‘performative
infrastructures’ – platforms such as Reddit and YouTube, as well as forums and social
networks – allow fragments of identity or discourse to be performed and consumed, and
given life and meaning, through social interaction (Beer 998). Narrative can equally be
performed through these infrastructures, and such digital story fragments and user
conversations are, Ruth Page suggests, “selective, artistic, reflective, playful, emotive, and
sometimes unreliable” objects that combine social and textual practices (Stories and Social
Media 3). In artefacts such as those I have addressed so far in this thesis, where video game
players are capturing and sharing emergent narrative experiences, the paratext takes on a
much more agential and transformative role than even this view acknowledges. In this
chapter I illustrate the paratext as a means by which emergent interpretations of gameplay
experience ‘spread’ and in their operation catalyse new and unanticipated versions of
emergent story. This potential is captured in the way that Genette (and others who follow his
analysis) discusses the paratext as a “threshold” (102), or as an “airlock”:
an airlock that helps the reader pass without too much respiratory difficulty from one
world to the other, a sometimes delicate operation, especially when the second world
is a fictional one. Being immutable, the text in itself is incapable of adapting to
changes in its public in space and over time. The paratext – more flexible, more
versatile, always transitory because transitive – is, as it were, an instrument of
adaptation. (408)
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The operation of this ‘airlock’ must be treated differently in the case of user-generated
paratexts and also in light of emergent storytelling. Emergence shows us that the video game
text is mutable. These paratexts, rather than easing the player’s transition from one
respiratory world into another (fictional) one, act instead as airlocks into countless possible
second worlds. They exist to show and shape potential experience for players, and rather than
act as an instrument of simple adaptation from one lived space to another, this is a threshold
narrative space that offers the opportunity for players to encounter, pursue, reject, affirm,
challenge and negotiate examples of possible play and textual experience. Genette’s
construction of the threshold imagines the paratext as a process that takes players from one
point to another, whereas it is more accurate to conceive of it as a small process that provides
one point of entry to a much larger, unpredictable series of processes (the generation of
emergent narrative). In addressing such artefacts, we are able to deepen our view of the
transactional potential of the paratext (as an ‘airlock’ or textual adaptor) and also as a critical
component in the long tail of emergent experience. This chapter demonstrates that a player’s
individual emergent story experience can begin long before the emergent spark provided by
their in-the-moment encounters with entanglements of rules (as I have investigated in earlier
chapters); it can continue long after, and can take place in textual settings far removed from a
game’s virtual environments.

Roleplay at the frontlines of the apocalypse
Beans, bandits and heroes
One key community debate that illustrates the role of the paratext in framing users’
approaches to gameplay and, by extension, framing emergent narrative experience, is an
ongoing attempt within DayZ’s online communities to determine how exactly players should
act towards other human characters. This debate recalls the zombie generic tropes of societal
breakdown, redemption and reconstruction discussed in Chapter Three, but rather than
exposing narrative links to generic traditions, the debate engages with fragile layers of
emergent, and social, constructions of what DayZ’s virtual ‘society’ could be. Narrative
artefacts in this game’s online communities expose users to the competing play styles of
heroism and banditry that sit at either end of this debate’s scale, and countless shades of
‘good’ and ‘bad’ in-between. As these artefacts ply the inevitably pedagogical and regulatory
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trade of video game paratexts, guiding players toward certain responses to other avatars,
strategies for survival and resource gathering and overarching principles about the nature of
‘life’ in fictional Chernarus, they (and the users contributing to these artefacts) effectively
generate their own directive rules. The paratextual threshold between the player and DayZ
becomes one where this key component of the emergent ruleset is built, offered up and can –
potentially – be transported into play experiences by individual users.

Fig. 4.2. One user’s summary of play styles available to DayZ players (JamesBlakesCat).
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At the core of these contending presentations of play styles and player perceptions of their
required ethicality are responses to DayZ’s systemic rules. In a series of cartoonish
illustrations (fig. 4.2), the user JamesBlakesCat succinctly captures some of the most
common player characteristics discussed within the game’s communities: the neutral
survivor, the bandit (who murders for material gain), the hero (who hunts bandits), the
roleplaying and clan-affiliated medic (‘TMW’ is the clan moniker of The Medics of the
Wasteland, a highly organised group of players who treat and revive injured players), the
Good Samaritan (victimised for their altruism) and the reclusive, random murderer (who
enjoys no material gain for their actions). The running gag deployed by this particular artefact
is the role of a can of beans in every archetype’s imagined death. More than simply an
amusing call-back, this is, in fact, an adroit reference to the deep influence of systemic rules
on these emergent play experiences. The scarcity of resources in DayZ’s fictional
environment has been discussed previously, and cans of baked beans are one of the items of
sustenance most frequently spawned by the game’s programming. Weapons, ammunition,
clothing, defensive tools, medical supplies and water are all also in short supply, and
competing play styles and roleplay fictions are all effectively positions defined in relation to
the resource gathering and management imperatives imposed by the game’s systemic rules.
Another implementation of a rule at the systemic level allows the entrenchment of these
positions by players. Indicators appear in the player’s heads-up-display, recording a number
of statistics, including number of zombies killed, number of murders and number of bandits
killed. In the logic that defines these statistics in the game’s backend, a ‘murder’ is
(somewhat recursively) defined as the killing of another user who has not committed a
murder themselves. Upon committing a ‘murder’, the aggressor becomes a ‘bandit’. In one
artefact, for example, a user shares a screenshot of their avatar’s view down a rifle scope and
gloats about their status as an effective bandit – “I’ve murdered 110 people, I’m still alive,
and i’m [sic] coming for your beans” (Xiroth). The evidence of Xiroth’s efficacy is displayed
in the heads-up-display information: 161 zombies killed, 105 murders and only 5 other
bandits dispatched through their sniper fire. For users such as Xiroth, two systemic rulesets –
one a broad programmed logic that underpins the game’s deployment of food, the other a
statistical codification of an individual’s history of ingame violence – combine to foster and
measure an emergent story experience (one of banditry).
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Fig. 4.3. An anonymous player’s detailed explanation of their roleplay choice – largely driven by perceived
failings in the game’s systemic rules (‘An Explanation from a -100k Humanity Bandit.’).

When players who self-identify as ‘bandits’ share artefacts such as the anonymously recorded
“explanation from a -100k Humanity Bandit” (fig. 4.3) or henrikpeinar@gmail.com’s bulletpointed guide to survival for new entrants into Chernarus’ violence (fig. 4.4), the role of the
systemic rules are thrown into even sharper relief. henrikpeinar@gmail.com’s colour-coded
guide (‘DO NOT’ in red, ‘DO’ in green) effectively ticks off systemic rules, one by one: do
not fire at zombies with an unsilenced weapon (because these gunshots are loud and the
game’s audio design makes the originator easy to locate), do not use flashlights or other
handheld sources of light (because in the game’s code they make the player far more visible
to zombies and other users than might seem logical by the standards of our ‘real’ world), do
use the cover of buildings to evade zombies (because their artificial intelligence does not
process this information effectively), do look over one’s shoulder from to time (because the
game’s interface design allows this by using buttons on the keyboard’s number pad), and so
on. Players are given access to pedagogical tools when they encounter explanations such as
this or the many other forum threads that offer advice on player survival from a bandit’s
perspective (farser1013; mickzta; RogueFox). Others ask users to describe their most
memorable encounters with bandits (th3grunts@aim.com), provide maps of Chernarus’
environs annotated with the levels of banditry (Conn3ct3d; TheArtofWaaagh; tezkr) and
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share, step by step, the methodology of ‘raiders’5 (FTWsniper). They are, first, exposed to
this particular set of possibilities for their own roleplay (to play as a bandit and to take on a
sense of identity in spite of the game’s determined absence of designed roles), and second,
given the tools to attempt to enact (or challenge as a ‘hero’) these personal story possibilities.
As I have established in earlier chapters, in a game with no formal or designed player
objectives, the consumption of these artefacts by players can see them converted into de facto
directive rulesets.

Fig. 4.4. Motivations for banditry unpacked (henrikpeinar@gmail.com).

The guiding hand of the paratext as author of directive rules becomes firmer in artefacts such
as a forum post asking “what is the point to DayZ, if not to kill players?” (Ozelot). Ozelot
suggests that if the base premise of DayZ is to be taken as mere survival, then players can “go
to some corner of the map where no one ever goes … wait patiently for your hunger and
thirst meters to slowly dwindle and refill them by hunting and refilling water bottles.” The
user’s observation is, of course, that this would not prove to be fun, particularly, to most
players. The next possibility explored in the post is that the game’s true ‘purpose’ might be
predicated upon the collection of rare weapons and equipment by players – again, dismissed,
as this ultimately only means the player “can waste the ammo on zombies [and] watch as
another simply respawns to take it’s [sic] place.” Ozelot’s conclusion is that the game – in its
systemic design, with infinite hordes of virtual zombies stacked in each server’s processing
power and mechanics that only reward violence against other avatars – is fundamentally
allied to banditry and hunting other players. The anonymous bandit cited earlier offers a
similar view of impetus toward their particular play approach: “most of us are in Elektro

5

A particular niche in DayZ banditry, with the user focussed on stalking other players as they return to their
encampments, where caches of resources await pillaging.
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playing this team deathmatch6 pvp7 game because of the poor state the rest of the game is in”,
as systemic rules including those that allow vehicles to work reliably, tents to store inventory
items and resources indefinitely, do not yet exist (‘An Explanation from a -100k Humanity
Bandit.’). This user and their associates play in this way “because it’s fun, but also because it
doesn’t frustrate to the level that the rest of the game does at the moment” (‘An Explanation
from a -100k Humanity Bandit.’). In a sense, the possibility for emergent story follows the
rulesets. The systemic rules that are meaningfully operating are those that feed the processes
of emergence for players such as these two.
Through the narrative artefacts in these communities, an alternative discourse is visible, thus
positing that such ‘banditry’ is the preserve of the morally bankrupt and players should be
encouraged to look out for fellow avatars, attack bandits and provide material assistance to
the needy. While advisory or triumphant posts from bandits themselves are commonplace, the
narrative strain of restraint, altruism and outright heroism is dominant in the social spaces this
thesis addresses. One of the highest ‘up-voted’ submissions to the DayZ subreddit (ranked
seventeenth highest in the community’s history) is an animated gif image file capturing
twenty-eight seconds of gameplay, as a user’s avatar, perched on a rooftop observes a group
of zombies pursuing another player, takes aim with their rifle, dispatches each of the five
zombies and waves their hand at the other player (a greeting the other player returns)
(HeartlessOne123). A simple, generous act – and a moment of emergent narrative
experienced in spite of the ways in which the game’s systemic rules appear to disincentivise
the preservation of other players. Another artefact, a lengthy forum text-post entitled ‘The
Hero Guide’, acts as an educational resource, with subheadings including ‘how to be a hero’
and ‘who should a hero kill?’ (Yuval). In other artefacts the pedagogic tone continues. In
discussion threads where specific anti-bandit strategies are shared and developed (Catalpa;
psychobob), particular groups are identified for other users to work together to stymy
(walwyn92) and infographics with ‘top tips’ for survival from the perspective of a hero are
shared (survivorcarl).

6

‘Team deathmatch’ refers to a mode of gameplay commonly found in the shooter game genre, where the goal
is to kill as many players on the opposing team as possible until a time limit or specified number of kills is
reached.
7
‘PvP’ refers to ‘player(s) versus player(s)’ – conflict between two or more live participants, as opposed to
between artificially intelligent, computer-controlled participants.
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Fig. 4.5. A user shares statistics demonstrating their altruism over 50 days of sniping activity in DayZ
(glamotte14).

In much the same way that self-identified bandits are seen using the game’s statistical logging
of individual activity in relation to violence, Chernarus’ ‘heroes’ offer similar evidence. The
user glamotte14, riffing on the title of Danny Boyle’s 2002 zombie film 28 Days Later,
shares ‘50 DayZ Later’: a screenshot of their rifle scope view with the heads-up-display
indicating more than a thousand zombies killed at the Elektro power plant (a popular and
dangerous location in Chernarus that receives significant foot traffic from freshly spawned
players) (fig. 4.5). The near absence of the statistics relating to player-versus-player
bloodshed (two murders and zero bandits) shows a narrative experience that has responded to
the game’s systemic rule offering in an entirely different manner to those who submit
artefacts of ‘banditry’. Similarly, artefacts that show players using, for example, handcuffs to
incapacitate bandit snipers (a tactic more often used by bandits in the act of robbing or
kidnapping survivors) (yourunconscious) or the game’s commands for raising an avatar’s
hands in a surrender gesture to imply obedience and trap a bandit (again, a tactic more often
used by bandits to deceive survivors into believing their intentions are peaceful) (nabbi) are
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engagements with systemic rules and affordances that generate new and unpredictable
possibilities, and they counter the tendency of the game to systemically favour inter-survivor
slaughter. The invocation of these particular systemic rules represents moments of gameplay
driven by player choice, but the active acknowledgement of these rules within the player’s
textual machine proves a powerful variable for emergence.

Fig. 4.6. DayZ’s Pyramid Infantry - 1st Zed-Slayer Division: insignia (left) and the group posing in camp
(Adio).

The prevalence of this shared sense of human identity in the face of banditry is demonstrated
by artefacts such as sacriel42’s ‘police force’ videos (in which a group of players in
appropriate uniform conduct operations neutralising users they suspect of banditry)
(sacriel42, ‘Gearing’; sacriel42, ‘Part 2’), Adio’s 16-photo record of the efforts of the
paramilitary ‘1st Zed-Slayer Division’ (fig. 4.6), the promotional material ‘Chernarussian
Police Department’, who proclaim that “it may be a cold, dead world out there” but its “proud
officers … are still out there … stay safe, citizens” (LordXerces), and images and video from
other semi-organised vigilante operations (hlmtre; kleutscher, ‘Machinima’; twar97; gsp167).
Also evident is the escalating nature of emergent narrative moments as they relate to roleplay
and sociality, from seemingly isolated and small-scale decisions about interaction with
systemic rules, use of equipment and the wearing of clothing, to all-consuming roleplay
identities – all in the total absence of directive ruleset guidance from the game. The
application of the same simple rule can (and does) contribute to quite divergent examples of
narrative. The influences of these separate interactions with rules combine and act as building
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blocks in a much larger, longer-term set of emergent experiences as a player pursues their
evolving experience of identifying as a Chernarussian hero or bandit.

“Look at all those books – who needs that?!”
While the need to position oneself on the imagined moral compass of the DayZ communities
accounts for a significant amount of player paratextual activity, there are other accounts of
play experience that appear at the fringe of these discursive trends and further illustrate the
unpredictable heterogeneity of possible story experiences in relation to systemic rules. One
user, for example, shares a six second video of themselves trialling what they describe as the
‘scholar’ play style (where they eschew weapons and violence, travelling Chernarus with
only a backpack full of books) (butthole_of_paradise). The narrative experience of this
particular engagement with the game’s systemic affordances for story inventory in the
avatar’s rucksack, and the rejection of those rules aligned with violence, is short-lived and
quite unlike the educative performances of perceived morality and immorality discussed so
far. The user encounters other players, for the first time in their experiment, and is
immediately shot dead – over the black screen the game presents upon death, the bandit
aggressors are heard exclaiming to one another “holy shit, look at all those books – who
needs that?!” (butthole_of_paradise). In the attached comments, other users offer similarly
off-beat moments of narrative emergence: one reads extracts from William Shakespeare’s
King Lear over their microphone (DrEmilioLazardo in butthole_of_paradise), another offers
to sell books to other players and handcuffs them if they decline the opportunity (NyteMyre
in butthole_of_paradise) and a third has loaded their rucksack with tools and presents
themselves to other players as an out-of-work mechanic (with very few of the game’s
vehicles and other assets actually reparable by players) (Lazureus in butthole_of_paradise).
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Fig. 4.7. “Welcome to Grishino, Population: 1. Please stay a while?” (jsimkus).

Fig. 4.8. Fort Friendly – an uncommon narrative endeavour in the heart of Chernogorsk (Steins).

Other users show, through their narrative artefacts, a simultaneous manipulation of many
systemic rules and a resultant ability to imprint their individual emergent sense of story onto
their virtual surroundings. On one of DayZ’s game servers, the virtual city of Grishino has
become the site of a grand experiment by a self-proclaimed mayor who encourages potential
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citizens to travel to the area and “patrol Grishino! Encourage trading instead of shooting!
Settle down in this wonderful town! Don’t shoot at me just because I walk around town!”
(jsimkus) (fig. 4.7). In an Imgur-hosted album of screenshots, jsimkus takes readers on a tour
of the city, bereft of zombies, thanks to the mayor’s vigilant efforts at eradication, with
weapons placed on kitchen tables as welcoming gifts for new residents and functioning water
pumps proudly emphasised as civic features. Similarly, a user named Steins shares a
modified map of the virtual city of Chernogorsk with a block outlined by a green line – Fort
Friendly, another experiment aiming to create a safe haven (fig. 4.8). Reflecting on the
limited provision in DayZ’s systemic rules to support such an endeavour, the architect notes
that they “don’t want to provide grand illusions that the area is secure and that there are tents
lining the walls with guards a plenty ... It’s just me right now … I’ve wired off the crawling
holes under the walls” (Steins). Fort Friendly’s first stated objective is to encourage ‘guardian
angels’ to take up positions on the rooftops and towers surrounding the block and to begin to
create security within (and also to ease Steins’ loneliness).
Elsewhere a user proclaiming themselves the “Sheriff of Berezino” (another of Chernarus’
cities – and a popular destination for newly spawned avatars) shares six YouTube-hosted
videos to the DayZ Forums summarising two days of activity attempting to impose the values
of law and order upon the ravaged and unruly urban environment (Katabasis). In these
examples, users push the systemic rules that, for others, appear to recommend murder or
altruism into unexplored narrative territory. By sharing these experiments as social paratexts,
these possibilities are further cultivated and take their place in the ever-expanding threshold
of DayZ’s potential textuality. The possible narrative pathways that emerge out of a limited
collection of DayZ’s systemic rules – the ability to use weapons, the murderous results of
such violence, the operation of vehicles, the unusual combination of domestic and militaristic
inventory items the game allows players to activate, and the imperative to collect scarce, lifesustaining resources – mutate and re-form in each user’s particular textual assemblage.
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Fig. 4.9. Forced onto a bus at gunpoint, Z0mbiemaster arrives at their destination – a makeshift gladiatorial
arena (Z0mbiemaster).

The systemic rule that appears to create some of the most diverse opportunities for emergence
is simple but wide-ranging: that which grants the individual player’s ability to interact with
others’ avatars. This systemic affordance is a simple lever that brings three powerful
variables together: the motivations and intentions of the first agent player, the motivations
and intentions of the second (and possibly third, fourth, fifth, and so on) player who is acted
upon by the desires of the first, and the range of possible actions the system allows to be
performed against other avatars against their will (which is a limited offering: armed and
unarmed forms of violence, application of handcuffs, forced consumption of food and
beverages, application of medicine). In artefacts where direct player-to-player interaction
plays a central role, the narrative outputs become increasingly more novel and more distant
from the game’s apparently core demands of hunting zombies or survivors. Users report, for
example, on the experiments they and their friends have conducted in handcuffing other
players and forcibly feeding them disinfectant (the result of the experiment, predictably, is
the subject’s death) (danchillz), or the same with rotten bananas (heaser), or being forced at
gunpoint to till vegetable patches with spades (TheDeadlySaul) and, perhaps most
sensationally, the random kidnapping of players who are forced at gunpoint into buses, taken
to prison cells or fire-lit arenas in the hills and forced to fight other avatars to the death in
gladiatorial contests (Z0mbiemaster; GenerationWhyyy) (fig. 4.9).
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Of course, these varied emergent narrative experiences do not exist in a vacuum; they jostle
together for attention on the DayZ subreddit and forums, overlapping, conflicting and
complementing (sometimes quietly, other times not). This is where a paratext’s function as a
textual threshold is significant. Players cannot implement changes to the programming of the
game for the entire play community, but the countless social, directive rules generated by
each narrative artefact (to be potentially consumed and adopted as part of any number of
players’ individual, emergent constructions of DayZ’s textuality) are malleable to an extent.
For a user who chooses to scroll down and continue reading, the comment threads attached to
each artefact can become a central part of the fiction they are encountering. Where users
affirm or challenge the narrative content, or engagement with rulesets of a particular artefact,
the implications of its consumption for the reader or viewer are very much still contestable.
Artefacts which share examples of so-called banditry appear to be a magnet for running
commentary and negotiation. The broad range of the nature of these responses, from angry
rejection of the play approach, to passionate affirmation, to meta-critical appreciation is
exemplified in comments such as these:
See, anyone can sit there and snipe noobs8, which you are clearly doing to get 110
kills. Go kill real people, the same gear as you or better, and you will probably die
after 5 kills lol. (Xiroth)
Some people have this crazy idea that ‘helping others’ is somehow its own reward.
NEWS FLASH: Helping someone, more often than not, will get you killed. … Not
sure why so many people complain about the player killing. Honestly it's one of the
better aspects of the game. (Ozelot)
Well, that sure puts it in perspective. Please forgive me for having no respect for guys
[bandits] like you prior to the reading of this post. I can understand and relate to how
you feel. (‘An Explanation from a -100k Humanity Bandit.’)
There are numerous threads similar to one entitled ‘DayZ Player Types: What do you bring to
the community?’, which challenges users to briefly describe the roleplay and narrative
direction they pursue in play and justify their value to the functioning of the wider DayZ
community (THEBIGYADIG). Every emergent narrative experience is potentially subject to

8

In game culture ‘noob’ is a colloquial reference to a ‘newbie’, an inexperienced user.
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this process of peer-to-peer arbitration, due to the functionality of the social platforms the
artefacts reside within. Comment threads that do not contain such discursive contestation by
peers represent an extreme minority of the examples and communities this chapter examines.

Fig. 4.10. Excerpt of an exchange in which users debate the validity of the ‘police force’ roleplay style
(sacriel42, ‘Part 2’).

The ‘heroes’ of Chernarus are not exempt from this examination, and the dialogue that
follows posts such as those demonstrating organised efforts at ‘law’ enforcement challenges
prevalent moral values in the game community. Sacriel42, for example, is asked how their
force can call themselves ‘police’ and is accused of “just killing everyone you find”
(AlejandroDerp in sacriel42, ‘Gearing’), which sparks an inconclusive argument between one
view that ‘police’ murders are well researched and legitimately conducted and another that
contends determining any level of certainty of bandit ‘guilt’ is impossible. By the time
sacriel42’s next police video is released, two weeks later, the challenge to heroic assumptions
of identity has not abated. A similar argument erupts thanks to a suggestion that sacriel42’s
crew should “drop this Police bullshit ... they are just a bunch of bandit PVPers” (kidblast in
sacriel42, ‘Part 2’) (fig. 4.10), itself countered with forceful suggestions that the subject’s
roleplay is valid and accepted. In other comment threads the attempts to shift discourse
continue with debates focused around, for example, assertions that non-bandits killed by
vigilante groups are merely acceptable “casualties of war” (powercow in misterpickypants)
and accusations that the desire by some in the player community to ‘do good’ makes many
users susceptible to ‘sob stories’ put on by bandits masquerading as inexperienced players
seeking free aid or easy kills (nyxc in IriquoisP). Even the pedagogic purpose of the paratexts
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shared by self-identifying ‘heroes’ is challenged in some instances, with users who have
shared information about their encampments in promotional posts capturing their narratives
of teamwork and vigilantism finding their camps ransacked by other players who have
deduced the locations of these valuable resource caches (PurpleDerp; devildoggamer).
Opinions in the comment threads that follow PurpleDerp and devildoggamer’s examples of
camp destruction range from cautionary observations that over-sharing information improves
the efficacy of bandits’ attacks, to glee at the possibility that users who were pursuing a
seemingly offensive play style have experienced corrective violence.

Fig. 4.11. An attempt by one user to point out the relationship between the paratexts hosted on the DayZ
subreddit and play experience – that potential victims might understand threats more fully and adapt their own
behaviour in response (Duckmeister).

Fig. 4.12. The Coalition’s social experimentation with directive and systemic rules detailed (Dr Wasteland MD).

Others attempt to mitigate the pedagogic influence of the community’s bandit-inspiring
paratexts head-on. The user Duckmeister (fig. 4.11), for example, challenges the wisdom of
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the propensity of kidnappers to share their stories online, explaining that users consume these
artefacts, process the strategies they see at play, and are likely to adjust their own practice to
avoid falling victim to sessions of enforced disinfectant consumption. In Dr Wasteland MD’s
description of The Coalition (fig. 4.12), an initiative formed by nine ingame player groups
seeking to form an orderly virtual society “dedicated to mutual assistance, fostering
relationships, and cooperation”, a similar interventionist approach is evident. Not only does
The Coalition hope to take advantage of systemic rules by bringing groups of players
together, codifying practices around trading inventory items and using functions for violence
to maintain their idealised sense of society, but it is also a movement that actively seeks to
generate directive rules for participants. In many of the other paratexts examined so far in this
chapter the production of these directive rules has almost appeared an incidental by-product
(an output of one of the core functions of the paratext, rather than an explicit effort by the
particular users to construct a rule), but in Dr Wasteland MD’s lengthy forum post the
intention to produce such objectives and shape narrative experience is plain. However, even
this reflexive understanding of the constructive potential of user-generated paratexts proves
occasionally divisive. Artefacts can be quickly located berating players who share
‘suggestion’ posts (proposing modifications to the systemic ruleset) “that are just thinly
veiled requests to make the game easier” instead of simply embracing one of the subreddit’s
dominant emergent narrative trends to more effectively leverage systemic rules
(RudanZidane). DayZ’s social spaces, systemic rules and emergent approaches to play appear
in an unending state of flux, with the thousands of paratexts shared to each community,
feeding countless iterations of directive rules and possibilities for play into individual
players’ emergent textual machines.

Building regulations: Minecraft’s gentle guidance
Determining the ‘point’ of playing
In the case of Minecraft, a game predicated upon the process of building one’s surrounding
environments and stories, the productive role of the paratext in generating directive rules
appears an apt partner to the game system’s potential narrative emergence. For users already
actively defining their own individual sense of the game’s directive rules (as considered in
Chapter Three – what construction(s) to undertake, where and how to locate them within the
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landscape, and why to build), the paratext simply serves as another narrative space, and an
extended one, in which to conduct that process and share it with other users. While DayZ’s
examples highlighted discursive divisions (and at times rancour) in its online communities,
the narrative artefacts analysed from Minecraft’s social spaces adopt a much more amicable
tone. The transaction between systemic rules, directive rules and individual players’ emergent
narrative experiences in these particular paratexts demonstrates a narrative threshold used
largely to formulate and finesse directive rules. Minecraft’s (para)textual margins appear to
exist less for dispute and contestation and more for the affirmation and aggregation of the
game’s innumerable possibilities for construction. There are, as discussed previously in this
thesis, significant similarities between DayZ and Minecraft’s arrangements of systemic and
directive rules, including an absence of stated player objectives or goals, a systemic
implementation of aggressive, undead zombies, and an emphasis on the storytelling function
of virtual physical environments. What is apparent in this chapter’s artefact analysis is that
the seemingly simple dissimilarities between the games’ systemic rules have a profound
effect on the experience of narrative emergence for groups of players, leading to paratextual
conversations that orbit around gentle guidance for construction planning, the extensive body
of quasi-encyclopaedic knowledge that constitutes Minecraft’s ‘metagame’ and the jocular
potential of player-to-player interaction and roleplay.
Mia Consalvo likens the role of the video game paratext to that traditionally ascribed to “teen
or women’s magazines … instructing the reader in ‘how to’ achieve a certain role or look”
(22), and the analogy continues to prove apt for Minecraft’s players. A user named
A_Blind_Moron offers an exemplary artefact: a forum post entitled ‘What to Build: The
List’. Opening with key tips for other players (“pick somewhere nice to live”, “don’t confine
yourself to one building: spread out” and “don’t build too sparsely or densely”), this artefact
then moves through the range of building options for players (offerings such as a shelter,
storage room, warehouse, treasure room, farm, library, mine, and so on) appended with
images of other users’ screenshots of such structures (A_Blind_Moron). Not unlike a
catalogue for town planners, the post enthusiastically describes the function and the impact
each building could have on the user’s virtual environment and the narrative experience
elicited. The user notes, for example, that an open-air blacksmith’s yard is “similar to an
ironworks [but] in nature where you can see your world … a great alternative if you’re
building a more medieval encampment”, and that a brewery would well serve a player who
“just got back from a huge adventure in the Nether” and wants to use their newly gathered
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blaze rods to brew up some potions. Such artefacts are incredibly common and range in their
nature from those that continue A_Blind_Moron’s detailed instructive approach with many
different types of structures (Speeshul; daboom4299) to those that are submissions from
players asking for advice on what they could, or should, build in their virtual worlds
(LucTiger; xhayatox). These artefacts demonstrate the interconnected nature of these fora and
social platforms as paratextual spaces. The users who are thought to have initially introduced,
or whose submissions exemplify, particular building forms or styles are more often than not
explicitly acknowledged in these lists of building options. For example, when the user
Hjorten97 declares their fondness for a particular building style captured in an animated gif
walkthrough of a Minecraft house (fig. 4.13) the comment thread fills with replies crediting
elements of the style to famed online builders, such as Etho, Mumbo, Bdubs and more.

Fig. 4.13. Frames captured from an animated gif walkthrough of a building constructed in a building style
attractive to the artefact’s creator (Hjorten97).

Fig. 4.14. Nostalgia for a past time, and a more rudimentary approach to building – a Minecraft server as it was
in 2010 (Zytraxian).
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Not only can these instructive posts generate sets of directive rules for players to transport
into their own gameplay sessions, to guide building and roleplay decisions, but they also
expose the lineage of these narrative and constructive possibilities. Through these artefacts
the community develops its own canon, internalising and consolidating the popularity of
particular user-generated directive rules. Other artefacts engage even more explicitly with
the local histories of gameplay and memory at work in Minecraft’s communities, including
Zytraxian’s screenshot of a game server as it was in the year 2010 (fig. 4.14), where square
structures, popular cultural references and an overriding combination of non-realism and
surrealism define most of the efforts (a far cry from some of the feats of engineering and
landscape integration I have highlighted elsewhere in this thesis). In the subsequent
comments, one user signals a change in the community’s play style over the intervening
years, noting that they were a moderator on a similar server and commenting that “80% of
my time was finding and removing swastikas and penises … the remaining 20% was listening
to griefers9 swear up and down that it wasn’t them” (vonHindenburg in Zytraxian). Another
user admits they still keep the first environment they built running, noting with a wry
nostalgia that “I take walks through the abandoned cities, repair small things when I see
something … keep a diary in a cabin out in the woods, hoping one day that maybe the
builders will return” (directive0 in Zytraxian). Other artefacts work together to deepen our
sense of the temporal stretch of a game’s paratextual space. These include users who share
images of rudimentary first buildings and remark on the ‘feels’10 these old, lost worlds
provoke (xCHOWTIMEx) or who have re-booted the original beta version of the game and
share images of that iteration’s systemic failings (for example, fire spread in unforeseeable
and uncontrollable ways, meaning that a single fireplace in a wood cabin could lead to a
firestorm engulfing the whole virtual world) (gamed9x). The impressions of buildings that
were built and emergent stories that were told many years ago are still evident in the way
some players engage with the game today. In their invocation within and revival as
contemporary paratexts, these historic narrative moments return to operation and might
influence any number of unpredictable opportunities for new play experiences.

9

A ‘griefer,’ in multiplayer games, is a player who deliberately angers and irritates others and derives pleasure
from their acts of nuisance.
10
‘Feels’, in the colloquial lexicon of internet culture, describes an intense and overwhelming emotional
response (most often sadness, but also excitement or awe).
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Fig. 4.15. Jafurgle asks the Minecraft Forum how to enjoy Minecraft, in a post entitled ‘What's the point of this
game?’ (Jafurgle).

These artefacts also demonstrate a desire by participants in the game’s social spaces to
actively manipulate the nature of their potential emergent narrative experiences inside
Minecraft. Posts such as those by Jafurgle (fig. 4.15) capture this intent: a user who notes that
“the only thing you can do is make and destroy blocks … making stuff with blocks for hours
on end is dull”. Other artefacts trade in similar sentiments, identifying the absence of a
positive (or indeed, any) emergent narrative experience owing to general boredom with the
game’s systemic affordances (Yuki_Nagato; xhayatox), needing “fun stuff [to] do in single
player once you have tons of stuff” built already (goldenleader01) and seeking new narrative
pathways when (as one particularly exhaustive artefact indicates) building houses, gathering
resource, running farms, mining all the way to the game environment’s virtual bedrock,
assembling rollercoasters, defeating dragons, exploding fortresses and rediverting lava flows
onto non-player character villages loses novelty and appeal (FeatherGuy). The title of
Jafurgle’s forum post asks ‘What’s the point of this game?’; essentially all these paratexts
seek the same revelation, which is to understand, in spite of the game’s lack of guiding
mechanisms in the directive ruleset, what the ‘point’ of playing Minecraft could be. Of
course, the range of answers these users receive from their peers is manifold. Some
suggestions are expressed as broad strokes and themselves imply innumerable consequent
narrative possibilities: to pursue the magical enchantment of objects and brewing of potions
or to embark on missions of exploration and colonisation, for example. Others are more
specific: construct ships and reside on the virtual high seas or lace the landscape with
explosives and engage in random, wanton destruction (to provide an interesting canvas to rebuild upon), for example. Given the depth and breadth of possible play styles showcased in
these artefacts, Mia Consalvo’s teen magazine analogy might be better upgraded to an
encyclopaedia or textbook. One user suggests (at the conclusion of a lengthy post containing
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more than a dozen possible directive opportunities, and a personal reflection on the very
nature of ‘sandbox’ style games) that the “best thing of all” is to “completely ignore
everything I just said and go about doing exactly anything else” (Rox in Jafurgle). With
reference to our developing picture of narrative emergence, Rox is entirely correct: the input
of any different directive rule into an individual player’s engagement with the text promises a
new, and likely novel, narrative experience. This interventionist approach – actively seeking
out modifiers and variables to introduce to personal textual assemblages – illustrates the
paratext’s unique ability to reshape textual meaning from the fringes of the core narrative
object.

Prayers, pranks and paratexts
In Chapter Three I discussed the ways in which Minecraft’s environments (and the embedded
narrative ruleset) could be – and are – interacted with by players to tell certain types of
stories. What is absent in that analysis is exploration of the ways in which players, through
their virtual avatars, then engage with the landscape beyond construction. In a game where
the impetus to build is felt at the levels of the embedded narrative (in the game’s connection
to popular cultural memory, as discussed in Chapter Three), systemic rules (in the avatar’s
ability to interact with, redeploy and activate different blocks with different attributes) and
the directive level (generated in the paratextual threshold of online social spaces), forms of
roleplay that encourage the player to assume their virtual avatar’s subjective position rather
than simply engaging with it as a mere interface to construction activity appear particularly
novel. Whereas DayZ’s artefacts show players whose emergent experiences have separated
them from dominant narrative tendencies built around ideas of heroism and banditry,
Minecraft offers its own emergent niches. For some, this is as simple as embodying their
avatar by engaging in tasks as quotidian as the structures they assemble. An Imgur-hosted
album of nine screenshots shows the user Crotchfungus’ efforts in relocating from one home
base to a much larger and better constructed replacement (fig. 4.16). Details include a railway
constructed for this very purpose and screenshots of the contents of the carts trundling off to
the new residence. Another user shares an image of their secluded, simple house, built atop a
rock formation, and remarks in the comment thread about the quiet nature of their time at the
home and their intention to build further bridges and staircases to encourage future visitations
from other players (Martijnie). Narrative expressions of prosaic roleplay continue, with users
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who share artefacts detailing the possibility for ingame religions, including Cubeaism (a
bespoke virtual faith allowing users to pay tribute to three gods representing different
building materials in the game) (ArchebuS), and the application of the rules of the much more
familiar Islam to the game system (Soloman212).

Fig. 4.16. “So today I’m moving out of my old base” – a user deep in roleplay shares details of moving day,
including the construction of a railway to transport resources between the old and new residences
(CrotchFungus).

As with the artefacts related to DayZ, Minecraft’s virtual denizens appear to experience
considerable narrative variety, thanks to the simple systemic provision for player-to-player
interaction. However, the means by which the respective systemic rulesets administer the
detailed application of this broad affordance vary in important ways. Violence between
Minecraft’s players is possible on servers that have this particular ‘PvP’ setting activated, but
the level of accuracy and viciousness provided by DayZ’s multiple, detailed weapons and the
damage avatars suffer under fire does not exist in Minecraft. Instead, crude weapons wielded
by players can affect other avatars bluntly and inaccurately, while structures can be built (as
detailed in Chapter Three) to mete out more profound damage. Where DayZ’s players can
incapacitate others with handcuffs, bottles of disinfectant and acts of kidnapping, Minecraft
again relocates this potential to its possible structures – traps, torture machines and blocks
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laced with poisons. What is left for the actual avatar in terms of player-to-player agency is
mostly their ability to build around other players and their settlements in spiteful ways.
Incensed by an observation that they never build homes and simply store their resources in
chests piled in a field, one user responds by building a house made from the wooden chests
(CrashTestDumbass). Azumikkel, spurned by another player who refused to allow the user to
stay in and share their simple residence, hits back by building a grand stone building, with
manicured gardens immediately proximal (fig. 4.17). In the Minecraft subreddit another user
complains that every time they log off their server a friend of theirs logs in and constructs
elaborate ‘door farms’ outside their residence (a series of different types of doors, made from
varying materials, ‘planted’ in rows, irrigated with water, and surrounded with signs that
carry warnings such as “unripe!! dont!! [sic] touch!!”) (JordanLorenz).

Fig. 4.17. Minecraft’s more laid-back (compared to DayZ, at least) version of player-versus-player tension – the
construction of an opulent home next to a considerably less attractive structure made by another player
(Azumikkel).

This jocular, playful nature of player-to-player interaction is common across the Minecraft
communities. The affordances of the logic of construction, and the possibilities for ingenuity
and manipulation of systemic rules, sit at the heart of many of these narrative moments. One
anonymous submission features a user remarking that the administrators of their server
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prohibited the use of buckets to carry water. The user’s answer to that challenge is to take
advantage of the systemic rules that govern the physical properties of water (namely that it is
capable of transportation through gravity drawn structures) to build a vast canal delivery
system to move water from a stream to their building site (‘Server Banned Water Buckets’).
Another player who has built a detailed ‘abandoned’ windmill structure shares a screenshot
of it and notes that they have been asked to remove it by other members of the server who
believe it to be too large (Xickle). As the server administrators will not interfere with roleplay
and do not believe the structure to contravene their rules, the structure remains. The only
recourse the complainants have is to engage a systemic rule and remove the blocks of the
building – which the user, Xickle, fastidiously restores. One commenter on the artefact sees
this as part of the process of pushing narrative and constructive expectations, suggesting that
“everyone hated the Eiffel Tower when it first went up, [the windmill] will be an icon down
the road” (ktlevesque in Xickle). Even examples of outright violence against other players
prove, upon closer analysis, to be moments of emergent story that continue this discourse of
creative construction at the intersection of systemic rules and sociality. For example, a user
named Basuru laments that their “buddy poured lava on my favourite tree, Geoff” and shares
a five-second video as an animated gif detailing the events of their complaint. The ‘buddy’ in
question has constructed a remarkable piece of engineering that deposits huge amounts of
lava flow onto the favoured tree. Unbeknown to the malicious builder, the tree’s owner is
furiously dismantling the pillar upon which they are standing in order to add the finishing
touches to their deathly lava flow, eventually leading to their inevitable fall to accompany
Geoff in a fiery demise (Basuru). These user experiences are, in many respects, unlike the
potential narrative experiences awaiting avatars in DayZ in the form of indiscriminate
murder, gladiatorial contests and force-fed food poisoning. The dissimilarity between the
respective nature of these games’ player-to-player interactions illustrates the ways in which
variations in systemic rules create profound differences in textual machines and their
resultant emergent experiences.
Another possibility afforded by the decidedly engineering-centric nature of Minecraft’s
player-to-player systemic rulesets is the construction of narrative experiences for other
players. This takes narrative emergence one recursive layer deeper for our analysis, to that of
an individual player’s narrative experience. An individual’s expectations may already be
shaped by engagement with paratexts in an online social platform and are combined with all
the emergent potential of the textual machine as constructed by Minecraft’s embedded
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narrative, game world, systemic, directive and constitutive rules, as well as their own desires
and motivations. This is all activated within a space constructed by another player, again with
their own sense of emergent textuality, shaped by all those same contributing elements. To
say the least, the possible transactions between textual machines in this recursive relationship
are difficult to expand and untangle. To reflect on the actual narrative experience of these
Minecraft creations by actual participants is close to impossible, as the comment threads for
these artefacts infrequently contain contributions by users who have participated in these
games-within-games.

Fig. 4.18. Games-within-games: the starting area for a user-built adventure experience (top) (Edvinoske); and
user-built scenes from the ‘perfect’ zombie apocalypse city (bottom) (spaceribs).

However, the initial design of such experiences and environments still gestures toward the
potential for other players’ engagement and is worth closer analysis. Edvinoske, for example,
shares a screenshot (fig. 4.18) of the starting area for an ‘adventure map’ reminiscent in its
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forest-shrouded baroque architecture of video game levels that the likes of Link or Guybrush
Threepwood might explore. Another user, spaceribs, exhibits a “perfect Zombie Apocolypse
[sic] City experience” (fig. 4.18) six months in development, a vast cityscape that requires
players to progress through the terrors of underground tunnels systems, high-rise apartments,
cathedrals and suburban sprawl, in the midst of a zombie outbreak. Both spaceribs and
Edvinoske’s efforts deploy systemic rules on top of their environmental manipulations
(blocks that spawn hostile non-player zombies and pressure pads and triggers to release
threats, for example) as well as directive rules (ingame signs adorned with text giving
‘quests’ and instructions to players). In another example, a game of ‘hide and seek’ is played
within Minecraft, where no construction is necessary and the ‘minigame’ functions according
to directive rules that are shared and adhered to by participants (TheChamillionGames).
Players must hide their avatar within the natural environment, while the seeker must wait a
specified amount of time before commencing their search, and players must surrender when
discovered – a series of soft, socially enforced directive rules (much like playing the game in
the lived world, in fact). Facilitated by systemic rules and social arrangements of players, all
three examples demonstrate situations in which users generate their own directive rules for
other players. Furthermore, to add a layer of recursion to the arithmetic, we have seen that the
sharing of these artefacts has the potential to generate new directive rules for players exposed
to new possibilities for play.

Deciding who to leave for dead: paratexts’ unforgiving directives
Outbreaks of (in)experience
The communities studied in relation to Left 4 Dead 2 offer a view of paratextual negotiation
where the game’s systemic rules again play a pivotal role in shaping the emergent narrative
experiences produced through social relationships. Indeed, where DayZ and Minecraft’s
examples illustrate emergent processes in which paratexts produce directive rules that guide
players in their interactions with systemic rules implicitly as frequently as they do explicitly,
the ‘soft touch’ disappears almost entirely in artefacts examined from players of Left 4 Dead
2. Instead, the regulatory function of the paratext is utilised by these communities to
explicitly champion particular levels of proficiency with the games’ systemic rulesets and
styles of play. DayZ’s roleplay identities and images, text and video capturing moments of
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emergent story often still require significant user energy to be ‘read’ and for their potential
directive rules to be decoded and internalised. The Left 4 Dead communities largely peel this
layer of opacity away, and the paratextual conversations hosted within them are more often
unambiguous and direct in their invocation of specific systemic rules and their (perceived)
appropriate manipulations. Left 4 Dead 2 features a number of different game modes. The
most commonly played game mode is either ‘Campaign’ (in which between one and four
players cooperate to fight through the undead in a number of individual levels – and an
artificially intelligent ‘bot’ will take the place of any missing human agents in the team of
four) and ‘Versus’ (in which two teams of four agents are formed, alternating between
assuming the role of the survivors and of the zombies themselves, moving through levels of
the ‘Campaigns’ and again with ‘bots’ generated to fill vacant positions). The overwhelming
majority of artefacts examined appear to discuss the game’s ‘Versus’ mode, as experienced in
online play (as opposed to a ‘LAN’11 game, which is also an option in this mode). This means
that these artefacts also demonstrate much more prevalently and pervasively the influence of
layers of social interaction and systemic rules that host and foster gameplay in this mode.
As with DayZ’s artefacts, a core, polarising debate underpins artefacts in the Left 4 Dead 2
communities. This dominant discourse suggests that the key emergent narrative experience of
players of these games is that of the frustration of encountering inexperienced players during
game sessions. In submissions with titles that complain of experiences such as “game after
game after game of versus spoiled by noobs” (spazed), the perceived issue is elaborated: new
players, unfamiliar with the various systemic rules and logics of artificial intelligence that
govern the ways in which zombie enemies are spawned into levels, the numbers of inventory
items and weapons present in the environment and the tactical strengths and weaknesses of
the various types of avatars and non-player enemies in the game, disrupt gameplay to the
point that attempting to engage with the narrative, competitive or mechanical experience of
Left 4 Dead 2 is rendered futile. NoisyFlake, in a crudely drawn comic-style submission (fig.
4.19), shows a stick figure inviting another to join a game of tic-tac-toe. The second
participant’s contribution to the game is to draw several different shapes haphazardly across
the sheet of paper and respond to the initiator’s disappointment with statements including

11

In computer networking, ‘LAN’ is an acronym for ‘Local Area Network’ – the network cables, switches and
routers that link devices within a building or group of buildings (as opposed to the infrastructure of the wider
internet). In gaming culture, a ‘LAN’ refers to a play-session of a video game conducted between multiple
players and computers in the same house or building, using this local network infrastructure and not being
mediated by the wider internet or internet servers.
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“LOL DUDE it’s just a game CHILL OUT who even cares”, “sorry I don’t play 24/7”, “I
actually play tic-tac-toe for FUN” and “get a life” (NoisyFlake). The first stick figure (who
initiated the game of tic-tac-toe) appears, in this analogy, the victim of a malicious decision
by the second figure to play the game deliberately poorly, and their mocking tone in the
aftermath of their actions signals a disruptive indifference to the (assumed) way in which the
game should have been experienced by both parties. The intent of this artefact is not
particularly thinly veiled; rather, it succinctly captures and explains the popular idea in these
communities that the way to play Left 4 Dead 2 is simple enough that it should rightly
outrage players when their inexpert counterparts do not perform to these expectations of
proficiency.

Fig. 4.19. A comic crudely drawn to capture the experience of playing Left 4 Dead 2’s versus mode “in a
nutshell” (NoisyFlake).

However, just as banditry does not become the exclusive narrative preserve of DayZ’s
paratextual artefacts, woebegone tales of ruinous amateurism also do not go unchallenged.
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The other side of the debate is rounded out by users who share comments and artefacts
defending (passionately, in some instances) the value of new and inexperienced players in the
community. In one example, a forum poster asks why players with more experience “think
they’re better than the people that don’t”, clarifying that “if you think you’re smarter and
more powerful because you have more hours, then you need to … start allowing these new or
inexperienced people to learn or at least advise them” (marcus903). A commenter notes that
‘elitists’ such as the one whose artefact they are responding to “are the real problem … new
players become better players by playing”, but are denied that opportunity for growth by the
use of a systemic rule that allows players to be ‘kicked’ (that is, forcibly disconnected) from
game sessions after a simple majority vote (Whiplashr in spazed). Systemic rules and fluency
in their manipulation are cast at the heart of potential narrative emergence for these
communities, and the regulatory function of paratexts such as these is an attempt to dispatch a
directive rule into some players’ textual machines that allows other players a reasonable
period of skill development. The implication running through such efforts, of course, is that
all players’ potential narrative experiences might be improved by this modification to some
individual users’ emergent rulesets.

Fig. 4.20. Extracts from a lengthy forum post giving inexperienced players of Left 4 Dead 2 specific advice for
utilising systemic rules within the games to their advantage (calidude).

In this vein, a rash of paratexts exists attempting to act as a corrective to systemic
inexperience by providing exposure to play styles that successfully conform to the
expectations of self-proclaimed ‘expert’ players and specific guidance about the function and
programming of specific rules inside the game system. Some of these are submitted by
novice players who invite the negotiation of their individual assemblage of rules and
practices, with forum posts entitled, for example, “I’m new … tell me everything that annoys
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you in L4D2 so that I can avoid it” (jmpayne), “how do I learn to play versus? :/”12
(supersnuffy) and, the exasperated “can you let me learn the game...???” (Miltaras). The
responses in these discussion threads, and those that are submitted by more experienced
players offering unsolicited guidance, offer much the same types of advice. Communication
with teammates, correct use of high-value weapons (pipe bombs, for example, which are only
particularly effective against ‘hordes’ of generic zombie figures in certain circumstances), use
of correct methods for inflicting damage when assuming the role of (or fighting against) the
‘tank’ class zombie (the lumbering but powerful ‘boss’ class zombie), and use of specific
strategies that play to the strengths of each of the ‘special’ infected avatars are just a few of
the many systemic insights players share in such artefacts (Kernal Cupcakez; jmpayne;
supersnuffy; Sterlin22; Lenny77). Paratexts also exhibit and deconstruct specific play styles,
including ‘rushing’ (in which players attempt to move forward through the level as quickly as
possible, avoiding specific events, threats and pathfinding designed into the virtual physical
environment) (Tenn1502; raptor67; Spitter Dude!), ‘camping’ (quite the opposite – the effort
by players to cautiously remain in one safe location and overwhelm the enemy by attrition)
(shukr; Stealthy Bullet) and strategies for close cooperation and teamwork by players
(cityuk04; Bhyst; slicendice777). In an example such as calidude’s lengthy numbered list of
advice (fig. 4.20), directive rules are generated for players which guide them to keep the
systemic rules that can augment the social aspects of play at the forefront of their approach to
play: having a microphone to activate the game’s systemic affordance for voice chat between
teammates, speaking the same language as one’s teammates and, critically, remaining
engaged with the textual machine for the length of a game session (as opposed to, as calidude
explains, “going idle” for increasingly trivial reasons). The Left 4 Dead 2 communities’
paratexts, while sometimes presenting contentious exchanges, demonstrate their capacity to
share, analyse, deconstruct and supplement the game’s existing rulesets and core narrative
from their position at the textual margins of online social spaces.

Whose Left 4 Dead?
Other artefacts, however, suggest that this very fixation with rules and the strict notions
regulating ideal engagements with them (that these online communities appear to internalise
12

‘:/’ is an emoticon signalling disappointment, dismay or confusion.
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and repeat) denies players the very variability and novelty that emergent experience could
and should entail. In one exemplary artefact, the user TGUSOL recounts their night of online
gameplay level-by-level (fig. 4.21).

Fig. 4.21. “I am glad I play mostly friends games, tonight I played a rather nasty but hugely rewarding game” –
an excerpt from one user’s account of five levels played during an online Left 4 Dead 2 ‘versus’ session
(TGUSOL).

During the first four levels, TGUSOL’s team have been abused as ‘noobs’, been victim to the
vagaries of internet network conditions (meaning, for example, that in the time it took for the
user’s team to load the third level of the game, the majority of the opponents had travelled
half of the length of the level) and, despite appearing to play relatively well, enter the final
level considerably behind in the points tally. At every stage TGUSOL and their team play
contrary to the received wisdom of an influential pocket of the paratextual negotiations: they
refuse to ‘ragequit’13 when baited by the other team; they ignore the seemingly orthodox
notion that they should ‘kick’ players from their team who misstep in their play decisions and
succumb to the enemy zombies, and they do not respond to the “so called pro tactics” of their
opponents with a similarly rules-exploitative play style. The outcome is that they win the
game, in spite of ignoring much of the dominant discourse the paratexts exhibit about how
expert, committed and experienced players should engage with the game system, and they
earn “a hugely rewarding game” and narrative experience for it (TGUSOL). In another
artefact a user advances this embrace of the value of diverse play styles, declaring that they
“cannot deadstop every hunter pounce or jockey leap … cannot dodge every charge [and]
can’t headshot every smoker pull” at the beginning of a post that lists a litany of ‘standard’

13

To ‘ragequit’ is a colloquial term in gaming culture that describes the actions of a player too angered to
continue playing a game and who consequently quits or disconnects before the conclusion of the game or match.
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tactical responses (frequently shared in instructive paratexts) that they choose to spurn in
order to experience a more interesting, personalised or dynamic version of the game
(Duke3DFreak).

Fig. 4.22. One player’s account of their rejection of the online community’s ‘norms’ governing play and
cooperation (Lenny77).

For some players, negotiating the dominant discursive positions taken by their respective
digital communities means the absolute rejection or subversion of the ‘norms’ negotiated
through the many paratexts that advise play styles, strategies and expectations of teamwork
and cooperation. After finding themselves on the receiving end of friendly fire from a
‘griefer’ on their own team, for example, the user Lenny77 describes the satisfaction they
find in abstaining from intervention when the griefing teammate futilely attempts to defend
themselves from the attack of the powerful ‘witch’ character (fig. 4.22). Teamwork,
cooperation and the strategies shared inside communities for incapacitating witch characters
are ignored in this instance, and the user revels in the schadenfreude of the moment, as well
as the pleasure of an emergent narrative event largely dissimilar to prior experiences. In
another artefact, a user reveals that they eschew all online or team-based play with human
agents in favour of game sessions in which all available player slots are filled by the game’s
‘bots’ (illuknisaa). “Bots are really good at this game” remarks illuknisaa and, further, while
they demonstrate “slow reflecses [sic] and get easily confused”, illuknisaa notes that “at least
they don’t leave me alone”. Artificially intelligent bots, in this account, appear to understand
the cooperative obligations implied by a zombie apocalypse better than most human players.
For a final set of artefacts that resist rigidity and conformity in the way the communities’
paratexts communicate directive expectations around systemic rules, it is the rules
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themselves, rather than individual players that are held at fault. One anonymous user, for
example, illustrates this by following the daisy chain of outputs from the games’ systemic
and directive rulesets triggered by the presence of a novice player (‘I Love L4D2, but I Have
to Rant about It a Little Bit.’):
1. Players with less experience get consistently destroyed by players with more
experience. If you lose the first round, chances are the rest of the rounds are going
to go the exact same way unless you get a change of players.
2. A single new player can completely drag down the whole team, which is part of
why player kicking is out of control.
3. There is no incentive to stay on a losing team or penalty for leaving, so ragequits
are constant.
Their final remark is that Left 4 Dead 2 as a game overall should not shoulder the blame for
dissatisfying experience, nor players: rather, the particular systemic rules introduced to create
the competitive online play mode means that “versus feels like a tacked on and poorly
implemented mode that induces rage and player kicking” (‘I Love L4D2, but I Have to Rant
about It a Little Bit.’). Following this line of logic, the systemic rules function to trigger quite
a dense emergent cycle: the game’s (apparent lack of) skill balancing means low-experience
players cannot win against experienced counterparts, the design of the mechanisms for
cooperative play means an inexperienced player disproportionately impacts their team’s
performance (and is likely to be ‘kicked’, another systemic process) and no rewarding or
punitive systemic rules exist to prevent both novice and experienced players angrily
disconnecting from incomplete game sessions, thus returning us to, and deepening, the
consequences of the first two points made. From debates on particular play styles, to
perceptions of the necessity of intimate knowledge of systemic rules and fluency in their
regimented deployment, to subversion of the negotiated ‘norms’ of communities, and through
to the interrogation of the very design and deployment of systemic rules, Left 4 Dead 2’s
paratexts show the significance of systemic rules in the emergent experience in fine detail. To
varying degrees across these artefacts a portrait emerges of a group of player communities
determinedly taking advantage of the regulatory potential of the textual threshold that
paratexts open up, even if the evidence of actual play and narrative experience shared by
users suggests these efforts are generally rebuffed by the broader play community.
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Anticipatory and delayed emergence
At the outset of this chapter I suggested that sociality could provide a useful player context
from which to identify, isolate and analyse the operation of systemic and directive rules in
emergent narrative processes. Literature developing the concept of the paratext across written
and digital textual domains gave structure to this analysis, enhancing, for this thesis, existing
understanding of user-generated media and ephemera as viable and meaningful fragments of
narrative and illustrating the capacity for user-generated narrative artefacts to modify
interpretation of, and engagement with, core texts. The significance of the systemic ruleset
has been demonstrated in diverse ways by each case study game. In the DayZ communities
this significance has emerged through the analysis of the frequently polarising debates
regarding individual roleplay identities. In the case of Minecraft’s players, the pedagogic tone
of efforts to share construction advice and possibilities for embodied narrative experiences
through the (often omitted) figure of their avatars has been illustrative. Meanwhile, the Left
Dead 2 communities have done so by demonstrating a seeming fixation with disseminating
finely detailed understandings of various systemic affordances in the game, and the
developing community expectations of mastery of those rules. As users contribute to media
object’s comment threads in order to acknowledge and develop one another’s narrative
positions, or contribute to debates, acrimony and competing discursive positions, we see the
paratext functioning to convert both narrative artefacts and the online fora that host them into
threshold spaces for their respective core game texts.
The outcome of these user-to-user interactions, and the sharing of artefacts by players, is the
social production of directive rules. These rules can then be taken into gameplay by users and
enter the particular assemblage of rules for emergence that shapes emergent narrative
experience for each player. These directive rules take both implicit and explicit forms. Some
are embedded deep within artefacts of story, exemplars of roleplay or comment thread
discussion, awaiting a process of potential player consumption, decoding and internalisation;
while others are much less ambiguous, advocating particular play styles, strategies and
interpretations of textual meaning in instructive and self-reflexive artefacts. As in Chapter
Three, however, the limitation of the analysis in this chapter is again the variability of
individual player motivations, intentions and behaviours. Not all artefacts will be consumed
by all users in these social spaces (let alone by all players of a game, of whom this study’s
online community participants only represent a small portion), not all users who do consume
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these artefacts will arrive at the same conclusions about the nature of the game they play as a
consequence, and not all users will necessarily then transport those directive assumptions and
instructions into their individual textual assemblies through play. The fixity and predictability
of possible emergent experiences that might be generated through the paratextual negotiation
of systemic rulesets diminishes with the introduction of each layer of possible player action
and intention. This analytical limitation, however, also speaks to the significance of
paratextual thresholds to the emergent process. Untold versions of the game’s narrative exist
in these spaces, and when the innumerable combinations of those possibilities for play and
individual user agency are also factored in, the textual arithmetic and possible opportunities
become infinite – narrative emergence operating at full power.
This chapter has also demonstrated the influence of two of the possible temporal positions I
introduced in Chapter Two: the anticipatory and delayed forms of emergence. For those users
who consume and internalise directive rules generated in these online social spaces,
emergence becomes anticipatory: the process begins prior to actual play sessions (and
possibly a considerable amount of time beforehand). For those capturing and sharing artefacts
and working to generate modifications to groups of players’ and individual players’ rules for
emergence, a delayed process is at work in which the activity follows play and the experience
of real-time and ‘in the moment’ emergence (the nature of the transition of emergent
narrative from play to post-play is discussed in detail in Chapter Six). The processes of
negotiation that go on in the paratextual sphere, through comment threads and the
interconnection of artefacts, are more ambiguous with respect to the temporal position of the
emergent experience. At times these negotiations appear anticipatory (challenging the content
of a narrative artefact and producing fresh directive guidance for players and future play
sessions, for example) and at other times delayed (reporting back on play experiences in
order to affirm the content of a narrative artefact, for example). They can, in fact, adopt both
positions: a comment posted by a user providing a recollection of play experience in order to
testify to the value of a narrative artefact demonstrates delayed and anticipatory
characteristics, depending on the behaviour of each user engaging with that comment. If a
directive rule is decoded from the contribution in question, it moves from a delayed position
to an anticipatory position as it locates itself within their possible set of rules for emergence
for the game in question. The textual machine of an individual video game thus expands
across discursive domains (the rulesets of the core game text and the paratextual space of
online fora) as well as temporalities (with emergent inputs and outputs located before, during
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and after gameplay sessions). The ‘airlock’ of the paratext is demonstrated across these
games’ communities as operating not just to adapt players to the game they are approaching,
but to help sustain a cyclical chain of emergent activity by translating delayed, real time and
anticipatory moments of narrative emergence into a state of malleability and negotiation in
the threshold context of sociality.
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Chapter Five

Unstable media, infectious stories and migratory
rules
The final layer of the typology of rules for emergence to be addressed is that of constitutive
rules. This ruleset is situated deep within the emergent system, beneath the story elements of
the embedded narrative, the guidance and goal setting of directive rules, the implicit and
explicit narrative opportunities of the game world and lies deeper than even the logical
parameters generated in the systemic strata (fig. 5.1). This ruleset takes in the very
programming and code of the video game system as it works to generate experience and
emergent narrative for players. As I outlined in Chapter Two, the constitutive layer is largely
a result of the operation of the game engine. A video game engine is a software framework
that provides the limitations and affordances for developers to create all the other types of
rules I have discussed so far. Constitutive rules, for most players, are a distant and opaque
logical plane. Layers of narrative, objectives, virtual environments and logical rules obscure
the programming that operates at the heart of a video game. This occurs in much the same
way as the physical casing, graphical user interfaces, operating systems and software
packages that constitute a computer obscure for most users the fact that hard disks, randomaccess memory, central processing units and other elements of electronic circuitry are
underpinning their experiences as computer operators. Lying deep at the ‘core’ of a video
game, the engine’s primary function is in providing a framework that allows the creation of
all the other kinds of rules the game system uses. The influence of this fundamental ruleset is
primarily exhibited in its capacity to generate and activate the four strata of rules that operate
above it. Without a physics engine, collision detection, coded scripting to define cause and
effect and events, audio, artificial intelligence, networking capability, memory management,
processor threading, graphical rendering and the many other technical affordances provided
by the constitutive layer, pre-programmed story, player objectives, virtual worlds and logics
that govern the interaction of avatars, objects and environments simply would not be
possible. Game engines compile and transform raw code into software capable of running on
personal computers and gaming consoles and into software capable of providing players with
narrative experiences.
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Fig. 5.1. The layer of the rules for emergence examined in this chapter: the constitutive.

An analysis of constitutive rules gives rise to a particular difficulty of locating and
delineating their particular contribution to emergent narrative experiences. However, when
paired with one of the player contexts discussed in Chapter Two – rule mobility – there are
particular operations of the constitutive rules within emergent narrative experiences that are
thrown into sharp relief. Defining and analysing the possibilities for rule mobility helps to
account for possible narrative outcomes in situations where rules originate in one of the
emergent strata, but their eventual deployment or display appears elsewhere in the typology.
The significance of this final ruleset to the emergent experience is demonstrated by playeraccessible components of Left 4 Dead 2 and Minecraft that allow insight into constitutive
processes, the unanticipated narrative contributions made by errors and malfunctions in the
operation of all three case study game systems and the opportunities for subversion of
constitutive rules by hackers and ‘speedrunners’. By accounting for the possibility for rules to
be manipulated, unexpected interrelationships to form within systems and the incidence of
errors, the obscurity of this core ruleset can be overcome and made useful for analysis. These
moments of mishap and subversion are ruptures in the delicate balance of a video game
system and offer brief insights into the movement of rules from the game’s deepest
programmed level into the outward strata of the rules for emergence typology.
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Data
The analysis and discussion in this chapter is once more informed by data gathered according
to the methodology described in the introductory section of this thesis. For Chapter Five, a
sub-collection of 149 narrative artefacts has been qualitatively analysed through a process of
coding, annotation and link-making between research objects. Of this body of evidence, 32
artefacts relate to DayZ and are retrieved from communities associated with the game, 37
represent Left 4 Dead 2 and 80 represent Minecraft. The types of artefacts analysed exhibit
the same variety in their form as those addressed in previous chapters: written accounts of
gameplay, ingame screenshots, edited and polished images, ‘raw’ gameplay video footage,
edited and polished video footage, animated .gif image files, forum comment threads and
user-created original content (illustrations, animations, and so on) not sourced directly from
the game or gameplay experiences.
The initial coding and collation of these artefacts divided the evidence into two broad
categories: examples of the possible operation of constitutive rules, and examples of player
experiences of visual, engine and server-side glitches and errors. This split saw 65 artefacts
identified as relating to possible engagements with the constitutive layer of rules in the three
case study games and 38 engaging with malfunctions in the operation of game systems.
Within these two broad categories, exercises in sub-coding and collating to other more
detailed themes were undertaken as these emerged through the process of content analysis. A
further 46 artefacts (which emerged as relevant to this chapter emerged during the analysis of
data for Chapters Three and Four) were added to the dataset in a second round of analysis.

Engines inside textual machines
Locating the constitutive layer
An inherent challenge in analysing the impact on narrative emergence of the programming at
the heart of game systems is that game engines are themselves incredibly complex
assemblages of code. Over the past two decades, the intricacy of the programming required to
produce a video game has seemingly exponentially increased (Blow 30–31). The practice of a
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small team of programmers hard-coding each title from scratch (common practice until the
end of the 1980s) is, in the current technical context, unsustainably labour- and resourceintensive (Gregory 698). id Software’s iconic first-person shooter Doom (1993) was one of
the first games of the era to usher in the prevalence of the use of game engines (as well as the
popular understanding of the term) in order to confront rapid advances of the early 1990s in
three-dimensional graphics and rendering capacities (Gregory 11). Game engines gave
developers collections of code that could be re-used across multiple game titles in order to
manage a game system’s visual, aural, networking and hardware operations without having to
code these foundations from scratch. The primary technical obstacle in contemporary game
development “is simply getting the code to work to produce an end result that bears some
semblance to the desired functionality” (Blow 29) and this is where game engines have
become indispensable: frameworks that can profoundly increase the efficiency in the
development of multiple games in their re-usability and can be iterated to keep pace with
hardware developments. Engines are also compartmentalised frameworks, allowing the
independent development and management of their constituent components, minimising the
risk of inadvertent damage to other parts of the framework (Gregory 11). Jon Dovey and
Helen Kennedy note that the core functions of a game engine
can be divided into a number of discrete but interlinking spheres. The ‘render’ engine
controls the game’s visual representation, generating polygons, skins, landscapes and
objects as the game is played. Another section of the code controls the physics of the
game world: How do people and vehicles move? … Another major part of the game
engine’s code is devoted to Artificial Intelligence. The game AI controls how the
characters respond to one another … The core of the engine also interfaces with the
console or PC hardware, managing memory and allowing the software to speak to the
hardware. (58)
Other ancillary responsibilities of an engine include facilitating access to networks and the
internet, translating the interface between the physical controllers used by players and the
game, providing audio, capturing and (if necessary) understanding speech, and implementing
security protocols as appropriate within the computer or console’s broader operating system.
Rather than a simple series of lines of code or algorithms, the game engine is a broad
computational infrastructure from which the video game generates many other layers of
player experience and representation.
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Analysing constitutive rules and game engines as active agents in the generation of game
fictions is to participate in a relatively recent discursive shift within software and interface
studies that seeks to move beyond traditional understandings of programming, engines and
interfaces as neutral mediation (Andersen and Pold 10). Directly addressing these
“understudied production mechanisms of interactive entertainment” (Charrieras and Ivanova
339) provides valuable tools and insights for disentangling the layers of mediation and the
“combination of signals and signs, computation and medium, executive buttons and alluring
metaphors” interfaces and engines create (Andersen and Pold 10). The operation of the game
engine can easily “be differentiated from the aesthetic strategies attached to the production of
‘assets’, that is the objects populating a video game” (Charrieras and Ivanova 339). By
working through a process of elimination using the rules for emergence typology, the
engine’s possible code can be separated from the various directive, systemic and game world
rulesets that operate simultaneously.
The potential for the constitutive layer of rules and game design to shape player narrative
experience is readily apparent. As Charrieras and Ivanova observe, game engines “operate at
the junction of creative and engineering practices” and from their position at the core of a
game “define the ways in which the players interact with the game system” (339). Souvik
Mukherjee notes that new forms of textual configuration are activated by user engagement
with (and scholarly analysis of) engines and programming, and that narrative experience is
entirely constrained by and “dependent on the technological possibilities in the computer
program or code”, while adding that “the reality of the text is also the reality of the code,”
and vice-versa (66). What the constitutive rules represent is a framework akin to that of a
grammar, or “a predefined set of linguistic rules from which enunciations can be produced”
(Charrieras and Ivanova 339) that guides encounters with the text. Taking into account the
limitations of the rules defined by a grammar, and the fact that enunciations must take
particular forms, a countless number of combinations is still possible, comprised of “infinite
enunciations nonetheless obeying a set of predefined rules” (Charrieras and Ivanova 339). In
the context of the rules for emergence typology, this variability at the very heart of the game
could have equally infinite impacts on the composition of the rulesets and layers above.
Critical to the engine’s impact on textuality (and the variability of that impact) is the agency
of the player in initiating the processes of play, functions of code and possibilities for
interpretation of textual meaning. As Mukherjee notes, although we conceive of the engine as
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the final, essential core of a game, its textual value is only a consequence of user agency, “as
it ‘reads’ the player’s input and ‘inscribes’ its response into the game-system” (66). In
discussing video games, new media theorist Lev Manovich observes that “the similarity
between the actions expected from the player and computer algorithms is too uncanny to be
dismissed” and that this similarity collapses the human agent and the text’s underlying
programming together (222). Echoing the argument of this thesis that the video game ‘text’ is
in fact a machinic assemblage of system and player, Robert Nideffer argues that players
should be “positioned as integral components of the system” of an engine, and that as a
consequence the question of “what it is or where it begins and ends, is radically transformed”
in favour of a “more abstracted, accessible, and flexible interplay between the software,
hardware, and player” (229). Rather than a distant, opaque series of codes and logics
accessible only to those with requisite programmatic technical knowledge, experiences of
narrative emergence are shown to bring the engine much closer to the player (and, to an
extent, vice-versa – encounters with generally inaccessible components of the engine are seen
to generate and accelerate emergence).

Lifting the hood on constitutive rules
Command blocks and computations
I begin the analysis in this chapter by considering some of the ways in which two of the case
study games offer players sanctioned access to their constitutive cores by simulating the
operation of this fundamental ruleset through objects and experiences made available within
other, more visible and immediately accessible, layers of the rules for emergence. In the case
of Minecraft, this is facilitated through player interaction with two specific types of the threedimensional cubes that make up the game’s virtual environs. The first, present in the game
since its earliest alpha status versions, is an ingame block known as ‘redstone’, which
simulates at the systemic and game world level the logic of the game’s constitutive ruleset.
Redstone is a transparent block that players are able to obtain in a number of different ways:
by mining and smelting blocks of redstone ore, by locating the game’s occasionally generated
jungle temples and destroying the traps within in order to retrieve redstone dust, killing
certain enemy non-player characters and by destroying other contraptions already formed
using redstone dust. A block of redstone is an energy source within Minecraft’s virtual
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worlds, and when the dust created by destroying those cubes is applied to other surfaces or
blocks, they themselves become conductive to redstone’s pseudo-electrical power. Redstone
is thus the material that facilitates the automation and mechanisation of the various traps and
machines that I have variously discussed in Chapters Three and Four.
The second significant type of block in this discussion is the command block, a cube that is
not present in the game’s natural landscapes. The command block can be selected for
placement and use within the game world by access to an extra-diegetic menu in Minecraft’s
Creative, Survival and multiplayer game modes (provided the server being played upon has
not restricted their use). Command blocks allow users to operate within a sort of
programming language inside the game. Whereas most programming languages require logic
and execution to be composed in text, Minecraft coding takes a different route; the structure
of the programme is determined by the placement of blocks, and the logic by the ways in
which the multiple lights on the patterns on each of the cubes’ faces are activated to set
conditions. Connected to redstone power sources, and able to output console commands14 to
the text chat window, chains of command blocks allow users to programme complex
algorithms and computations by making the logical argumentations of code physically
manifest.

Fig. 5.2. A digital clock created using command blocks and redstone: display face with time in twelve-hour
format (left) and the machine-like arrangement of blocks that function to move blocks to form the display (right)
(DaftasBrush).

14

Minecraft’s console commands are advanced functions activated by typing strings of text into the game’s chat
window. When certain server settings are activated and allow their function, these commands can modify the
virtual world’s landscape, trigger weather events, manipulate the game’s temporal settings, generate non-player
avatars, and so on.
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What command blocks and redstone15 combine to do is provide players with the appearance
of access to the constitutive ruleset underlying Minecraft. Users are able to engage with the
game as an engine and draw upon its foundational rules defining physics, animation and
logical possibilities in order to effectively design their own assemblages of software,
hardware and agents. In one example, a user named DaftasBrush shares a video of a digital
clock they have created (fig. 5.2). The front of the structure (fourteen blocks high, and
approximately seven times the height of the player’s own avatar) displays the current time, in
twelve-hour format, using depressions in a stone wall to represent the shapes of numbers. At
the rear of the device, five clusters of command blocks and surfaces laced with redstone
monitor strings of conditional arrangements of these blocks in order to count the progress of
time. The outputs from these calculations are translated to a series of mechanical joists,
reminiscent of hydraulic actuators, which depress and lift the individual stone blocks of the
display wall, physically representing the time as calculated. Other relatively simple redstone
and command block enterprises include a graphing calculator measuring at least one hundred
and fifty blocks in height (Iceglade) and an inkjet-style printer that allows users to draw
simple pixel images and see them printed out into a rectangle nine blocks tall and six blocks
wide (the printer takes blocks matching appropriate colours from the user’s inventory, places
them in a storage pool and then arranges them together as part of the ‘printing’) (actennisac).
Remarkable even as these three creations appear, they are merely a rudimentary indication of
the potential of redstone and command blocks when compared to further efforts contained
within narrative artefacts.
Central processing units supported by four bytes of random-access memory (the1laz),
computers with basic command line operating systems (Sapsan) and a motherboard with a
quadruple core CPU, sixteen bytes of RAM and a five hertz graphics card (whiteleys) are
examples of redstone and command blocks developments taken to sophisticated levels. One
user notes that their CPU “can write up to 16 lines of code to memory, then … execute that
code, and even print the result in hexadecimal onto 7 segment displays” (Salaja). Other
artefacts show immense constructions to create computer monitor displays
(rapidsuperclown), a user who has created a network router to allow fifteen other Minecraft
computing devices to connect to theirs and exchange data (deamon5550), and what another
user claims to be a working version of the iconic Microsoft Paint computer drawing software
15

To avoid confusion, it should be noted that in the narrative artefacts studied in this chapter, ‘redstone’ and
‘command blocks’ are frequently conflated to be the same phenomena/objects.
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(which, in its Minecraft incarnation, actually appears as a vast underground cavern with a
series of levers and switches representing axes and line lengths that translate their inputs into
the arrangements of fire torches on one of the vast subterranean walls) (dudearent006).
Logical and mathematical concepts take physical form in these artefacts, and emergent play
experience is driven by the technical accomplishments being shared, the efficiency of the
programming and the resultant small-form structures of redstone and command blocks or,
conversely, the sheer awe-inspiring scale of some creations. One graphical processing unit
(the equivalent of graphics card in a desktop personal computer) stretches across a desert
biome area and accounts for, according to the captions in the user’s Imgur-hosted album of
screenshots, a built footprint of three million blocks (cubed) (IceAndMc). An effort by the
user smellystring to create a hard disk capable of writing, retrieving and reading one kilobyte
of data (fig. 5.3 and 5.4) not only represents another grand feat of mechanised programming,
but in the detailed screenshots provided by the player, a clearer sense of exactly how these
structures work as code is built. In one detailed image, a piston is shown moving blocks
between ‘on’ and ‘off’ states. The two positions represent the ‘1’ and ‘0’ states in the binary
logic system that forms the foundation of programming languages. Once those pistons are
repeated in their hundreds, thousands or even millions, it seems that Minecraft’s constitutive
rules function to allow the creation of anything that the binary system, electronic circuitry
and logic gates might combine to generate.

Fig. 5.3. The piston mechanic that underpins a fully functional one kilobyte hard drive: redstone, command
blocks and other types of cubes are used to simulate binary code, wherein solid blocks represent a ‘1’ (the block
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in question is conductive for redstone energy) and transparent blocks represent a ‘0’ (as the glass cannot conduct
redstone energy) (smellystring).

Fig. 5.4. The piston mechanism described in figure 5.3 repeated on a grand scale to provide one kilobyte of
storage (top) and the control centre, from which levers are used to set the information to be written to the hard
drive and give indications of status as the hard drive seeks, reads and writes data (smellystring).

Other redstone and command block creations are made with the active participation of other
users in mind, recalling the layers of potentially recursive emergence I discussed in Chapter
Four. A user named MrMakistein, for example, shares footage of their command block
creation to the Minecraft subreddit, a recreation of the game Bloons Tower Defense (fig. 5.5).
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In the original game – and in MrMakistein’s rendering of it – players attempt to prevent
‘bloons’ (balloons) from reaching the end of a set course by placing towers (devices, most
often taking the form of a monkey in some way) that can pop or slow down the bloons in a
variety of ways. Other games recreated inside Minecraft by users include chess, tic-tac-toe,
rock-paper-scissors, the tile matching grid-game Connect Four (StealingDaPenta), the cell
phone classic Snake (Derya001), Monopoly, the arcade staple Space Invaders, the music
arcade game Dance Dance Revolution, and a game named by its creators (somewhat
disingenuously) The Sims 2D which is in fact a series of Tamagotchi style virtual pets
(Smilecrafter).

Fig. 5.5. The game Bloons Tower Defence recreated inside Minecraft (MrMakistein).

One user, commenting beneath MrMakistein’s narrative artefact, asks “WHAT THE FUCK
IS NEXT, ‘CANCER CURED IN MINECRAFT’?” (Griknot in MrMakistein) and despite
the obvious comedic intent of their dramatic declaration, their point is apt. The constitutive
rules of Minecraft are simulated by way of redstone and command blocks. These mediate the
programmable possibilities of the constitutive layer through the systemic and game world
rulesets in the design and functionality of these blocks. While not allowing players to reach
down to the constitutive ruleset itself, this process of simulated access acculturates players to
the logic of coding and allows the game itself to be used as a development environment.
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These Minecraft players thus experience a version of the text quite unlike any of the
emergent experiences I have discussed to this point in this thesis, and they have far-reaching
freedom and agency to develop almost anything the engine allows. Zombies and apocalypses
are, for the most part, sidelined in favour of circuitry and programmed functions. These userbuilt pieces of hardware and software are different in many ways to the other stories, building
styles and roleplay identities shared in these communities, and for many players they might
simply represent exercises in computational logic, system design and information
architecture. For others, particularly the players who choose to capture, narrate and share
their experiences as story artefacts, these constructions are, I argue, examples of narrative
emergence. These experiences speak to new types of proficiency, prowess and challenge and
to the transformative potential of access to the constitutive layer in guiding emergent
moments of play. Exposing the engine to players and granting the ability to manipulate the
logical foundations of their game worlds leads, for some users, to emergent experiences
where the constitutive layer overwhelms the systemic, directive, game world and embedded
narrative layers above it.

Fig. 5.6. ‘The Blocking Dead’ – a detailed, multiplayer first-person shooter built within Minecraft (goldie124).
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Player engagement with redstone and command blocks is not, however, exclusively focused
on the creation of various computing systems. A significant (although much smaller)
proportion of the artefacts studied in these communities demonstrate players using their
access to the constitutive ruleset to supplement the emergent narrative prompts provided at
other levels of the rules for emergence typology. In one such example, a user shares their
game-within-a-game, entitled The Blocking Dead, and rather than re-creating an existing
game, goldie124’s work is an original multiplayer first-person shooter featuring multiple
game modes and a series of levels taking place around an urban setting (fig. 5.6). Redstone
and command blocks are co-opted to spawn zombie enemies, trigger scripted events, provide
inventory items and resources, and to monitor and report team statistics and kill counts. The
potential to emergently design and facilitate a narrative experience for other players, touched
upon in Chapters Three and Four (in both the construction of landscapes and environs that
reflect zombie generic expectations, and in the social production of directive rules to guide
others user’ play), is fully realised in examples such as this. By using Minecraft’s constitutive
capacity to build a game-within-a-game, users such as goldie124 create entire textual
machines within Minecraft, complete with their own entries into the embedded narrative,
directive, game world and systemic rulesets through the design of the environment, story
elements, play objectives and logical rules for the mini-game.
Other deployments of redstone and command blocks to support narrative experience are less
extensive but work in subtle ways to contribute to emergent experience from this
foundational ruleset. Two players share efforts using command blocks to make the spawning
of zombies and other non-player enemies more dramatic, involving a ritual where bones are
thrown into a lava pit for one (BetaKeyTakeaway), and a more dramatic process in which the
enemy avatar bursts out of the ground for the other (samasaurus6, ‘Mob Spawn Animations’).
In fact, samasaurus6 shares another artefact in which they have developed with command
blocks and released into their game world a number of autonomous butterflies to increase the
variety of non-player creatures and ambient activity in their surrounds (samasaurus6,
‘Butterflies’). In other more playful examples, users take advantage of redstone and
command blocks to transform ingame graveyards into ‘raveyards’, complete with pulsating
disco lights and confused zombie avatars (betathedata), or to create non-player characters that
resemble the popular professional wrestler John Cena and that will immediately attempt to
perform a body slam on the player’s avatar as soon as the player is proximal.
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Irrespective of whether redstone and command blocks have been employed to create
computational frameworks and devices, infrastructures for play, or to add narrative detail to
emergent play, the potential for the mobility of rules through the rules for emergence
typology is neatly demonstrated in these artefacts. Affordances at the constitutive level of
Minecraft are engaged with by users and become ultimately manifest in different layers of the
emergent narrative framework: for example, the creation of a computer system sees the
constitutive ruleset’s capacity for programming and binary logic utilised to create a physical
structure inside the virtual environment (which appears at the layer of the game world rules),
devices with their own internal logic and interplay between user input and resultant outputs
(systemic rules), and in some cases clear guiding directions about the use of these machines
(directive rules). In a game-within-a-game such as The Blocking Dead or the Bloons Tower
Defense clone, the same developments occur as with a user-developed piece of hardware or
software, but with the added outputs of pre-programmed elements of story (the embedded
narrative layer) and unambiguous entries into the directive ruleset in the form of play
objectives and goals. The artefacts present emergent narrative experiences with the various
rules for emergence involved occupying their final positions in the framework; the process of
emergence has already occurred and been captured, and the narrative experiences have
moved from their points of origin in the constitutive layer to their final expressions. However,
thanks to the discrete nature of access to Minecraft’s constitutive ruleset for players (that is,
that only two ingame objects allow users to engage with scripting and logical programming),
user engagement with this foundational layer is made highly visible to external analysis.
Because the redstone and command blocks must remain in place in these narrative artefacts,
the evidence of the emergent process is there to be unravelled by viewers, readers and
scholars. Despite the sense of temporal brevity that the ‘in-the-moment’ experience of ‘realtime’ narrative emergence might imply is shown by the Minecraft communities’ artefacts to
be a complex procedure that reflects a potentially lengthy process within which emergent
operations have traversed the various layers of the rules for emergence to reach their final
states.
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Hordes and health kits
In Chapter Two I described in some detail the purpose and function of the AI Director (the
name given by the game’s developers to an artificial intelligence engine that underlies player
experiences in the game’s virtual apocalypse) in Left 4 Dead 2. The AI Director determines
the points during play in which the large masses of the game’s ‘common’ class of non-player
zombies (known to players as ‘hordes’) materialise, as well as the much stronger and more
dangerous ‘special’ and ‘boss’ infected avatars. The engine also deploys weather events
(including severe storms) and controls the quantities and frequency of the inventory items
(weapons, ammunition, health kits, and so on) that appear throughout game levels for players
to discover. As I noted in Chapter Two, the game ‘watches’ events closely and uses the AI
Director to adapt the scripted events of a level in response to what it ‘sees’. Using estimates
of the “emotional intensity” of each individual player’s experience (Booth 37), and by
measuring factors such as the ferocity of the attacks already experienced, the level of injury
sustained (Booth 38) metrics that represent how closely the team is collaborating (Calleja
105), and also taking into account the level of difficulty the players have chosen for their
game (easy, normal, advanced and expert), the AI Director determines and implements
adjustments to the game on the fly. In the textual analysis in Chapter Two I focused on the
ways in which the AI Director’s outputs manifest as systemic rules. In this section, however,
I argue that the awareness of the AI Director’s machinations, as demonstrated by Left 4 Dead
2 players’ narrative artefacts, help isolate the constitutive ruleset’s contribution to emergent
narrative. The self-reflexivity exhibited by users in relation to the artificial intelligence
engine guiding their play also provides another compact example of the transition of
emergence across multiple strata in the rules for emergence framework.

Fig. 5.7. A user asks (and answers) who “the real antagonist” might be in Left 4 Dead 2 (ashockey15).

Artefacts in which players of Left 4 Dead 2 personify the collections of code and
programming that comprise the AI Director are common in the game’s communities. These
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range from simple, throwaway screenshots, such as one in which an anonymous user suggests
that they are being ‘trolled’16 by the AI Director which has, through apparent malice, placed a
devastatingly powerful ‘witch’ infected avatar at the doorway of a safe house (‘Trolled by the
AI Director. Problem?’), to much more detailed conversations between users unpacking the
threads of rule-based and existential inquiry beneath the game’s operation (such as
ashockey’s forum thread (fig. 5.7) posing the question “who’s the real antagonist in
L4d1/2?”). The numerous user comments posted in response sketch an image of a shadowy
figure, agential and self-aware, directly intervening in individual play experiences and
shaping narrative experience. In another artefact, a player shares a definition of a ‘god’ – “a
superhuman being or spirit worshiped as having power over nature or human fortunes” – and
posits that the AI Director “could be considered the God of L4D, controlling all outcomes of
the game” although stricken by turns of mood, wherein “sometimes he will be very forgiving
and other times he will be sick and twisted” (Überkiller). In examples such as these the AI
Director assumes the role of a character in its own right; the impacts of its algorithmic
processing in terms of attacks by zombies, the levels of desperation felt in respect to
resources and inventory supplies as well as the strength or fragility of intra-team relationships
under the pressure of gameplay are thus cast as the actions of a malign foe. In this way, the
AI Director transits from the constitutive layer it resides within as programmatic module into
the embedded narrative ruleset, becoming in these artefacts another enemy character with
intent, motivation and personality.
In the process of driving narrative emergence, Left 4 Dead 2’s underlying artificial
intelligence engine becomes visible and explicable within the systemic ruleset. Having
determined that the engine exists and shapes experience, players work to unravel the logic of
the algorithms that guide their encounters with emergent story. Überkiller notes of the AI
Director that “he has a pattern, and once you unlock it’s [sic] secrets; you can master Left 4
Dead”. The user’s guide continues by outlining specific inputs and outcomes that users have
observed in the engine’s operation, as well as allegedly telltale indications of the AI
Director’s ‘moods’ and impending adjustments to the play experience. These attempts to
outmanoeuvre the game’s challenges and horrors by learning the algorithm, so to speak,
extend into one of the AI Director’s figurative progeny: the artificially intelligent ‘bots’ that
automatically fill empty player slots in users’ teams. The impact of bots on the narrative
16

In internet culture, to ‘troll’ another person is to provoke discord and an emotional response by engaging them
in interactions that are inflammatory or extraneous in nature.
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experience of a level or multiple levels of Left 4 Dead 2 can be profound in a game
predicated on the close teamwork of four human agents, and users set about extricating the
drivers of these experiences from the constitutive layer by understanding and manipulating
them within the systemic equivalent. Artefacts detailing bots’ specific strengths and
weaknesses during play (sg6970) and after-action reports about their various successes and
failures while fighting alongside players (UndeadR; Phaseshifter) allow players this insight
into another operation of the constitutive ruleset. As I demonstrated in Chapter Four, player
engagement with the specific logics and of the game environment transforms the systemic
ruleset into a powerful driver for narrative emergence. In these instances, the AI Director and
its bots relocate into the systemic stratum, and it is at that layer of rules that players develop
shared understandings of the algorithms that drive the game and emergent experiences.

Glitches and generative rupture
In the examples I have discussed so far, from Minecraft and Left 4 Dead 2, player cognizance
of constitutive rules and the narrative potential of game engines is a form of access
sanctioned and managed by the game system. Minecraft accomplishes this in an explicit
manner by offering players the opportunity to build at a simulated version of the constitutive
level by using redstone and command blocks. The game also provides server administrative
settings that allow the console commands embedded in command blocks to function. In Left 4
Dead 2 this access is less obviously structured by the game, but by analysing the systemic
game world and embedded narrative rulesets, players come to understand the game’s
artificial intelligence engine and constitutive elements through sanctioned routes. At other
times, however, player exposure to a game’s constitutive ruleset comes without these explicit
and implicit permissions. The foundational rules of a game can be rendered visible to players
in sudden and unanticipated ways through the appearance of ‘bugs’ and glitches that prevent
the expected operations of the programming – errors and malfunctions in any of the hundreds
of thousands, or millions, of lines of code that ultimately constitute the core game text. This
is an extreme example of rule mobility, where cracks and chasms appear in the rule structures
of the game system and the influence of a game’s engine is propelled upwards through the
rules for emergence framework to overwhelm emergent experience. Such instances are
disruptive to play experiences and can frustrate players, expose underlying algorithms and
break player immersion. They also have the potential to be generative forms of rupture that
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can lead to emergent narrative experiences that might not otherwise present themselves to
players in the course of normal, malfunction-free play. When the game engine glitch or bug is
encountered in the execution of code, the inner workings of the constitutive rules spill over
into the outer expressions of the textual machine.

Infectious instability: the narrative place of network infrastructure
The particular types of glitches that engender generative rupture vary, as do their narrative
results, and each of the case study games helps to demonstrate this. The most common types
of game system error encountered by DayZ’s players, for example, are those relating to the
operation of the servers and network infrastructure. As with any multiplayer game, DayZ is
highly dependent on the stability of the game’s connection to the internet, which allows data
to be processed and transferred between multiple players as close to synchronously as
possible. It is through the elements of the game system that manage such connectivity that
groups of players are able to access and experience the virtual game world together in real
time. In the case of the DayZ communities studied in this chapter, a common type of glitch
encountered by players is the experience of poor performance resulting from network
latency17 and server connectivity issues. As network connections stutter and fail, and an
otherwise invisible constitutive rule in the game’s construction comes to the fore, the speed
of the infrastructures for transmission and communication underlying the gameplay becomes
an agent in emergent narrative experiences.
A common experience presented in narrative artefacts is that of ‘rubber-banding’, wherein
moving objects (most often a player’s avatar) appear to leap from one place to another
without passing through the intervening space, or are ‘snapped back’ to a physical location
milliseconds or seconds after having moved past it. The effect is a consequence of delays in
the exchange of data between the player’s computer system or console and the server hosting
the virtual world they participate in, and the phenomenon represents the consolidation of the
two different sets of data points once the connection is re-established. Because this resynchronisation process favours the information held by the server, which could be powering

17

‘Latency’ in this context expresses the amount of time it takes for a packet of data to move from part of a
network to another.
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up to 127 other players’ virtual experiences, the effect of this technical fault impacts the
player, and in a jarring fashion.

Fig. 5.8. Frames from an animated gif sequence: the player encounters another avatar, fires directly upon their
head, moves to the side of the opposing avatar and witnesses their enemy’s shot into the now empty space and,
unexpectedly, receives an extradiegetic notice stating ‘You are dead’ (Overdoziz).

For example, in one animated gif capturing video footage of play (fig. 5.8), a split-second
encounter with another player appears to conclude in favour of Overdoziz, the artefact’s
creator. Running into another player avatar, Overdoziz fires a shot directly at their
adversary’s head and neatly side-steps before a shot can be fired in return. As Overdoziz’s
avatar pivots past their enemy, a muzzle flash from the other player’s weapon seemingly
indicates that an impotent shot has been fired into the now empty space. The game system,
however, reveals itself to have fallen out of synchronisation with the server. Rather than
watching their opponent fall to the ground, Overdoziz is greeted by the game’s death screen.
This, of course, indicates that in resolving disparate pieces of information regarding avatar
locations, the server has ‘rubber-banded’ Overdoziz’s avatar back into the path of the bullet
their enemy fired. Another common experience of connectivity issues is demonstrated by
another user in an animated gif of ingame footage where the player’s avatar appears to ignore
a ladder positioned in front of them and walks directly off the edge of a tall water tower,
plummeting toward the ground and an inevitable death) (viper662). As the avatar hits the
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ground, they are rubber-banded back to the top of the tower and are instead shown beginning
to climb down the ladder. Other artefacts repeat this exact experience of ladder-induced
disruption (Mobile_Artillery, ‘I Saw My Life Flash’) or similar – including instances in
which the seemingly innocuous act of simply walking an avatar down a set of stairs poses
fatal danger as the server re-synchronises the avatar position several steps to the side of the
structure (MUSE_iC). One forum post, inviting users to ‘Post your STUPID DEATHS’,
becomes a 70-comment-long catalogue of the variety of fatal outcomes offered by server
connectivity glitches (yammy_xox).
The emergent narrative experience fostered by the imposition of the constitutive ruleset
through these moments of poor latency performance becomes one of absolute rupture. As resynchronisation occurs, each player’s sense of their gameplay and its meaning is radically
and instantaneously re-written by the faltering game engine, and in some instances
completely curtailed. A sense of immediacy, panic and, understandably, frustration defines
these emergent artefacts and in a sense this appears appropriate to the chaotic, unpredictable
nature of the apocalyptic scenario being rendered around players. One artefact sees users
discussing a message posted to Twitter by rocket2guns (the Twitter username of Dean
‘Rocket’ Hall, the game’s creator) in which he announces that he has “just committed
compute[r] genocide … 212604 characters killed, database wipe due to security
vulnerabilities” (Grimzentide). While not an issue of latency or connectivity, it is an incident
that demonstrates the centrality of the apparatus of the game server, and the otherwise unseen
constitutive rules that communicate with it, to narrative experiences. Hall notes that after
discovering and repairing a widespread security flaw his team “decided to wipe the database
to provide a clean slate” and that “all existing characters have been killed ... when you next
join your character will be dead” (Grimzentide). The activation of a function at the
constitutive level results in a moment of emergence that takes apocalyptic narrative
experience to its ultimate, inevitable conclusion for players: death and loss on an absolute
scale. These various server-side ruptures, while abrogating potentially hours, days or weeks
of player investment of energy, are narratively generative in their own right, introducing an
incredibly variable component into the rules fuelling emergent experience. Together they also
work to introduce in an additional form the contingent nature of survival in the zombie
apocalypse and maintain this as a constant threat hanging over players and their emergent
experiences.
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Other manifestations of server-side glitches can induce a significantly different affective tone
for players, however. At times, failure and interference in the mechanisms governing
interconnectivity between game players and game servers can have the effect of elongating
the temporal experience of play, rather than compressing and disjointing it. The appearance
of extra-diegetic red text reading ‘No message received for x seconds’ (and at the same time
counting upwards, second by second) positioned in the centre of a player’s field of vision, is
another common (and frustrating) glitch borne of the constitutive rules of DayZ. In these
instances, the client and server systems have not been able to reconnect and re-synchronise
and the connection is broken. The possible causes are multitudinous, including an internet
outage at the user’s location, physical infrastructural issues in the transmission of internet
data across hundreds and thousands of kilometres, or a shutdown of the game server itself.
Whatever the cause, the effect is consistent: the virtual world continues to run for the player,
sustained by the processing power on the player’s computer, but with no activity. Other
avatars and the artificially intelligent non-player figures of zombies and wildlife freeze in the
last positions the server was able to communicate to the individual user’s game. The player
can move around and explore this environment, but player-to-player, player-to-AI and playerto-object interaction is impossible. In one artefact, a user trapped in this state of
asynchronicity stumbles across a player-versus-player murder milliseconds away from
completion, a moment in which one player, wearing an iconic light-blue United Nations
helmet, is frozen halfway through the swing of their axe onto the head of another, prone
player (oGcsOber). In another artefact, an anxious and delicate ten-minute-long effort by a
player to outflank and approach a ‘bandit’ sniper unnoticed transforms into the eerie
experience of failed connectivity and the would-be prey is immortalised in the game system’s
state of stasis (Ehlak). In one particularly striking artefact, a user named t-reznor shares
screenshots after logging into a server where the constitutive programming has suffered
calamitous failure (fig. 5.9). Clusters of human bodies, either standing motionless or lying
dead, appear with unusual frequency and density across the landscape. In their comments, treznor notes “there were bodies everywhere … some were bleeding profusely … it looked
like someone had executed a bunch of people.”
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Fig. 5.9. Screenshots from a glitching DayZ ‘ghost server’ (t-reznor).

As if the game’s measure of time is lazily unspooling, the server-connectivity ruptures
contribute to ethereal, emergent experiences of narrative. When internet connections to game
servers are compromised, the game itself becomes an undead system. Bereft of its artificial
intelligence, scripting and other players, the game system becomes a shell of its usual self and
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can only run through the motions of representing a meaningful virtual world. The player’s
version of the game operates as one of the zombies it represents. In DayZ the generative
effect of ruptures to the constitutive programming, and the mobility of rules from that stratum
up into the systemic, game world and embedded narrative layers, is to ‘infect’ the medium
itself. The user t-reznor notes in another of their comments that upon moving deeper into
their error-strewn version of Chernarus they “were hoping that things would be normal …
they weren’t”. Rather than encountering an emergent story involving DayZ’s zombies,
bandits and heroes, users such as t-reznor play through moments where their textual machines
begin to reflect and adopt the mindless, anti-subjective and contingent nature of the undead
monster itself.

Unknowable monsters
Similarly, the types of glitches frequently encountered by Left 4 Dead 2’s players also work
to build emergent narratives reinforcing the instability and unpredictability of the zombie
experience. Earlier in this chapter I explored users accessing the constitutive layer of the
game’s rules for emergence in order to understand, personify and develop strategies to
overcome the game’s artificial intelligence engine, and it is this same constitutive element
that provides material for fruitful analysis of generative rupture. Inasmuch as Left 4 Dead 2’s
players appear to position themselves to overcome their shadowy foe the AI Director by
‘knowing’ it, glitches in the function of the game’s system move to make the adversary
unknowable. As glitches disrupt the ludic directions made by the engine, players’ learning of
the game’s artificial intelligence patterns is undermined. At the same time, the opportunity
for new analysis and evidence is opened up to players by the exposure of underlying
algorithms in these moments of rupture. The most prevalent ‘bug’ in the operation of the AI
Director appears to be the logic that controls the spawning of zombies within the game’s
levels. While the AI Director is widely understood within the community to mete out hordes
of ‘common’ class infected, individual ‘special’ infected and occasional ‘boss’ class figures
(the ‘tank’ and the ‘witch’, each described in detail in earlier chapters) in a dynamic manner,
reactive to the human agents’ pace and play styles, there are aberrations to the engine’s logic
that cause ruptures in expectation and play experience for players.
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Fig. 5.10. Screenshot from a YouTube-hosted video entitled ‘WHY IS THE TANK THERE?!’, capturing the
moment the hyper-powerful ‘boss’ class zombie unexpectedly surges out of the safe room to decimate the
player’s team in the final metres of the game’s level (highjacurmom).

In one artefact, a user complaining of such a spawn-error incident recounts that “when we got
to safe room we heard screaming and we went WTF18[,] turns out [a] witch spawn[ed] right
behind [the] saferoom door”, and quickly dispatched the unsuspecting team of survivors
(Xzithelost). In a gameplay video shared on YouTube by a user named highjacurmom (fig.
5.10), a triumphant team of survivors reaches the end of a level, showing some combat
damage but with three of four team members still mobile and able to enter the safe room to
conclude the fight. However, a glitch has meant that instead of placing the ‘boss’ class ‘tank’
character close to the middle of the level as it would normally, the AI Director has spawned
the hulking enemy inside the safe room itself. As the team members howl over the game’s
voice chat, with what appears to be equal measures of shock and amusement, the tank makes
quick work of the unprepared survivors. Reflecting on a level of the ‘Dead Air’ campaign (in
which survivors fight their way through a zombie-infested airport), users protest a glitch that
makes unpredictable and variable the size and strength of the ‘horde’ attracted by the sound
of a metal detector in the terminal’s security screening area – where “most of the time there is
only a brief 30- or 60- second horde” but at other times “it’s an ungodly dense and infinite
horde” (Keithustus). In one discussion thread on the Left 4 Dead 2 Steam Users’ Forum, a
18

‘WTF’ is a slang initialism of the exclamatory interjection ‘what the fuck’.
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series of glitches that result in the spawning of ‘common’ infected in the centre of empty
areas (in the moments, sometimes mere split seconds, when those areas are briefly obscured
from the player avatar’s field of vision) are dubbed ‘The Left4Dead2 Magical Spawning
Zombies Bug’. The author of the initial post notes that they have tallied “34 different people
agreeing about the [‘common’ infected] spawns (not even counting the [‘special’ infected]
complaints) over two different forums, YouTube comments and PMs”19 in addition to their
own experiences (Ti_sonabull, ‘Magical Spawning Zombies Bug’). As with DayZ’s serverside errors, unintended operations of the AI Director are seen to layer in new modifiers for
unpredictability, through unanticipated and visceral encounters with zombies in areas that the
communities’ ‘decoding’ of systemic and constitutive had previously deemed ‘safe’ for
human agents. Errors and ‘bugs’ oscillate between a state of alliance with the AI Director –
as quickly as players uncover and concretise their understanding of the engine’s
machinations, it appears to resist these acts of ‘knowing’ by malfunctioning and defying
player expectations of its operation – and a state of sabotage, exposing new ways to
undermine and learn the operations of the game’s imagined artificially intelligent antagonist.

Fig. 5.11. What appears to be an added touch of realism, as the player’s avatar desperately clings to the
departing helicopter, is in a fact an unusual glitch (DeepRoast).

19

‘PMs’ are private messages – messaging systems for private, direct user-to-user communication on internet
fora.
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Not all of Left 4 Dead 2’s generative glitches relate to the AI Director, and artefacts
frequently appear in the game’s online communities’ discussion threads citing malfunctions
in various components of the game’s underlying engine. For example, a screenshot from the
user DeepRoast (fig. 5.11) captures what might appear to be the thrilling climax to an escape
through a zombie-infested cityscape: the player’s avatar clings to the top of the body of a
helicopter as it prepares to lift-off to safety. The white-knuckle conclusion is, however, that a
highly unusual glitch triggered after a ‘tank’ zombie has swatted at the character with its
tremendously strong fist and sent them flying towards the helicopter. An error deep within
the game engine’s coding seemingly misidentifies the top of the helicopter as a rooftop ledge,
which is the only environmental feature the game’s programming allows avatars to cling to
and hang from. An avatar in this situation can only be rescued by another reaching down
from above, which is a physical impossibility given the helicopter’s position, and the aircraft
will not take off until all living survivors are in its passenger area. But, for a moment, a
simple and discrete malfunction in the game’s engine generates a new and unfamiliar (in the
context of the game, at least) scene of high drama. Other artefacts, through the glitches they
capture, could be interpreted as demonstrating evolutionary growth in the game’s undead.
Examples of this include a special infected class ‘jockey’ (which has the ability to jump onto
and cling to the survivor’s head and upper back, slowly steering the helpless survivor while
clawing at their face), which suddenly, and inexplicably, takes on the systemic properties of
the ‘charger’ special infected class (a hulking creature that can crash into the survivors’ group
with great momentum, sending them flying through the air) (Mobile_Artillery, ‘Wat’), and
‘smoker’ special infected class zombies (a zombie with an extremely long tongue that can be
launched out of its mouth at high speeds towards a survivor, wrapping around and choking
the target) with tongues that stretch to three or four times their usual length
(Mobile_Artillery, ‘Stretching’; ChurdFurts). These are, in fact, random and unaccountable
lapses in the continuity of the game engine’s operation, as opposed to frightening evolutions
of the enemy monster.
However, in the moment of emergent narrative experience a clarification such as this may be
unimportant. For some players, these moments of rupture may expose the game system for
what it is at its core: a complex entanglement of code and information architecture. Ejected
from their immersed position at the subjective centre of the game experience, the narrative
slips away and the mechanical acts of accessing menus to restart the game session or close
the software and cease play in frustration take cognitive precedence. For other players,
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however, these small glitches are experienced as part of the narrative flow of their gameplay.
Players who share these experiences as remediated artefacts clearly belong in this grouping.
Rather than attenuate the processes of narrative emergence and player experiences of the
apocalypse, I argue again that these ruptures are generative and heighten the player’s
exposure to the narrative chaos and instability of zombie storytelling. In moments of rupture
and error, players are presented with a choice: to disengage, or to renew their emergent
investment in the game system and integrate glitches into their narrative experience. Against
a backdrop of scares, mutations and societal disorder, the likelihood of player motivation
toward the latter position is increased. Immersed in a generic setting, where biological, moral
and historical norms are repeatedly challenged in the very appearance of the zombie, players
can much more easily align glitches to emergent narrative interpretation than might be
allowed by other game contexts.

Jumping at Minecraft’s shadows
Minecraft offers one more variety of glitch that escalates constitutive rules into other rulesets
that shape emergent narrative experience for players. In this game’s communities, there are
fewer server-side and artificial intelligence engine errors on display, with the artefactual
focus instead being on apparent glitches in the game’s graphical rendering engine. Put
simply, these are glitches in the game system’s visual display of ingame objects and avatars.
However, in these artefacts the root causes are less definitively established as being
malfunctions in the operation of the game’s code. Because Minecraft is a relatively lightweight game system, with low demands of the user’s computer or console hardware in terms
of processing power20, users with a wide range of gaming devices are able to install and run
the game (including on tablet devices as ‘apps’). The game’s low hardware requirement
barrier also works to increase the likelihood of users with hardware less than both the
recommended and minimum system requirements optimising and tweaking their installation,
and operating system, to successfully operate the game. In its ‘settings’ menu, Minecraft

20

For example, the stated recommended system requirements for Minecraft suggest a system with a low-end
2.8GHz, dual-core central-processing unit, an entry-level graphics-processing unit and one gigabyte of available
hard disk space (Mojang Support). DayZ’s recommended requirements, in comparison, suggest a mid-range,
3.0GHz, quad-core central-processing unit, a mid-range graphics-processing unit with one gigabyte of dedicated
video random-access and eleven gigabytes of available hard disk space (Valve Corporation, Hall, and Bohemia
Interactive).
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offers users sixteen detailed options for adjusting, limiting or increasing the performance of
various aspects of the game’s graphical rendering. This means that players can ‘dial down’
the settings to increase performance on lower-powered consoles (and suffer a consequent loss
in fidelity of the game’s visual displays), or conversely ‘dial up’ the settings to take
advantage of powerful hardware (or to simply push a console beyond its capacity and trade
performance for fidelity). In both instances, the graphical rendering system can fail and
present imperfect objects, animations or fields of vision. Errors in visual display thus might
not necessarily be faults of the code itself, but are certainly corruptions, distortions and
performance issues that arise at the constitutive level when hardware and software settings
meet at the thresholds of optimal computing power and resources.
Appropriately, Minecraft’s visual glitches typically appear at the far threshold of players’
fields of vision (a kind of virtual horizon). This is precisely the virtual physical point where
computer processing power is operating at its limits, as the system encounters the boundary
of its ‘draw distance’ – a measure of the maximum distance of objects in a three-dimensional
scene that can be drawn by the rendering engine. In emergent narrative terms, these glitches
create visions of threats stalking players on the horizon. In one artefact, for example, a user
named ORWELL6 shares an image of the top section of a spruce tree, poking over the top of
a ridge, and caught by the virtual sun’s light at just the right angle to create the appearance of
a silhouetted, hulking observer (fig. 5.12). Encountered while playing the game “at one in the
morning”, the user notes that the graphical miscue “scared the shit out of me” before the
relocation of their avatar, reason and rational explanation revealed the true nature of the
threat (ORWELL6). In another artefact, a user captures a screenshot (fig. 5.12) of what
appears to have been a creature that “didn’t resemble a mob or a player … had long slender
arms and legs and a tall body … and detailed red eyes” before it disappeared into the game’s
virtual fog (icreeper1231). Comments posted by other users in response move to quickly
disabuse icereeper1231’s narrative interpretations and locate the origin of the emergent
moment in the user’s particular assemblage of hardware, graphical settings and constitutive
rules. One respondent suggests that because icreeper1321’s draw distance option has been set
so low “it is most likely a hill, just not [yet] fully loaded” (kern4321 in icreeper1321), another
“some sort of structure in the distance, with a mob in front (most likely a spider)” (Seth_Reed
in icreeper1321) and a third suggests it to be an obscured view of a “tent made of wooden
stairs” (WellCraftedB0x in icreeper1321). In other artefacts, stutters in the rendering engine
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are ‘read’ as unidentified flying objects (nibbles03) and giant skeletal horses (11ox;
FunkyLuck).

Fig. 5.12. Moments of graphical misrepresentation in Minecraft: a tree, cast in shadow, appears as an ominous
observer (top) (ORWELL6) and a hand-drawn red circle indicates a strange beast appearing to loom far across
the tundra (bottom) (icreeper1231).
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As with the examples of glitches analysed from DayZ and Left 4 Dead 2’s communities,
Minecraft’s graphical glitches and misidentifications demonstrate a process of rule mobility
through the fact that while they might be generated at the constitutive level, these errors
manifest for players at the game world and embedded narrative layers (for example, an issue
with rendering distance might occur at the deep constitutive level, but the player’s first
encounter with that error is the appearance of a shape similar to that of a demonic equine
skeleton, at the level of the embedded narrative ruleset). Minecraft’s players are seen to take
this mobility a step further than in the other case study communities, however. The sharing of
graphical glitches and misidentified monsters appears to have spurred a process of emergent
storytelling within the game’s paratexts, and the construction of a community mythic creature
by the name of ‘Herobrine’. Rule mobility transforms in these instances from the passive
migration of rules through layers of the narrative emergence typology, to the active relocation
and entrenchment of constitutive glitches into the embedded narrative ruleset by users who
develop the shared fiction of ‘Herobrine’ and his actions. In the stories that develop between
users, Herobrine is a zombie, dressed identically to the player, who creates random
constructions (sand pyramids in oceans and long tunnels leading nowhere, for example),
removes all the leaves from trees in areas he passes through and silently stalks the player. For
the avoidance of doubt, Herobrine “has never appeared in Minecraft” and all signs of his
presence, including “trees with no leaves, random glowstone towers, suspicious messages on
signs etc., are either glitches, formatted naturally, or placed by another player to mislead”
(Minecraft Wiki, ‘Herobrine’). The glitches that constitute the raw material for constructing
Herobrine’s fictions are real, however, and community artefacts commonly open by sharing a
genuine visual display error, before embellishing the account with written recollections of
eerie happenings within and around the user’s virtual residence (FunkyLuck; 11ox;
Deadpangod5).
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Fig. 5.13. Excerpts from a user’s encounters with ‘Herobrine’, the Minecraft communities’ imagined monster
(originating from reporting of graphical glitches and misidentifications) (TheMalachiteFox).

Other users go a step further than this in their efforts to ingrain these glitches in the
embedded narrative layer of the game’s rules for emergence. For example, a user named
TheMalachiteFox, in a lengthy written account supported by multiple screenshots (excerpts
fig. 5.13), provides evidence from their play that matches the experience of a glitching game
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system (noting of “bad lag”, or poor game performance and glimpses of figures on horizons).
Their screenshots, however, which depict the figure of Herobrine gazing at them through a
house’s windows, have been entirely doctored in image editing software (TheMalachiteFox).
Fed into the paratextual system of Minecraft players’ online fora and social spaces, the
game’s visual glitches thus take on a new migratory life and are sustained by users as
emergent stories. New components for the embedded narrative rulesets (the layer of backstory, character design and overt narration) are also made available to users who consume
these artefacts.

Hacks, speedruns and subversive rupture
Constitutive exploitation
Across all three of the case study games, the ruptures caused by glitches in artificial
intelligence engines, network infrastructures and the programming that provides for graphical
rendering are seen to be narratively generative in nature. While in some instances – notably in
the case of Minecraft’s ‘Herobrine’ phenomenon, where users work to actively reinforce the
narrative migration of constitutive malfunctions into the more visible outer layers of the rules
for emergence typology, the glitches I have analysed have all occurred outside the control of
users. These have been true errors – sudden, unpredictable and temporary disruptions to the
continuity of structured rule systems. A second type of generative rupture is visible in these
communities, however, and it is one driven by user efforts to create glitches, exploit
deficiencies within the constitutive rules and actively disrupt the operation of a game system.
This represents a model of highly active player involvement in the process of rule mobility.
Rather than awaiting the chance irruptions of constitutive rules that a glitch normally
represents, users engaged in this subversive form of rupture attempt to force the malfunction
and shepherd the narrative possibilities of that moment up the rules for emergence strata
themselves. As we will see through analysis of artefacts, these forms of rupture are no less
generative than their incidental counterparts. Subversive ruptures to the operation of the game
system result in the creation of yet further novel and divergent emergent narrative
experiences for both the subversive agents and other unsuspecting users impacted by the
collateral narrative effect of these interventions.
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The term ‘hacker’ is regularly deployed in video game communities (including those studied
for this chapter) to describe players who manipulate the constitutive rules of game systems in
illicit ways in order to improve their own play experience. In DayZ’s online fora and social
platforms, for example, players routinely discuss encountering hackers who have successfully
commanded a server to spawn particular types of inventory items into their avatars’ tents and
backpacks (including high-powered and incredibly rare weapons), or who ‘teleport’ across
the virtual world by commanding the server to relocate their avatar. ‘Hacking’ in this sense is
distinct from the broader cultural use of the term, in which skilled computer experts use their
understanding of exploits in computer security defences to gain unauthorised access to the
back-ends of computer systems and data stores. More common, in the case of video game
‘hackers’, is the use of pieces of third-party software to manipulate the information
exchanged between client computers and game servers, in order to deceive and control the
server’s programmatic decision-making processes. In forcing the overall game system to
glitch in these ways, hackers are at times able to contribute to emergent narrative experiences
for players rather than to simply increase their own avatar’s power, efficacy and resourcing in
isolation from others.
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Fig. 5.14. Two DayZ players pursued by zombies are offered rescue by a ‘hacker’, who almost immediately uses
their ill-gotten vehicle to drive the new passengers into the ocean (stord).

In one artefact, a YouTube-hosted video shared by a user named stord (fig. 5.14), an SUVstyle vehicle in pristine condition (an indication of a hacker’s efforts, as these are not
normally spawned by the game’s engine) pulls up to rescue two lightly armed players being
pursued by a group of zombies. Seconds after clambering into the vehicle and pulling away
from the undead danger, the anonymous hacker steers the car over the edge of a waterfront
quay and logs out of the game, disappearing and leaving the unsuspecting player to their
deaths by drowning – a brutal lesson in where (not) to place trust in DayZ’s apocalyptic
milieu. In another artefact, a player travelling by foot at night time encounters a figure
standing in the middle of a road, with a female child’s voice singing the English nursery
rhyme It’s Raining, It’s Pouring over the localised voice chat channel (EyeoftheYeti). As the
player runs in different directions to escape, the mysterious figure ‘teleports’ to follow and
thwart them and continues singing the haunting tune. Several players in the artefact’s
comment thread have encountered this user before, and in a separate artefact a group of
players who stay logged into the game after encountering the singing figure (rather than
logging out, as EyeoftheYeti did) witness the hacker’s horror develop: the avatar dons a mask
similar to that worn, iconically, by Jason Voorhees in the Friday the 13th film series and
begins attacking the players with a machete (roflcopter127@yahoo.com). In incidents such as
these, the process rupture again generates new narrative possibilities for players and deepens
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the senses of uncertainty and potential chaos that define both a zombie apocalyptic
environment and narrative emergence itself.

Running with the dead
A different form of subversive rupture is displayed in Left 4 Dead 2’s communities through
artefacts that capture the user practice of ‘speedrunning’. James Newman writes that as the
name implies, “the practice of speedrunning … is concerned with completing videogames in
as speedy a time as possible”, which often involves avoiding the embedded narrative
elements of a game (128). What this means in practice is a single-minded and
uncompromising focus by ‘runners’ on the actions required in order to “‘travel’ from a
game’s opening state at its first necessary button input to the game’s conclusion at its last
necessary button input in the smallest amount of time possible” (Scully-Blaker). Not only are
the embedded narrative rules of a game side-lined in this practice, but so too are those at the
directive layer (with the game’s own guidance and objectives overwritten by the
speedrunning user’s motivation to complete the game at pace), as well as the game world and
systemic layers (which I will demonstrate in more detail through analysis of the Left 4 Dead 2
communities’ artefacts). Speedrunners “place technical virtuosity and the will to distort
software’s intended use at the heart of a mode of gameplay that pushes beyond” the standard
experience of a game (Franklin 176), and the predeterminations contained within the game
system’s various rulesets. As Katie Salen observes, when players reject engagement with the
game system on its own terms and implement their own emergent approaches to play, “the
forms of play that emerge from these structures overwhelm and transform”, and in some
instances “the force of play is so powerful it can change the rule structure itself” (Salen).
Continuing on from the exploitation of constitutive rules discussed in relation to DayZ,
speedrunners could, therefore, be understood as ‘hackers’ in their own right. This hacking,
however, occurs only “as a result of playing the game, retaining basic controls, interface,
presentation in terms of hardware and software and certain start and end points, whilst
extending the possibilities of play into hypertrophy” (Franklin 176). Rather than use software
tools to illicitly interdict and disrupt server commands and operations of programmed code,
effectively attacking the game system from a position of externality, speedrunners
demonstrate a mode of engagement with game systems that strips the game’s rulesets down
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to their constitutive core and emergently reforms the game in a new shape, all performed
from within the game system by the user.
The systemic ruleset is the speedrunner’s point of entry for forcing the appearance of
generative glitches within game systems and also the ruleset that becomes most
fundamentally disfigured by these interventions. Where the systemic rules define and limit
possibilities for action and reaction, the practice of the speedrunner “is to become nonexistent
to this code” (Franklin 176). Users engaged in speedrunning trade methods for breaking
through the game’s systemic logic, including
•

‘bunny hopping’ (the use of combinations of crouching and jumping commands and
the game’s physics engine in order to move faster than an avatar’s base movement
speed, combined with the ability to change movement direction while travelling
through the air) (TubsTheCat),

•

using grenade launchers to ‘boost’ off the top of the heads of zombie characters and
travel great distances (upgird99),

•

forcing an avatar to jump cleanly off ledges (to which the game’s systemic rules
would normally force the avatar to cling after such an attempt) (brain-slug in
TubsTheCat),

•

circumventing the game’s scripting triggers for particular programmed events
(TubsTheCat), and more.

These are, in effect, methods that force the game system into a glitched state in which the
engine and its code runs against itself, thus “thwarting [the systemic rules’] limitations and
finding affordances that a designer never conceived of when making their game” (ScullyBlaker).
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Fig. 5.15. The first level of Left 4 Dead 2’s ‘Dead Center’ campaign completed in twenty-one seconds, with the
assistance of a forced glitch (upgird99).

In artefacts that capture speedruns, a litany of these disruptions to the systemic rules of the
game are showcased, one after the other. In one speedrun shared by a user named upgird99
(fig. 5.15), for example, the completion time for the opening level of the ‘Dead Center’ is
reduced to 21 seconds by a team (this level would, in normal play, be expected to take
anywhere between 15 and 45 minutes to complete). Within six seconds of the level’s
initiation, the team are down to work preparing to force the game’s systemic rules to stumble
and glitch: a player has jumped over a balcony, triggering a systemic consequence wherein
their avatar loses a significant amount of health and clings to the offending ledge until
rescued by another survivor. Rather than rescue the teammate, one member of the team
begins opening fire on the victim while another begins to activate a defibrillator and apply it
to the dangling, bullet-riddled avatar. As the gunfire finally depletes the player’s health, the
avatar drops from the ledge as dead weight. The defibrillation process, however, is not
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interrupted by this change in physical state and, milliseconds after the avatar’s body crashes
through the glass ceiling below, the progress bar for this act of rescue indicates completion
and the figure returns to life. Nineteen seconds have passed since beginning the level, and
with the dead bodies of their teammates crashing through the glass around them (suicidal
sacrifices made because the re-spawning of the team at the beginning of each level means
only one player needs to complete this chapter’s speedrun), the revived player runs into the
safe room. The game engine error forced on the balcony has allowed the team to (almost
literally) side-step much of the linear physical layout of the level and drop from the upper
floors of the hotel to the ground-floor lobby and safe room. At the opening of the second
level, the team are again immediately forcing the systemic rules beyond their limits by
working together to ‘bunny-hop’ at great speed. Hacking the game system from within,
speedrunners use glitches in ways that are paradoxically both reductive and generative. These
glitches are reductive in the sense that they force the omission of considerable physical areas
of the game and cause the failure of countless systemic, directive, game world and embedded
narrative rules. At the same time, the glitches generate new forms of narrative experience
inside a re-configured textual machine.
Even in speedrun artefacts that declare themselves to have been completed without the use of
glitches (dawkins154; Ti_sonabull, ‘2 1/2 Minutes’; mmeeee), subversive and generative
modes of rupture are evident. These speedrunners depart from embedded narrative
experiences in order to engage with optimised physical routes through a game environment,
sometimes bypassing scripted narrative events, circumventing the spatial and temporal
frameworks that have been designed to order the game world and its narrative events and
pausing to engage in combat with the undead only when absolutely necessary. These types of
speedruns are either performed by teams of four human agents (who collaborate with
practised precision to ensure no zombie delays any of the team) (dawkins154; mmeeee) or by
lone players, who choose to disable the three ‘bots’ who would otherwise fill the remaining
places on the team (due to the commitment to the game’s core systemic and directive
expectations of considered, careful and slow movement and combat programmed into these
bots’ artificial intelligence) (Ti_sonabull, ‘2 1/2 Minutes’). In effect, rather than exploit
potential failures and malfunctions in the game’s engine, players attempt to move at such a
pace that they become only answerable to the most fundamental systemic and constitutive
rules, while the game’s other rulesets are not able to ‘catch up’ to them. The ‘glitches’ here
may be less pronounced, but are indeed disruptions to the assumed continuity and structure of
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the game system’s rules. Rulesets are manipulated and discarded and the operation of the
game’s programming is thus stymied.
Left 4 Dead 2’s specific efforts at directive guidance are ignored in favour of players’ selfimposed objectives for speedy completion. The embedded narrative transforms from a
Romero-style survival horror to a tale of rapid pace, careful choreography and patterned
movement engaging far more peripherally with characters, conversations and the wider story
of an infection and its apocalyptic progress across the United States of America. The preprogrammed narrative of the game is sidelined. Instead, particular elements of the systemic
and game world rulesets are brought to the foreground and define emergent narrative
experience (namely, the logical and physical affordances that allow avatars freer, quicker
movement), while others are firmly relegated to the back of the experiential frame. In these
cases, the speedrun introduces a new form of visceral experience for players, predicated
around virtual physical instincts and the pursuit of unimpeded flow and constant movement,
mimicking to an extent the affective effort of zombie films to represent the desperate sense of
flight as human survivors flee – down alleyways, through hallways, on roads, across fields.
The successful and almost rhythmic negotiation of time and space becomes the key to
survival. Far from breaking the tropes of the zombie narrative, Left 4 Dead 2’s ‘non-glitch’
speedrunners in fact engage with the genre’s kinaesthetic and affective foundations.
Together, hackers and speedrunners illustrate the generative potential of deliberate efforts to
cause game engine glitches and unravel the constitutive layers of the case study games,
opening up emergent narrative possibilities that reinforce in many ways the instinctual,
embodied nature of the horror that underlies zombie experiences.

Transient emergence
In seeking to locate the influence of the constitutive ruleset upon narrative emergence in this
chapter, a significant challenge is posed: that of the fundamentally recondite nature of this
layer of the rules for emergence. The constitutive layer is largely comprised of the game
engine, which functions deep at the heart of the imagined textual machine of a video game
and, much as grammar facilitates the composition of language, works to generate the
frameworks within which systemic, directive, game world and embedded narrative rules can
exist. The constitutive layer’s primary purpose is as a foundation, or active substrate, for the
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creation of all the other parts of a game system. However, Minecraft, with its redstone and
command blocks, and Left 4 Dead 2, with the inscription of its underlying AI Director’s
decisions upon the game’s more visible layers of rules, both aid such analysis by making their
game engine cores visible and, to a limited extent, accessible to players. Across all three
games the appearance of malfunctions and errors – in the domain of the game server and
associated network infrastructure, in the screeds of code that comprise artificial intelligence
systems, within graphics rendering engines, and as a consequence of the practices of hackers
and speedrunners – work to further expose the deepest inner workings of the systems of rules
that make up these games. Rule mobility is a significant player context for understanding
emergent narrative experiences, as opening up (whether incidental or deliberate) the
constitutive engines, scripts and technologies that drive these games frequently results in
incursion upon other emergent rulesets. In some instances, such as graphical and server-side
glitches, this is because the malfunction only becomes evident when its effect flows onto one
of the symbolic, expressive layers (the game world, or embedded narrative). In other cases,
player agency transports the constitutive ruleset’s influence to the outer layers of the rules for
emergence framework – as when a DayZ hacker crafts a particular encounter for other players
with the embedded narrative layer, or a Minecraft user builds a game-within-a-game with its
own discrete sets of systemic, directive and embedded narrative determinations.
In analysis of the artefacts shared by users in the case study games’ communities, player
engagement with the constitutive ruleset is consistently observed transforming from mere
access into emergent narrative activity. In the examples of the functions of glitches and
errors, the narrative results are particularly pertinent. The figure of the zombie itself is
defined by rupture, chaos and decay, and generative and subversive forms of rupture provide
a means for the dysfunction of game systems to heighten and extend player experiences of
the imagined apocalypse. Glitches in artificial intelligence engines provide for unanticipated
and diverse moments of savagery, visual display errors for monstrous myth-making and
connectivity errors for the player sensation of participating in a disconnected, unthinking and
‘undead’ system of code. Hackers contribute to the ongoing development of the apocalyptic
experience as a domain of aberrant terror. The speedrun is itself a form of collapse, where
scripted meaning and intentionality fall away, replaced by the chance and ephemeral. Various
forms of glitch and rupture combine with the possibilities for rule mobility to see users’
emergent textual machines ‘infected’ by the constitutive layer. Vast computing, logical and
expressive power exists at this level of the game system, and much like a virus, relatively
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minor malfunctions and mutations can have profound and escalating impacts on emergent
narrative experiences. The presentation or simulation of the constitutive layer for players
reinforces just how real-time emergence really is. Innumerable individual components of
engines, pieces of computer and networking hardware and lines of code collide and coalesce
moment-to-moment during play, and the slightest misfire in these delicate combinations can
translate into trembles, tremors or chasms in the broader textual assembly.
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Chapter Six

Delayed apocalypse, deliberate design
Having discussed each of the rules for emergence in detail, this final chapter seeks to analyse
the occurrence of what I have described previously as delayed emergence – the processes by
which emergent narrative experiences are captured, post-processed, given formal shape and
presented to communities of fellow players. In Chapter Three the temporal position of realtime emergence was considered and developed in some detail to explain the manner in which
emergent narrative experiences unfold on the fly during gameplay. Similarly, Chapter Five
augmented the delineation of real-time emergent phenomena by illustrating the impact of
various computing glitches and generative ruptures to the operation of game systems. The
anticipatory temporal position has been accounted for in Chapter Four through demonstration
of the active role user-created narrative artefacts can have, as paratexts, in guiding and
regulating player practice. The challenge posed by the anticipatory temporality of narrative
emergence, as I have previously noted, is that much of its operation is determined by the
player – through their motivations, in their consumption of artefacts and in their decisions to
act upon embedded narrative or directive rules generated within these artefacts during
subsequent gameplay sessions. Some of these determinations can be traced either through
artefacts which build upon one another and establish visible legacies and interconnections or
in instances where users explicitly reflect on their consumption of emergent narrative
artefacts, but evidential access to anticipatory states of emergence is otherwise
understandably limited. In Chapter Four I also introduced the possible significance of delayed
emergence to players, where textual transactions both shape future play and reflect on past
experience as a means to demonstrate the ways player communities negotiate the multiple
temporal positions emergence can inhabit.
Delayed emergence is a form of player experience typically rendered in more detail, and
more accessibly, than its precursors through the content and form of users’ narrative artefacts.
In fact, by capturing play experience as media objects and sharing to communities, every
narrative artefact examined in this study engages with the delayed form of the emergent
phenomena, as real-time player experiences are represented after the fact. By analysing the
formal decisions users make in the post-play phase of emergent narrative, a more detailed
understanding of the ways in which users engage in creative practices related to delayed
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emergence is developed and our understanding of the broader operation of narrative
emergence is refined. Notably, this analysis allows us to ‘close the loop’ of the model of
narrative emergence I have established. This delayed temporal position, as discussed in
Chapter Four, has the potential to influence users in the anticipatory state of emergence.
Analysis of the textual and rule-based negotiations that occur in this delayed phase will
complete this study’s view of narrative emergence as a repeating, cyclical process, in which
players can potentially experience, articulate and internalise emergence before, during and
after gameplay.

Embedded narrative

Directive

Game world

Systemic

Constitutive

Fig. 6.1. The rules for emergence examined in this chapter: the embedded narrative, directive, game world,
systemic and constitutive.

Delayed emergence also makes visible the deliberate decisions made by players in relation to
the content, form and structure of their storytelling. Close attention to this delayed temporal
position reveals the nature of contemporary, user-generated zombie storytelling and the
emergent nature of the zombie itself (a return to ideas discussed in Chapter One). While the
previous three chapters of this thesis have each observed a discrete focus on particular
rulesets and player contexts, this chapter’s discussion of delayed emergence adopts a broader
perspective on the rules for emergence typology. In moving through three broad contexts for
delayed storytelling – the zombie’s generic history, visual media narrative formats and web
2.0’s platform-specific imperatives – I engage with artefacts derived from emergent
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experiences informed by embedded narrative, directive, game world, systemic and
constitutive layers of rules (fig. 6.1).

Data
The analysis and discussion contained in this chapter is once more informed by data gathered
according to the methodology described in the introductory section of this thesis. For Chapter
Six, a sub-collection of 124 narrative artefacts has been qualitatively analysed through a
process of coding, annotation and link-making between research objects. Of this body of
evidence, 74 artefacts relate to DayZ and are retrieved from communities associated with the
game, 19 represent Left 4 Dead 2 and 31 represent Minecraft. The types of artefacts analysed
exhibit the same variety in their form as those addressed in previous chapters: written
accounts of gameplay, ingame screenshots, edited and polished images, ‘raw’ gameplay
video footage, edited and polished video footage, animated .gif image files, forum comment
threads and user-created original content (illustrations, animations, and so on) not sourced
directly from the game or gameplay experiences.
Commensurate with this chapter’s narrower thematic focus when compared to the previous
chapters, the initial coding and collation of these artefacts relates to only a single category of
classification: examples capturing the operation of delayed forms of narrative emergence.
This saw 49 artefacts identified as such. A further 75 artefacts (for which the significance to
this chapter emerged during the analysis of data for Chapters Three, Four and Five) were
added to the dataset in a second round of analysis. Within this single broad category,
exercises in sub-coding more detailed themes were undertaken as these emerged through the
process of content analysis.

The narrative tendencies of zombie media
Cinematising the apocalypse
One of the creative decisions players can make in the process of capturing and remediating
emergent experience is to emulate the form of zombie media that have come before them. In
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Chapter Three I discussed some of the various ways in which shared popular cultural memory
of zombie fictions could influence real-time emergence, and the appeal of generic markers
and media codes is equally prevalent in the delayed phase. Given the figure of the zombie
“has only become familiar … through the history of the cinema” with memories, histories
and studies of the monster “firmly rooted in film” (Ahmad 130), it appears an almost
inevitable tendency for players to speak back to the genre and the cinematic medium through
their own narrative artefacts. Users craft their artefacts to align with cinematic visions of
zombies in different ways: simple cutting of screen-captured video footage, the addition of
extra-diegetic visual and audio elements, and the orchestration of activity within the
gameplay session, for example. Consumer-end video editing software (such as Adobe
Premiere, Apple Final Cut, Apple iMovie or Pinnacle Studio) allows possibilities for postprocessing and post-production, limited only by users’ skill levels, and the popular videohosting platform YouTube embeds increasingly more sophisticated editing functionality
directly into its online platform. To capture and represent moments of emergent play is to
extract, and flatten, the various layers of the rules for emergence that are operating at that
point in time for the player. The core game system’s ability to continue to shape emergent
experience is locked off at the point that ingame experience is ‘spun off’ into a usercontrolled media object. However, in the creative practices they undertake, players
themselves can both subtly and overtly modify the operation of different rules for emergence
– artificially augmenting or redefining embedded narrative cues or highlighting systemic
influences, for example. Just as online social spaces and fora demonstrated themselves (in
Chapter Four) to be functioning as threshold spaces of the broader game ‘text’, the software
applications that allow for media object manipulation perform an identical function.
A number of artefacts extracted from the case study game communities are from the tradition
of machinima, a practice within gaming culture of manipulating video game graphics and
engines, as well as video editing software, to generate animated videos. In one Minecraft
artefact, a user shares a video (‘Alive Inside’) that they have orchestrated within the game
world to provide raw recorded material to cut and post-process with visual effects and layer
extra-diegetic audio into (AvengedOutcast) (fig. 6.2). The resultant artefact is a call-back to
zombie cinematic traditions: the story of a survivor and his dog as they attempt to survive in a
world filled with the vicious undead, narrated with a scripted voiceover and edited in postproduction software to add shaking and blurring to the image captured by the virtual ‘camera’
in order to mimic the effect of hand-held footage. The efforts at deliberate mediation and
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artefact construction are acknowledged by both the media object’s creator and fellow users.
One commenter in the artefact’s discussion thread suggests that they “would probably make
[the video] a bit more realistic by adding sound effects when they’re running such as huffs
and puffs” and even offers feedback on the density of the story presented, noting that while it
is “just a minor problem … some of the script is a bit quick … you’re throwing the
information all at once” (nightaye in AvengedOutcast). AvengedOutcast’s response to this
critique is rooted in their perception of zombie media as a fundamentally episodic form: “I
know it’s rushed, but I simply had to get the story out in a few minutes … I didn’t want the
video to drag on to [sic] long for a pilot episode”.

Fig. 6.2. Shaky, blurry hand-held camera-style footage of assembled horrors in Minecraft (AvengedOutcast).

In another more simply constructed video extracted from Minecraft, a user presents ingame
footage of the exterior of their residence during sunrise one morning in their virtual world,
where an elaborate trapping mechanism has captured a number of zombies in a moat-like
space between the house and the outside grounds (MonkeyFlap1170). As the zombie figures
are unable to return to their underground homes, they catch fire upon exposure to the sunlight
(a systemic rule which makes zombies only a threat at night or when underground). The effect
is a house surrounded by burning undead corpses, and the user mixes in audio of Johnny
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Cash’s ‘Ring of Fire’ for obvious comedic effect. As in AvengedOutcast’s artefact,
MonkeyFlap1170’s remediation of ingame experience demonstrates the power of cinematic
techniques to communicate emergent narrative, through cutting, extra-diegetic audio, and the
role of the discrete episode in capturing moments of story from larger and more expansive
narrative experiences. MonkeyFlap1170 also touches upon a structural narrative tendency in
zombie films – the moments of comedic relief that act as emotional ‘breathing points’ in the
midst of apocalyptic carnage and desperation. Consider for example, the carefree ‘shopping
spree’ in 28 Days Later (2012) wherein the film’s protagonists loot an abandoned grocery
store to the soundtrack of the band Grandaddy’s upbeat rock song ‘A.M. 180’, or the time
spent ice-skating, trying on clothes and dancing through the mall’s shops in Dawn of the
Dead (1978), set to a cheerful, muzak-inspired composition. The game system’s particular
assembly of and emphasis on specific rules for emergence provides one part of the narrative
communication of these artefacts, but by playing upon familiar aural and musical codes of
cinematic storytelling these users layer in additional meaning.
In another artefact, described by its creator as “a shortfilm … my vision on DayZ”, seven
minutes of post-produced gameplay footage is shown (kleutscher, ‘Shortfilm’) (fig. 6.3). The
‘camera’ in this artefact is an ingame point-of-view unfamiliarly disconnected from the
avatar’s physical perspective (achieved through a series of console commands). The camera,
emulating a helicopter shot, swoops down over fields with human avatars running towards
infested cities, craning its way smoothly through the urban environment and dollies in slow
motion through doorways and piles of rotting corpses and in front of soldiers deploying into
undead combat. The first section of the video is accompanied by a piece of music, added by
the user, composed by Jean-Pierre Taieb for the 2012 post-apocalyptic film The Divide. Two
minutes into the artefact, the video starts to exhibit a tighter narrative focus (rather than
simply presenting a montage of various disconnected dramatic moments) and follows a small
group of human avatars, intercutting between moments of exploration (featuring aerial
footage in forests and sweeping photography as the survivors drive across a sunset-soaked
ridge), a zombie massacre and the killing of other human avatars (possibly ‘bandits’ –
although this is not made clear). The soundtrack also changes to audio of the rousing final
speech given by Charlie Chaplin’s Jewish barber character in The Great Dictator (1940),
itself layered atop an aural bed of Hans Zimmer’s composition ‘Time’ (featured in the score
of the 2010 film Inception). Against Chaplin’s impassioned pleas for humanity, decency and
virtue, DayZ’s post-apocalyptic bloodletting takes on a heightened sense of moral purpose.
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As Chaplin asks his audience to “let us use that power … let us all unite … let us fight for a
new world”, brooding imagery shows virtual zombie bodies crumple under gunfire, and cries
for mankind “to do away with greed, with hate and intolerance … to fight for a world of
reason” are matched to footage of human avatars being slain at a roadside petrol station.

Fig. 6.3. “We think too much and feel too little” – cinematic camera angles and movement in a DayZ short film,
set against Charlie Chaplin’s iconic final speech in The Great Dictator (1940) (kleutscher, ‘Shortfilm’).

Narrative cues taken from the game world suggesting the player’s purpose as being to attack
zombies (as discussed in Chapter Three) and directive cues generated within the game’s
online communities about an apparent discursive struggle between the moral positions of
heroism and banditry are captured in this artefact and made more narratively and affectively
accessible using techniques borrowed from zombie cinematic production. Another artefact
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shared by the same user is a video entitled ‘we can be heroes’, which documents some of the
activities of a human team, cutting quickly (to a soaring cinematic soundtrack) between shots
of comrades fighting and posing in dramatic contexts, with colour grading, lighting and
artificial focus added in post-production (kleutscher, ‘Machinima’). Responding to a user
who asks “how do you get those camera shots I need to know this” (beany2009 in kleutscher,
“Shortfilm”), kleutscher reveals that the assembly of this artefact is part post-processing and
part manipulation of the game’s constitutive rules. Linking to another YouTube video – a
tutorial for ‘filming’ machinima in ARMA II (the base game engine upon which DayZ was
developed as a modification) – kleutscher explains that within-game servers created by users
(rather than those hosted externally, which are more commonly patronised by players) it is
possible to manually trigger the spawning of zombies and human characters, and that
complicated scripting allows the creation of waypoints to guide character movement, the
firing of weapons and more (‘Shortfilm’). Delayed emergence casts players such as these as
directors, corralling a cast of embedded narrative and systemic rules within the creative
frameworks of the constitutive ruleset (acting as a film studio, to continue the metaphor) and
the post-production editing environment on their computers after the fact of play.

Fig. 6.4. TobitheRobot orchestrating the mediation of “the most beautiful thing I have ever seen...” – the buildup (left) and the comedic reveal (right) (TobitheRobot, ‘Most Beautiful Thing’).

This approach to crafting artefacts of emergent possibility, in which orchestration of events
within the game world plays a central role, continues in other artefacts. In a 13-second
animated gif, for example, the user TobitheRobot works to orchestrate a moment of comedy
that engages with the social context of Minecraft’s play (fig. 6.4). The clip opens by
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appearing to present an extract of unremarkable, everyday Minecraft experience. The avatar
walks through a house, opens and closes a door and seemingly stumbles across a group of
villagers who are gazing, transfixed, at the sky. Turning to follow their line of sight, a
comedic reveal is made. The object of these non-player characters’ fascination is a giant
construction hanging in the sky of the character ‘Dick Butt’ – a cartoonish, anthropomorphic
phallus, with a pair of testicles and a penis protruding from its backside, that is often
unexpectedly revealed in the final frame of comics, multi-pane image memes and animated
gifs, as part of a long running gag in internet culture. The artefact’s narrative content is
clearly orchestrated from within the game environment, with the structure of the brief story
fragment provided by the avatar’s movement through space, and command blocks have been
deployed to control the villagers’ behaviour. Playing on the mythologies and mysteries
implied within Minecraft’s game world (of mythic creatures such as the Endermen, for
example) and constitutive layers (where glitches and ruptures create the tales of ‘Herobrine’
and other figures), the artefact manipulates the rules for emergence typology and player
expectations to connect the game’s storytelling potential to new currents of online discourse
and jocularity. In another example from the same user, the damage wrought to a residence by
an exploding zombie is showcased by an avatar’s point of view, acting as a slow-motion
camera moving through a house mid-explosion (TobitheRobot, ‘Exploding Creeper’).
Similarly, particular scripting has been deployed to speed up the movement of the avatar in
relation to the speed of the impact of the blast, elongating what might otherwise be a twosecond event in real time to 14 seconds. Through this process of user direction, Minecraft’s
fundamental (but often obscured) zombie story is accentuated. The artefact communicates a
visceral and destructive moment of zombie engagement by avidly borrowing the spatial and
temporal conventions of ‘blockbuster’ action sequences.

Documenting the undead
For other players, the active shaping of narrative form acts as a means to supplement ingame
roleplay, and the construction of imagined and emergent back-story, each discussed in the
real-time and anticipatory temporal modes in Chapters Four and Three, respectively. In one
example, a series of player theories about the origins and spread of Left 4 Dead 2’s
destructive infection and the personal histories and behaviours of the ‘special’ class infected
characters are presented in two ten-minute long videos (ValveTime, ‘Green Flu’; ValveTime,
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‘Special Infected’). The creator’s narrative experience is not one of slaughter, teamwork and
progress, but an emergent account of something bordering on scientific research. The videos
are montages of moments of gameplay, and the user’s voiceover narration guides viewers
through the development of different explanations of the game’s violent composition and
possible backstories. The clips of gameplay act as evidence, as ValveTime demonstrates the
workings that have gone into proving their hypotheses and conclusions. Less Hollywood
blockbuster, and more restrained documentary television, the artefacts demonstrate a
particular approach to and interpretation of Left 4 Dead 2’s arrangement of rulesets. The
detailed analytical structures of the artefacts support this narrative position and make visible
to the player the various assumptions made within them about the game world, embedded
narrative and systemic layers.

Fig. 6.5. A page from a DayZ player’s illustrated journal (cluis).

In quite a different manner, another user, named cluis, is seen engaging with the form and
construction of an artefact in order to accelerate access for others to their roleplay approach
(fig. 6.5). In this instance, their roleplay is not that of the detached didactic scientist, but of
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the desperate survivor, living moment-to-moment in an environment of undead chaos.
Sections of gameplay experience are captured in eight separate journal entries, which are
almost constructed as if they could have been found in the mud of Chernarus by a passing
explorer. The recollections are offered from first-person perspective, sometimes frenetic,
often distracted and meandering, and the aesthetic presentation of the image files implies the
authorship of a human hand and the weathering of time and grime. The backgrounds of the
pages are stained yellow and brown, rough illustrations (which look to be rushed) accompany
the tales, and as cluis progresses toward the eighth page, their narrative voice becomes more
and more focused on the daily violence and aberration they encounter (moving away from
some of the meta-reflexive comments as the player, rather than the assumed character and
avatar, that pepper earlier pages). Delayed emergence allows users such as this the time to
assemble creative outputs that in their very structure and appearance reinforce the narrative
content imagined within.
Other users take this referentiality a meta-textual and recursive step further, not only
acknowledging in the form of their artefacts the conventions of the mediation of events that
occur within the zombie canon, but also ensuring the roleplay itself functions to sustain this
media process. A player named Joss Widdowson, for example, advertises himself as a ‘war
photographer’ on the “front lines of the Chenarus infestation” (Widdowson) and offers
himself as an “embedded” photojournalist, ready to accompany human combat teams in the
ingame world (Au), recalling immediately the language and news production context of the
2003 United States-led invasion of Iraq. Widdowson’s first despatches lean heavily upon
conventions of written reporting, and his manipulated screenshots are journalistic in their
appearance (featuring interviewees’ avatars sitting around a campfire, dramatic combat shots,
and so on) (fig. 6.6). Players and their fictional ingame events are, in these examples,
remediated to reference the media format of journalism and the long-established expectations
and conventions of wartime reportage. A blog entry acting as a news report detailing
Widdowson’s insertion into the game world (itself another meta-textual layer of roleplay and
narrative emergence) even notes that one of the photographer’s shots, of a zombie falling
dramatically, victim to a player’s fire, “eerily resembles” Robert Capa’s well-known Spanish
Civil War photograph The Falling Soldier (Au).
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Fig. 6.6. Roleplayed photojournalism in DayZ: a subject climbing over sandbag defences to engage zombies at
the gate (top) (Widdowson), a shot zombie falling (middle) (Widdowson), and a player ‘photographed’ while
scanning the horizon for threats (bottom) (Au).

Acts of journalistic meta-quotation continue elsewhere – for example, in hlmtre’s screenshot
‘Reddit Rescue Rangers At Work’, which depicts ingame avatars running, backs hunched,
toward helicopters preparing to lift off from a remote hilltop (fig. 6.7), providing more than a
hint of homage to iconic images of military units deploying in the Vietnam War. In an album
of further images attached to the original forum post the team are ‘photographed’ from the
ground as their helicopter exfiltrates comrades and provides covering gunfire from above the
treetops. In order to reinforce this team’s virtual and roleplayed purpose, the artefact engages
with a combination of ingame orchestration, the post-production manipulation of colours and
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saturation and a particular mode of address to forum users (as if despatches are from the
frontlines of a faraway conflict, complete with operational code names). In their mediated
references to real-world conflicts, and by playing upon these familiar codes and conventions,
they also function to accelerate other players’ access to their sense of purpose and to
underline the gravity of that purpose. Gameplay seems to become, for such players, more
than the desperation of post-apocalyptic survival and zombie hacking-and-slashing. Delayed
emergence allows it to become an exercise in media and historical discursive fluency. Players
work consciously and effectively to integrate their own fluency with the expectations of
journalistic mediation within their emergent experiences of story.

Fig. 6.7. A hunched player avatar (a member of the ‘Reddit Rescue Force’ vigilante team) runs towards a
helicopter for extraction (hlmtre).

In the delayed phase of emergence, stories are arranged, refined and polished. Some of this
creative activity occurs ingame, through the orchestration of a broad set of ‘actors’ – users’
avatars, non-player characters and scripting systems. In other instances, image and video
manipulation software performs the heavy lifting and helps users shape the form and
structure of their emergent stories. Often a combination of both approaches is evident. This
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level of deliberate narrative production might appear at odds with the understanding of
emergent story as an in-the-moment product of play experience, generated on the fly, thanks
to the unpredictability and variability of player action and experience and the operation of
rules. However, despite the process of assembly and deliberation involved, these videos are
the products of emergent experiences, and of emergent clusters of rules. The artefacts,
constructed and polished, act for us as evidence for the original emergent process. In their
final mediated state these artefacts present more acute visions of emergent interpretations of
gameplay sessions than their more raw counterparts might. The input of extraneous and
contradictory rules, moments of play and other users are trimmed away, and the particular
rules and experiences that have combined to produce a user’s preferred narrative thrust are
granted primacy. Such artefacts expose users to richer and more developed possibilities for
alternate stories and gameplay experiences. Post-play refinements structure these artefacts, as
well as the directive and embedded narrative rules they might generate, to be more accessible
and consumable. Added into an individual player’s own assembly of rules for emergence
these new rules are able to kick-start the processes of anticipatory emergence described in
Chapter Four.

Momentary horrors
A final type of alignment between delayed, post-produced artefacts of narrative emergence
and the media objects and forms that precede the case study games in the generic canon can
be found in those artefacts that appear raw, unfiltered and candid. It might seem counterintuitive to move from accounts of detailed editing and orchestration to media objects of such
a seemingly ephemeral nature; however, as I demonstrate, even in their simplicity they
demonstrate fundamental conventions of the zombie’s mediated history. This particular
calibration between the aesthetic and narrative structure of user artefacts and zombie media
provides us insight into the way narrative emergence grants players experiences of the
visceral and urgent nature of the undead apocalypse. Such artefacts thus capture the state of
contingency that underpins zombie environments (to return to ideas first explored in Chapters
One and Five). As Allan Cameron observes, the increasing appearance of visual recording
media (cameras, camcorders, and so on) in zombie films is closely linked to “the practical
immediacy of their recording formats (both analog and digital), which are ideally equipped to
register the chaos and randomness of the outbreaks” and heighten the audiences’ exposure to
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these sensations (81). Creating this sense of immediacy and shortening the subjective
distance between audience and the event on screen has been crucial to zombie televisual and
cinematic media. The mediation of the immediate forms the affective structure within which
‘jump-scares’ and other quick and simple frights for the viewer can be deployed to maximum
effect, and it also structures the audiences’ narrative access to worlds defined by blemish,
rawness, chaos and rupture.

Fig. 6.8. An anonymous user’s image capturing a scene which typifies, for them, the last thing Left 4 Dead 2’s
avatars see before they die (‘The Last Thing You See before You Die’).

Left 4 Dead 2, Minecraft and DayZ all feature functions built into the constitutive rules of
their engines (or the digital distribution platform the game is played from within – such as
Steam) that allow users to take screenshots of what their avatar’s point-of-view displays at the
press of a keyboard button. User activation of this function creates image files in a common
file format such as JPG or PNG, which are stored in an accessible folder on the player’s
computer or console. This relatively simple technical affordance forms the basis of a
significant proportion of the narrative artefacts I have discussed in this thesis, and the creative
act of simply taking such a screenshot is worth further discussion. In examples such as one
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Left 4 Dead 2 screenshot entitled ‘The Last Thing You See before You Die’ (fig. 6.8), shared
by an anonymous user, moments of emergent terror and panic are communicated, in
accordance with the expectations of emotional intensity and instability implied by the zombie
genre itself. In ‘The Last Thing You See before You Die’ screenshot, a player whose avatar is
on its final few measures of health (as indicated in the heads-up display) is beginning to
experience their vision blur and tunnel away, their body clearly trapped under a mass of
blood-stained, rotting limbs, with a single, repulsive zombie face looming toward the player
in the narrow field of remaining focused vision. Another screenshot similarly captured in
medias res, from DayZ, renders accessible to audiences “the most terrifying thing” another
anonymous user has seen during their gameplay: the image of another avatar rushing toward
them, equipped with a bulging backpack, a rifle slung over their shoulder, an axe swinging
through the air and, perhaps most distressingly, a burlap sack over their head (‘The Most
Terrifying Thing I’ve Seen in This Game so Far’). The glint of sunlight striking the
sharpened tip of the axe and the kneeling or seated position of the victim implied by their
perspective in relation to the looming body of the aggressor infuses the image with a sense of
the immediate, inescapable physical violence about to be meted out.
Urgent horror can also be captured in Minecraft. One player, for example, screenshots the
figure of a zombie approaching them in what appears to be a cramped, small staging area for
their underground mining operation (softriver). Captioning the image “step 1, throw splash
potion at zombie villager ... Instructions unclear”, softriver captures the impulsive reaction
their unexpected encounter has elicited: to lob at the monster the inventory item they
happened to be holding, before realising few other options exist for their defence (and
presumably, being killed easily by the zombie, whom the systemic rules have determined
excels at attacking in close quarters). These emergent encounters highlight the volatility and
precarity of play within chaotic environments and seemingly cannot (or should not) be
remediated into another narrative form. The immediacy of these moments of horror demands
a media object that itself communicates immediacy and raw presentation.
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Fig. 6.9. A helicopter captured, in DayZ gameplay footage, dramatically plummeting from the sky and crashing
in front of a player (Statik, ‘Best DayZ Video on Earth’).

It is not only static images that can be captured with ease by players during the frantic flow of
play. A plethora of software packages exist that allow users to record their game session as
they play, including the popular options Bandicam, Fraps, Open Broadcaster Software and
D3DGear. Similar functionality is available for players using gaming consoles such as the
PlayStation and Xbox, whereby platforms typically maintain a running recording of the last
several minutes of gameplay and allow users to permanently capture a section of that
recording and upload it to a web-hosted service for later access. This results in yet more
examples of quotidian moments of gameplay that capture emergent terror and chaos in a
hyper-immediate, unpolished format. For example, a video shared by the user Statik (fig. 6.9)
showcases a trip through Chernarus by a group of avatars that culminates in the investigation
of a lone latrine building atop a ridgeline. As one of the players approaches the outhouse, the
throbbing sound of helicopter blades punctuates the silence of the scene and within seconds a
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helicopter appears, tumbling out of the sky toward the structure. The aircraft crashes and
explodes, killing the avatar undertaking the survey of the building and pushing backwards
with its pressure wave the player from whose perspective we are witnessing the events. In
another exemplary DayZ artefact, four minutes of unedited gameplay footage communicates
to viewers the claustrophobic, moment-to-moment frenzied decision making and discharge of
weapons that seemingly defines encounters with other on-edge players inside Chernarus’
building (hivemind). Similarly, in Left 4 Dead 2, such passive, ubiquitous recording of play
experience allows users to capture moments that unfold so quickly a player’s finger might not
quickly enough reach the keyboard button that activates the screenshot function. In one
example from a seemingly innocuous portion of a game session, the two remaining players
on the survivors’ team cross a petrol station courtyard unaccosted by either ‘common’ or
‘special’ class infected but suddenly one of them adopts a panicked tone as the other team
member absent-mindedly fires a round into a petrol pump (Mobile_Artillery, ‘Idiot of the
Year.’). The entire structure is destroyed in the ensuing explosion and the team’s progress
through the level concludes prematurely. Sudden intrusions of violence into the experiences
of players such as these are captured in all their sudden and urgent trauma by screen
recording software. By clipping these instances out as standalone episodes of experience, the
affective tenor of the emergent moments is preserved, as well as the changing rhythms and
arrangements of the various rules for emergence that create the narrative moment. Video
footage allows the idleness and calm of ‘normal’ engagements with the environment and
other avatars to be juxtaposed with the change of pace wrought by unexpected chaos,
increasing the sense of immediacy and narrative impact of the arrival of uninvited horrors.
Unaltered screenshots and video footage also prove particularly effective at telling stories of
the seconds and minutes of gameplay that have preceded the moment of capture. For
example, in a post to the Left 4 Dead 2 subreddit entitled ‘Ellis is a little... psychotic’, the
user starkinmn shares an evocative image of the safe room at the beginning of one level (fig.
6.10). Three dead survivor avatars are visible from the point-of-view of the player in
question: one avatar lies facing the ceiling in a large of pool of blood, the body of a second is
strewn, ragdoll style, over a table and the third is slumped on the ground, directly in front of
the sole living player. The heads-up display confirms for us that the three comrades are
indeed dead. The player who has taken the screenshot has evidently activated a setting in the
game’s menu of options that provides written captions for ingame dialogue by the characters,
and Ellis (the character of this player’s own avatar) is shown exclaiming “why don’t you
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remember that for next time, you sons of bitches”. Dialogue occurs both randomly
throughout play sessions and when manually triggered by players using a series of keyboard
shortcuts, and it is not possible to discern from this screenshot by which method the utterance
has arrived. However, the walls are peppered with bullet holes and the pattern of their
dispersal would seem to match the screenshotting user’s physical position in the room.
Unedited for clarification and postliminary to whatever events have unfolded in this room,
this screenshot is nonetheless able to reach backwards temporally and represent an involved,
emergent story of human-versus-human carnage, and Ellis’ possible bloodthirsty insanity.

Fig. 6.10. A screenshot worth a thousand words: a single captured millisecond implies preceding minutes of
wanton violence by a player in Left 4 Dead 2 (starkinmn).

In DayZ’s communities there are similar examples presented. In one, for example, a user who
climbs to the top of a water tower with the intention of committing suicide (by jumping off
the structure) discovers close to two dozen pairs of shoes, and numerous other items of
clothing (JACBoucher). The user determines that this must be a ‘tradition’ of sorts, wherein
players who are naturally attracted to this accessible, tall structure as a means for
dramatically ending their avatars’ lives disrobe and leave their scant resources for other
players to salvage (or indeed, to possibly return to and collect at a later date if they choose to
re-spawn as a new avatar on the same server). This single screenshot and the roof of the water
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tower combine to sustain narrative memory of countless possible moments of individual
emergent stories involving suicide, desperation, cinematic dramatisation and other possible
motivations.

Fig. 6.11. DayZ’s sidechat stories: an immediate, murderous rebuttal to a gloating player (top left) (dgib), a
player fatally following unsolicited advice (top right) (‘Icy954 Delivers’), another player receiving an unwanted
answer to their query of the friendly status of another user (bottom left) (bigkpwns), and a player presciently
predicting the outcome of an encounter between two players (bottom right) (Psilocynical).

Another imprint of recent events a screenshot can host comes in the form of the logs of recent
activity and written player communication that populate the extra-diegetic heads-up display.
In DayZ, for example, a stream of blue text appears in the lower left-hand side of a player’s
screen, displaying for several seconds items of text-chat entered by players in the global
direct communication channel (meaning visible to all players on that particular game server)
and indication of player deaths. This is known amongst players as ‘sidechat’ and its narrative
memorial power is demonstrated in a number of artefacts. In one screenshot, a player named
[LHC] Snowball is shown declaring in sidechat that others (presumably attempting to kill
[LHC] Snowball) should “serously [sic] learn to aim” (dgib) (fig. 6.11). The player’s
provocation is instantly answered with a message generated by the game’s systemic rules
indicating that “[LHC] Snowball was killed”, followed by two laughing responses from other
players. In two single lines of extra-diegetic text, a story of human-versus-human combat,
bravado and demise is told in hyper-efficient fashion and loses little of its core detail. In
another example, shared by an anonymous user, the player Icy954 proudly proclaims that
they have scaled one of the virtual world’s cranes, appending their remark with the ‘:3’
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emoticon21. (‘Icy954 Delivers’) (fig. 6.11). Another player goads Icy954 to jump, and the
server issues a notification that the crane-climber has been killed – another complex series of
events transported from a physical location within the game environment and re-assembled to
powerful narrative effect in sidechat. In one screenshot, a player by the name of Corwin
queries the friendly status of another user; the immediate reply is again delivered for the
ingame (and delayed phase) audience in the form of an extra-diegetic signal of demise
(bigkpwns) (fig. 6.11). The narrative structure of sidechat also generates its own selfreflexive culture, demonstrated for example in a screenshot from Psilocynical in which two
players, Carlucci00 and Thatguy, are seen organising for their avatars to meet (fig. 6.11).
Another player, by now familiar with the fatal ‘call and response’ typically played out
between users and systemic death notification of stories, mimics the form of the indicator and
types “Thatguy was killed” into text chat. Almost immediately, the prediction is borne out by
the system’s own notification.
In Left 4 Dead 2, such information might be presented to audiences by a user capturing the
final ‘gameplay stats’ screen that displays upon the completion of a level, which lists each
player’s contribution in a number of categories measured by the game’s engine (number of
deaths, times incapacitated, first aid kits used, specific classes of zombies killed, total number
of infected killed, and so on). Screenshots of this record are used by players, for example, to
boast of their team’s efficacy by exhibiting strong showings in certain statistical categories
(Educated_Hypothesis), or to contribute to their community’s ongoing interrogation of the
systemic rules that seemingly render bots poor teammates, by showing the poverty of the
contribution of these artificially intelligent comrades (‘DAMN We’re Good’). While only
representing a fleeting, singular moment in a player’s experience of the game system, an
unrefined screenshot or episode of gameplay footage can capture a significant quantity of
aggregate narrative information and implication. This is, in a sense, a double-layer of
emergent delay: the artefact in these cases is prepared and shared after the fact of gameplay
and captures a scene that is itself the aftermath of a particular collision of rules, actions,
players and motivations.

21

A symbol derived from anime culture, representing a cat’s face and indicating coyness, cleverness or cute
behaviour.
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Fig. 6.12. A screenshot captures the visceral sense of relief felt after resurfacing from three hours’ work in one
of Minecraft’s underground caving systems (rapt0rr_1).

A final way in which the immediacy of the unfettered screen capture supports the generic
undertones of zombie media appears, in many ways, contrary to the examples of disorder and
brutality analysed in the paragraphs above. A number of artefacts are shown working to
establish narrative positions predicated on the trivial and placid moments that are either
punctuated by the imposition of violence and tumult, or themselves punctuate the grinding
bloodshed of life in a zombie apocalypse. In one artefact, the user rapt0rr_1 declares that
“nothing beats the sight of sunlight” after spending three hours in underground cave systems.
Hints of luscious green vegetation border their avatar’s field of vision in the screenshot
rapt0rr_1 shares, and brooding pockets of shadow dominate the mid-range and the
foreground is overwhelmed by a flood of white light emanating from the sun in the image’s
background (fig. 6.12). The ocular effect of this screenshot and its striking juxtaposition of
darkness and light is to make almost palpable the affective impact upon the player of that
glorious moment of ascent from the game world’s depths into the living, breathing, spacious
overworld. A DayZ user’s version of this emergent story of respite could come in the form of
a simple sit-down meal conducted around a camping lantern by three players (fizhfood), or
the split-second screenshot of a moment of kindness as one avatar shares a plump ripe orange
with another to aid in curing their viral infection (DethyLessThan3). As with the earlier
examples cited of videos that utilise musical and aural cues (inserted using post-production
software) to connect to zombie cinema’s moments of jocose stress-release, the user
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screenshots that capture non-violent instances of everyday existence, satisfaction and
pleasure are important for the aggregate sense that these players communities’ artefacts
connect to and are structurally informed by the broader zombie canon.
In screenshots that capture merely a millisecond of playtime, significant narrative loads exist
to be decoded by audiences in online social spaces and fora. Similarly, gameplay footage that
is passively captured by some players, and shared in straightforward and raw forms, grants
significant levels of access to emergent story. In both types of artefact, the sharing of
unmodified media objects helps to develop a sense of narrative immediacy and an alignment
with the formal structures of zombie storytelling that historically predate these video games
and their communities. Emergent experiences of the chaos and violent unpredictability of
zombie worlds are presented in stark and visceral modes for other users. Despite these
artefacts not having undergone the same degree of polish, filtering and assembly as those I
have discussed earlier in this chapter, they nonetheless offer an account of creative agency
and narrative effort occurring in the delayed phase of emergence. The very act of capturing
and uploading an image or video to an online hosting platform is a creative and narratively
charged decision. It is a decision that inevitably captures visually, and in some cases aurally,
the various rules for emergence functioning at a particular a moment in time. By capturing
the arrangement of rules for emergence in this way, these split-second snapshots also hint at,
and act as momentary representatives of, the longer strands of storytelling occurring in the
creators’ gameplay sessions (unfolding prior to and in the aftermath of the individual moment
captured). Appending a caption to a media object when submitting it to YouTube, to Imgur,
or as a forum post, is another conscious deliberation by content creators that shapes
perception of the artefact’s narrative content for other users. Through these combinations of
seemingly minor and incidental storytelling decisions (when compared to the much more
involved creative operations discussed earlier in the chapter) delayed emergence allows
players to make subtle modifications to the arrangement of rules for emergence captured in
these snapshots and brief episodes of gameplay and their consequent narrative meaning.
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The spectre of other media traditions
Analogue visions
The second significant trend visible in the case study games’ communities is an approach to
delayed, emergent storytelling that engages with media traditions and formats that are not
popularly associated with the generic history of the mediation of the zombie. In these
examples, players are seen deploying narrative frameworks and aesthetic tendencies drawn
from textual histories as diverse as analogue photography, internet fandom and the digital
narratology that characterises web 2.0 platforms. While both unpolished episodes of
gameplay and elaborate post-production efforts have been shown to intensify some of the
fundamental tenets of zombie storytelling for the audiences (in the first section of this
chapter), the artefacts I now address turn their focus to modes of narrative that make other
cultural connections in their structuration. The first of these connections is made between
artefacts that users manipulate and modify to take on the quality of analogue media and the
inferences of textual verisimilitude and significance this process might create. By remediating
gameplay screenshots to accord to the aesthetic conventions of analogue photography, users
transport emergent narrative experience from the realm of ephemerality and mere ‘play’ and
attempt to firmly locate their individual interpretations of ingame experience in the discursive
plane of formal artistic representation. In other words, these users turn to ‘old’ media to cast
their play as a mechanism for serious storytelling.
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Fig. 6.13. manipulated screenshots, featuring post-processed effects of vignetting, motion blur, colour saturation
and sepia toning, and artificial depth-of-field and focus (Wide_white, ‘More Photos’).

“I took more photos in game,” pronounces Wide_white as they link to an Imgur-hosted
gallery, “what do you guys think?” (Wide_white, ‘More Photos’). The gallery is filled with
screenshots from DayZ (fig. 6.13), and it is immediately apparent the use of the term ‘photos’
is no accident – the images have been post-processed (sometimes heavily, other times with
more subtlety) using image-manipulation software to reflect some of the aesthetic qualities
that define ‘real’ photographic objects. This is not the first time albums of retro-processed
artefacts have been shared by this user and others (hlmtre; DuBi2; Wide_white,
‘Screenshots’; BusyBeingDizzy). In these posts, the game’s on-screen heads-up-display is
often removed (either by way of image-cropping, or through a setting in the game’s options
menu), leaving only diegetic elements of the ingame environment displayed in the image.
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Further image manipulation involves colours, levels and saturation to achieve sepia tones and
other age effects, the artificial addition of lens artefacts such as depth-of-field and focus,
motion blur effects and the addition of shadowy borders that mimic photograph vignetting.
The effect of these manipulations appears to be to communicate that rather than having been
exported from Adobe Photoshop or another piece of image editing software, these artefacts
could just have easily been brought to their audiences from a photographer’s darkroom. In
such a logic, gameplay transforms from transient, ephemeral moments of digital rendering to
something worth capturing, and worth investing artistic and formal effort into. By extension,
the emergent narrative experiences extracted from play in the same process – whether zombie
slaughter, heroic posturing, or any other type of player-driven storytelling – inherit a sense of
gravity and higher purpose.

Fig. 6.14. Two player-enhanced sunset scenes from within DayZ (TheNorwegianGuy) (left) and Minecraft
(right) (XxPro219xX).

Some artefacts depict the game world’s sweeping landscapes presented in their own synthetic
‘natural beauty’, capturing forests, brooks, coastlines, valleys and the rays of ingame
sunlight, or moonlight and stars that in real and virtual life alike enhance the appeal of nature.
In one example, a player of DayZ captures what appears to be the visual effect of a stunning
sunset (TheNorwegianGuy) (fig. 6.14). The orange-blue hue of the sky and clouds, and
strands of light bursting across the scene’s tall grass is an entirely creative construction,
however. The sky is a photograph, composited into the background of the screenshot, and the
effect of the super-imposed sun upon the imagined analogue lens and rolling landscape is the
consequence of a preset filter in Adobe Photoshop. In the comment thread following the
artefact, numerous users note that their gameplay most often occurs against a backdrop of
plain blue skies or overcast greys and whites and they decry the subsequent absence of
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cinematic senses of grandeur, as rendered in TheNorwegianGuy’s vision of the game. As one
user clarifies, this is a fault of the systemic logic of the game, because “upon a server restart
all weather events are reset”, and it can take hours for the game to randomly generate a
weather state other than the default clear or overcast skies (fweepa in TheNorwegianGuy).
Similar artefacts pepper the Minecraft community as well, where awe-inspiring sunsets and
sunrises are post-produced into screenshots, soaking and softening the otherwise harsh and
angular lines, corners and cubes of the game environment in hues of gold and orange
(XxPro219xX) (fig. 6.14). In other artefacts, artificially generated lens flares and rays of light
burst through windows, doors and archways and are used to energise and add focal depth to
the simple interiors of users’ buildings (Team Vindicta). The nature of the game world, which
in its simplistic, cube-formed state makes no claims to photorealism is isolated and modified
in these artefacts, is infused with narrative readings of the (wholly synthetic) ‘natural’ beauty
of the virtual landscapes.
In other artefacts, the game’s environment and underlying engine are used to recall the
composition and artistry of human photography. For example, in one artefact, an ingame
DayZ campfire, lit at the end of a building, draws together the game world, systemic and
constitutive rulesets (in their provision of outputs such as flammable materials, sheltered
structures to contain and protect the flames from the game’s virtual weather elements, and
graphics rendering that calculates the radial spread of the fire’s light) to provide brooding,
dramatic lighting for a ‘photograph’ (Wide_white, ‘Screenshots’). In a series of “spookytype” screenshots shared by a Left 4 Dead 2 player, orchestrations of ingame rulesets and
software-enabled post-production are again deployed for their potential to generate analogue
remediations of gameplay (bossmcsauce) (fig. 6.15). The light from avatars’ torches
illuminates blood-spattered walls, zombies are captured (and artificially motion-blurred) midattack and the survivor characters take on a new sense of frailty and desperation thanks to the
deliberate imposition of harsh, low-key chiaroscuro-style lighting traditionally associated
with grit and realism in film and photography. Reflecting on the creative practice required to
achieve the effect, bossmcsauce notes that their photography “didn’t work quite as well” as
their previous examples of analogue imagery captured from the World War II first-person
shooter game Day of Defeat (Valve Corporation, 2003), “given that the game’s graphics
don’t lend themselves as well to the whole concept”. Emergent narrative’s delayed temporal
position is clearly crucial to such processes of reflection, modification and attunement of
media objects to the narrative interpretations of their player-creators.
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Fig. 6.15. ‘Photographing’ grit and realism: naturalistic, chiaroscuro-style lighting and post-processing for
photographic conventions transforms Left 4 Dead 2’s diegesis (bossmcsauce).
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Another artefact utilises the embedded narrative detail of the character design of the bodies,
faces and outfits of avatar and the systemic ruleset’s affordances for allowing users to control
their virtual body’s stance and limb positioning to compose photograph-style images of
DayZ’s heroic human avatars posing with guns drawn in the midst of desolate and grisly
backdrops of blood-stained vehicles or lines of decomposing zombie corpses
(BusyBeingDizzy). In another example, from a player of Left 4 Dead 2, the constitutive rules
are even more heavily engaged to provide compositional support for image-capture
(brawlin_bert). In brawlin_bert’s gallery of ten staged and post-processed screenshots, the
emergent practice of photography becomes one of studied portraiture: the game’s constitutive
rules allow the user to access the ingame console and input command-line conditions that
grant them access to a free-roaming virtual camera and to spawn particular types of ‘special’
and ‘boss’ class infection at will in locations of their choosing. What this results in for the
user is a series of striking, carefully framed, composed and lit portraits of the game’s most
ferocious threats. Normally only glimpsed for split moments as they charge, scramble, spit,
explode and claw at one’s avatar’s face, the infected characters are exposed by the portraits in
all their gory detail – tumours, wounds, blood-soaked teeth, sunken eyes, muscles and
dripping strands of acidic bile. The presentation of the characters in these unusually calm and
controlled photographic sittings takes a collection of embedded narrative details that are
often lost on the player due to the pace of play and uses photography’s aesthetic formalism to
locate them in a central narrative position for audiences. Of course, with the investigation in
Chapter Four of anticipatory emergence in mind, it appears sensible to imagine that players
who consume artefacts such as this may then re-enter the game with new, more detailed
understandings of the operation of the embedded narrative rules to inform their emergent
experiences.
The screenshot in these manipulations transforms from a simple technical function that
captures the content of a computer’s display to become an exercise that casts the video game
screen as an analogue camera lens. According to new media theories of remediation, the
labour invested by these players in their visual media artefacts serves two intertwined
functions: the production of ‘immediacy’ and ‘hypermediacy’. Immediacy implies realism by
providing a sense for the audience of “complete immersion and erasure of the medium”
(Wright 127). Obvious evidence of the construction of media detracts from suggestions of
spontaneity, immediacy and verity. However, remediated digital artefacts often “borrow
avidly from their analog predecessors” to imply their truth claims (Bolter and Grusin 9),
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proving these case study artefacts as examples of ‘hypermediation’, wherein “the
heterogeneity of mediated space” is recognised “by making the viewer aware of the medium
as a medium” (Wright 127). These remediated artefacts aim to reduce the subjective space
between viewer and text, but must also retain just enough of the conventions that demonstrate
mediation has occurred. Bolter and Grusin remind us, perhaps ironically, that we “define
immediacy as being in the presence of media” (236), as the ‘real’ is ultimately “defined in
terms of the viewer’s experience” and the assessment of reality is seen as an emotional rather
than objective process (Bolter and Grusin 53).
The artificial elements that imply analogue, ‘old media’ photographic production in DayZ,
Left 4 Dead 2 and Minecraft draw on audience habits of more than a century, where we have
accepted “the image of photography and film as reality” (Manovich 200). The “too real”
representations of visual realities in computer game graphics cannot overcome their
audiences’ reliance on analogue conventions and can never appear as ‘realistic’ as the
photographic products of the lenses of their forebears (Manovich 199). Producers carefully
and deliberately reproduce conventions of the more familiar era and medium – a process of
what Ruth Page terms “vernacular creativity” – from which the audience decodes an
“assumed authenticity” (Stories and Social Media 170). Gameplay experiences, and emergent
interpretations, are removed from the straightforward fantasies of bloodletting implied by
three-dimensional video game graphics and zombie sprites and are instead grounded in a
vernacular recreation of more ‘serious’ modes of media consumption.

Telling tales
Another form the recording of emergent experience can take in its delayed phase is that of
text-based, written reflection. DayZ’s communities provide a wealth of examples of this
trend, showcasing first-person, informal and reflective accounts of emergent gameplay
experience. Some examples take the form of messy, unstructured stream-of-consciousness
diary entries (rydekk), brief travelogue-style accounts of exploration of new or dangerous
parts of the virtual world (m.w. vindicator) and nostalgia-tinged forum threads in which users
share recollections of their first successful kills (of either zombies or other humans)
(uscg_cox). In the user Redrick’s written story (fig. 6.16), the hallmarks of formal fiction
writing are visible throughout – including paragraph structure, consistent authorial
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perspective, reflective asides, dialogue, action and scene-setting. Redrick notes that the
events they have described “just happened in game”, but it is evident that composing the 522word story would place this artefact’s creation firmly in the delayed state of emergence, and
an indication at the end of the post made by the forum’s underlying platform that the post has
been edited several times indicates further refinement and tweaking by the user. Asking
whether any other users have stories to share, Redrick advises that entries do not “have to be
long, just I think I’d enjoy reading some other experiences people had”. Evidently, others
share this desire to trade written, conversational accounts of this nature as the forum thread
stretches to 67 pages, with 1671 replies in total (almost all of which are small-to-medium
sized, structured written stories).

Fig. 6.16. An example of DayZ gameplay experience captured as a written, reflective account (Redrick).

Other written narrative accounts lean instead upon the formal conventions that have
developed around self-conscious, personal storytelling in internet communities. 4chan, for
example, is a well-known imageboard and discussion forum within which contributors are
anonymous and where, since its inception in 2003, certain conventions have developed with
respect to how posts and discussions should be initiated and responded to. One of these
formal expectations is that comments and posts made by users of a personal, reflective or
storytelling nature adopt the structure of a ‘greentext’ post. These are “anecdotes written in
short, concise sentences that are often shared … using the site’s ‘green-text’ code”
(KnowYourMeme.com), which is a function built into the site’s forum software that renders
any text preceded by an angled, right-facing bracket green in colour. Numerous artefacts
eschew the possibility of retelling gameplay experience in well-developed and structured
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written form in order to engage with this web cultural standard. In one example, from the user
Tegla, a series of short and sharp sentences tells the emotional story of a player’s rescue by
another named Maklo and their subsequent unintentional slaughter of that same saviour (fig.
6.17). Told in such lean prose, the story almost appears to represent the essential,
spontaneous stream of emotional inputs and ludic reactions made by the player. Other
‘greentext’ tales deploy similar minimalism to recount the use of night-vision goggles and
advanced weaponry to defend players from bandits while roleplaying as Batman (zwcbz), the
eerie encounters with players who travel Chernarus in vehicles playing electronica and Polka
music and speaking in German (repr1sal), or even the experience of a player who spends five
minutes desperately shooting at a rock lying in the grass, having mistaken it for a prone
player avatar (AFD_FROSTY).

Fig. 6.17. An example of a DayZ story recollected in accordance with the formal expectations of the 4chan
community’s ‘greentexts’ (Tegla).

While the figure of the zombie has a decidedly non-literary heritage (as explored in Chapter
One), artefacts that adopt the anecdotal written word rather than visual design as their tool for
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capturing play experience do connect the contemporary experience of undead play to the oral
storytelling traditions of the zombie, zombie and nzambi of Haiti and the Congo region. One
artefact analysed directly toys with this similarity to folkloric sharing: a YouTube-hosted
video in which several avatars sit around a virtual campfire in the middle of one of
Chernarus’ forests and swap tales of their roleplayed characters’ imagined backstories and
recent experiences fighting through the undead plague (sobieski12). Ruth Page argues that
the affordances of computer and internet mediated communication “blend the written mode
with the conversational style and near instantaneous responsiveness characteristic of oral
discourse” and connect the online storytelling practice to Walter Ong’s concept of ‘secondary
orality’ (whereas primarily orality describes orality which predates cultural exposure to
written form) (‘Interactivity and Interaction’ 209). Secondary orality “is both remarkably like
and remarkably unlike primary orality”, retaining oral culture’s ability to generate a strong
sense of community through communal acts of listening, but is “essentially a more deliberate
and self-conscious orality, based permanently on the use of writing and print” (Ong 133).
Artefacts such as these DayZ users’ written stories demonstrate the convergence of spoken
and written storytelling traditions ushered in by internet-mediated storytelling and use selfconscious written narrative to tie a formalistic thread between the folk tales of several
hundred years ago and the contemporary experiences of gamers.
Text-based emergent stories also allow players to connect to other traditions of mediation in
gaming and internet culture. These stories, for example, mimic in many ways the formal
appearance and purpose of After Action Reports (or AARs). After Action Reports originate
in the practices of military forces, but are more broadly understood as written accounts of
retrospective analysis, usually related to the realisation of goal-oriented actions and
objectives in a wide range of contexts and disciplines. AARs have been appropriated in
recent years by video gaming culture (Mukherjee 110) and are especially popular among the
communities that surround grand strategy games (such as the Hearts of Iron or Europa
Universalis series), within which detailed, meticulous planning and sequenced play activity is
rewarded both in terms of ludic achievement and narrative experience (Cook). As Mukherjee
observes, the “personal touch and the faithfulness to the gameplay are essential to the
conceptualisation of the AAR” (113) and this impetus runs very clearly through the examples
in DayZ’s communities: accounts of emergent play are overwhelmingly focused on the firstperson, conversational perspective, and the game’s structures of embedded narrative, game
world and systemic guidance and logic are highly visible parameters that shape the stories
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players share. By turning to the written word to render emergent stories, players not only
gesture toward some of the distant cultural traditions of the living corpses their stories
discuss, but also formally align their communities’ experiences with those of other player
groups. As is well established by now, each of our case study games has its own constellation
of player communities and textual thresholds, and these particular artefacts help illustrate an
additional, less obvious, textual threshold: that which exists between games such as DayZ and
other entirely dissimilar games and genres. The common thread is a form of storytelling that
belongs, in a sense, to emergent narrative and content-creative players, rather than to one
specific media form, genre or game title.

Drawn of the dead
Another post-play narrative tendency, chiefly displayed within Left 4 Dead 2 and Minecraft’s
communities, revolves around the production of comic strips and one-off illustrations. In an
example such as that shared by the user ___atomlib___, six panels tell a story of the game’s
four survivors reaching a hallway blocked by the weeping figure of the hyper-powerful
‘witch’ zombie (fig. 6.18). The character of Zoey pushes another survivor, Louis, towards the
threat, and in a pane capturing the remaining humans’ reactions, a silhouette reveals that
Louis is, as would be expected, in the process of being killed by the witch’s frenzied clawing.
A third character, Bill, is shown declaring that this “reminds me of ’Nam” – a composite
reference to several of this character’s ingame collection of semi-random22 audio dialogue
outputs referring to Bill’s military service during the Vietnam War (utterances which have
become most popularly associated with his avatar). The strength of this particular visual
medium, with respect to communicating emergent narrative experience, is the contentcreator’s ability to strip their stories down to their fundamental components and exclude
extraneous elements (and emergent rulesets) that do not contribute to the chosen
interpretation. The formal limitations of a web comic strip – discrete panels, restricted space
for the representation of dialogue and action, and the brevity of a single page (in this case) –
demand this process of selective curation and construction.

22

I describe this as semi-random because, while there are particular triggers that prompt character avatars to
‘speak’ (including picking up certain weapons, encountering certain classes of zombie), each character still has a
sub-collection of varied dialogue clips that the game engine randomly selects from to match the broad trigger
type.
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Fig. 6.18. A digitally illustrated comic recording a typical experience of systemic rulesets and social dynamics
for Left 4 Dead 2’s players (___atomlib___).

In ___atomlib___’s artefact this means that only a handful of key outputs from different
layers of the rules for emergence typology are presented to audiences. The game’s embedded
narrative components that define the appearance of the human characters and the witch are
shown, as well as the game world logic that determines that progress through the level is
tightly linear (meaning the witch cannot be avoided by travelling a different route) and the
systemic logic that gives the witch her frightening power and dictates that her rage will be
triggered by the movement of survivors within her field of vision. Zoey’s decision to push
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Louis into the witch’s attack radius plays upon the prevalence of artefacts within the game’s
communities that offer insight into systemic rulesets and strategies for overcoming particular
threats (a habit I discussed in detail in Chapter Four). Rather than outsmart or outmanoeuvre
the witch, the comic’s gag is that a quick answer to the problem could be to make sacrifices
of unwitting fellow players. The semi-random deployments of dialogic audio clips during
gameplay result in statements such as Bill’s, often appearing as non sequiturs, but the
punchline to the comic is an ironic deployment of this embedded narrative element because
Bill’s traumatic memories of the Vietnam War actually align perfectly to the carnage the
survivors are witnessing. In the relatively cramped space of six comic panels (compared, for
example, to the narrative density of gameplay videos) a number of real-time emergent
rulesets are recalled and consciously represented, as are the community tropes and efforts at
directive rule production that circulate in the anticipatory state of emergence.
In another Left 4 Dead 2 artefact, shared by an anonymous user, eleven panels of original
illustration are deployed to communicate a story of three human agent players attempting to
complete a level with the support of an artificially intelligent ‘bot’ filling the final player
position on the team (‘You Can Just Call Me Coach’). The lean and efficient nature of the
comic as a narrative form is again evidenced. Six of the eleven panels show moments of
gameplay that are likely familiar to any Left 4 Dead 2 players who have taken to the game’s
fora to complain about the (perceived low level of) intelligence of the game’s bots: the bot
(who is assuming the character avatar of ‘Coach’) using a medical pack to restore its health
level while perfectly healthy, attempting to use a medical pack on a player who has been
struck by the acidic bile of a ‘spitter’ zombie (a frustrating event because an avatar cannot
move while being medically treated, so becomes trapped in the damaging bile), ignoring
another player who has been caught by the tongue of the ‘smoker’ zombie, investigating a
jukebox and issuing one of Coach’s well-known dialogue options (“Hey, this thing plays the
Midnight Riders”) instead of rescuing an assailed comrade, and, finally, declaring that it
“looks like we gots ourselves some weapons” (another of Coach’s oft-repeated observations).
In six panels, what might have taken minutes of gameplay footage, rafts of screenshots and,
possibly, considerable post-production to render in complete and frustrating detail, is neatly
delivered for audiences. As with ___atomlib___’s artefact, multiple layers of the rules for
emergence have been engaged to produce this comic. The artefact’s punchline – that a human
player is so embittered by the bot’s provocations that they gun down Coach, who then reveals
himself to be a Terminator-style cybernetic creature undiminished by the attack and ready for
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revenge – adds a layer of intertextuality and invokes the popular cultural memory of the
artefact’s audiences.

Fig. 6.19. Two artistic visions of Minecraft capturing dissimilar interpretations of the operation of rules for
emergence: a cross-section of a well-maintained home and multi-level caving system (left) (gustav_black) and
the altogether more desperate experience of a first, inexperienced night ingame (right) (‘First Night in
Minecraft’).

Singular illustrations and pieces of artwork compress the narrative space of a delayed artefact
even further; six or eleven panels of drawn emergence might appear a luxury compared to a
single sheet or pane of illustrated story. However, just as the seemingly fleeting nature of
individual screenshots belies a weight of possible narrative clues and cues, the one-off
illustration delivers an equally sizeable narrative load. Because the user-created nature of an
artwork allows for the exclusion of superfluous detail, these illustrations become
concentrated doses of narrative recollection where no visual element appears to go to waste.
Two examples demonstrate this potent storytelling potential: an illustration of a modest
Minecraft home and attached underground caving system (gustav_black), and a drawn image
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of a weeping avatar who has shut themselves in a tiny underground space to escape
marauding zombies during their first, inexperienced night time session in Minecraft’s virtual
world (‘First Night in Minecraft’) (fig. 6.19). In both creative efforts, the embedded narrative
elements of the character design of the game’s zombies are invoked, as is the systemic
impetus for those zombies to travel and hunt humans in darkness. Both feature the game’s
systemic possibilities for ingame blocks to be mined, rearranged and structures to be built.
However, the two artefacts diverge in their referentiality to the directive rules the game’s
communities produce. gustav_black’s illustration, with neatly composed and seemingly
effective homestead, resource-gathering operation and zombie defences, shows a player who
has satisfied the community discourse that endorses and advocates feats of engineering and
the narrative embrace of the game world’s implications that the zombie genre’s deeply latent
constructive habits should be activated by users. The anonymous user who shares the ‘First
Night in Minecraft’ artwork presents a very different encounter with the game, wherein no
meaningful structure is built and a hole dug in the ground with a block of dirt sealing it off
from the overworld is the extent of the player’s constructive capacity.
Through user-created comics and artwork we again witness ways that players can call upon
media forms that appear disparate and distant from the video game and zombie genre in order
to render emergent experiences accessible for other users. Illustrations such as these allow
players to do more than simply capture the arrangements of rules for emergence that make up
a particular gameplay moment. They also allow players more narrative agency than even
those who carefully compose and post-produce intricate videos and screenshots to represent
moments of emergence. The users who create artistic artefacts such as these instead start,
quite literally, with blank canvases and selectively build up mediated memories of gameplay,
making percipient decisions regarding the inclusion and exclusion of particular gameplay
outputs of emergent rulesets to strengthen their narrative content. Another textual threshold is
opened up by these artefacts, this time demonstrating the overlap with online fandom
communities (who primarily coalesce around television shows, but also individual films,
actors and musicians) and the prevalence of ‘fan art’ artefacts within these communities. In a
description that is strikingly similar to the process of delayed emergence illustrated in this
chapter, Henry Jenkins discusses these fan media objects as participating in an “art of
quotation that anchors its images to a referent, either drawn from the fans’ meta-textual
understanding of the series characters and their universe … or assigned them within the
construction of a new narrative” (Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory
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Culture 239). Jenkins also notes that fan art “plays a central role in solidifying and
maintaining the fan community” as the creation, exhibition and exchange of artefacts
generates shared understandings of communal artforms (Textual Poachers: Television Fans
and Participatory Culture 254). Artwork and comics that represent emergent experience thus
borrow their methods for deconstructing, sharing and re-negotiating the textual and metatextual meanings of gameplay from a contemporary, internet-afforded storytelling approach
that underpins online fan communities.

Functional form
Finally, a collection of artefacts from the three case study games demonstrate a kind of
delayed storytelling that takes its structural cues from the one-to-many, interconnected
communicative nature of online fora and community platforms. In these cases, affordances
and functions that exist as common parts of online social culture and forum software shape
stories in varied and unique ways. In one example, a user posts to the Left 4 Dead subreddit a
discussion thread entitled ‘I went through an entire campaign without any ragequits, AMA’
(HealthyandHappy). ‘AMA’ is an acronym for ‘ask me anything’ – a phenomenon that has
become closely associated with Reddit as a social platform, and the ‘IamA’ subreddit in
particular, within which users with unusual or interesting occupations or experiences open
threads by stating ‘I am a [profession/point of interest], ask me anything’. Participants in this
practice on Reddit have included the former President of the United States Barack Obama,
Microsoft co-founder and philanthropist Bill Gates, Central Intelligence Agency whistleblower Edward Snowden and celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay, and the meme-popular
undecided voter from 2016’s election campaign, Ken Bone. HealthyandHappy, however,
delivers the two-word punchline “just kidding” in the body of their post, delivering to their
audience an account of gameplay experience that suggests it is, in fact, not possible to engage
in an interrupted narrative encounter with one of Left 4 Dead 2’s campaigns. By mimicking
the form of a popular mode of recollection and storytelling on this particular web 2.0
platform, users who consume the artefact are prepared with a set of expectations about the
veracity and noteworthiness of the experience being described. Instead, the artefact redirects
its audience’s attention to the running discursive battles conducted with their community
regarding inexperience and frustration during online gameplay.
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Fig. 6.20. Two reviews of DayZ, submitted to the Steam community platform: a typical account of human-tohuman interaction in game (left) (Hecticz), and a much more succinct account of the game’s potential brutality
(right) (Seriou).

In another type of web 2.0-specific narrative formation, players of DayZ are seen taking
advantage of a function of Steam digital distribution and community platforms that collates
user reviews of the various games that are available to be purchased and downloaded.
Reviews of DayZ prove less interested in sharing systematic feedback of the game’s design,
deployment and support with potential purchasers than using the platform as an ironic host
for personal, reflective anecdotes from play. In one example, the user Hecticz shares a review
that, while introduced with a bold header reading ‘Recommended’ and thumbs-up icon,
details what might appear to the uninitiated DayZ audience to be quite an unwanted series of
experiences (fig. 6.20). Hecticz recounts being shot in the knee by other players for the sake
of three cans of beans, later pursued and handcuffed by the same assailants, stripped naked
and forced to consume rotten fruit and disinfectant. Hecticz’s review indicates that they are
saved, only to be killed almost immediately by their erstwhile guardian angel. The format of
the review makes it appropriate for the user to end with the remark “11/10 would play again”.
With this appendix added to the story, Hecticz is able to indicate their endorsement of the
events as a pleasurable, flowing narrative experience rather than as an exasperating example
of an unbalanced game with steep barriers for entry and access to weaponry. Hecticz also
reveals the game’s violent social dynamics. In another, much more concise review, a user
simply declares that “i ate a rotten kiwi and died” (Seriou) (fig. 6.20). The header that
contains, again, a thumbs-up icon and the text ‘Recommended’ occupies four times the
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amount of space of the entire written review, and this juxtaposition communicates to
audiences the overwhelming narrative value of even the most negative, unanticipated ingame
experiences. In seven words, Seriou engages multiple systemic rules: those that allow food to
be eaten by avatars, that determine that fruit can rot, that determine that rotten fruit has the
potential to fell an avatar and that avatars can indeed die. The aggregate emergent message is
clear: that death and dying in this game is a central narrative experience, and can even be
enjoyed by players. The structure of both of these delayed, emergent types of stories is
functional in nature: their structure acts as a mechanism that allows users to submit reviews
to guide others in their purchasing decision, and as an internet cultural phenomenon that
suggests that web 2.0 communication platforms can and should be used to allow interesting
people to share stories, and to be questioned and cross-examined about them.

Delayed emergence
In investigating the process of delayed emergence, we gain an understanding of what could
be considered the contemporary tendencies of zombie storytellers and storytelling. While the
zombie stories of film, television and, to a lesser extent, the written text are well-documented,
there is much to be developed in the literature that surrounds interactive audiences and their
encounters with zombies and apocalyptic virtual worlds. In the delayed phase, players of the
case study games are seen taking the time, and investing the creative energy required, to selfconsciously and deliberately design media objects that capture prior emergent experience.
Rather than gameplay narratives that are formed in the real-time mode of emergence and
combine with the constituent elements of the rules for emergence to shape and define the
fiction of the game system at that point in time, these are past-tense narrations of games
played and experiences had. These artefacts are separate media objects that reflect upon that
particular assemblage of rules, fictions and experience felt in the present-tense moments of
play. They work to define the overall game text from the thresholds at its edges, rather than
modifying it on the fly and from within. Capturing and sharing an artefact that records play is
a narratively charged decision in itself, representationally privileging particular experiences
and narrative interpretations. Frequently, players further craft and polish their artefacts to
accentuate the significance of particular emergent rulesets, contexts of play or notions of
story.
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As I have demonstrated in this chapter, players recreate, pillage, fracture and reconstitute
media histories and tools of representation in this process. Players are also themselves
restricted or enabled by technical imperatives (fluency and ability with media manipulation
software, or the game objects themselves, for example) and by the cultural demands of
engagement made by the wider community surrounding each game. Some creative
approaches to user storytelling pay homage to the video game zombie’s media antecedents,
including the cinematisation of virtual experience through post-production and ingame
orchestration, aural design, the adoption of documentary conventions to reinforce individual
roleplay identities, historical meta-quotation and visual efforts to render audience access to
the everyday chaos, rupture and violence of the apocalypse immediate and visceral. Other
approaches break from this monster’s generic traditions and pursue other types of narrative
form for their reflections on emergent play, including practices of post-processing artefacts to
emulate analogue media, digital orality and anecdotal forms of text-based narrative,
illustrations and artwork that connect to cultural practices in internet fandom, and narrative
formats that engage with functional affordances of web 2.0 platforms.
Chapter Four demonstrated the potential for the anticipatory phase of emergence to generate
directive rules for players of the case study games. I argued that these socially negotiated
rules can pre-empt and shape narrative experience for players prior to their encounters with
game texts and help to shape the real-time emergence that might follow. Examples of the
delayed treatment of narrative emergence appear, in a sense, as the final word. The possible
input of anticipatory readings of the game, the operation of the textual machine’s various
rules for emergence during the real-time process and the individual player’s gameplay
decisions and motivations have all played out to their conclusion. The narrative product we
encounter from narrative emergence’s final temporal position is, seemingly, an individual
player’s final and best representation of the aggregate emergent meaning of their gameplay
experience. These artefacts, however, also function to initiate and provide fuel for the
anticipatory process, creating the narrative objects that inspire, provoke and possibly guide
other users in their play. The final temporal position and mediation provided by one user’s
emergent story can become the first textual encounter for another, and this fact supports the
conception of narrative emergence as a potentially cyclical, unending creative and
experiential process.
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Conclusion
Emergent corpses and exquisite stories
In Chapter One I outlined the literature’s existing treatment of narrative emergence,
beginning with the phenomenon’s origins within the science of complexity. Emergence itself
is a clearly defined concept, illustrating the ways in which simple collections of rules can
combine to push beyond so-called ‘complexity barriers’ and generate novel and unexpected
outcomes in the systems of rules and restrictions they transcend. Narrative emergence,
however, takes on a more ambiguous appearance in scholarship; the term has suffered illdefinition and imprecise practical applications. More frequently engaged with as disposable
ephemera than a potentially core narrative experience for play, emergent narrative has been
left to grow blunt in its analytical usefulness. To redress this lack of attention, and to begin to
position narrative emergence as a powerful form of player experience in multiplayer games, I
offered in Chapter Two a rule-based framework to guide the exploration of the phenomenon
of narrative emergence.

Embedded narrative

Directive

Game world

Systemic

Constitutive

Fig. 7.1. The rules for emergence framework: the embedded narrative, directive, game world, systemic and
constitutive rules that variously combine to initiate and sustain emergent narrative experiences.
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Built out of the literature’s existing working models for narrative emergence, and
supplemented by scholarship on video game rules and initial textual analyses of DayZ, Grand
Theft Auto V, Left 4 Dead 2 and Minecraft, the rules for emergence typology suggests five
strata of rules that contribute to experiences of emergent story (fig. 7.1). In different
combinations of elements of game design or user input at each layer, the rules for emergence
coalesce during the player’s interaction with the game system and the textual machine formed
between themselves and the system’s programming. I argue that by disassembling play
experiences (or the artefacts that capture and reflect upon play experiences) with the aid of
this framework, we are able to gain insight into the operation of narrative emergence. In
Chapters Three, Four, Five and Six this was demonstrated as each rule, or pair of rules, from
the framework were considered alongside a particular player context. The possible influence
of each stratum has been, to an extent, elucidated through this process of discursive and
textual analysis of game systems and user-generated artefacts.
Embedded narrative rules (encompassing plot, character, setting and any other elements of
designed storytelling deployed in a game’s interface, virtual spatial design, animation,
character modelling, diegetic and extra-diegetic story text, sound design and various modes
of visual art design and representation) and the game world rules (the spatial, temporal,
physical rules and characteristics of the virtual world that gamers and their avatars participate
in which suggest, by process of subtraction, the activities players could undertake in the game
world) are the first two strata investigated in this thesis. By engaging with the player context
of popular cultural memory in Chapter Three, I demonstrated the alignment between
emergent narrative experiences of the three case study games’ players and the narrative and
aesthetic history of zombie media. In the case of Left 4 Dead 2’s players, this was evidenced
in the ways in which back-story and lore are deduced and constructed; for DayZ players’
through responses to the zombie-world tropes of exploration; and for Minecraft’s users, in the
generic compulsion to rebuild and reconstitute spaces and societies. The embedded narrative
and game world rules declare their presence in the artefacts through character design, the
colour and texturing of three dimensional cubes, the contours of landscapes and
micronarrative fragments. The value of these two rulesets to emergent story is also
demonstrated in Chapter Three by the effect of their absence at key moments for some
players. A narrative bottleneck of sorts forms when the various elements of the emergent
textual machine (for example, the player, the context of popular cultural memory and the
embedded narrative and game world rules) fall out of effective synchronisation.
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Directive rules (highly visible rules that sit on the surface level of a game and define tasks,
objectives, quests and directions that guide the player to a designed outcome within the
game) and systemic rules (which underlie the representational layer of the game and provide
limitations and structural guidance to the player by defining the possible inputs into the
game’s programming and the outputs these will allow) are the second two rules for
emergence that were discussed in Chapter Four of this thesis. Addressing the player context
of sociality and the concept of the paratext, the significance of the systemic ruleset is
demonstrated through the analysis of polarising debates regarding individual roleplay
identities in the DayZ communities, the efforts by Minecraft’s players to establish
communities of practice to share construction advice and possibilities for embodied narrative
experiences through the (often omitted) figure of their avatars, and the Left Dead 2
communities’ collaborative development of play practices that allow mastery of the game’s
systemic logics. User-to-user comments that affirm, challenge and develop one another’s
narrative positions see the paratext functioning to convert both narrative artefacts and the
online fora that host them into threshold spaces that use competing discursive positions to
modify the narrative meaning of their respective core game texts. The consequence of these
paratextual tendencies is the social production of directive rules, which can then enter the
particular assemblage of rules for emergence that shapes emergent narrative experience for
players who consume these objects online. Some of these directive rules prove implicit in
nature. Embedded deep within artefacts of story, they are exemplars of roleplay or comment
thread discussion, awaiting active decoding and internalisation by other users. Others are
much less ambiguous, advocating particular play styles, strategies and interpretations of
textual meaning in instructive and self-reflexive artefacts.
Finally, constitutive rules (which account for the programming, algorithms and code deep at
the core of game systems and engines that create the frameworks for the existence of the
other rulesets) are discussed in Chapter Five. In spite of the inherent challenges of identifying
constitutive rules, Minecraft, with its redstone and command blocks, and Left 4 Dead 2, with
the inscription of its underlying AI Director’s decisions upon the game’s more visible layers
of rules, reveal and facilitate forms of access to their game engine cores. By addressing the
player context of rule mobility through the appearance of malfunctions and errors, the
possible impact of constitutive rules on narrative emergence is further illustrated. Glitches in
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the operation of game servers, network infrastructure, underlying artificial intelligence
systems, graphics rendering engines, and errors forced upon the system by the practices of
hackers and speedrunners work to further expose the deepest inner workings of the systems
of rules that make up these games and their narrative potential. Opening up the engines,
scripts and technologies that drive games frequently results in incursion upon other emergent
rulesets, a productive, unpredictable process I term generative rupture. Malfunctions flow out
of the constitutive layer and into one of the symbolic, expressive layers (for example, the
game world, or embedded narrative) above.
Importantly, three different temporal positions that can play host to narrative emergence have
also been explored in relation to the rules for emergence framework. Real-time emergence is
the mode that the existing scholarship on narrative emergence describes by default, and has
been elaborated in Chapters Two and Three. This is the experience of emergent narrative
encountered ingame, in the thick of the flow of gameplay. I describe this as expeditious
storytelling, where connections between images, sounds and impressions are made quickly
and memories are stirred and stories are initiated. Moment-to-moment during gameplay, the
five layers of the rules for emergence jostle and jockey for position, some rulesets advancing
and growing, others ebbing and waning. As different ludic and narrative elements of the
game system are activated and deactivated through interaction, the active text and its meaning
morph repeatedly – sometimes in minute ways, other times significantly. When the player’s
own motivations, reactions and gameplay practices are layered in, the structured, rule-based
construct of the game system becomes primed to generate unpredictable emergent
experiences. The narrative artefacts examined demonstrate that real-time emergence spans
seconds, minutes or hours of gameplay sessions. Sudden, serendipitous arrangements of rules
and user actions illustrate the phenomenon equally as effectively as the cumulative effect of
numerous moments of emergence that string together to give meaning to an entire night of
gameplay.
There are myriad other contexts that might ignite, inform or intrude upon the process of
narrative emergence for players, and I do not present the three I have discussed as exclusive
drivers of the phenomenon. Particularly, a number of contextual influences reside with the
player and their own lived world and, as I have mentioned on several occasions, the limits of
the rules for emergence model is that it cannot speak to the individual motivations and
concerns of each user. The nature of the evidence gathered in the case study game
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communities helps to isolate the rule-based elements of game systems, player communities
and wider popular culture that feed into emergent play. The player, however, is the ultimate
variable, making untold and unpredictable inputs into the textual machine and shaping the
storytelling it produces.
Narrative emergence is also capable of shaping video game textuality before and after
gameplay. The anticipatory emergence discussed in detail in Chapter Four and touched upon
in Chapter Six adds a new dimension to the existing understanding of narrative emergence,
showing that the capture and sharing of fluid, unpredictable emergent experiences can help to
shape the gameplay of others. By accessing and consuming narrative artefacts, members of
online player communities are able to (both wittingly and unwittingly) encounter new
narrative possibilities for engagement with game texts and new, or modified, versions of the
rules for emergence (most notably the directive layer) that can be imported into their own
experiences. These ad hoc rules, if affirmed and internalised by users, allow new narrative
expectations, roleplay identities and ludic practices to be employed and evaluated. Similarly,
the potential delayed phase of emergence (discussed in Chapters Four and Six), which occurs
in the aftermath of gameplay, grants players another mode of engagement with the otherwise
chance and transient experience of real-time emergence. The delayed form of emergence
embraces user creativity and deliberate design and deployment of narrative artefacts. From
this temporal position, players can refine and sharpen the narrative and rule-based
information their media objects contain and potentially broadcast to other players when
shared. Specific types of emergent experience or contributing factors can be privileged or
obscured, and users are able to consciously design particular ad hoc rules for emergence that
they might wish fellow players to absorb if they encounter these artefacts in the anticipatory
phase.
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Embedded narrative
Directive rules
Play experience
Game world

player enactment/gameplay

Systemic rules

Emergent narrative

Constitutive rules
player creative process

consumption of others’ artefacts

Narrative artefact

Fig 7.2. A cyclical model of narrative emergence – the rules for emergence are activated by player interaction
and gameplay, producing play experience and (at times) emergent narrative. The choice by a player to undertake
a creative process generates an artefact which, if shared and consumed by others, can contribute to an
individual’s rules for emergence.

Taken together, these different temporal positions for narrative emergence indicate the
potential for the phenomenon to be cyclical and recursive in nature. Far from a fleeting,
isolated experience or series of experiences inside an individual’s gameplay sessions,
narrative emergence boasts the powerful potential to shape individual and collective
understandings of game texts and gameplay on an ongoing basis (fig. 7.2). The particular
content and assembly of the five strata of the rules for emergence in a video game text clearly
have their primary impact on real-time experiences of emergence, and it is entirely possible
for this to be the sole encounter a player has with narrative emergence. In fact, while the
conditions might exist during gameplay for novel and unexpected outputs to arise, it is also
possible for players to choose to disregard and focus on elements of their experiences that do
not engage with emergent possibilities. As I have noted a number of times already, one of the
absolute obstacles to untangling examples of narrative emergence is the presence of the most
variable, opaque and inaccessible elements of the textual machine – individual players
themselves and their motivations.
However, for players who do embrace emergent experience and choose to carry it forward
into its delayed phase, the phenomenon begins to stretch out – both textually and temporally.
The game text itself becomes negotiable in the online social spaces in which paratextual
narrative artefacts are shared, as emergence chips away at the fixity and continuity of the
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boundaries of any predetermined narrative meaning. Alternative (sometimes radically so,
other times almost innocuously) visions and versions of play and story are offered up during
delayed emergence. When those artefacts are consumed, the circuit is closed and narrative
emergence becomes a cyclical exercise – negotiations made to a game’s textuality in the
delayed phase are granted agency to re-draw the content of the emergent rule system that
underpins the textual machine players and games form with one another. As if downloading
and installing a software modification for a game, ideas and interpretations are patched into
games by way of a player’s own memories of narrative artefacts and gameplay motivations.
While the analytical and demonstrative power of the narrative artefacts and this study’s
methodology is unfortunately unable to give specific delineation to such possibilities, it
seems viable to suggest that once this emergent cycle is engaged, an individual player’s
engagement with a game’s rules for emergence might come to be shaped and re-shaped
multiple times – an aggregate and recursive form of the phenomenon.
Throughout this thesis, and especially in Chapter One, I have suggested that the history of the
zombie’s mediation and storytelling suggested a creature whose horrors are naturally served,
in an interactive context, by narrative emergence. This certainly does not preclude the idea
that players of games from other genres experience meaningful narrative emergence, but it
would appear that the fictional, visual and ludic presence of the zombie particularly prepares
players for the phenomenon and in some ways accelerates it. This alignment begins with the
emergent nature of the zombie itself – a figure that represents an unexpected rupture to the
established rules of humanity and mortality. The connection to emergence has been deepened
as the zombie genre and cinema have placed chaos and contingency at the heart of their
representational construction. Where emergent experiences (in other game modes and genres)
have often been cast as coincidental and undervalued in the literature, the phenomenon is
located at the core of zombie texts as a primary engine for narrative experiences, and the
figure of the zombie, therefore, proves a valuable analytical ally in the exercise of
demarcating and deconstruction narrative emergence. In this thesis I have discussed emergent
narrative in a form where it has been granted textual primacy; the zombie has been
instrumental in building a comprehensive description of the phenomenon and the rules that
structure it. In the context of video games, the figure of the zombie primes players to embrace
and invest ludic and textual effort, motivation and creativity into moments of narrative
emergence, while experiences of emergent story function to heighten the generic and
affective impact of the digital undead. This symbiotic relationship suggests the ultimate
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exquisite corpse – that of the zombie, an absurd mixture of human and monstrous traits,
which transcends and defies the earthly rules that govern the world it terrorises, entwined
with the narrative novelty and unpredictability of simple rules that combine to create complex
systems.
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